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INTRODUCTION

During the twentieth century, Aasrlean the©-

logy ha® been expressive of four major school® of

thoughts Fundamentaliem. Personalism, Neo-Grthodoacy,

and Bafpiricim. Although the concern of this thesis

is with Process theology, a dominant expression of

Empirical theology, it will bo helpful for u@ t© sketch

the theological context in which Process theology de¬

veloped. Wo shall give more consideration to ??eo-

Orthodox theology and primary consideration to the

early expression of Empirical theology.

Fundamentalism developed into an organised

religious voice in America around 1910, primarily in

reaction against liberalism, its position srnse out

of a return to scriptural literalism and chiliastic

revival. Several factors provoked this Fundamentslist

reaction such as the attempt to accomodate theologically
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the scientific view of evolution, the study of socio¬

logy and social psychology, the growth of biblical

criticism, and the general optimism in the social gospel

movement. The most influential early expression of

this movement is found in The Fundamentals: A Testimony

to the Truth, which is a twelve volume collection of

articles expressing this general literal and chiliastie

position and attacking those who would alter the basic

biblical faith. Fundamentalism reached its peak during

the 1930's under the leadership of J. Gresham Machen,

although this school of theology continues to be a

dominant popular voice in American religion.

The theological school of Personalism, which is

probably better known in France, developed at Boston

University under the leadership of Borden Parker Bowne.

His followers have included the familiar names of Albert

C. Knudson, R. T. Flewelling, F. J. McConnell, and J. W,

Buckham. Probably the most noted recent American per-

sonaiistic theologian is Edgar 3. Brightman, who altered

Bowne's original position by developing the concept of



a fini e God. The leading young voice of this school

is Harold DeWolf. The impact of this school aiust be

seen from two perspectives* On the one hand, it gave

emphasis to a personalistic, conceptual approach in

theology. On the other hand., it served practically as

the leading non-fundament311st ic expression of theology

for the Methodist Church, the largest Protestant group

in America curing this period.

The most noted theological school in America,

especially in European circles, is Neo-Orthodox theo¬

logy.1 This school has been designated also by the

terns "nco-supernaturalism" and "neo-reforra". Nco-

Orthodox theology is basically oriented to Orthodoxy

'This evaluation of Neo-Orthodox theology in
America must be qualified by a recently conducted sur¬
vey of Protestant clergy in the United States, which
indicates that 74% consider themselves to be either
"fundamentalist" or "conservative" as over against 14%
as "modernist" or 12% as "neo-orthodox." cf. Smith,
"The Conservative Evangelicals and The ¥orld Council
of Churches", The Ecmaencial Keviev-, pp. 186-187, Vol.
XV-No. 2, January, 1963.
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rather than to Empiricism. Although Neo-Orthodoxy is

basically different from Empiricism, in America Neo-

Orthodox theology and Frocess theology have developed

while serving as partners in a theological dialogue.

Assuming this basic difference between these two positions,

it ia our purpose to indicate characteristics of specific

Neo-Orthodox theologians which have made it possible for

a fruitful dialogue to occur between this position and

Process theology. Retnhold Niebuhr is probably the

leading voice of this expression in American theology.

H. Richard Niebuhr and Paul Tillich can also be consi¬

dered as port of the Neo-Orthodox position, although

they represent an expression of this position which

tends to give more consideration to the contributions

of Empiricism. In a great many respects, Neo-Orthodox

2Xhe work of other Neo-Orthodox theologians
serve as a bridge in the dialogue between these two
positions. "Walter Marshall Horton, John C. Bennett,
and Sober I Lo«r«y Calhoun are among the theologians who
incorporated elements of empirical method and yet did
not accept its restrictions on the transcendent dimen¬
sion in the divine revelation." The Shape of American
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theology in America shares similar characteristics

with Empirical theology, especially in its Process ex¬

pression. The major points of similarity are as follows:

(1) Both of these theological expressions give emphasis

to constructive theology instead of to dogmatic theology,

in the sense of developing & constructive theology that

will relate to the social, economic, political and re¬

ligious concerns of man. (2) This constructive approach

has been oriented to a theology of community which

gives special emphasis to the insights of sociology and

^Religion, p. 467. W. M. Morton at one time
shared a common front with H. N. Wieman, as is indicated
by their joint contributions in the publication of The
Growth of Religion. Morton's shift from Empiricism to
Neo-Grthodoxy can be seen in Religious Theology and
Theology in Transition. In the latter confer especially
pp, xv-sviii. Bennett in Social Salvation and Christian
Realism and Calhoun in God and the Common Life develop
a more sociological empiricism, which is more in line
with the general approach of H. Richard Niebuhr. Nels
Ferre also considers himself to belong to the Neo-
Orthodox school, while at the same time he considers
his position to be a theological interpretation of
Whitehead's Process position. Though he separates him¬
self from the general Process school, he admits a common
concern with this position. Ferre's Christian Under¬
standing of God shows his affinity with the Process
element of Empirical theology.
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social psychology. (3) Both have been concerned that

constructive theology be based on empirical facts of

existence instead of traditional or contemporary

speculative thinking. This empirical base has been

dependent in its approach upon the social and natural

science for its evidence, although decided emphasis is

given to the Bible and Church tradition, (4) Both have

attempted to understand God's revelation through this

empirical understanding of the God-man relationship.

Although emphasis is given to God's revelation from

biblical times to the pr- sent, primary emphasis is

given to God's revelation in the present and the em¬

pirical demands it places upon man*

A basic difference between these two schools

comes in their metaphysical orientation ron «rning the

nature of God and the nature of the universe. Neo-

Grthodoxy is oriented to the metaphysical tradition of

Orthodoxy, while Empiricism is oriented to the meta¬

physical tradition of naturalism. This difference is

accentuated by the fact that those holding the Neo-
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Orthodox position generally use more traditional theo¬

logical terms, while those in the Process school have

a tendency to use terms which lack the sanction of

tradition. Neo-Orthodoxy has presupposed a form of

supernaturalism, while Empiricism, especially in its

Process expression, has presupposed a form of naturalism.

It is questionable whether their difference on this

point is as great as it might seera. Neo-Gr thodox theo¬

logy in America has developed a supernatural vie® which

differs from more traditional supernatural views by

giving greater emphasis to the immanence of God and by

considering God in his supernatural form to be the God

"beyond history" instead of giving emphasis to the God

"beyond the universe." Because of its psychological

orientation, Keo-Grthodox theology has given emphasis

to God*s "depth" instead of to his "beyondness."

Empirical theology has developed a form of

naturalism which differs from the naturalism of de¬

terminism expressed in previous centuries. Emphasis

is given to God*a immanence, although emphasis is also
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given to God's transcendence over the particular ex¬

pression of his immanence. Under the influence of

psychology, Empiricism, somewhat like Neo-Orthodoxy,

has given emphasis to God's "depth" instead of his

"beyondne-ss.' Bio doubt many sharp differences exist

between these two schools as wall as between the men

in each of those schools, but it v.ould appear that in

certain respects similarities between these t*o positions

are strong. This similarity is underlined by the fact

that both schools claim to belong to that general move¬

ment which can best be designated by the term "Realism."

As a leading voice of the American Neo-Orthodox

position, Reinhold Niebuhr reveals the similarities

and differences just listed. We must keep in mind that

Niebuhr is basically oriented to the Orthodox tradition

as opposed to the Erapirical approach. Niebuhr makes

us© of more traditional theological terms than does the

Process school, but he always considers his theology to

be constructive rather than dogmatic. Even though he

develops a for® of constructive theology, Niebuhr is
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soorawhat embarrassed by the title of "theologian," as

he points out thai he is neither cwpetent nor interested

in the "nice points of pure theology."3 Niabuhrfs theo¬

logy takes a definite constructive approach, s he attempts

to develop a position which is related to social, eco¬

nomic, political and religious issues. This point can

be illustrated by his book Moral Man and Immoral Society,
in which he presents a critical analysis of the conflict

between moral ideals and political realities. In general,

Niebuhr*s constructive theology has an ethical emphasis

with sharply developed political overtones. Hans J.

Morgenthau has given testimony to the political character

of his theology: "I have always considered Reinhold

Niebuhr the greatest living political philosopher of

America, perhaps tho only creative political philosopher

since Calhoun*"* That Niebuhr's position is a "theology

3Reinhold Niebuhr, "Intellectual Autobiography",
Reinhold Nicbuhr: Hia Religious, social, and Political
Thought, p. 3.

^Mans Morgenthau, "The Influence of Reinhold Nia-
buhr in American Political Life and Thought," Reinhold
Niebuhr: Prophetic Voice In Our Time, p. 109.
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of coa sanity" is well established by bis ethical in¬

sistence for justice before truth and by his belief

that the .^caning of life occurs for man in his human

existence.

The clue to the meaning of human existence is
verified ivhcnever men witness to that meaning by
lives of tolerance and charity, prompted by the
consciousness that they are infected by a univer¬
sal inclination to make more* of themselves than
they ought, and therefore distrustful of their own
virtue, sceptical about their apprehension of the
truth and grateful for the love which other men
give them, despite their obvious weaknesses.^

This emphasis on community is expressed when he asserts

that "there is. . .no dimension of existence in which

the individual is purely an individual"^ and that

"The individual can realise himself only in intimate

and organic relation to his fellovcaen."^

sReinhoId Niebuhr, The Godly and the Ungodly.
« JL44 *

°'?einhold Nietouhr, Self and Drama of History,
p. 247.

Keinhold Niebuhr, Nature and Destiny of Man:
& Christian Interpretation, Vol. II, p. 244.



The partially empirical character of Niebuhr's

theology cam be seen in his evaluation of the biblical

testimony, as well as in his social and political eva¬

luation of man's effort to find meaning in community.

He asserts that the biblical faith demonstrates an

'"empirical* superiority in comprehending facts which
0

cannot U. brought into logical coherence." He consider®

the truth revealed by Jesus Christ to be an empirical

clarification of the truth of natural existence. Jesus

Christ "docs not superimpose, but merely clarifies the

truth about man's situation. . .which is given by the

very constitution of selfhood.'*0' Niebuhr rejects the

biblical account of sin as the sole authority for con¬

temporary understanding and asserts that the universal

reality of sin can be established on empirical evidence

^Reinhold Niebuhr, Self and D.cma of History,
p. 255.



based on observation and introspection, "the estimate

is supported, by overwhelming evidence taken both from

a sober observation of human behavior and from intro¬

spective analysis."1®
The partially empirical character of Niebuhr's

1 1
theology is an empiricism of "comaon sense" and not

a strictly scientific empiricism. He views man as an

individual in community who must find meaning in life

through the structures of his human existence, At the

same tine, he realizes fruai a psychologies 1 perspective

that man is able to transcend the limits of his own

particular role in history. This transcending quality

is assorted to ba spiritual. Man experiences God

spiritually in this transcendent manner, and man ex¬

periences God as God is immanent in man's relationship

^Reinbold Nicbuhr, "Intellectual Autobiography",
Reinhold Niebuhr: His Religious, Social, and Political
Thought, p. 11.

., Icinhold Niebuhr, Hoturc and Destiny of
Man, Vol. I, p. 143.
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1_P
of lov© towards his neighbour. Thus God is trans¬

cendent as a ♦'realm of saystery above and beyond the

ascertainable structures'^ and is immanent through

the relationship of love within the community. On the

basis of a "common sense" empiricism, man is able to

gain insights into his relationship with God, in the

sense that he must evaluate his personal, transcendent

self and his self in community.

As pointed out previously, the difference between

Neo-Crthodoxy and the Process position arises in re¬

spect to their orientation and presuppositions con¬

cerning the nature of God and the universe. Scientific

empiricism and naturalism for Niebuhr are tied in fact

and spirit to the deterministic, naturalism of the nine¬

teenth century. He sees God's working His purpose out

12,f., Reinhold Niebuhr. An Interpretation of
Christian Ethics, p. 37.

^Reinhold Nicbubr, "Intellectual Autobiography",
Retghpld hicbuhr: His Religious, Social, and Political
Thought, p. 17.
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in history--God is immanent, while at the same time

Niebuhr contends that God is not determined by the

natural process in any absolute sense--He is transcen¬

dent . Tillich points out that Niebuhr begins with

this orientation of faith,15 and Niebuhr agrees that

he starts with this orientation. The interesting

thing is that even though he begins with this orienta¬

tion of faith, he accepts metaphysical presuppositions

which assert that God is beyond history or is a depth

of reality within history instead of being outside of

the universe and that God's revelation is a "common sense"

empirical revelation instead of being completely a

supernatural revelation. Even when allowance is made

for the fact that Niebuhr differs sharply from both

those within the Neo-Orthodox position and from those

14cf., Reinhold Niebuhr, Nature and Destiny of
Man, Vol. II, pp. 96, 155.

l5cf., Paul Tillich, "Reinhold Niebuhr's Doctrine
of Knowledge", Reinhold Niebuhr: His Religious, Social,
and Political Thought, p. 36.

16cf., Reinhold Niebuhr, "Intellectual Autobiogra¬
phy", Reinhold Neibuhrt His Religious. Social, and
Political Thought, p. 15.
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within the Process position, it does seem that his

emphasis, upon God as being in ills transcendent nature

a mystery beyond history and not beyond, the universe

and in His immanent nature a depth of reality in his¬

tory which can be known on the basis of a "common

sense" empiricism,places Niebuhr in a closer theological

proximity to the naturalistic empiricism of the Process

school than is generally accepted. It is often the

case that those who share in part a common interest

give greater emphasis to their differences, and this

may be the case with Nicbuhr and the Process school

17
who share the common interest in "Christian Realism."

Even more than Reinhold Niebuhr, H. Richard

Niebuhr and Paul Tillich tend at times to accentuate

the similarities rather than the differences between

their visras and those of Process empiricism. It wight

be more accurate to say that their views serve as a

17
-£•* Reinhold Niebuhr: His Religious, Social,

and Political Thought, p. 431,
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bridge in the dialogue between the Nee-Orthodoxy of Rein-

hold Niebuhr and the Process school. H. Richard Niebuhr

definitely stands as a bridge in the dialogue between these

two views. In 1929 he published the Social Source of De-

nogtinationa 1 ism, in which he emphasized the socio-economic

factors that effect development of religion. For him

sociology provided the empirical data necessary for an ade¬

quate evaluation of religion. This sociological orienta¬

tion can be seen in his definition of the really distinc¬

tive feature of the church type "as an inclusive social

group. . .closely allied with national, economic and cultu¬

ral interests; by the very nature of its constitution it is

committed to the accommodation of its ethics to the ethic

of civilization.,,iiB In his discussion of the sectarian

movements and the religious movements, Niebuhr asserts that

the social factors must be regarded prominently, since they

"supply the occasion, and determine the form the religious

dynamic will take."® In a later hook, Christ and Culture, he

i8H. R. Niebuhr, Social Sources of Denominationa1-
ism, p. 18.

19
Ibid., p. 27.
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continues this soeio-cmpirical evaluation of the nature

of religious attitude® and gives greater emphasis to

the way in which these attitudes have developed in the

sectarian movements. Niebuhr points out, in The Mean¬

ing of Revelation, his affinity i ith process metaphysics.

His concern with the principle of relativity and his

evaluation of theology in the light of this principle

show the "bridge" role of hi® socio-empirical theology

in the dialogue between general Neo-Orthodox theology

in America and Process empiricism.

No other influence has affected twentieth
century thought more deeply than the discovery of
spatial and temporal relativity. The understand¬
ing that the spatio-temporal point of view of an
observer enters into the knowledge of reality,
so that no universal knowledge of thing® as they
are in themselves is possible, so that all know¬
ledge is conditioned by the standpoint of the
knower, plays the same role in our thinking that
the idealistic discoveries of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries and th© evolutionary dis¬
coveries of th© nineteenth played in the thought
of earlier generations. . .

Theology. , .is concerned tvith the principle
of relativity as this has been demonstrated by
history and sociology rather than by physics, and
if if is developing into a relativistic theology
this is the result not of an effort cm its part
to keep up with natural science or with the
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popular linguistic fashions of the day but rather
of an attempt to adjust itself to a new self-
knowledge .

H. Richard Niebuhr, in 1931, joined with H. N. Wieatan

and D. C. Macintosh and other empirical theologians

in the writing of the volume entitled Religious Realism.

As Daniel D. Williams makes clear, this joint effort

in itself points to Niebuhr's close association with

the Empirical posit ion.2* In his article in Religious

Realism, Niebuhr attempts to develop his interpreta¬

tion of the position taken by Tillieh in Germany of

"beliefful realism" as the corrective to liberal

idealism* In 1937 he joined with empirical theologians

in a volume entitled The Nature* of Religious Experience.

Here he discussed the relationship of value theory and

theology. With his sociological empiricism as the

20H. R. Niebuhr, The Hearting of Revelation,
p. 7-8,

2.1
""D. D. Williams, "Tradition and Experience in

American Theology", The Shaping of American Religion,
p. 469.
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jaethod for evaluating religion, Niebuhr stands both

within the Neo-Grthodox position and within the tradi¬

tion of Empirical realism. D. D. Williams offers an

excellent summary statement which asserts Niebuhr to

be firmly within the Neo-Grthodo:* tradition while at

the same time having affinities with the empirical

position.

In his theological construction, which has
widely influenced American thought, H. Richard
Niebuhr has reinterpreted the concept of revela¬
tion so as to hold that the human search for
value is corrected and transformed by the Chris¬
tian revelation, but the relevance of man*s ex¬
perience of goodness and justice to the understand¬
ing of revelation is maintained. He seeks to
combine the objectivism of Karl Berth*s doctrine
of revelation with an acknowledgment of the re¬
lativity of human experience in appropriating
that revelation. This relativistic emphasis is
influenced by Ernst Troeltach, and also^has
affinities with the empirical theology.

Paul Tillich, in the first two volumes of his

Systcataiic Theology, acknowledges an affinity with

the Process school of Empirical theology. This is

22lbid., p 470-1.
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done by his inclusion within the scope of his method

of correlation a critical phenomenological approach.

Theology must apply the phenosaenologica1
approach to all its basic concepts, forcing its
critics first of all to see what the criticised
concepts mean and also forcing itself to make
careful descriptions of its concepts and to use
them with logical consistency, thus avoiding the
danger of trying to fill in logical gaps with
devotional material. . ."23

In his evaluation of the empirical approach of White¬

head and Wiseman, he acknowledges that they share in

the direct tradition of phenomenoloyical theology,

which as the above quotation demonstrates he includes

in his method.24 Although he differs from Process

empiricism concerning his emphasis on ontology, he

makes it clear in reaction to comments by Charles

Hartshorns that his affinities out-weigh his dif¬

ferences . "I am not disinclined to accept the process-

2*5
Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, Vol. I,

p. 106.

24cf., Ibid., p. 43.
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character of being-itself."25 That Tillich sees his

theology as a bridge in the dialogue between the super¬

natural isra of the Neo-Orthosiav vie* and the naturalism

of the Process empiricism is evident in the second

volume in his section "Beyond Natural ism and -Super-

naturalism."26 It is here that he gives emphasis to

a God of "depth" within the universe which at the same

time has a self-transcendence over the functioning

universe. He makes contact on the one hand with the

Process position by giving emphasis to an immanent God

of "depth" who is able to transcend the particularity

of his immanence and on the other hand with Reinhold

Niebuhr by giving emphasis to a self-transcendent God.

Reinhold and H, Richard Niebuhr and Paul Tillich

offer an insight into the major theological position in

America and the characteristics mentioned serve to

25Paul Tillich, Theology of Paul Tillich, p. 339.

2*„f., Paul Tillich, Systomatic Theology, Vol.
II, p. 5ff.
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indicate the manner in which a fruitful dialogue de¬

veloped between this position and Process theology.

These two schools differ because of their metaphysical

frame of reference, but more especially because of the

terms ahich they have employed and because of their

theological interests. Outweighing their differences

is their common reaction against nineteenth century

Liberalism, naturalism and supercaturs1ism, and their

common emphasis upon the theological necessity of

considering empirical data, especially from the perspec¬

tives offerred by the social and natural sciences.

Granted that the men involved in both of these positions

have sharp differences on a variety of points, it

might be taore accurate to say that they share a common

approach of "Christian Realism' , mediated by their

particular theological interests and backgrounds,

which enables them to go in their own ways beyond the

naturalism and the supernaturalisa of the nineteenth

century.

The other major position in American theology,
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to which we have been making reference, is designated

often by the term "empiricism.1' In general the leading

spokesman for Empirical theology in America has been

"the Chicago-school." This school represents an "em¬

pirical" approach to theology, more in terns of the

empiricism of the social and natural a iences than the

subjective empiricism of Sehleiermacher. As stated

before, our concern in this thesis is with Process

theology, which is a later development of Empirical

theology in the Chicago-school. Our consideration of

Heo-Orthodox theology indicates the broader theological

context from which Process theology developed. It is

obvious that Neo-Orthodox theology has been the dominant

position in America, discounting Fundamentalism. It

would be a mistake to assume that Empirical theology

has not had and continues to have a lasting effect

upon American theology. It may well be that John C.

Bennett is correct in his evaluation that "empirical

theology" represents "the most distinctive contribu¬

tion which America is making to religious
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thought.Now let us turn to a consideration of the

early Chicago-school, affording us an insight into the

particular background in which the Process position

developed.

Empirical theology in America began to develop

as a part of the general Modernist movement, reacting

against traditional Liberal theology. In its early

stages it retained many of the emphases of the social

gospel while giving rein to a definite anti-metaphysical

bent. Methodologi^ally its original emphasis was upon

personal and social experience as the norm for evaluat¬

ing traditional religious insights, and later it

developed a more scientific, empirical method. It

could be said that this position moved from an ex¬

periential empiricism to a naturalistic-process em¬

piricism. With the shift to a naturalistic-process

John Bennett, "Currents of Religious Thought
in America", The Student World, p. IS. H. P. VanDuscn
also indicates the noted importance of Empirical theo¬
logy to American religious thought, e£., R. P. VanDusen
"The Outlook for the Student Movement in the United
States," The Student World, p, 33.
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empiricism, the school developed a more metaphysical

interest. An aspect of this later development has been

also a definite emphasis upon mysticism, as a founda¬

tion for the religious experience or faith-encounter.

The dominant role of the Chicago-school in

American Empirical theology has continued from around

1890. The highest point of influence for this school

came in the 1930*s under the leadership of Henry Nelson

Wieaian. Many noted American thinkers, directly or

indirectly related to the University of Chicago, have

played an important role in the development of the

Chicago-school. Some of these men are Josiah Royce,

John Dewey, VJilliata James, George Herbert ?<tead, Charles

Pierce and Charles Hartshorn©. Those within the Chi¬

cago-school whom we would like to present are the

followingj Shailer Mathews, Shirley Jackson Case,

George Barman Foster, Edward Scribner Ames, Gerald

Birney Smith, Henry Nelson Wietoan and Bernard Eugene

Meland. Other younger men whom today represent the

Chicago-school, but whom we shall not discuss, are
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Bernard Looser, Denial Day Williams and Schubert Odgen.

Shaiier Mathews and G, B. Smith will receive the most

detailed consideration at this point, while viwnan and

Meland will be considered in detail in chapters three

and four, respectively.

The Chicago-school as a distinct influence in

American theology begins with the work of Shailer

Mathews, who joined the faculty at Chicago in 1694.

Mathews, the leader of the early Chicago-school, served

as Professor of Mew Testament History and later as

Professor of Historical and Comparative Theology. He

begins from the perspective of an evangelical liberal

theology, as can be seen in The Joela 1 Teaching of

Jesus, and moves in the direction of a sociological

empirical theology. This shift in emphasis comes with

the change in his professorial chairs and becomes

evident in The Church and the Changing Order. He always

considers his type of socio-capirical theology to be

within the general scope of Modernists. H© offers a

summary of Modernism.
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1. The Modernist movement is a phase of the
scientific struggle for freedom in thought and
belief. . .

2. Modernists are Christians who accept the
results of scientific research as data with which
to think religiously. . .

3. Modernists are Christians who adopt the
method of historical and literary science in the
study of the Bible and religion. . .

4. The Modernist Christian believes the Chris¬
tian religion will help men meet social as well as
individual needs. . .

5. The Modernist is a Christian who believes
that the spiritual and moral needs of the world can
be met because he is intellectually convinced that
Christian attitudes and faiths are consistent with
other realities. . .

6. Modernists as a class are evangelical
Christians. That is, they accept Jesus Christ as
the revelation of a Savior God. , .

In brief, then, the use of scientific, his¬
torical, social ragthPd. in undex standing and applying.
evangelical Christianity to the needs of living per-ilMirnirHMiW « Iiiniin 1—imii m-*» m Uimnnn l'if».Wnnii—aaiwugi rffihi mi.,» mmmmom i,iin»n>ii wnmnw ■—«—wi i mmn w Wfi inm-v

sons, is Modernism.***5

From his historical, soeio-e-mpirica 1 perspective,

Mathews asserts a practical, functional view of religion.

He asks the question, "what is religion?" and answers

it with the assertion that it is a series of historical,

social experiments based on human needs. The social acts

^®:»hail©x Mathews, Faith of Modernism, pp. 23-
35.
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are an attempt on the part of man to ..ord off danger

by attempting to relate and to adjust himself to a

superhuman force within the cosmic process.

.Religion is life functioning in the interest
of self-protection. It differs from similar fun¬
ctional expressions of life in that (1) it treats
certain elements of its environment personally
(though not necessarily as a person), by utilizing
social practice® and idea© as foras of worship, or
as patterns for belief®, and (2) it seeks to make
these elements friendly and so helpful.2'*

Mathews asserts that the concept of God can be approached

frees either the discipline of philosophy and metaphysics

or from the discipline of religion. He rejects the

approach of philosophy and metaphysics because it is

tied to pure abstract speculation which is not related

to reality, "religious faith is either consistent or

inconsistent with reality."30 For him religion is based

on empirical social development ami, therefore, must be

Liiiailer Mathews, ed., Contributions of Science
to Religion, p. 255.

30Ibid., p. 11.
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the basis for a true conceptual understanding of God.

It is to make evid»snt that religion can be
regarded as a series of experiments extending
across thousands of years and involving a vast
number of accumulated actions and convictions.
It is not ja philosophy, but ja mode of vital act ion.
Instead of starting with a metaphysical postulate
we trace in religion humanity's empirical search
after larger and more personal Jife.^1

With a growing affinity with the metaphysics of or¬

ganism or process* Mathews gives greater emphasis to

religion as a functional process of adjustment to the

personality-producing activities of the cosmos. He

continues to emphasise the social acts of religion

but places them in a wider context than the immediate

environment of the individual or thyn group* namely

the environment of cosmic mystery.

3*Ibid., p. 384. Mathews strikes out against
philosophy and metaphysics whenever the opportunity
presents itself, yet it is clear that he accepts the
general position of pragmatism in his later writings,
with the exception of conceptually designating God as
the personality-producing force of the cosmos instead
of the "principle of Concretion." cf.* The Growth of
the Idea of God* p. 219. For a broader perspective of
his rejection of philosophy and metaphysics which he
considers unrelated to reality, cf., Faith of Modernism*
pp. 100, 109* 175| The Growth of the? Idea of God, pp. 3

185^ 213, 219,_and Contributions of Science to Religion
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Religion thus becomes more than conventional
behavior. It is a technique by which the human
being gains more personal value from personal ad¬
justment with responsive cosmic activities. It
would be difficult for any political or even paren¬
tal conception of God to be regarded as expressing
this conception accurately. It is more likely to
be cast in the pattern of organic life itself, or
the relations of the individual to the group. . .

An exact definition of God is less basic than a

direct adjustment to those cosmic activities which
the word God represents.32

Based on his socio-cosmie empirical approach to re¬

ligion, Mathews affirms a functional criterion for

determining the value, meaningfuIness or truth of

religion. Right doctrines are not the essential things

of religion. What is essential in religion are its

attitudes and convictions. "This historical study

enables us to recognise that the permanent element of

our evolving religion resides in attitudes and con¬

victions rather than in doctrines."^" It is these

^*'3hailer Mathews, The Growth of the Idea of God,
pp. 232-3. cf., The Atonement and the Social Process,
pp. 37, 185.

33Shailer Mathews, Faith of Modernism, p. 76,



attitudes and convictions which enable the individual

and the group to relate themselves to those activities

which meet their needs. When religion is conceived as

a way of meeting man's needs the crucial issue is not

one of truth but one of pragmatic efficiency, and it is

on the basis of efficiency that religion is to be

evaluated, "The efficiency of a religion will be

measured by the efficiency of its patterns to integrate

human life with those elements of the known universe

capable of satisfying personal needs.A quotation

from J. Greshaa Machen offers a striking contrast,

from the perspective of a more conservative position,

to the view which Matthews holds.

. . .if any one fact 1® clear,. . .it is that
the Christian movement from its inception was not
Just a way of life in the modern sense, but a way
of life founded upon a message. It was based, not
upon mere feeling, not upon a mere program of work,
but upon an account of facts. In other words it
was based upon doctrine.35

.ahailex Mathews, The, Growth of the Idea of God,
p. 215.

~'5J. G. Machen, Christianity and Liberalism, p. 1



Mathers considers the Christian religion in the

light of his general view of religion. From his Chris-

tological perspective he- asserts that the Christian

religion is Christ's v?ay of laying hold on God in order

to aiGet :3an*s functional religious needs#

The Christian religion is Christ's cay of
laying hold on God, of ordering of life which
makes it possible for God to help. It is not
the product of merely intellectual processes.
It eobodies the urge of life iteelf.

With his emphasis upon social acts, Mathews sees the

Christian religion as the reproduction of attitudes

and convictions in those who stand within the particular

religious tradition rather than the acceptance of

doctrines, docraas or -Iterature. "Christianity be oaes

not the acceptance of a literature but a reproduction

of attitudes cad faith, a fellowship xth those ancient.

men of imperfect caoralo whose heart© found God, whoee

lives were strengthened, by the divine spirit, whose

36;>hailer Mathews, Faith and Modernise, p. 35-6.
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works point out the way of life, and who determined

the inner character of the Christian roligion,,,37
The Christian religion is not a static religion based

on a particular past revelation, "the unity of the

Christian revelation is found in the unity of a grow-

ing religion."* Progress in the Christian religion

depends upon its ability to grov. and nest the needs

of succeding generations; "by accustoming Christians

through discussion to patterns codifying new applica¬

tions of Christian attitudes, progress in religion is

made possible,"35 As Mathews* thoughts increasingly

emphasise process, he defines the nature of the Chris¬

tian religion in terms of cosmic adjustment based on

empirical attitudes as well as in terms of environ¬

mental-social adjustment.

37Xbid,» p. 49.

383id£., p. 50.

^Xbid. , p. 75.
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We shall be less concerned with patterns than
with the proper way of adjusting toman lives to an
increasingly complicated social order, to their
own capacities, to cosmic reason and purpose in¬
creasingly discoverable to the human aitid and
incarnate in Jesus. We raay be decreasingly in¬
ter c-u ted in the metaphysics of Jesus Christ, but
we shall be all the more determined to show that
his life and teachings reveal the divine purpose
in humanity and therefore it is practicable to
organise life upon his revelation of good ill. ,;W

With Mathews* view of religion in mind, it is

easy to see that his method Is based primarily upon a

historical and general social science perspective and

to & lesser degree upon the natural sciences. He con¬

siders the philosophical and metaphysical positions

included in the social and natural sciences to be

related to objective reality arid, therefore, not to be

identified cith philosophy or metaphysics in the

sense of abstract thought which is unrelated to reality.

Even though he asserts that these sciences point to

mystery in the universe, a mystery which he designates

as God, he disassociates this mystery from his

4°Ibid., p. 175.
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understanding of mysticism, because for him mysticism

is not related to reality. In general it could be

said that Mathers employed a historical method, based

upon the presupposition that religi ..us faith must be

consistent with reality. Since he rejects the view

that the essential factors of religion are doctrine®,

creeds, dogmas or literature and asserts that the

essential factors are attitudes and convictions, he

must sho. ho. the attitudes and convictions arise in

order that modern man can implement them in his "pat¬

tern theory."

If are to understand our religion vrn must,
therefore, do more than study its forraulas and
institutions. We must look beneath and through
the Creeds and Confession® to the attitudes and

convictions, the needs, temptations and trials,
the prayer and rites, in a word, the actual re¬
ligious life of the ongoing and developing
Christian group. We must discover when a doc¬
trine arose, for what purpose it was organised,
what religious attitude is expressed, what
unifying social practice or idea is used as a
'pattern." From such a study the conclusion will
be clear that while formulas arc & part of our
religion they are not to be identified with that
religion. They spring from the effort of Chris¬
tians in different situation® to organise their
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lives and carry their daily burdens, perform their
varying tasks, not only with prayer and sacrifice
but in loyalty to the inherited attitudes and con¬
victions of their group regarding God and Jesus
Christ.

Nor is this all. A study of the origin and
purpose of our doctrines sho» s how patterns have
originated and served actual needs of a group.41

Having disassociated the pattern from a literal

interpretation of the doctrine, Mathews considers the

pattern an analogy. By considering the analogy in re¬

lation to practices of the religious cos/naunity, it is

possible to discover the particular attitudes involved.

Mathews assert© that the pattern of a past group will

not have the sane authority for nan today, when this

pattern is understood as an analogy. What is necessary

is the development of a new and sore relevant pattern

for these basic attitudes which ill serve not merely

as an analogy but will represent the reality which

the individual and group experiences. An example of

what he means by "pattern" is to be seen in Mathews*

41Ibid., p. 38-9.
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treatment of the death and resurrection of Christ. He

asserts that the basic attitudes and convictions in¬

volved can be explained today in terms of the theory

of evolution.

The death and resurrection of Christ helps us■itmiiinaw nn—iii'wiutniniwni aMMMMt• i»wm*niiwwpni"»wPimniiiiwtiimm murai ■■ wnminuwi'imjih wiWlh.cjuj«ffi«iuif ««nw

interpret that long evolutionary struggle from
which human life has emerged and which it carries
I HW.imimiLiU M tMMMMMMV I It Willi tnWMM* li I II 11 I iHMHiHiWhll >■! I HWWMHIH it H I l UPlllffi im mm if imf|»U».tlt|ln>^—n pill

on. A life which is superior to th© circumstances
of the impersonal world and capable of moral per¬
fection, is in consequence superior to death. In
this sense of embodying the end of human evolution,
Jesus in his life and death and resurrection re¬

veals the meaning of that process from which men
have come and of which they are a part and from
which they suffer. It is the production of in¬
dividuals renewed by fellowship with God, secure
in personal freedom, and triumphing over the back¬
ward pull of inheritances by living a life of good
will in the midst of help-giving spiritual reali¬
ties. 42

His criterion for developing contemporary patterns is

that they must be more than meaningful, for they must

be in accordance with our understanding of what is

actual. In his later writings, he asserts that this

pattern for modern man is to be that of an organism

42Ibid.. p. 161.
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in relation to its particular and cosmic environment.43
This is the pattern which we can use in re¬

ligion. The individual is in personal relation
with those personality-evolving elements of an
environing process as he is to society. Such a
pattern, born of biology and sociology, lies out¬
side discussion of immanence and transcendence.
Were not the expression so paradoxical, it might
almost be called a.distributive monism, since
the ultimata reality we can imagine or infer is
activity from which we select personality-producing
elements as distinct from others, For religious
purposes it is enough to hold that human life is
conditioned by a relationship to an eternally
creative environment in the midst of which are

continuing forces that have produced personality
and with which relations can and must be set up
which advance personality. To such elements of
the environment Activity which demand and permit
appropriation of the plane of personality and which
can be seen in the intelligibility of -all nature,
we give the name God. He is the ,fYou" of the
cosmic process. , .

In so saying we do not personify the universe,
and we are the farthest possible from pantheism.
We are using a pattern and not a aetaphysic.44

Mathews' doctrine of God is a mixture of his

socio-empirical view and his cosmic-empirical view.

43cf., Shailer Mathews, The Atonement and the
Social Process, p. 184-5,

44Ibid., p. 186-7.
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In his earlier writings he approached God through the

understanding of Jesus Christ wielded by his "pattern"

theory. Christians developed concepts of God based

on their understanding of the attitudes of Christ

and based on their adjustment of these attitudes

to patterns which were socially, politically and

economically relevant. His favorite illustration is

the concept of God as King, It is his view that with

the development of democracy, an industrial economy,

and the thought-patterns of science, the concept of

God as king has lost its meaning and more adequate

concepts must be developed.

As over against the old conception of royal
sovereignty external to and not dependent upon
the nation, we have the conception of sovereignty
immanent in the nation itself, but transcendental
to that nation when expressing itself in govern¬
mental for-as. In the case of American lavs, govern¬
ment with sovereignty expressed in the judicial,
legislative, and executive elements, might even
serve as a pattern for the Trinity. Our group
experience, through free discussion, will find an
analogy which will express the profound religious
conviction that while God is immanent in nature
he also must be thought of as expressing himself
objectively to that nature, especially to humanity.
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The process of making this theology does not in¬
volve transformation of values and attitudes which
older theologies expressed for their authors, but
rather the discovery of certain social practices
and experiences, which as patterns will actually
and constructively express our religious loyalties
and beliefs. Theology will change but Christian
experience and faith embodied in the Christian
movement will continue.45

Mathews asserts that personality is the most

important feature of existence. He presents his

"conceptual theism" view of God as those personality-

producing activities of the cosmos. God becomes that

Reason and Purpose in the cosmos which is sovereign

for meeting man's religious needs. "For God is our

conception, born of the personality-evolving and per¬

sonally responsive elements of our cosmic environment

with ?,hioh we are organically related. Mathews is

careful always to assert that th© God of his concept

is not limited to the conceptual activities under

4-:Ibid., p. 28, cf. , Shailer Mathews, Faith of
Modernism, pp. 90, 97.

46i3hailer Mathews, The Growth of the Idea of God,
p. 226.
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consideration. "The word God stands for neither the

concept alone nor the activities alone, any Kjore than

the . ord friend stands for a sentiment or a huraan hotly.

It expresses a reality because it expresses and fur-
*

thers the relation between existence."4^ That God is

an objective reality is important to Mathews* position.

He also asserts that the objective reality of the

cosmic activities which he designates as God can be

proved on "the evidence of observation." In general

he asserts that hi® concept of God can stand the test

of experimental validation just as well as any of the

idea® evaluated by science.

The conception of God is no more illusion
than the scientist's conception of the electron.
Both are subject to experimental validation.
Men's tentative search for cosmic adjustment and
personal values conditioned by such a concept need
no more fear frustration than does the adjustment
of other aspects of our life to the imperfectly
understood but ©xperiontially accepted forces of
electricity, gravitation, and light. In the struggles

47Ibid., p. 219.
48
Ibid., p. 217.
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of life for higher social and individual goods,
men are enabled by the use of a personal pattern
to set up personal adjustment with those per¬
sonality-producing activities of the cosmos by
which they were- evolved and on which they depend.
In such relation there is help and happiness. For
we are not comrades in doom but children of hope.
We are organically one with those cosmic activi¬
ties we know as God.*^

To suggest that Mathews' method and general

position is scientific is an over-statement. He was

not trained technically and never becomes involved in

a technical understanding of the patterns which he

adopts from science. His theological approach is

rather a mixture of evolutionary and social optimism,

historical criticism, and some metaphysics of organism*

In history the important contribution of Mathews is

that he brought the social factors of religion into

organic relationship with the witness of faith itself.

His cosmic emphasis is never fully integrated with his

stress upon social acts, but even side by side they

indicate the direction which theological empiricism

49Ibid., p. 234.
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was to take on its way to the "Process" theology of

Wieaan and Mol&nd ♦

In brief, therefore, we can see that science
is contributing not only a method of testing the
legitimacy and value of religion, but also it is
giving us thought-patterns with which one may set
forth its nature. For we always live in new
conditions by the use of patterns drawn from ex¬
perience already possessed, when the highest
reach.of experience was that of the state, men
organised their lives with the universe imper¬
fectly but to their best possible advantage
through the pattern ideas of the state. But now
as science lias enabled us to get glimpses of
reality, of cosmic process and of life, it is
giving us far more inclusive and improved pattern
ideas. These pattern ideas of science enable us
effectively to coordinate with other realities
the urge to protect and. enrich life by seeking
help personally from the environment in which
personalities find themselves.5'0

The space which vie can devote to Shirley Jack¬

son Case does not indicate his importance to the em¬

pirical position in American theology. Case replaced

Mathews as Professor of New Testament history at

Chicago, and the reason that he receives limited

5%hailc.x Mathews, ContributIons of Science to
Religion, p. 402.
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consideration in the present discussion is that he

folio.,s the basic aocto-historical method used by

Mathers.

Chen linked up thus inseparably veith the
evolution of society, religion must be viewed as
essentially a developmental rather than a static
phenomenon. Religions, like other factors in the
social order, emerge and increase by a gradual
process of growth from simpler to more elaborate
forms. It is the business of the historian to
follow the course of this evolutionary process
froa first to last.5'

Case's contributions to empirical theology falls into

three areas. In the first area he deals with special

historical problems: e.g., The Historicity of Jesus

(1912, 1928} and Bib 1 log-raphica 1 Guide to the History

of Christianity (1931). His second arcs deals with

the early history of Christianity, from the perspective

of its social and developmental nature: e.g., The

By-plot ion of early Christianity (1914), Tin; Social

Origins of Christianity (1923) and Jesus: A Hew

5*S. J. Case, "The Historical Study of Religion",
Journ;-; I of Religion, Vol, 1, p. 10.
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Biography (1927). Bis third area of concern is "set¬

ting forth the evidence for the sociohistoricai in¬

terpretation of Christianity in the evolution of the

church clo. ;i to the present time. and culminating in a

doctrine of optimistic social aetivisafr2 e.g., Jesus

Through the Centuries (1932), The 'Christian Philosophy

of History (1943) and The Origins of Christian Super¬

natural isa (1346). Case shares with Ha thews a strong

reaction against all forms of abstract philosophy and

metaphysics, but unlike Mathews his writings do not

point to & possible affinity with process metaphysics.

In a uifc-iaorial editorial to Case, B, S. Me land offers

a summary of Case's method and general vie.; of religion.

The Journal of Religion was inaugurated in
1921, replacing the Biblical forId and the Araerlean
Journal of Theology, with the specific purpose of
advancing the scientific interpretation of religion.

^2C. C. McCown, "Shirley Jackson Case's Contri¬
bution to the Theory of Sociohistorical Interpretation".
Journal of kc1igion. Vol. 29, p. 20.
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Shirley Jackson Case was one of the formative in¬
fluences in initiating this change. He, himself,
had become one of the chief exponents of this ap¬
proach to religious scholarship. His studies of
early Christianity represent?.--.1 a -shrawd application
of the critical method of the social sciences
to the historical study of the. Christian community.
His intention was to ley bare not only the en¬
vironmental factors .-iiich had shaped Christian
life and thought but the contextual meaning of
these Christian forces as they had operated
vithin a social environment. By understanding
this interplay of social forces and influences
one would come to understand the content and
intent of Christianity itself.

Christianity as a social movement thus became
the ruling concept in religious research, replacing
the theological emphasis upon the Christian faith
33 a body of beliefs. In this shift of emphasis,
it was believed, attention was brought to bear
upon the total interplay of the life-forces con¬
cretely operating within the Christian community
rather than upon an intellectual!zed segment ab¬
stracted from Christian experience. There was
implied in this approach to understanding Chris¬
tianity a revolt not only against the dogmatic
method of theological orthodoxy but against the
abstraction of philosophical idealism as well.
Within the '''Chicago School'" it meant extending
the presuppositions to the study of Christian
thought and experience.53

George Burman Foster was Professor of Theology

E. L>. Me land, "Editorial" . Journa 1 of Pel la ion,
Vol. 29, p. 1.
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in the Chicago-school. In the development of his

religious thinking, w© see a struggle between theism

and psychological idealism, which contributes to the

development of "religious humanism" in America. Poster

began by holding to the objective validity of the

Christian faith in Cod, but by 1905 he had come under

the influence of John Dewey's pragmatism. At this

stage he began to take seriously th© possibility that

truth and ideas have only a subjective, functional

significance, in the sens© that th«*y do not offer a

valid representation of objective reality in any

54
metaphysical sense. In 1909 v.ith the publication of

The Function of Religion in Han1s Struggle for Exis¬

tence , it was evident that Foster had adopted the

functional-pragmatic approach to religion. The

reality of God is dismissed and the idea of God as a

functional value to man, an "idea-achieving" being, is

^cf., G. B. Foster, "Pragmatism and Knowledge",
Amorlean Journal of Theologyt Vol. XI, pp. 591-2.
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affirmed. "A man creates whatever concepts and prin¬

ciples he may need in order to make himself master of

the phenomena of his environment. To the same end were

the gods created."55 By 1912 Foster withdrew from

this psychological religious humanism and was to be

found again affirming the necessity of an objective

theistic religion. "The reality of religion depends

upon the reality of God. The question of the truth of

our belief in God, ©von more than the question of the

historicity of Jesus and the knowability of his own

gospel, is the real crisis of the modern world.

It seems that Foster's theological life was a constant

alternation between theistic religion and religious

humanism. From his empirical perspective, he seems

unable to hold consistently to God as an objective

55G. S. Foster, The Function of Religion in
Man's Struggle» p. 84.

B. Foster, "Khat Are the Basic Principles
of Modern Theology?". Quoted in The Problem of Reli¬
gious knowledge by D. C. Macintosh, p. 107.
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reality. He differs from Mathews and Case in his view

that a metaphysical position is required for theology

in order to hold to an objective God* He also differs

from them by being unable to adapt a functional concep¬

tual approach to God without moving into the area of

religious humanism. Foster's death occurred before the

Empirical theology of Chicago began to come under the

influence of process metaphysics, but his contribution

to this theological development is his insistence,

from his theistic perspective, that theology must re¬

late itself to a metaphysical position in order to

make the objective reality of God relevant to contan-

57
parary man. '

fZ*7

Foster's chair in theology was given to his
former student, A. Eustace Haydon. Haydon's theology
expressed only the radical pragmatic philosophy of
religious humanism: cf., A. E. Haydon, "The Theo¬
logical Trend of Pragmatism", American Journal of
Theology, 1919. While Haydon was defending himself
against the charge of atheism, the* acceptance of his
theological position was undercut by wieaan's new
definition of God, which will be noted in chapter
three* te do not consider Haydon because of his
limited influence due to Wiesaan and because the posi¬
tion of religious humanism is expressed in the more
noted person of E. S. Ames, to whom we now turn.
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E. S. Amea was a student of John Dewey and later

his colleague at Chicago in the philosophy department.

As a social philosopher, Ames approaches the question

of religion frost a psychological perspective. Whereas

Foster moves between theism and religious humanism,

Ames develops a position of religious humanism from the

perspective of functional psychology. He asserts that

the problem of theology is radically changed because

of the insights of functional psychology.

The question heretofore, from the standpoint
of transcendence, has been: Does a supreme, ab¬
solutely perfect being exist? Is there an actual,
objective reality corresponding to the subjective
idea of God? No one ha® ever been able to pro¬
duce any adequate answer to that question. The
question itself has fallen under suspicion. . .

This does not mean. , .that the idea of God is
false and meaningless. . .In functional terms
truth means value. The question, Is the idea
of God true? means, Is the idea of God of valu®
in actual experience?58

58e. s. Ames, "Theology from the Standpoint of
Functional Psychology", American Journal of Theology,
Vol, X, p. 228-9.
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Ames saw religion as "the quest for the largest and

the fullest satisfaction of felt needs."59 That his

functional view of religion is humanism is well sub¬

stantiated by his view that the idea of God expresses

the embodiment of man's ideals x^ithout referring to

any transcendent being.

The idea of God, when seriously employed,
serves to generalize and to idealise all the
values one knows. . .The "attributes" in the

conception of God are as numerous as the ideal
interest of those who use it, for it signifies
the totality of our purpose and values.®0

By 1929 Ames's position had expanded, like Mathews',

to include a more cosmic conception of God. This

cosmic characterization of God includes an aesthetic

interpretation of religion. This cosmic and aesthetic

development can be seen in his evaluation of God and

love.

50
E. S. Ames, Religion, p. 9.

3. Ames, Psychology of Religious Experience,
p. 318.
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Reality is characterized by love; that is,
love is present in the world and in life. . .

Here, as in other respects, God is not equivalent
to all reality but to certain phases of it. Only
;4iere love is, God is. But wherever love is, in
the higher and in the lower living forms, there
God is manifest. Those who experience love, pa¬
ternal, filial, conjugal, communal, or cosmic,
experience God. God as love, is not far from any
one of us. In love we live and move and have our

being. This love exists as personal, intelligent,
and active in the living work of actual reality.
Hence < e say God is reality idealized. This irteali-
. ation does not mean fabricated or imagined. It
means selection. God is the 'world or life taken
in certain of its aspects, in those aspects which
©re consonant with order, beauty, and expansion.
That those features are present in reality as
experienced, as kno-n, is obvious.^1

It is clear that Aroes develops a pluralistic view of

God as reality idealized, but his position looses some

of its radical humanism as he increasingly stresses the

objective reality of this idealized God. From both the

perspective of his social philosophy and his cosmic-

asathetic concern, Ames attempts to demonstrate that

God is as objectively real as those things which are

designated by terms, such as "Uncle Sam" and "Alma

S. Ames, Religion, p. 154.
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Mater,"

The position here maintained is that the
reality to which the term God applies, like the
reality to v;hich the tern Alma Mater applies, is
not the word itself, nor the image it suggests,
but the reality of a social process belonging to
the actual world. The reality of Alma Mater is
not to be found in any particular noble woman,
much less in the picture printed in a college
annual. The name designates an organization of
actual things and living people, the college or
university. So the word God is not properly ta¬
ken to mean a particular person, or single fac¬
tual existence, but the order of nature includ¬
ing man and all the processes of an aspiring
social life.

For several reason® Ames is important in our considera¬

tion of th® background provided by the early Chicago-

school. His conceptual approach to theology, more

than that of the other members of the Chicago-school,

is influenced by the insights of functional psychology.

In his form of religious humanism we see the full ef¬

fect of John Dewey upon this theological school. In

his later cosmic-aesthetic interest, we see an indi¬

cation of the changing emphasis of the Empirical theology

62Ibid., p. 176-7.
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of the Chicago-school.

Another noted member of the early Chicago-

school was Gerald Birney Smith, Professor of Chris¬

tian Theology. Smith was originally a Ritschlian and

a follower of Herman, but he came under the influence

of William Jameu and John Dewey. It was because of

this latter influence, especially from James, that he

developed an empirical, scientific approach to theo¬

logy and religion. Smith's contributions to theology

are in the form of a correlation of the empirical

approach presented by the other members of the early

Chicago-school. From his earlier writings we gain a

synthesis of the empirical position represented by

the early Chicago-school. A distinction is made be¬

tween dogmatic theology of past generations and the

type of systematic theology which is proper for the

contemporary situation. In general, Smith wants a

constructive theology based on a scientifically em¬

pirical and historical method "to formulate for to¬

day and to transmit to the coming generation an
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expression of faith vitally related to our actual

lif® He views religion as a mystic experience of

cosmic adjustment.

Religion is an experience of vital unity with
the great forces in environment upon which life is
ultimately dependent. It brings the most signifi¬
cant enlargement of experience. It is this en¬
richment of life which is important. Doctrines
and rituals are means to this end. The doctrines
of religion vary with varying conceptions of the
nature of our environment. Where animism prevails,
religion will take the form of propitiating a
host of spirits. Where environment is philosophi¬
cally conceived, religion takes the form of a
mystic understanding of the significance of one's
unity with the ultimate reality.

To feel the wonder and the mystery of this ex¬
perience of cosmic adjustment is essential if one
is to interpret religion aright.64

Following this view of religion, he asserts that "the

real test of value in a theology is not so much its

logical completeness, or its philosophical consistency,

as its ability to furnish ideas and interpretations

G. B, Smith, "Systematic Theology and Christian
lithic®", A Quid® to the Study of the Christian Religion,
p. 486. —

64
Ibid., p. 510.cf.,G*B. Smith, Social Idealism

and the Changing Theology, pp. 237ff.
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hich enable man to realize the experience of satis¬

factory adjustment to the cosmic reality on which they

ore dependent.'"^5 A necessary task in carrying out

this constructive theology was the development of a

revised theological vocabulary. It was Smithes con¬

tention that such a vocabulary can best be developed

by adopting "the empirical attitude which cares more

for facts than for labels."6^ This emphasis on the

empirical attitude points to the way in which this

position attempts to relate religion to the scienti¬

fic spirit.

There ia no better defense of any theory
than to show that it rests on a full and accurate
examination of the facts. It ought to be evi¬
dent to everyone that knowledge of facts is
constantly improving as humanity advances. We
today know many things concerning which men
were ignorant two thousand years ago. Instead
of assuming at the start that a doctrine which
was formulated in the past is absolutely true

65Ibid., p. 511.

66Ibid., p. 525.
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and has only to be defended against "attack", we
ought first to make sure of our facts. If this
investigation results in the modification of the
doctrine in question, it is far better to make
the modification than to conjure up clever argu¬
ments which conceal the truth. If once we shall
have come to the point of being willing to go
wherever the facts lead, no matter what becomes
of our doctrines, w® shall occupy a position far
stronger than that of the current popular "defense."
Theology has so long been accustomed to rely on
external authority that it is necessary to exer¬
cise particular care in order to meet modern
questions in a way which will convince men ac¬
customed to scientific exactness.67

Although Smith desires to join religion with the ob¬

jective reality with which he considers science to be

dealing, he is careful to point out that neither con¬

structive religion nor science are related to the past

fyO
metaphysical ultimate® of speculative philosophy.

In light of the insights of science, he indicates the

problems for a contemporary doctrine of God.

Today we face a universe of unimaginable
extent in space and time. We explain its struc¬
ture and its behavior in terms of immanent forces

67Ibid., p. 544-5.

63°f** Ibid.t p. 5l4ff.
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rather than by reference to an anthropomorphic
will. No longer do we seek the aid of personal
cosmic spirits in practical life. Exorcism,
which was so prominent a function of early Chris¬
tian activity, no longer exists among us. Science
is everywhere using impersonal ideas in explaining
the universe. The anthropomorphism of former days
is inapplicable to our present situation. In re¬
sponse to this nev? cosmic consciousness many of
the former characteristics of the doctrine of God
have vanished or have been radically modified.
The Calvinistic doctrine of "decrees" is becoming
a theological curiosity. The idea of "creation"
has been merged into the vague conception of
evolution, v.h«r« the exact extent of the divine
activity is uncertain. Miracles are now "problems"
rather than undoubted realities. The conception
of God is thus undergoing a reconstruction, in
response to the pressure of the new cosmic ideas.
In this reconstruction men are likely to become
bewildered.^

Smith's later writings offer an indicative

summary of the way in which Empirical theology at

Chicago was developing at the time Process theology

was emerging. It is his contention that theology was

on the threshold of an extremely important develop¬

ment .

Th time has come when an increasing number

69Ibid., p. 514.
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of religious thinkers are ceasing to attempt to
find some 'revelation" from ^hich may be derived
knowledge inaccessible to natural human exper¬
ience. They are frankly recognising that all
that we can know, inadequate though it may be,
oust come through human inquiry, and they are
beginning to insist that this inquiry shall be
an investigation of the resources and the mean¬
ing of this "natural" world.^'

Smith points out that this new theological development

follows "the empirical method" and that the most

crucial issue for theology has become the doctrine of

God.

This means that the most important religious
question of the present day is the definition of
God. The younger generation today has in general
no sense of a supernatural world. . .Man is seen
to be the product (or more strictly speaking,
one of the products) of this vast cosmic process.
Religion means finding right adjustment to this
process. God, therefore, must be thought of as
a reality in the process to which right adjustment
may be aade. But since we know something about
the universe as a result of scientific inquiry,
any conception of God must square itself with
what scientists say concerning the nature and the

7A
G. B. Smith, Current Christian Thinking,

p. 144.

7lcfIbid.. p. 146.
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•fy
behavior of the natural world.

God was no longer to be considered from the tradition¬

al perspective of theism, for from this developing

theological perspective, God is seen as "a quality

of the cosmic process akin to the quality of our ocn

spiritual life.1*7^ Smith* s own particular contribu¬

tion to this theological empiricism comes in his em¬

phasis upon mysticism. His mysticism, however, is

not self-contained for he holds that man must have a

mystic experience with empirical reality in order that

an adequate adjustment can occur between the organism

and the environment.

It seems probable that theologians in the
near future will adopt a more inductive approach
to the problem of defining the nature of the
cosmic object of religious worship. They will
state the problems of religious thinking in terms
of human adjustment to environment rather than in

72Ibid., p. 143. cf., G. B. Smith, "Theologi¬
cal Thinking In Americr", Religious Thought in the
Last Quarter-Century. p. 113ff.

73Ibid., p. 168.
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terms of a doctrine of theistic control. The
character of God will be found in the experienced
reciprocity between man and his environment rather
than in the realm of metaphysical causation. The
modern trend in theology is decidedly in the direc¬
tion of exploring mysticism rather than in a de¬
pendence on philosophy.

We think of life as an adjustment between
organism and environment. Religion is an aspect
of this life-process. The problem to be faced is
as o the kind of adjustment which is possible. .

Smith looks to the future in theology and sees a change

in the type of theism which would speak to the reli¬

gious needs of man. Until an adequate cosmic defini¬

tion of God is presented, it will be necessary to

consider God in terms of social reciprocity. The em¬

pirical method will be employed by theologyf but until

the contributions of this method increase, religious

men will have to go through an insecure period of be¬

lieving in God while being unable to define God.

But it Is questionable whether theism of
the usual type will continue to be a convincing
way of stating a religious view of the world,
when once the world is apprehended in terms of

74Ibid., p. 165-6.
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our modern science. Religion for men vho think
in this fashion will consist in a great mystic
experiment rather than in the acceptance of a
theological system. . .Just v.hat conception of
God will ultimately emerge from the great experi¬
ment we cannot yet tell. But it will express the
experience of kinship between man and that quality
in environment which supports and enriches hu¬
manity in its spiritual quest. God will be very
real to the religious man, but his reality will
be interpreted in terms of social reciprocity with
an as yet inadequately defined cosmic support of
human values, rather than in terms of theistic
ereatorship and control. The experience of God
will take the form of comradeship with that aspect
of our non-human environment which is found to

reinforce and to enrich our life. , .A more

promising method of approach seems to be the
frank recognition of the fact that our religious
relationship to what we worship in our cosmic
environment must be empirically studied, and our
conception of God must be formulated in tentative
terms which grow out of that experience, rather
than in terms of an ©priori philosophy assuming
to be final. Men may believe in God without being
able to define God.7*

From our discussion of the early Chicago-school,

we see the immediate background from which Process

theology developed. Mathews and Case brought the social

factors of religion into organic relationship with the

75lbid., p. 169-170.
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witness of faith itself. The later concern in Mathews*

empirical theology for process philosophy points to

the developing theological climate at Chicago preparing

the way for the emerging "process" position expressed

by Pieman and Meland. The religious humanism of Foster

and Ames serves as a backboard against which Process

theology reacts in its stress upon the objective reali¬

ty of God. Foster's theistic emphasis upon the neces¬

sity for theology of a base in a contemporary meta¬

physics prepares the way for the shift in emphasis

from Mathews* non-metaphysical assertions to the

"Process" position which takes contemporary metaphysics

into account. Ames's growing cosmic and aesthetic

concern injected into the Chicago-school an insight

which helped to make it more receptive to Whitehead*®

cosmic and aesthetic emphasis. G. B. Smith indicates

the developing climate in the Chicago-school at the

time Wiexaan began to develop his process position. He

indicates (1) that systematic theology must be con¬

structive instead of dogmatic; (2) that the development



of" an adequate empirical method is essential for

constructive theology.; (3) that at hat time the

crucial issue for theology was the doctrine of God;

(4) that theology must develop and present a func¬

tional view of religion; and (5) that theology must

develop a position which combines the mystic experience

with the empirical method.

It i® evident that the Empirical theology of

the Chicago-school was open during the early 1920* s

to a potential redirection. This redirection came

under the direct leadership of Henry Nelson Wieraao

and indirectly from the writings of Alfred North

Whitehead. In the publication of The Principles of

Natural Knowledge (1919) and The Coneopt of Nature

(1920), members of the Chicago-school saw the founda¬

tion for a contemporary metaphysical view to which

their empirical theology could be related. We do not

mean to imply that under the influence of Whitehead the

more traditional influences of James and Dewey were

rejected by the Chicago-school, but that under the
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WhiteheadIan Influence the Chicago-school was able to

include a metaphysical and aesthetic emphasis which

enabled it to expand its empirical approach.

The influence- of Whitehead came to the Chicago-

school directly through H. N. Wietaan, In 1926 Wieman

wr ote Religious Experience and the 3c ie-nt if ic Method,

in which he attempted to develop Whitehead's metaphysi¬

cal implications for an empirical theology. It should

be noted that this book was published three years be¬

fore Whitehead's '-roe-ess and Reality. Wiesian was in¬

vited in 1926 to lecture at Chicago for the purpose

of giving his interpretation of the importance of

Whitehead's thought to empirical theology, and in

the following year he was asked to join the faculty.

It is difficult to explain the importance of Wieman

to American theology in the 1920*s and 1930*s, but

the attempt will be made in chapter three. For the

present it is sufficient to say that George Haaraar' s

remark, made in 1938, should be taken seriously: "The

two most significant names of American theology today. . ,
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are Henry Nelson Wieaan and Reinhold Nicbuhr

The other noted theologian of the Chi :ago-

school is Bernard Eugene Me land, whom we shall con¬

sider in chapter four. Meland was a student at

Chicago during the important years of transition di¬

rected by Vieiaan's emphasis upon the idea, process.

He was directly under the influence of G. B. Smith

and in his earlier writings develops Smith's mystical

concern. Whitehead had a more noted influence upon

Meland's theological development. By 1935, Meland

and Vieman had come to work closely together and

together became dominant voices for Process theology

in America.

In our preceding review of G. B. Smith, it

was noted that the primary issues for systematic theo¬

logy at this time in the Chicago-school were the fol¬

lowing issues: (1) the question of method for theology;

76
George Hammar, Christian Realism in Contem¬

porary American Theology, p. 72.
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(2) the doctrine of God; and (3) the view theology

developed and presented of religion. It will be our

purpose to consider the writings of Whitehead, VJiecaan

and He land frtxa the perspective of these three issues.



CHAPTER TWO

ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD

INTRODUCTION

Alfred North Whitehead's life and interest can

be divided into three periods. The first period extends

from childhood until 1914, and is designated as his

mathematical period. Philosophy of science becomes

the dominant interest in the second period, roughly

dated from 1914 to 1924. His appointment as Professor

of Philosophy at Harvard marks the beginning of the

Metaphysical Period, which lasted until his death in

1947. This division does not imply that all three in¬

terests were not active in each stage of his life;

rather, it suggests that in Whitehead's life different

interests were dominant at different stages.1 Though

^This division of interests is not shared by all
students of Whitehead, cf., Rasvihary Das, The Philosophy
of Whitehead, p. 12ff.; M. H. Moore, "Mr. Whitehead's
Philosophy", Philosophical Review, Vol. 40, p. 2®8ff; and
R. G. Collingwood, The Idea of Nature, p. 176.
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our primary attention is devoted to whitehead's third

period, we shall review the development of all three

periods.

Whitehead's under-graduate education was his¬

torical, classical and scientific. His physical sur¬

roundings served as the dominant factor of historical

education in his life, for he lived in a community do¬

minated by Roman, Norman and mediaeval history.. Hie

classical education came from the study of Latin, Greek,

and classical history, while the study of mathematics

developed his scientific interest. At the age of nine¬

teen, Whitehead began his studies at Trinity College,

Cambridge. During his student days at Trinity, he never

attended a lecture that did not deal with pure or applied

mathematics. Yet this educational experience was actual¬

ly Platonic in form, due to his asso -iation with the

group known as 'The Apostles'. It was their custom to

meet in the evenings and discuss social and intellectual

problems. These discussions demanded a large amount of

miseel laneoas reading, and it was during this period
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that he read and re-read Kant.

Moving from student to teacher, Whitehead en¬

tered fully into his 'mathematical period'. His writ¬

ings during this period indicates this dominant mathe¬

matical interest. Whitehead was trying to deal with

the mathematical problems raised by the fall of New¬

tonian physics. In 1903, he discovered that he and

his former student, Bertrand Russell, were working on

the same problems. They decided to unite their efforts,

and this collaboration culminated in the publication of

Prin ipia Mathoaatica. By 1913, Whitehead realized

that his interest was turning to philosophy of science

and that be uuso of this, it would be necessary to

break off his working relationship ■ ith Bartrand Rutsall.

The second period in Whitehead's life is narked

primarily by three important corks* An Enquiry Concern¬

ing the Principles of Natural Knowledge, The Concept of

Nature, and The Principle of Relativity. At this stage

whitehead operates fro.t a realistic frame of reference,
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O

giving emphasis to the order of nature,* It is his de¬

sire to limit his concentration to this order of nature

in order to develop an adequate philosophy of science,

and this he mas constrained to do by the collapse of
3

the Newtonian philosophy of science. The fundamental

doctrine developed in this stag® is the doctrine of the

extensiveness of event®.4 Extension is asserted as the

ultimate and intrinsic feature of actuality, "the con¬

tinuity of nature arises from the continuity of ex¬

tension." The majority of Whitehead's metaphysics I

doctrines are expressed in an under-developed manner in

his philosophy of science and are later developed on

the basis of his primary doctrine of the extensive na¬

ture of events.& Ivor Leclerc indicates the essential

2cfem p. 12-13ff.
3
cf., A. N. Whitehead, The Principle of Relativity,

p. 4.
4
cf., Leolerc, "Whitehead and the Problem of Ex¬

tension", Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 58, p. 559.

SCN p. 59.
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interest of this period and points to its relationship

to the later metaphysical period.

In his early period, ©ape tally that covered
by Principles of Natural Knowledge and Concept of
Nature. Whitehead expressly adopted the scientific
procedure of restricting his problems, dealing
with only certain aspects of the concrete totality
of existence, and thus deliberately abstracting
from metaphysial considerations. Although aware
that taet&physics was important, and even that his
analysis had metaphysical implications, he deter¬
mined to leave all this out of account. At that
time he was fairly conversant with metaphysical
thought, but v.as not himself a metaphysician in
the sense of having a metaphysical system of his
own. He felt that to admit metaphysical consid¬
erations would be obstructive to his endeavour,
since traditional, metaphysics had proved inadequate
to the needs of science and as yet there was nothing
to replace it. As opposed to this, he then con¬
sidered the scientific procedure, of restricting
and abstracting, to be both legitimate and fruit¬
ful in dealing with the problems of the philosophy
of science.7

At the ag© of sixty-three, when most sen are

%®r differing views on the development of White¬
head ' s m@taphysic.al position, c£., Ivor Leclerc, White¬
head 's Metaphysics, p. 4ff.; Nathaniel Lawrence, "Diaty
in Whitehead's Philosophy", Journal of Philosophy, Vol.
58j and J. E, Hongs, "Professor Whitehead's Philosophy",
The Catholic World, 1932.

7
Ivor Leclerc, '"whitehead's Philosophy", Review

of M&taphysics, p. 85.
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withdrawing from the creative responsibilities of life,

Whitehead begins a new profession as a metaphysician.

This new endeavour became physically possible by his

appoint nont as Professor of Philosophy at Harvard

University. With considerable rest he devoted himself

to developing a metaphysical position that would offer

a unifying foundation to all disciplines. It had been

necessary to deal with the problems of mathematics and

physics brought about by the fall of the Newtonian view.

An attempt had been made to present a philosophy of

science to replace the Newtonian foundation. Whitehead

had come to realise that a philosophy of science was

not enough it was also necessary to develop a meta¬

physical system based on the new scientific insights

to replace the fallen metaphysical system of the New¬

tonian world. The problem of continuity and change,

of relating the one and the many, must be dealt with

on a metaphysical level. On the basis of the quantum

theory and the theory of relativity, Whitehead mad©

"process" the key term for describing the nature of
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reality. Continuity was no longer seen as pertaining

to actuality but, rather, to potentiality. As a saeta-

physicial term, "process" was not limited to the con¬

sideration of mathematical and physical scientific

data but became an all-inclusive concept which served

for whitehead's treatment of "the adventure of ideas"

within the "process of history". ' His metaphysical

considerations were based on science, hut now science

was related to the on-going problems of the modern

world. The problems of religion, of symbolism, of the

function of reason, of nature and life, were no all

inter-related within the metaphysical system.

Whitehead's greatness is not that he claimed

to, or actually did, formulate a metaphysical system

which would serve as a true and adequate metaphysical

foundation for the universal problems of the modern

Scf,, PR, p. 95.

cf., A. H. Johnson, "Whitehead's Philosophy of
History", Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol, 7.
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age and the ages to come. "Philosophers can never hope

finally to formulate these metaphysical first principlev.

Weakness of insight and deficiencies of language stand

in the way inexorably."His vital contribution lie®

in the fact that he once again brought to the forefront

the need for attempting to develop an adequate meta¬

physical system which would bring together all areas of

human interest, Whitehead's greatness lies in the open-

ended method he developed and presented, affording a

foundation for the development of a metaphysical system

for each age which will exhibit the true nature of

process itself.

Some Basic Terms

Our primary consideration is with Whitehead's

method, his doctrine of God, and his view of religion,

It is impossible to separate these three topics com¬

pletely from his metaphysical presentation. Some

10.
PR, p. 6.
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consideration v.ill be given to the metaphysical con¬

tent but, in order that our consideration does not

became engulfed by the vastness of the metaphysical

system, basic terms will be defined.

Two points should be borne in mind in consider¬

ing whitehead's terms. X e first point is that White¬

head considers himself to belong to the philosophical

tradition from Plato to the present day. "This no¬

menclature has been made up to conform to the condi¬

tion, that, as a theory develops, its technical phraseo¬

logy should grow out ©f the usages of the great masters

who laid its foundation."lx His purpose is to use the

terms of historical philosophy wherever possible, though

at times he fits the meanings to his own particular

purpose.

The second point is Whitehead's distrust of

language. Language is the tool and at the same time

"AI. p. 235.

*^cf., W, M, Urban, "Elements of Unintelligibility
in Whitehead's Metaphysics", Journa1 of Philosophy, Vol.
35, p. 622ff,
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the basic problem of philosophy.

One source of vagueness is deficiency of
language, We can see the variations of meaning:
although v*a cannot verbalire them in any decisive,
handy manner. Thus we cannot weave into a train
of thought what we can apprehend in flashes. We
arc left with the deceptive identity of the re¬
peated word.1'4

It is the job of philosophy to use the tool of language

but never to allow this tool to become an 'absolute'

or limiting factor in the search for true expression.

The philosopher must constantly re-evaluate his lan¬

guage in order that the symbol "propose the general
1 fir

character of the universe required for that fact."

Philosophical language is to be used within the his¬

torical tradition of philosophy, but the symbols are

to be employed in a relative manner in order that they

should not limit the philosophical enterprise,

l3cf., PR, p. 16-17,

14A. N, Whitehead, "Analysis of Meaning",
Science and Philosophy, p. 136. ef., 0, p. 325, 364.

15PR, p, 17.
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Whitehead's terns and statements are not always

clear and distinct. At tines statements are clearer

than one would expect. At other times he paints a

picture with cords in order that the reader may gain

a feeling for that which he steams to convey. Verbal

contradictions seem to abound in whiteheads' writing,

if one does not read carefully and make close comparison

of texts. William Christian offers an excellent in¬

sight into whitehead's style, which if noted will be

of service in understanding Whitehead's terms and the

varied manner in which they are used.

Some- of the obscurities can be seen through
if one distinguishes three sorts of discourse. In
soma passages Whitehead is evoking and describing
the concrete experiences he takes as his basic
data. This we might call presystemslie language.
In others he is constructing and developing the
concepts which compose his ategoric&l scheme.
This we might call systematic language. Elsewhere
he uses these systematic terms to interpret sense
experience, the order of nature, art, morality, or
religion. Here he is applying his scheme, and we
might call this post-systemstic language. These
phases of his exposition correspond to the three
phases of an airplane flight, with which he com¬
pares speculative philosophy. It begins on the
ground, it rises into the air; and it returns to
earth. Many blunders can be avoided if we do not



mistake? nonsysternatic remarks for systematic
ones.

1, Actual entity: Actual entities are also termed

actual occasions. This represents the final, real

thing of which the world or universe is made. An

actual entity is a 'drop of experience* which in it¬

self constitutes its internal right-to-be. On the

basis that actual entities ar© the only real things,

the ontologies 1 principle is asserted. On the basis

of this principle, all thing® are positively soraawhers

in actuality and relatively potential everywhere for

the process of another actual entity.

This ontological principle means that actual
entities are the only reasons; so that to search
for a reason is to search for one or more actual
entities. It follows that any ondition to be
satisfied by one actual entity in its process
expresses a fact either about the 'real Internal
constitutions* of some other actual entities, or
about the * subjective aim* conditioning that
process.17

1
Villiara Christian, An Interpreta t ion of White¬

head *3 Metaphysics, p. 3.

17PR, p. 37.
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2. Sternal object: If the first type or primary en¬

tity is a temporal actual entity, the second is an

eternal object. "Any entity whose conceptual recog¬

nition does not involve a necessary reference to any

definite actual entities of the termporal world is
IS

called an •eternal object'Eternal objects should

be related to the 'Platonic form'. The function of an

eternal object is to serve as a potentiality for actual

entities. In other words God supplies to the becoming

experience its 'subjective aim' in the form of an eter¬

nal object. The temporal actual entity is not respon¬

sible for formulating its subjective aim, although it

is responsible for the may in which this aim is de¬

veloped. An eternal object is neutral so far as it

relates to its physical ingression in any particular

actual entity of the termporal world. Two points are

to be noted. On the one hand an eternal object is an

individual, which in its own non-temporal viay is what

1SPR, p. 70.
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it is. On the other hand, an eternal object has a

'relational essence*, which is to say that it cannot

exist except in relation to other eternal objects,

actuality generally, and particular temporal actual

entities on the basis of ingression.

3. Process: An actual entity, an experience, can be?

analyzed into functioning® which make up its 'process

of becoming'. These functioning*; point to the fact

that an actual entity includes another entity as an

object of its experience. This act of inclusion is

called positive prehension. When an entity is ex¬

cluded as an object relating to the process of becom¬

ing of that actual entity, this exclusion is called

riegatice prehension. A prehension of a temporal ac¬

tual entity is called a physical prehension. The

eternal objects are pure, not actual potentials, and

a prehension of an sternal object is called a con¬

ceptual prehension.19

19
"'There is much general disagreement with
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4. Fee-1Iric: Feeling is essential to the process of

becoming because on the basis of feeling, prehensions

are made and direction is given to the becoming of the

actual occasion. The complex constitution of a feel¬

ing is anaiysable into five factors.

The factors are: (i) the 'subject' which
feels, (ii) the 'initial data' which are to be
felt, (iii) the 'elimination' in virtue of nega¬
tive prehensions, (iv) the 'objective datum'
which is felt, (v) the 'subjective form* which
is how that subject feels that object datum/"'

In considering feeling, the lure for feeling must be

included. In the subject's act of prehension, the

Primordial Nature of God is prchended. The Primordial

Nature of God (to be considered under term number

seven) serves a® a 'lure for feeling* in the process of

-^whitehead's interpretation of 'process*, of.,
A. J. Reck, "Substance, Process, and Nature", Journal
of Philosophy, Vol. 55, p. 722; t. B. Winn, "whitehead's
Concept of Process", Journo1 of Philosophyt Vol. 55,
p. 713; and Blyth, "On Mr. Hartshornc's Understanding
of Whitehead's Philosophy", Philoaophica I Review;, Vol.
46, p. 527.

20
PR, p, 337-8. cf., 8. C. Whittemore, "The

Metaphysics of Whitehead's Peeling", Jtudies in White¬
head's Philosophy, p. 112; awl M. K. Moore, "Mr.
Whitehead's Philosophy", Philosophical Review, Vol. 40,
p. 275.
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the becoming of an actual entity. In other words, God

is responsible for the beginning of the feeling process.

5. Concrescence: This is the process of the coming

together into a unity of the different parts of the

experience. In the process of feeling, the subject

has developed an aim. When the aim of the actual en¬

tity occurs in a unity of experience, a concrescence

has oc urred. The term 'sctisf--tion' refers to the

fulfillment of the aim which has occurred in the

concrescence. At this stage a new actual entity occurs.

When an actual entity occurs there is a new form in

th© world, it means that novelty has come into the

process.

21
6. Objective Immortality: This term refers to the

fact that after a temporal entity has reached its satis¬

faction, it perishes. In the state of perishing, the

21
of., Rasvibary Das, The Philosophy of White¬

head, p. 182, and K. N. Lee, ''Causal Efficacy and Con¬
tinuity in Whitehead's Philosophy", Studies in White¬
head »s Philosophy, p. 68. Both men disagree with White¬
head's do-..trine of objective immortality.
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actual entity enters in the nature of God into a state

of objective immortality, in the sense that in this

state of "being" it becomes an object of possible pre¬

hension for the process of becoming for other actual

entities, including God. "It belongs to the nature of

a 'being' that it is a potential for every 'becoming'.

This is the 'principle of relativity',"22
7. God: God is an actual entity which is non-temporal.

This means that God does not perish and become objec¬

tively immortal as temporal actual entities. God's

nature can be discussed in three ways. The first is

the Primordla1 Nature of God. In this nature God sus¬

tains all eternal objects. In other words, God con¬

tains in the eternal objects all the potential 'sub¬

jective aims' for temporal actual entities. Through

this nature God supplies each becoming experience with

an eternal object-subjective aim.2-* The second is the

Consequent Nature of God. "This 'consequent nature' of

22PRt p. 33. 23cf., PR, p. 46.
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God is the physical prehension by God of the actualities

of the evolving universe."24 In this cay God saves the

perishing actual entities in his own nature. The third

is the dupcrjactiv® Nature of God. "The 1 superjeativv'

nature of God is the character of the pragmatic value

of his specific satisfaction qualifying the transcen¬

dent creativity in the various temporal instances."25
This is the manner in which God ;orks to bring about

good or harmony in the universe instead of evil or des¬

truction. This trinitarian vie. of God must not be

taken to mean that God is three, instead of one con¬

crete actual entity. These three natures of God must

be taken into account at all times, or the nature of

God is b. ing considered in abstraction.

8. Creativity; Creativity "is that ultimate notion
26

of the highest generality at the bag© of actuality." "

24PK, p. 134.

26PR, p. 47.

25
PR , p. 135
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Creativity is without character or individuality of its own.

It is the active, creative force of the universe, being

conditioned by the objective immortality of the actual

world and by God. By making creativity the ultimate

basis of the universe, Whitehead rejects the mechanical

view for which the ultimate category is that of cause and

effect. Because of creativity, every actual entity, tem¬

poral or non-temporal, is to some degree self-creative.

Every actual entity, being to some degree self-creative,

is a novel being. On the basis of novelty, as stated be¬

fore, an actual entity is a new form in the universe. The

doctrine of creativity points to the fact that constantly

new forms are being created and are perishing in the

universe.

Foundation Principles of Whitehead's Method

In the introduction it was pointed out that White¬

head operates from a historical, scientific, and meta¬

physical perspective. A review of the interactions of

these perspectives will be helpful in understanding
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Whitehead's metaphysical presuppositions. From the his¬

torical perspective, Whitehead tries to show that real

progress in history has depended on creative or specula¬

tive reason, an open-ended rational process. It is neces¬

sary to bear in mind what Whitehead means by the rational

process. "Rationalism is the faith or hope that in

experience all elements are intrinsically capable of ex-
27

hibition as examples of general theory." Whitehead

places his hope and faith in rationalism, but he clearly

asserts repeatedly that nothing rests on ultimate authori¬

ty, that the final court of appeal is to the intrinsic
28

reasonableness of the claims that are being made. '

Within the history of ideas and the areas of

philosophy, science and religion have tended mostly to

limit this speculative rational process. Philosophy,

being conditioned by mathematics, has centerml on logical
20

problems, basing its premises on the obvious in life.*'

27PR, p. 67. 28cf., PR, p. 63; AI, p. 230;
SMW, p. 179.

2Q
cf., AI, p. 105; PR, p. 16.
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By placing its emphasis on the more obvious in life, it

has failed in its purpose to explain the emergence of the

more abstract from the more concrete. In this develop¬

ment of thought, philosophy has separated itself and has

been separated from scientific inquiry; thus, the great

limitation of modern philosophy is that it® endeavours

have not thrown light on scientific principles. "A

philosophical system should present an elucidation of

concrete fact from which the sciences abstract. Also

the sciences should find their principles in the concrete

facts which a philosophic system presents." Philosophy

cannot perform its full function so long as it remains

separate from the thoughts and findings of any discip¬

line. The great task of modern philosophy is to relate

the one and the raany.^* To accomplish this task, philo¬

sophy must perform its proper role of harmonising the

3°.:fPE, p. 30.

32cf., 0, p. 132.

, p. 150.
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various abstractions of methodological thought.33

Science has come to limit itself to the postivistic

school of thought, refusing to risk its findings to the

method of speculation.34 In this way, science has cut

itself off from the other disciplines and has, there¬

fore, not performed its proper function of supplying

these other disciplines with information which would

transcend the immediate scientific concern.

Science has never shaken off the impress of its
origin in the historical revolt of the later Re¬
naissance. It has remained predominantly an anti-
rationalistic movement, based upon a naive faith. . .

Science repudiates philosophy. In other words, it
has never cared to justify its faith or to explain
Its meanings.33

In another statement Whitehead makes explicit the general

inherent danger in modern science.

Its methodological procedure Is exclusive and
intolerant, and rightly so. It fixes attention on
a definite group of abstractions, neglects every¬
thing else, and elicits every scrap of information
and theory which is relevant to what it has re¬
tained.3^

33cf., SMW, p. 24.

353MW, p, 22.

3*cf., | i, p. 120, FR, p. 11

36SMW, p. 179.
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Religion has served as another limiting factor

to the speculative process. The limitations of reli¬

gion will be considered in a later section. It will

suffice for the present to eay that in general religion

has limited itself to tradition, cutting itself off

from all disciplines which might effectively question the

validity of the traditional 'truths' and resting its

case against speculation and other insights on 'abso-
37

lute* dogmas.

To put the matter in another way, these three

spheres have tried in their different ways to separate

the mind from the body, and vice versa.38 Emotion

and reason have not been seen properly as a part of the

same total process of human understanding. Man has been

presented with a fragmented internal and external uni¬

verse, on the one hand, the mind is separated ultimately

from the body, and on the other, reason is separated

37
cf., FR, p. 34.

3Scf., AF, p. 47.
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from emotion. This situation has been made worse by the

assertion, on the part of philosophy and theology, of

secret insight into a God outside the universe who is

responsible for the fragmented condition but uncondition¬

ed by the fragmented situation. With each discipline

working with it© own method separately, the speculative

process has been limited; and, thus, the progressive

development of civilization has been limited. The need

of the day is for a return to a true speculation which

will combine all the disciplines by offering a method

which will dra« together all methods while at the same

time transcending the procedure and limiting effect of

method itself. History has shown that the progress of

civilization occurs because of the process of creative

speculation. This haopens because men are willing to

risk themselves and the old order with its limited

method. Creative speculation is the process which joins

the body and the mind, in order that man can experience

and begin to understand true 'feeling'. ' Whitehead

35cf., MT, P. 99ff.
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intends his philosophy to serve this process of exper¬

ience and understanding. At the same time he cautions,

lest his philosophy or method be used as a dogma which

holds back the true process.

From his trinitarian perspective, Whitehead as¬

serts that all judgments are made from some general
ATS

systematic metaphysical scheme. J By this he mean® that

all thought operates from some metaphysical position, no

matter how inadequate be the position.

Whitehead's own philosophical method and position

presupposes a metaphysical scheme. Aspects of the pre¬

supposition® of this scheme will be presented. Although

he is basically concerned with the individual, his view

of the universe offers a good starting-point in under¬

standing his metaphysical presupposition.

There is no reason to hold that confusion is
less fundamental than is order. Our task is to
evolve a general concept which allows room for both;
and which also suggests the path for the enlargement

40cf., PR, p. 16; AI, p. 3.
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of our penetration. My suggestion is that we start
from the notion of two aspects of the Universe. It
includes a factor of unity, involving in its essence
the connexity of things, unity of purpose, and unity
of enjoyment. The whole notion of importance is re¬
ferent to this ultimate unity. There is also equally
fundamental in the Universe, a factor of multiplicity.
There are many actualities, each with its own exper¬
ience, enjoying individually, and yet requiring each
other.

Any description of the unity will require the
many actualities; and any description of the many
will require the notion of the unity from which im¬
portance and purpose is derived. By reason of the
essential individuality of the many things, there
are conflicts of finite realisations. Thus the summa¬

tion of the many into the one, and the derivation of
importance from the one into many, involves the no¬
tion of disorder, of conflict, of frustration.

These are the primary aspects of the universe
which common sense brooding over the aspects of
existence hands over to philosophy for elucidation
into some coherence of understanding.41

Man is part of this universe, and in no way can he

experience except as part of the universe. "The doctrine

that I maintain is that neither physical nature nor life

can be understood unless we fuse them together as essen¬

tial factors in the composition of 'really real' things

41MT, p. 70-71.
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whose inter-connections and individual characters consti¬

tute the universe,"4" Everything that man knows about

himself in the universe is through experience. This ex¬

perience is to be understood as a total body-experience--

a combination of extensive body-reason and extensive body-

emotion. The total body never experiences itself in

isolation but always in relation to the universe. Thus

all experience has two sides: (1) the individual self*

and (2) its signification in the universe.44 Man is

able to understand himself in relation to the universe

by the process of creative imagination, using Whitehead's

method which will be discussed later. Without this

process, he is able only to formulate dogmatic proposi¬

tions from a limited perspective. This process also

rests on the pre-supposition that there are universal

42MT, p. 205. 43cf., MT, p. 156; FR, p. 22ff;
PR, p. 182.

^ef., MT, p. 151.
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principles, eternal objects, by which man's experience

is conditioned.4^ Whitehead assumes that all experience

is connected and inter-related, so that the basic premises

of one experience can be used to help understand the pat¬

tern of other experience. All experience can he connect¬

ed and understood on the basis of general principles.

Whitehead states these general principles as

metaphysical assumptions. 'Presentational immediacy'

is defined as "the 'mode' in which the contemporary

world is consciously prehended as a continue of ex¬

tensive relations."4^ On the basis of presentational

immediacy, two metaphysical assumptions are asserted.

(1) The first is "that the actual world, in so far as it

is a community of entities which are settled, actual, and

already become, conditions and limits the potentiality

for creativeness beyond itself."47 (2) "The second

metaphysical assumption is that the real potentialities

45cf., PR, p. 76. 46PR, p. 95.

47PR, p. 101.
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relative to all standpoints are coordinated as diverse
48

determinations of one extensive contlmim," From the

assumption that no static maintenance of perfection is

possible, Whitehead asserts three metaphysical principles.

"One principle is that the very essence of real actuali-

ty--that is, of the complete real«~is process. Thus each

actual thing is only to be understood in terms of its

becoming and perishing."49 The second metaphysical

principle "is the doctrine that any occasion of actuality

is in its own nature finite. There is no totality which

is the harmony of all perfections. Whatever is re¬

alised in any one occasion of experience necessarily ex¬

cludes the unbounded welter of contrary possibilities.

There are always 'others', which might have been and are

50
not." The third principle is that:

The individual, real facta of the past lie at
the base of our immediate experience in the present.

4aPS, p. 103.

, p. 275.

49/tf , p. 273-4.
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They are the reality fiuta which the occasion springs,
the reality from which it derives its source of
emotion, from -vhich it inherits its purpose, to
which it directs its passions. At the base of ex¬
perience there is a welter of feeling, derived from
individual realities or directed towards them. Thus
for strength of experience we require to discriminate
the component factors, each as an individual ♦It'
with its own significance.5*

As Whitehead develops his system of categories,

other metaphysical principles are presented, but the

later principles are basically derived from those fun¬

damental principles. The basic ones presented should

serve our purpose for considering hi© method.

Structure of Whitehead's Method

Whitehead's method is a method of speculative

reason for speculative philosophy. His method is an

attempt to transcend the Uniting methods of particular

disciplines. Previously, philosophy has been divided

into schools of rationalism, empiricism and idealism -

even if there has seldom been am absolute division.

51AI, p. 279.
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Whitehead rejects the position of idealism because it

has not taken seriously the scientific developments ami

52
insights of the modern period. It is asserted that

both rationalism and empiricism have contributed isolated

insights, but they have been limited by the narrowness

of their basic presuppositions and methods. Whitehead*s

method is to combine rationalism and empiricists, and by

this combination to do away with the limiting factors of

each position. Emphasis is not given to philosophy but

to speculative philosophy. The task of "speculative

philosophy is the endeavour to frame a coherent, logical,

and necessary system of general ideas in terms of which

every element, of our experience can be interpreted.

By using the terms 'coherent' and •logical*, he points

52cf-* Review, Vol. 23. Cohen and Urban
maintain that Whitehead has retained th® more signifi¬
cant insights of traditional idealism. Cf., M. !?, Cohen,
"An Adventurous Philosopher", Yale Review, Vol. 23, p.
174; and Vv. M. Urban, "Elements of Unlntelllgibility in
Whitehead* Metaphysics' , Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 35,
p. 637.

53
PR, p. 4,
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to the rational side of the method. This rational side

permits the pocoibilfty of an understanding of experience.

There is also an empirical side of the method, which can

be expressed by the terms 'applicable' and 'adequate'.

The empirical side of the method asserts that all ration¬

al postulates must be tested in experience according to

their applicability or adequacy.

Whitehead has developed his method out of the felt

need that modern man, especially in the sciences and

religion, needs a more adequate foundation for gaining

an insight into the nature of the universe. He asserts

that "the main evidence that a methodology is worn out

comes when progress within it no longer deals with main

issues."54 It was evident to Whitehead that the method

of modern science had begun to wear out. It has been

the purpose of the method of science to fix attention on

a definite group of abstractions, neglecting everything

else, and eliciting every scrap of information and theory

IU

PR, p. 13.
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relevant to what is retained. Within limits, this Mthod

is valid and has proved successful. On the basis of this

method, however, a dangerous fallacy has occurred which

"is to make observations upon one seal© of magnitude and

to translate their results into lass valid for another

scale." Another limitation of science, from the per¬

spective of particular scientific fields, has been its

indifference to great areas of data and the possibility

of larger amounts of future data. So long as the re¬

levance of evidence is dictated by theory, it is not

possible to prove or disprove a theory by evidence which

the theory dismisses as irrelevant. Science in its

limiting functions has shown the need for a more open-

ended method which will keep the theory from functioning

as a restrictive factor in the evaluation of what is

56
relevant data, "The science of the future depends for

3%„ N. Whitehead, "Study of the Past--Its Use
and Danger", Science and Philosophy» p. 165.

56cf., AI, p. 22.
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its ready progress upon th> antecedent elucidation of

hypothetical complexities of connection, as yet unob-
57

served in nature." Reference will be made later to

the limitation of religion and its method. Whitehead

evaluates the contribution of science and religion,

realising them both to be vital, and asserts the need

for a methoc! that will offer more adequate service to

mankind. Our understanding has revealed an extremely

complex state of existence, and it is necessary for man

to have adequate tools for considering every possibility

in order that he may live more fully.

We need to entertain every prospect of novelty,
every chance that could result in new combinations.
But at the same time we need to entertain those
with sceptical examination, and subject the® to
the most impartial scrutiny, for the probability
is that nine hundred and ninety-nine of them will
come to nothing, either because worthless in them¬
selves or because we shall not know how to ©licit
their* values; but we had better entertain them all,
however sceptically, for the thousandth idea may be
the one that will change the world

57AI, p. 156. S8D, p. 280.
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The spirit of the speculative method is that of
59

curiosity going on an adventure. Curiosity is the

craving of reason that the facts discriminated in ex-

perience be understood.

It means the refusal to be satisfied with the
bare welter of fact, or even with the bare habit of
routine. The first step in science and philosophy
has been made when it is grasped that every routine
exemplifies a principle which is capable of state¬
ment in abstraction from its particular exempli¬
fications. The curiosity, which is the gadfly
driving civilisation from its ancient safeties, is
the desire to state the principles in their ab¬
straction. In this curiosity there is a ruthless
element which in the end disturbs.

Even though Whitehead gives great attention to the

need for speculative thought, he is careful to balance

the hope offerred in his method by his evaluation of the

possibility of proof.

Unless proof has produced self-evidence and
thereby rendered itself unnecessary, it has issued
in a second-rate state of wind, producing action de¬
void of understanding. Self-evidence is the basic
fact on which all greatness supports itself. But
'proof is one of the routes by which self-evidence
is often obtained. , .It follows that philosophy,

59efSMW, p. 185. ^AI, p. 145.
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in any proper sense of the term, cannot be proved.
For proof is based upon abstraction. Philosophy is
either self-evident, or it is not philosophy. . .

The aim of philosophy is sheer disclosure.6

Speculative philosophy cannot be proved in the normally

accepted sense because Its task is disclosure. This docs

not relieve speculative generalisations from the re¬

sponsibility of being tested by th& empirical and ration¬

al means, previously mentioned. At the same time man

does himself a great injustice if he dismisses the

speculative process because it does not conform to the?

purely empirical school. The history of civilisation

has shown that fear of error is the death of progress,

and that an open-ended search for truth is the backbone
62

of progress. If progress is man's goal, history has

clearly shown that the only hope for attaining this

goal lies in speculative process. "Abstract speculation

has been the salvation of the world--speculation which

made systems and then transcended them, speculations

61MT, p. 66-67. 62cf., MT, p. 22.
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which ventured to the furthest limit of abstraction. To

63
set limits to speculation is treason to the future."

Whitehead's method is different in important

respects from other philosophical methods. Thus White¬

head's method differs from the procedure of rationalism.

Historically, one major view has been that the task of

philosophy is to indicate premises which are certain,

clear, and distinct, and then on the basis of these
64

premises to develop a deductive system of thought.

This represents the more logical school of philosophy

which follows the pattern of mathematics. The influence

of mathematics was positive in that it provided reason

with a more adequate means of testing, freeing the

reasoning process "from its sole dependence on mystic

vision and fanciful suggestion."^5 It is assumed by

this school that the premises can be discerned easily,

and the major responsibility rests in the deductive

63
FR, p. 60.

63
FR, p. 32.

64
of., PR, p. 12.
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process, Whitehead asserts that .aan cannot know easily,

clear and distinct premises which are of ultimate con¬

cern. The premises that ar-» obvious are of little value,

and indeed generally obscure for man what are the really

important premises. The job of philosophy is then

shifted from the deductive concern to the search for the

premises that arc not obvious but are of essential im¬

portance.

The empirical character of Whitehead's position

is often misunderstood by identifying it with the more

traditional forms of dogmatic empiricism. This mis¬

understanding can be corrected by taking seriously

Whitehead*s assertion:

The unempirical character of the philosophical
school derived from Hume cannot be too often insisted
upon. The true €>mpirical doctrine is that physical
feelings are in their origin vectors, and that the
genetic process of concrescence introduces the
elements which emphasise privacy.66

Whitehead points out that "the philosophy of organism

66
PR, p. 481.
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is apt to emphasize just those elements in the writings

of the masters which subsequent systematizers have put

67
aside." This he does, in developing the empirical

character of his position in relation to Locke and

Hume. Space will not permit a full consideration of

Whitehead's evaluation of the relation of process

philosophy to traditional empiricism, but we will try
68

to indicate the general trend of his thought.

Whitehead points out that John Locke, in his

later writings, most fully anticipated the main posi-
6Q

tion of process philosophy. Locke's nearest approach

to the process position occurred when he said that the

mind is furnished with a great number of simple ideas

via the senses. The simple ideas often go together and

67PR, chap. V.

68For a fuller consideration of this point, cf.,
P. D. Wightman, "Whitehead's Empiricism", The Relevance
of Whitehead, pp. 335-50.

69
cf,, PR, chap. V. cf., John Locke, An Essay

Concerning Human Understanding, Bk, IV, Chap. VI, Sec. 11.
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form more complex ideas. Exterior things are respon¬

sible for the fact that minds entertain these ideas.

Locke did not develop this view adequately, but it

laid the foundation for bridging the separation between

mind and eternal reality. Whitehead developed this

line of reasoning in terms of "the vector character of

70
primary feelings." Locke also insisted that the no¬

tion of 'substance1 involved the notion of 'power*.

Process philosophy develops this insight and "holds

that in order to understand 'power', we must have a

correct notion of how each individual actual entity

contributes to the datura from which its successors arise

and to which they must conform.His view of 'power*

made possible 'change', but "Locke misses one essential

doctrine, namely, that the doctrine of internal rela¬

tions makes it possible to attribute 'change* to any

72
actual entity." Whitehead's basic difference from

70PR, p. 86.

72PR, p. 92.

71PR, p. 88.
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Locke la indicated by his critic leu* that Locke inherited,

from Descartes, the view of "dualism whereby minds are

one kind of particulars, and natural entities are an¬

other kind of particulars, and also the subject-predi-
73

cate dogma." Thus, his philosophy is limited by the un¬

conscious and uncriticiaed assumption "that logical

simplicity can be identified with priority in the pro¬

cess constituting an cxperient occasion."74 For White¬

head, the more conservative side of Locke * s anti-meta-

physical position is an inadequate empirical approach,

but some of his less developed thoughts point the way

towards a more adequate empiricism.

Locke enunciates the main doctrines of the

philosophy of organism, namely: the principle of
relativity, the relational character of eternal
objects, whereby they constitute the forms of the
objectifications of actual entities for each other;
the composite character of an actual entity (i.e.
a substance); the notion of *power* as making a
principal ingredient in that of actual entity
(substance). In this latter notion, Locke adum¬
brates both the ontological principle, and also

73F'R, p. 84. 74FF, p. 85.
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the principle that the *power' of one actual en¬
tity on the other is simply how the former is
objectified in the constitution of the other.75

Whitehead believes the more sceptical, dogmatic

empiricism of Hume to be a violation of empiricism, be¬

cause it is based on the more conservative side of Locke's

thoughts. Hume's sceptical reduction of knowledge is

based on the tacit presupposition of the subject-mind
76

with its contents as predicates. Locke's use of the

term 'idea', making room for complex ideas, is rejected

and replaced by Hume with the more limited notion of a

simple idea derived from simple impressions. In this

way he re-asserts the 'fallacy of simple location*. Yet,

as Hume develops his position, the doctrine of 'repe¬

tition' becomes essential.

The notion of 'simple location' is inconsistent
with any admission of 'repetition'; Hume's diffi¬
culties arise from the fact that he starts with simple
locations and ends with repetion. In the organic

75f S, p. 91.
76
zf., PR, p. 81. Whitehead asserts that Hume

actually repudiates this presupposition.
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philosophy the notion of repetition is fundamental.
The doctrine of objectifieatIon is an endeavor to
express how what is settled in actuality is repeat¬
ed under limitations, so as to fee •given* for iea¬
rned iscy. Later, in discussing 'time5, this doctrine
v.ill be termed the doctrine of 'objective immortali¬
ty. *7?

The attempt to combine these two doctrines is

doomed to failure, and it is this which gives rise to

70
all Hume's problems. ° In trying o deal with this

combination, he places "cause and effect" beyond the

immediate impression of our memory and our sense.

Operating within this conflict of doctrine, Hume also

does not deal with the problem of "novel compound idea"
7Q

and "imaginative freedom." His inconsistency becomes

compounded because he is not able entirely to disregard
0O

common sense.'"' Whitehead devotes aueh time to Hume's

common sense assertion that the eye sees, implying that

what Hume really means by "see" is "feci". Whitehead

is trying to get away from the abstract mechanical

77PR, p. 208.

79cf., PR, p. 201

78efre, p. 208.
80
cf.» PR, p. 210.
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associations of 'impression' in order to point out that

in normal unsophisticated experience every perception

has a 'feeling-tone.'

The crude aboriginal character of direct per¬

ception is inheritance. What is inherited is feel¬
ing-tone with evidence of its origin: in other
words, vector feeling-tone. In the higher grades
of perception vague feeling-tone differentiates
itself into various types of sense—those of touch,
sight, smell, etc.--each transmuted into a definite
prehension of tonal contemporary nexus by the final
percipient.81

Hume does not adequately take into account the complex

nature of sense experience and, therefore, presents a

false empirical position. For Whitehead, an adequate

empirical approach must be based on his dictum: '"How

an actual entity becomes constitutes what that actual

entity is."62
Even though Hume's empiricism is limited by the

doctrine of 'simple location', his philosophy does make

a marked contribution to the philosophy of organism.

81PR, p. 182. 82PR, p. 34.
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His most important contribution is proclaiming "the

bankruptcy of morphology."

Hume's train of thought unwittingly emphasises
•process*. His very scepticism is nothing but the
discovery that there is something in the uorXd
which cannot be expressed in analytic propositions.
Hume discovered that "WV murder to dissect." He
did not say this, because he belonged to the mid-
eighteenth century, and so left the remark to
Wordsworth. But, in effect, Hume discovered that
an actual entity is at once a process, and is
atomic; so that in no sense is it the sum of its
parts. Hume proclaimed the bankruptcy of mor¬
phology .83

Hume's account of process is described as occurring with¬

in "the soul". In process philosophy, Hume's "soul"

and Hume's and Locke's "mind" are designated either as

"the actual entity" or as "the actual occasion",84
The philosophy of organism also uses Hume's doctrine

of "feeling", extending it into the doctrine of 'sub¬

jective form'.83 Whitehead does not assert that he has

solved the difficulty which puraled Hume, but he does

^PR, p. 212-3.

®5cf., PR, p. 215

84
cf., PR, p. 213.
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believe that his metaphysical position offers the

possibility of complete solution.

Hume's philosophy found nothing in any single
instance to justify the mind's expectation. Accord¬
ingly he was reduced to explaining the origin of
the mind's expectation otherwise than by its ration¬
al justification. It follows, that if we are to
get out of Hume's difficulty, v.-e must find something
in each single instance, which would justify the
belief. The key to the mystery is not to be found
in the accumulation of instances, but in the in¬
trinsic character of each instance. When we have
found that, we will have struck at the heart of
Hume's argument.

The empirical character of Whitehead's position

is actually an alteration of the traditional empiricism
0*7

associated with Locke and Hume. Whitehead's empiricism

is based on the experience of the total organism in re¬

lation to the event. This is an inversion of the em¬

phasis by Huraa upon a simple idea derived from a simple

impression. Huiae pointed out the complex character of

86
A. N. Whitehead, "Uniformity and Contingency",

Science and Philosophy, pp. 1S3-4,
8T
It is important to note that when the terms

"empirical" or "empiricism" are used in connection with
Whitehead, Wieman, Meland or the general process position
they refer neither to the position of Locke nor of Hume
but, rather, arc to be considered within the context of
this altered process character of empiricism.
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perception, according to the doctrine of secondary qua¬

lity. This was tacitly presupposed by Locke in his dis¬

cussion of color as a secondary quality. Considering

the complex character of perception, Whitehead draws

the conclusion that the character of sense perception

is superficial,

• . .sense-perception for all its practical
importance is very superficial in its disclosure
of the nature of things. . .My quarrel with mo¬
dern Bpistetaology concerns its exclusive stress
upon sense-perception for the provision of data
respecting Mature, Sense-perception does not
provide the data in terms of which we interpret
it.88

For Whitehead, theory dictates method, and his

basic affirmation is of process which asserts the inter-

relatedness of experience and the development from

simple events to more complex events, He alters Locke's

and Hume's doctrine of sensationalism by placing the

emphasis upon the whole organism related to the experience
89

instead of the five senses. By giving emphasis to the

t

88MT, p. 181-2. cf., AI, p, 279. 89cf., A I, p. 226.
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relatedness of the whole organism, Whitehead attempts to

take into account the depth feeling-tones of the exper¬

ience and the intuitions which are given in the total

experience. In taking such a stance, Whitehead is al¬

tering Hume's introspective analysis by a primary

aesthetic emphasis within the context of his process

theory. This theory attempts to take into account the

cosmological and environmental factors which condition

the experience.3 ' For whitehead there is a depth, in¬

deed an infinitude- of actuality, which is not revealed

by the superficial level of sense perception.

In other words, reaction to the environment is
not in proportion to clarity of sensory experience .

Any such doctrine youId sweep away the whole of
modern physical science as being expressed in terms
of irrelevancies. Reaction does not depend upon
sense-experience for its initiation.

How confine the argument to human experience,
which we know at first hand. This experience does
not depend for its excellence simply upon clarity
of sense-experience. The specialist in clarity,
sinks to an animal level--the hound for smell,
the eagle for sight.

90cfAI , p. 227.
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Human beings are amateurs in sense-experience.
The direct, vivid clarity does not dominate so as
to obsecure the infinite variety involved in the
composition of reality. The sense-experience is
an abstraction which illustrates and stimulates
the completeness of actuality. It increases im¬
portance. But the importance thus elicited is
more than a colour-scheme of red, white, and blue.
It involves the infinitude of actuality, hidden in
its finitudo of realisation."'1

Whitehead asserts the necessity for man to go on

a speculative adventure in order to understand the

depth of experience. By placing his emphasis upon

cosmology and speculative philosophy, within the con¬

text of his process theory, Whitehead asserts an em¬

pirical emphasis which attempts to go beyond the super¬

ficial level of souse-experience expressed in dogmatic

empiricism. Whitehead repudiates many habits of philo¬

sophical thought, including dogmatic empiricism. These

may be listed as:

(l)The distrust of speculative philosophy,
(il) The trust in language as an adequate expres¬
sion of propositions.

91?rr, p. 1S4.
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(iii) The mode of philosophical thought which
implies, and is implied by, the faculty-psychology.
(iv) The subject-predicate form of expression.
(v) The sensationalist doctrine of perception.
(vi) The doctrine of vacuous actuality.
(vii) The Kantian doctrine of the objective world
as a theoretical construct from purely subjective
experience.
(viii) Arbitrary deductions in ex absurdo argu¬
ments .

(ix) Belief that logical inconsistencies can in¬
dicate anything else than some antecedent errors.^2
Whitehead designates his method for this task of

speculative philosophy to be-- the method of 'imaginative
A3

rationalisation*, or in other words the method of

•descriptive generalization'.^4 This method might well

be called the method of empirical analysis and specu¬

lative generalization. Based on an analysis of ex¬

perience, philosophical generalizations are postulated

through the use of creative imagination. Then through

an empirical process these gonoraliuations arc tested

in experience to see if they are applicable and adequate.

92PR, chap. viii. 93cf., PR, p. 7.

94cf., PR, p. 15.
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In line with his metaphysical presuppositions,

Whitehead's method begins with man in the actual world.

Man in experience is considered from different perspec¬

tives. One perspective is that which views man in gene¬

ral as he tries to develop the 'art of life'. "The art

of life is first to !c alive, secondly to be alive in a

satisfactory way, and thirdly to acquire an increase in
DC

satisfaction." The history of civilisation has shown

that man has struggled with these three stages of develop¬

ment in order fully to develop his life. As man has

struggled to acquire an increase in his satisfaction,

he has been guided by a desire and purpose for this in¬

crease. Any method that omits or does not allow for

this purpose serves as a limiting factor in man's de¬

velopment .

An infusion of novelty occurs in each stage in

the progressive art of life, making possible the ful¬

fillment of that stage, while giving direction to the

PR, p. 5.
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next stage. In other words, each stage in developing

the art of life needs its own method. As one stage? is

fulfilled, it is necessary that a new and more adequate

method develop as the foundation and directional force

for the next stage. This new method Is made possible

as the old method includes and is transformed by the

infusion of novelty into the situation. Reason is

essential to this development of the art of life. Man

is able to move from one stage to another because of the

functioning of his reason "the primary function of

Reason is the direction of the attack on the environ¬

ment 97

The essence of Reason in its lowliest forms
is its judgement upon flashes of novelty which is
relevant to appt?t it ion but not yet to action. In
the stabilized life there is no room for Reason.
The methodology has sunk from a method of novelty
into a method of repetition. Reason is the organ
of emphasis upon novelty. It provides the judge¬
ment by which realization in idea obtains the em¬
phasis by which it passes into realization in pur¬
pose, and thence its realization in fact.'5'0

96cf.t FRf p. 14.

9QFR, p. 15.

97FR, p. 5.
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There is contrast within the scope of sethod as it de¬

velops, and the good life is attained by the enjoyment

of the contrast. Within this development, man's ap-

petition is working within a framework of order, which

stakes it possible for reason working within this order

to provide a direction of 'the upward trend1. Thus,

reason and purpose cannot be separated. When reason

operates within a method that includes novelty and

purpose, an upward direction is given in the struggle

for the art of life. The force working against reason

is 'fatigue*. "Fatigue- is the antithesis of Reason. . .

Fatigue means the operation of excluding the impulse

towards novelty."" The goal of the method is to ex¬

clude the force of fatigue by basing the method on

Reason functioning within a situation which includes

novelty, staking possible an upward purpose for man in

the art of life.

99FE, p. 18.
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At another time, Whitehead's method begins with

man viewing the world through his immediate experience

and trying to understand what it means. By thought, he

attempts to make clear his immediate experience♦ "The

starting point for thought is the analytic observation

of components of the experience,"^-00 At this point, and

at all points, the use of language is of essential im¬

portance. Words must be used and tested to be sure that

they represent the most adequate mode of expressing what

is meant to be conveyed. One can never observe or ex¬

press the total actual world. The mistake comes as the

attempt is made to pin dotvn whs* the world means to the

experien-.es we have. Whitehead asserts that this is

the falacy of the Baconian method of induction. What is

needed in trying to understand experience is imagination

and analysis and not a resting on obvious but unimportant

premises, What is essential is to develop adequate gen¬

eral premises in order to understand the experience and.

100,PR, p. 6«
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its relation to other experience®. In order that we

may see the relationship of one experience to other ex¬

periences, an analysis of the experience into its dif¬

ferent parts is necessary. It is important that this

analysis be done in a systematic fashion, using lan¬

guage expressive of the situation. On the basis of

analysis and the free play of imagination, controlled

by the requirements of coherence and logic, philosophi¬

cal generalizations are formulated from the observed

experience. After generalisations are developed con¬

cerning the experience, they must be tested empirically,

to see if they comply with the actual world. The value

of the philosophical generalisation is limited, if it

does not comply with the actual world of the particular

experience and other experiences. At the same time the

generalisation is limited if it is not interesting} "it

is more important that a proposition be interesting than

that it be true."10" If a generalisation is to provide

103
Al, p. 243.
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the maximum benefit, it must apply to reality, while at

the taaHr tiaw it must be interesting, Whitehead describe*

this process in the following manner;

The true method of discovery is like the flight
of an aeroplane. It start© from the ground of
particular observation^ it makes a flight into the
air of imaginative generalisation, and it again
lands for renewed observation rendered acute by
rational interpretation. The reason for the ©access
of this method of imaginative rationalization is
that, when the method of difference fails, factors
whih are onstantly present may yet be observed
under the influence of imaginative thought. Such
thought supplies the differences which the direct
observation lacks.102

In order that imaginative construction may perform

its function, it must adhere to disciplined conditions.

"This construction must have its origin in the generali¬

sation of particular factors discerned in particular
1G3

topics of human interest," A philosophical generali¬

zation is set forth on the basis of general observation

from the psxspe.-tlve of sorae particular topic of human

interest,

102
PR, p. 7.

103
PR, p. 7,
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Philosophic thought has to start from some
limited section of our experience—from episte-
mology, or from natural science, or from theology,
or from mathematics. Also the investigation al¬
ways retains the taint of its starting point.
Every starting point has its merits, and its se¬
lection must depend upon the individual philoso¬
pher .

This topic of human interest, whether it be theology,

physics, or history, affords the observer a theory or

•working hypothesis' from which to consider the ex-

105
perience. without a 'working hypothesis' the ob¬

servation is not directed, and the observer cannot know

N. Whitehead, "Analysis of Meaning", Science
and Philosophy, p. 138.

1'^cf., A# M. Whitehead, "Remarks", Philosophical
Review, Vol. 46. It is Whitehead's contention that you
can start from any area of human interest with his me¬
thod. "My own belief is that at the present the most
fruitful, because the most neglected, starting point is
that section of value-theory which we terra aesthetics.
Our enjoyment of the values of human art, or of natural
beauty, our horror at the obvious vulgarities and deface¬
ments which force themselves upon us—all these modes of
experience are sufficiently abstracted to relatively ob¬
vious. And yet evidently they disclose the very meaning
of things." (p. 184-5) Though it is not our purpose to
develop Whitehead's method in relation to his aesthetic
views, it is important to note that he places great em¬
phasis upon aesthetics. It is because every man to somo
degree is involved with aesthetic appreciation that White¬
head contends that his method is open to use by all awan.
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whet to look for in the experience. Whitehead strongly

insists upon this doctrine: "Such an hypothesis directs

observation, and decides on the mtual relevance of

various types of evidence. In short, it prescribes

method. To venture upon productive thought without such

an explicit theory is to abandon one-self to the doc¬

trines derived from one's grandfather."^1^
It is not enough to show that a philosophical

generalization is adequate in its particular area of

human interest. "The success of the imaginative ex¬

periment is always to be tested by the applicability of

its results beyond the restricted locus from which it
1Q7

originated." It is necessary to test a philosophical

generalization which is based on one area of human in¬

terest in other areas of human interest. By this method

of cross-testing, a generalization should show, if it

is adequate, that all experiences are connected and

106
Al, p. 223,

107
PR, p. 8,
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Inter-related. In this way the basic premises of on©

experience can be used to help understand the patterns

of other experiences. This aspect of the method sup¬

ports Whitehead's presupposition that all experiences

can be connected and understood on the basis of general

premises. It also protects his method from a fallacy

attributed to other methods? "since all things are con¬

nected, any system which omits some things must neces¬

sarily suffer from such limitationsIt is White¬

head's purpose to have his method begin with a particu¬

lar area of interest, but not to be limited by the tra¬

ditional method of that area. He overcomes this po¬

tential limitation by requiring that generalisations be

made on the basis of the available evidence from the

perspective of one particular area and then that these

genera11sations be tested from the perspective of other

areas of interest. In this way, all areas of human in¬

terest and irmights are colled upon to participate in

10SMT, p. 101-2
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the development of principles which will transcend their

mm area of concern.

For imaginative construction to be adequate, it

Must also seek two rationalistic Meals, coherence and

logical perfection. Without coherence, there is the

arbitrary disconnection of basic principles. "The co¬

herence, vhich the system seeks to preserve, is the

discovery that the process, or concrescence, of any

actual entity involves the other actual entities among

its components. In this way, the obvious solidarity

of the world receives its explanation."5-09 It is very

difficult, to develop the scheme into a logical truth.

Logical perfection should be the goal; at the same time

the logical propositions must always b® under review

and never used as absolute logical statements. "The

scheme should therefore be stated with the utmost pre¬

cision and definiteneas, to allow for such argumenta¬

tion."150 A philosophical generalisation without these

109PP, p. 10. 110Ff?, p. 13.
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ideals stay not bo true to the observed experience and,

thus, may not be related logically to other areas of

hutaan interest. Whitehead asserts that the lack of

these ideals gives rise to the chief error in philosophy,

which is overstatement. There arc- two forms of over¬

statement. The first is called 'the fallacy of mis¬

placed e.oncreteness.*

One form is what 1 have tensed elsewhere, the
'fallacy of misplaced concretenees.' This fallacy
consists in neglecting the degree of abstraction
involved when an actual entity is onsidered mere¬
ly so far as it exemplifies certain categories of
thought. There are aspects of actualities which
are simply ignored so long as we restrict thought
to these categories. Thus the success of a phil¬
osophy is to be measured by its comparative avoid¬
ance of ibis fallacy, when thought is restricted
within its categories.

Here the generalisation does not take into account all

aspects of the observed experience, and thus forms its

observations on the basis of restricted insight. The

generalization is not coherent v?ith what is actually

given. "The other form of overstatement consists in a

111
PR, p. 11.
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false estimate of logical procedure in respect to cer¬

tainty, and in respect to premises."3-12 The generali¬

sation cannot claim tentative certainty until it has

been logically tested in a variety of areas of human

interest. Without these ideals, adequate philosophical

generalisations are developed on the basis of chance.

Generalisations based on chance are often presented as

dogmatic statements of what is obvious. Such generali¬

sations do not take in o consideration the complexity

of reality and are inadequate. Adequate philosophical

generalizations -an only be tentative formulations of

ultimate generalities. The purpose of Whitehead's

method is to afford a transcendence of what is obvious in

order that adequate philosophical generalizations can be

established. The philosophical generalisations are

never final, but always open to new tests based on new

observation and generalization. Although no rationalis¬

tic scheme offers absolute certainty, it should bo kept

112
PR, p. 11.
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in mind that "the verification of a rationalistic scheme

is to be sought in its general success, and not in the

peculiar certainty, or initial tlaxity, of its first

principles."5On the basis of the novelty of exper¬

ience and observation, philosophical generalizations

offer nc-.-! insight into the structure of life. Whitehead

offers a summary statement which describes the -cay in

which his method of speculative reason brings together

the empirical and rational interests without their

limitations in order to gain this nev insight into the

structure of life.

The speculative Reason corks in two ways so
as to submit itself to the authority of facts with¬
out loss of its mission to transcend the existing
analysis of facts. In one may it accepts the
limitations of a special topi'. , such as a science
or a practical methodology. It then seeks specu¬
latively to enlarge and recast the categorical
ideas within the limits of that topic. This is
speculative Reason in its closest alliance with
the methodological Reason,

In the other way, it seeks to build a cosmo¬
logy expressing the general nature of the world as
disclosed in human interest. It has already been

113PR, p. 12.
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pointed out, that in order to keep such a cosmo¬
logy in contact with reality account must be taken
of the welter of established institutions consti¬
tuting the structures of human society throughout
the ages. It is only in this way that we can appeal
to the widespread effective elements in the exper¬
ience of mankind. What those institutions stood
for in the experience of their contemporaries, -q
represent the massive facts of ultimate authority.

The final test of a philosophical position is

not finality but progress* Generalizations cannot be

limited to specific areas of human interest, and thus

become dogmas which are important but limited truth.

If generalizations are proved to be final, they are

inadequate because they do not afford insight into

the progressive character of the universe. What is

needed is the development of a scheme of ideas that

can serve as the most general interpretative system

for experience. It is only by developing ideas into a

system that the true adjustment of ideas can be ex¬

plored, that they can be properly investigated and

tested in order to establish their tenability as

114FR, p. 63-9.
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metaphysical ultimates. Whitehead asserts this view

when he says that "philosophy will not regain its

proper status until the gradual elaboration of catego-

real schemes, definitely stated at each stag» of progress,

is recognized as its proper objective."1

Whitehead's method, serves as the tool in his at¬

tempt to elaborate a metaphysical scheme, which is as

detailed as possible, and in light of his scheme, to

investigate the major philosophical problems. This

scheme i® always subject the tests of coherence, con¬

sistency, universality, applicability, and adequacy.

Yet, Whitehead's method for speculative Reason is

different from other methods in that it is a method

which is supposed to make possible the transcendence
116

of the limitations of method itself. On the one

hand, this means that this method makes possible the

development of a new method. "The speculative Reason

iiSFR, p. 12.

-t-^cf., justus Buchler, The Concept of Method,
pp. 169-71.
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which at critical moments enables a transition to be

made toward new methodologies. Also the discoveries of

the practical understanding provide the raw material
* 117

necessary for the success of speculative Reason."

On the other hand this method does more than provide

for the possibility of the development of a new method.

"Reason which is methodic is content to limit itself

within the bounds of a successful method. . .Reason

which is speculative questions the methods, refusing to

let them restlib This method is open-ended. It

questions the very basis of the validity of method it¬

self. The essential spirit of Whitehead's method is

that no factors within the tnethod, or the method itself

as a .hole, be allowed to limit the search of under¬

standing in the light of experience. The method must

be broad enough to include all evidence and all data.

It should include all the sciences, whether the science

117'FR, p. 31. 1ISFR, p. 51.
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be physics or theology. At the sane time the method

must serve to restrain the aberrations of mere undis¬

ciplined imagination.

The basis of all authority is the supremacy
of fact over thought. Yet this contrast of fact
and thought can he conceived fallaciously. For
thought is a factor in the fact of experience.
Thus the immediate fact is what it is# partly by
reason of the thought involved in it. . .The supre¬
macy of fact over thought means that even the ut¬
most flight of speculative thought should have its
measure of truth. , .The proper satisfaction to
be derived from speculative thought is elucidation.
It is for this reason that fact is supreme over
thought. This supremacy is the basis of autho¬
rity. . ,In this way there is the progress from
thought to practice, and regress from practice
to the same thought. This interplay of thought
and practice is the supreme authority. It is
the test by which the charlatanism of speculation
is restrained.ii-)

The Metaphysical Scheme from the Perspective of Method
m n ii nl— om* mn *nvm>mr > rtwu n*»■ awn'mf—u mi wmwim.-w W»i' >»MIm >'«» t— .laWWn 1 *ilW»mrr HU

In making a complete study of Whiteheadf the next

step would be to present an exposition of whitehead's

metaphysical scheme. Such an exposition is beyond the

119
Fk» p. 64.
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limitations of this chapter, although an evaluation of

part of the metaphysical scheme from the perspective of

method -ill be helpful. To accomplish this task, a

brief sketch of the metaphysical scheme concerning the

evaluation of an actual entity will be presented. On

the basis of this sketch, an evaluation will be made

from the perspective of method. It is necessary to bear

in mind that Whitehead has indicated three major philo¬

sophical problems which his method is supposed to help

solve. On the one hand, the method is to help deal

with the philosophical problem of the one and the many.

On the other hand, the method is to deal with the issue

of efficient and final causes. Both of these problems

arc a part of the third, which is the problem of per-

manen :e and change. It will be necessary to evaluate

how far Whitehead's method, as related to the meta¬

physical scheme of an actual entity, helps to solve

these philosophical problems.

Whitehead begins with man in the universe and

states that the only basis on which wan can make
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judgx&cnts and evaluations is his experience. It has

already been stated that a 'drop of 3xperieace,t is an

actual entity, dan has experiences, or in soae way

stands in relation to the process of beconing an actual

entity. At the sane tine nan is not hinseif an actual

entity. Rather, nan is a collection of prehensions

transmitted from one actual occasion to another. "The

defining characteristic of a living person is soae

definite type, of hybrid prehensions transmitted frcat

one occasion to another,"~20 This definition assumes

that there- is a definite, efficient causal relation-

ship between an actual entity in the past or present

and actual entities which will come into being in the

future. Man rcalices that a certain actual entity has

occurred within his frame of reference. Upon considera¬

tion of the experience, there appear to be obvious

causes. Certain sense-data were present to which ray

senses responded. These senses are a part of the

120PR, p. 163.
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body and sees to have played a definite role in the ex¬

perience. "We feel with the body. There may be sen*

further specialisation into a particular organ of sen¬

sation; but in any case the ♦witness8 of the body is an

ever-present, though elusive, element in our preceptions
121

of presentational, iianediacy." Yet it is difficult

to know where the body ends and external influences

begin. Upon second thought, the- definite contribution©

of the senses do not seen a® obvious, and so it becomes

necessary to make a more detailed analysis of the actual

entity.

Since by definition actual entities are the only

real things of which the universe is made, the analysis

must confine itself to the particular actual entity, and

other actual entities which may have influenced it. In

other ,ords, this analysis operates on the ontological

principle which states that the reason for things is to

be found always in the composite nature of definite ac¬

tual entities,122 whitehead concludes: "I hold that

121PR, p. 474-5. 122cf., PR, p. 28.
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these unities of existence, these occasions of exper¬

ience, are the real things which in their collective

unity compose the evolving universe, ever plunging into
12^

the creative advance." The notion of *creative ad¬

vance' must be onsidered. On the basis of reflection,

one realises that there was a time when each experience

had not occurred. Each actual entity has come into

being through some process. Since this 'coming into

being* affects every actual entity, not just the one

under consideration, it is necessary to assucas that

there is some force in operation shieh serves as the

fundamental thrust within the process of becoming in

all occasions. On the basis of the history of philo¬

sophy, it has been asserted that this force is 'God*,

generally a supernatural God operating outside the

universe and responsible for the creation of the

universe. It is obvious that the actual entities which

occur bring both harmony and destruction to the universe,

12%t, p. 206.
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or in more theological terms, some are good and some are-

evil. This force cannot be God, since to make God re¬

sponsible for good and evil would indicate a contra¬

diction within the nature of God, In the light of the

data from the natural sciences, it is difficult to con¬

ceive of a fore© outside the universe, because this

could make the universe finite. It is true that we

do not talk of an infinite universe today in any ab¬

solute sense, but, rather, contend that on the basis of

the information available it seems more logical to work

from the general theory of an infinite universe. From

the perspective of the issue of good and evil and the

general theory of an infinite universe, this basic

force is considered the primary force of the universe

itself. Whitehead uses the tern 'creativity* to indi¬

cate this force, "it is that ultimate notion of the

highest generality at the base of actuality." In

our analysis of an actual entity, it is possible to

~

PR, p. 47.
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assume that any actual entity receives its basic thrust

in the process of becoming from the basic force ox the

universe, the principle of creativity.

In an analysis of an actual entity, the next step

will be to consider the other temporal actual entities

which have contributed to the process of a new actual

entity occurring. These other actual entities have

served as objects for the becoming experience. This

function by which the becoming actual entity considers

other actual entities as objects is called * prehension'.

The beeoaing experience is presented with an infinite

number of other actual entities as objects. Since all

these actual entities cannot work in harsaony to help

formulate the becoming actual occasion, it is necessary

that the occasion be selective. Thus, Whitehead de¬

velops the terms 'positive prehension' and 'negative

prehension'. A positive prehension, on this physical-

temporal level, is the act by which the becoming ex¬

perience includes other actual entities iu its becoming

proceoo. When an object is excluded from contributing
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positively to the process of foecoding, this act is desig¬

nated a negative prehension. "It is the mark of a high-

grade organists to eliminate, by negative prehension, the

irrelevant accidents in its environment, and to elicit

massive attention to every variety of systematic
125

order." By assuming that some are included and some

rejected, we arc asserting that this becoming experience

had the possibility of being other than it came to be.

Because of our human limitations and the limitations of

our technical tools, it is impossible to make an analy¬

sis which will explain the infinite number of actual

entities which wore prehended, positively or negatively.

We must push our analysis as far as possible, but in

the last analysis only an educated guess is possible.

The analysis offers no certitude.

Once the analysis is made of the physical pre¬

hension of the temporal actual entitles which have

contributed to the becoming experience, it is difficult

25
PP., p. 433.



to assume that these were the only contributing factors

in the experience. There must be some other actual en¬

tities besides the temporal ones which contribute to

this process. Whitehead designates this other type of

actual entities as 'eternal, objects'. Eternal objects

are non-temporal. Since they are non-temporal, al¬

though able to contribute to the becoming experience

of a temporal experience, it is necessary that the na¬

ture of an eternal object be twofold. On the one hand,

the eternal object must in some non-temporal vay exist

within itself. On the other hand, the eternal object

must possess some 'relational essence' to temporal en¬

tities. Being temporal, an actual entity must prebend

an eternal object in a different manner from that of

physical prehension. Whitehead designates this process

of prehending eternal objects as * conceptual prehen¬

sion', As in the case of temporal actual entities, all

eternal object cannot be prehended in a positive man¬

ner for the becoming experience. It is necessary that

the experience be conceptually selective, choosing the#®
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eternal objects which can contribute positively to the

creation of a new actual entity.

In our analysis of an actual entity, we have the

becoming experience acting as a subject, making positive

and negative prehensions of temporal and nan-temporal

objects. Since this selective process occurs, there

must be soma force within the becoming experience which

is responsible for this selective process. Whitehead

designates this force as the 'feeling' of the becoming

experience. The becoming actual entity is a subject

which feels. On the basis of this feeling, some ob¬

jects are pr handed positively while others are pre-

bended negatively. The way in which a particular sub¬

ject feels a particular objective datum is called the

'subjective form'. Ey including seme objects and ex¬

cluding others, the feeling subject expresses 'sub¬

jective aim*. In other words the feeling contributes

a directive purpose to the becoming experience. Because

of the subjective aim, the experience becomes what it

is instead of »hat it might have been. Particular
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potentials become actual while other potentials are re¬

jected.

then the feeling subject reaches its subjective

aim, the satisfaction of the actual entity occurs. In

other words, the becoming actual entity has reached its

• concrescence.* This is the process of the coming to¬

gether into a unity of the different parts of the ex¬

perience. l lien the concrescence-satisfaction stage

has occurred, the experience is no longer in the process

of becoming but nov actually exists as a new form in the

universe. The working together of these different fac¬

tors of a becoming experience make possible a new actual

entity. That these factors do vork together is under¬

stood by Whitehead as shoving thai 'novelty' has come

into the process of becoming. To say that novelty has

occurred is another way of saying that this particular

novel actual entity has be- oae and no> exists as a new

form in the world.

As we consider the actual entity under analysis,

it is obvious that it does not exist in its state of
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concrescence because at this tine- it is an object of our

consideration, chitehead asserts that a temporal entity

perishes after it has reached its concrescence-satis¬

faction. it enters into a state of 'objective immortality*

The actual entity no longer functions solely as a sub¬

ject of feeling; now it is an object of other feeling

subjects. As an object, the subject of the actual en¬

tity is transformed into a 'superject *.

This is the doctrine of the emergent unity of
the superject. An actual entity is to be conceived
both as a subject presiding over its own immediacy
of becoming, and a superject which is the atomic
creature exercising its function of objective im¬
mortality. It has become a 'being®; and it be¬
longs to the nature of every 'being' that it is
a potential for every 'becoming'.

Hots does Whitehead's doctrine of God fit into our

analysis of this particular actual entity? In our analy¬

sis, there are three factors which are difficult to

account for completely. The first concerns the non-

temporal actual entities called eternal objects. Since

I26PR, p. 71.
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only a few eternal objects can be positively proband<ad

in a particular conceptual process, what happens to

these eternal objects as pot rstials when they are not

being inciudeu in the becoming of an experience? These

eternal objects are retained by the Primordial Nature of

God as this nature makes a conceptual valuation of the

entire multiplicity of eternal objects. Since these

eternal objects are what they are according to their

own nature, they are retained or sustained by God but

are not conditioned in this process. Thus, the Primor¬

dial Nature of God is necessary for the functioning of

eternal objects. The second factor deals with the state

of objective immortality. It seems logical to assume

that every actual entity which has occurred cannot al¬

ways be serving as an object in the process of another

becoming. Ghat happens to these actual entities which

perish? Whitehead believes that in his Consequent

Nature, God. physically prebends all the actual entities

in the universe. In other words, God saves the perish¬

ing actual entities in this aspect of his nature. God
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is necessary for the retention or sustaining, not only

of the non-temporal actual entities, but also of the

temporal actual entities which have become objectively

immortal. The third factor deals with Whitehead's

metaphysical presupposition that there is an upward

trend in the evolving universe. If there is an upward

trend, then there must be some force operating within

the universe that bears some responsibility for this

trend. Since creativity is related both to the upward

trend and the destruction which occurs, it cannot be

that force which is solely responsible for the upward

trend. Whitehead asserts that there is a Superjective

Nature of God which acts as the force working to bring

about good or harmony in the universe instead of evil

or destruction. Bach actual entity in a state of ob¬

jective immortality, as well as each eternal object, is

used by this aspect of the nature of God to bring about

the upward trend. Since God sustain# all actual entities,

God is potentially able to affect directly each becom¬

ing experience in favor of the upward trend. This aspect
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of God'a nature is balanced by the fact that each feel¬

ing subject is free to choose those actual entities it

30 desires to contribute to its becoming. God has the

power to work for harmony, while at the same time this

power is limited by the freedom of each becoming ex¬

perience, in essence, God is necessary for the entire

process of becomings of experience; yet, because of the

freedom of each subject, God cannot dictate the out¬

come of the becoming process. God is all-inclusive;

God saves, but God is relative due to the freedom of

each subject.

Ho docs our analysis conform to Whitehead's

method? According to the method, we have started with

man in the actual world having experiences. In an at¬

tempt to understand a particular experience, the analysis

begins from a particular area of human interest, which

for this analysis would be the philosophical area.

Based on Whitehead's philosophical presuppositions, our

observation has been guided by a 'working hypothesis'.

It has been assumed that actual entities are the only
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real things that exist and that the reason for all things

is to be found in the composite nature of definite ac¬

tual entities. We have not dealt only with the obvious

premises but have sought the more important premises

that are not obvious in the experience. Language has

been used carefully. We have tested our terras to be

sure that they are the most descriptive for that which

we mean to convey. Having made our descriptive analysis

of the process of this actual entity and having con¬

sidered the nexus of this actual entity, it is necessary

to develop a philosophical generalisation from this

analysis. It is asserted that every temporal actual

entity goes through a process of becoming, emerging as

a new foru in the world, and continuing to exist in a

state of objective immortality as objects for other be¬

coming actual entities. According to the method, our

next function would be to test this generalisation from

the perspective of other areas of human interest. If

this generalisation is found froa these other perspec¬

tives to be coherent, logical, applicable and adequate,
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it then is postulated as a universal or tentative ulti¬

mate principle. This tentative ultimate principle be¬

comes part of the total metaphysical scheme whi h is

used to consider the major philosophical problems.

Evaluation

This evaluation will be made from two perspectives.

The first will be an evaluation of aspects of the me¬

thod in practice as presented in the brief sketch of

the metaphysical scheme. The second evaluation will

deal with the method in general.

It is basic to Whitehead's view that experience

cannot be confined to human or conscious beings. Every¬

thing which constitutes human experience is to be found

in the natural world, and vice versa. On the basis of

this presupposition, Whitehead is able to develop his

theory of 'feeling' and his theory of a 'moral order'.

In the coming together of every actual entity, the

basic element is the fact that the subject feels.

Granted that Whitehead is trying to form a general
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description which attributes qualities and functions to

non-conscious things in ways not cosncmly done; there

see-as to be little support from non-speculative dis¬

ciplines for non-conscious entities displaying the

qualities of oascioua entities. Unless there is sotaa

way of verifying this function of non-conscious entities,

it seems difficult at this point to state that his

scheme is 'applicable' and 'adequate'. The same issue

arises in connection with the idea of a moral order

functioning within the Universe. hitehead rejects the

view that this iaoral order can be supported by the

theory of evolution based on the doctrine of the sur¬

vival of the fittest. The judgement that there is an

upward trend ox a moral order is a human judgement,

based on our conscious faculty. It is not only difficult

to support the view of a non-conscious temporal sub¬

ject with a faculty of feeling; it is just as difficult

to support the view that a non-conscious entity can

make evaluations about or participate in a moral, order.

Unless there is some way of verifying that non-consciotas
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temporal entities can function in such a way as to sup¬

port moral evaluations, this generalization cannot be

supported by the requirements established in the method.

The doctrine of the process of an actual entity

and the doctrine of objective immortality raise real

difficulties. The basic .force making possible the pro¬

cess of an actual entity is the creativity of the Uni¬

verse. At the same time the feeling subject, taking

into account the data from efficient and final causes,

creates the concrescence of the actual entity. This

dual creative process is an attempt to escape the trap

of eterminiam, but by retaining this dual factor an

actual or at least potential contradiction exists. Sine©

creativity is the basic force, it would seem that the

actual entity creates itself within the limits made

possible, by creativity. In one sense Whitehead would

affirm this limitation, while at the same time he would

want to say that the subject creates itself and that to

deny it this creative function is to deny it its freedom.

Another way of dealing with this issue is by
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considering the doctrine of relativity. Since creati¬

vity is not an actual entity, Whitehead docs not deal
with the question whether creativity is relative. All
becoming, temporal actual entities are relative, and
all non-temporal actual entities are relative. If

everything is relative, it would appear that the theory

of relativity itself is logically destroyed. Whitehead

supports his relative view by retaining the state of
satisfaction, the unity of the actual entity, as the

one non-relative thing. The unity of concrescence is

not relative at that instance. It might be possible to

deal with the probleta of creation by saying that the

non-relative concrescence creates itself at the instant

of its being non-relative.

Part of the doctrine of an actual entity is that

it Is continuous. The doctrine of objective immortality

is supposed to describe how th© continuous state o cure.

It seems a linguistic contradiction to say that an ac-
127

tual entity * perishes" and continues at the same time.

12"7
of., tasvihary Das, The Philosophy of White¬

head, p. 182.
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Objective immortality seems to imply that the real ac¬

tual entity does not continue, but that the potential

of the actual entity for other entities continues. If

only the potential of th® actual entity continues, then

it #«€>!»# fa Is© to say that objective? iatsortal Ity support©

the doctrine of the continuousness of an actual entity.

This would mean that there is 'real* discontinuity and

* potential' continuity. So long as there remains this

element of discontinuity in the cosmology, it would be

necessary to deal with the issue whether the continuous

or discontinuous factor is ontologieslly fundamental.

Whitehead uses God's Consequent Nature to save the

'potential* continuousness. Why could not this 'poten¬

tial* continue in the physical prehensions of temporal

becoming actual entities? Let us accept Whitehead's

assertion that all objective actual entities are not at

all times serving as data in the physical prehensions

of temporal becoming entities. It then follows that the

continuousness would be broken and the potential of the

actual entity lost, if the continuousness is dependent
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upon the constant physical prehension of at least one

becoming entity. It seems logical to assume his doctrine

of GckI In order to have some .force which sustains these

potentials when they are not being realized. The ques¬

tion must be raised, however, whether God is used as a

deus ex machina to support this retention. We have no

way of supporting the thesis that these potentials exist

even when they are not being actualized in a prehension.

It is possible to assume that they do exist, but there

is no way of supporting this assumption. Assuming that

they do not exist apart from being prehended, it would

seem logical to state that Whitehead has developed this

function of God to support his theory that actual en¬

tities are continuous, although there remains the more

basic problem whether there is actual continuity if

only the "potential* of the actual entity continues.

If Whitehead is to overcome the limitations of

the Newtonian view, it is necessary that the actual

entity continue. If discontinuity is ultimate, there

is no escape from the atomic-mechanical view to the
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view which concentrates on the idea of organism. The

philosophy of organism overcomes the Newtonian view

by the doctrine of extensive continuum. In his earlier

philosophy of science Whitehead had handled this pro¬

blem by emphasising relational continuity or the inter¬

dependence of things, thus staying within the limita¬

tions of efficient causes. In the metaphysical period,

he shifts his emphasis to teleologies1 or final causes,

emphasising subjective aim or feeling. Potentialities

are involved in both the mechanical and the teleological

views. In the former the present Is conditioned by the

past, or in some way the past begets the present. In

the latter case, the efficient causes are not rejected,

but the emphasis is given to the future. The subjective

aim is more concerned with what can arise out of the fu¬

ture then with the effects of the past. It is important

to Whitehead that his view of futuristic process should

be kept in proper tension with the idea of the efficient-

contributing factors, in order that the true perspective,

recognising both efficient and final causes, should not
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be distorted. God, in his Primordial, Consequent and

Superjectiv© natures, exerts strong directional in¬

fluence upon the becoming process ant! its final actuali¬

zation, and consequently Whitehead's view has a dominant

futuristic orientation. Because of the dominant role

of God- in the becoming process, 'whitehead does not see®

to bo able to kaep an adequate tension between efficient

and final causes. Sine© it is also questionable whether

non-speculative and non-theological disciplines would

agree that the becoming process is influenced to this
128

groat degree by final causes, " ' one cannot help but

wonder whether on this point Whitehead's view is in¬

fluenced nor© by the teleologies1 perspective in the

history of Christian thought than by his scientific

background.

It is questionable whether Whitehead develops

adequately his doctrine of eternal objects. Eternal

128
:f., D. J. Miller, "Whitehead's Extensive

Continuum", Philosophy of Science, Vol. 13, p. I46ff.
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objects are non-temporal, secondary types of entities

in the universe which are conceptually prehended by the

feeling subject of a becoming experience. It is White¬

head's view that physical prehensions only account for

repetition and that repetition cannot account for the

coming into being of a really nee actual entity. Since

these new things do become, it is necessary to account

for them. It is asserted that eternal objects actualized

in experience are necessary for novelty, within White¬

head's system, the doctrine of eternal objects is

necessary in order that novelty should occur. From

one view, something non-temporal is to be considered

supernatural. If emphasis is given to the supernatural

realm of things, then the temporal realm is less real,

and vice versa. The problem arises, however, whether

eternal objects are real things in relation to the

actual entities. Charles W. Morris points out that

"since a conceptual prehension is a prehension of eternal

objects, the vhole theory of mind depends upon the
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1 j»q
validity of the notion of eternal objects." On the

basis of at least one understanding of Whitehead's on¬

tological principle, it aouid socm that eternal objects

have no reality except in relation to an actual entity

which prebends them.

The *ontologieal principle*, at least in one
of its meanings, is an unequivocal expression of the
view that eternal objects, taken by themselves,
are nothing. For the ontological principle states
that only actual occasions are real. . .Hence it
would seem perfectly clear that eternal objects
are simply aspects of the actual o casions exempli¬
fying then, and have no reality by themselves.

These sternal objects are not always being conceptually

prehended by temporal actual entities, but Whitehead

maintains that they are being prehended by God in his

Primordial nature. In this nature God is not conscious.

It is questionablo whether a non-conscious actual entity

i29C. W. Morris, "Mind in Process and Reality",
Journal of Philosophy. Vol, 28, p. 126. cf., A. E.
Taylor, "Dr. Whitehead*s Philosophy of Religion", Dublin
Review, Vol. 181, p. 31.

130L, v.- . Hall, "Of What Use Aro Whitehead's Eternal
Objects?", Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 27, p. 37.
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can conceptually prehend, ©specially in view of the fact

that Whitehead goes to great length to transfer some form

of consciousness to actual occasions, (which normally

are not considered to display consciousness), in order

that they nay perform the conceptual prehension neces¬

sary for their becoming process. One seems led to agree

with Charles Hartshorn© that Whitehead has not developed

adequately his doctrine of eternal objects.

An obscure, if not definitely erroneous,
feature of Whitehead's view is his notion of eter¬
nal objects. That these are legitimately distin¬
guished from ordinary universals or essences is
I believe a point well taken, but one which is
by no means consistently carried out.i-'1

A question will be raised concerning the doctrine

of God in relation to the problem of evil, and fuller

consideration will be given to this doctrine in the

second part of our evaluation. Basically Whitehead is

asserting that God is the ultimate ordering force for

good in the universe. His other descriptions of God's

i3iCharles Hartshorn©, "On Some Criticisms of
Whitehead's Philosophy", Ph1losophica1 Revlew, Vol. 44,
p. 344.
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nature are based on this. Prom Whitehead's perspective,

God is never a complete actual entity, .in the sense that

he always includes within his nature other actual en¬

tities as they become objectively lattortal. Since God

is never complete, he never perishes. in this sens©

God is eternal. Eternal objects and objectively im¬

mortal actual entities also never perish within the

nature of God. Whitehead is very careful in his doctrine

of God that God is not responsible for evil or dishar¬

mony. "he doctrine of objective immortality means that

evil, as well as good, continues, being sustained with¬

in God's nature. It is part of God's nature to present

these objectively immortal actualities to other be¬

coming experiences as data. Some of these potentials,

with their evil elements, are mad© actual in the becoming

experience. This means that the good in the becoming

experience is less valuable than it might have been, if

the past evil had been less evil. Since God sustains

the past evil and is responsible in some way for pre¬

senting it to becoming actual entities, to some degree
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God may be responsible for the fostering of evil. White¬

head tries to overcome this difficulty by asserting that

God includes past evil within his purpose for future

good, but it is not clear that God totally transforms

past evil into good. This may or may not be an adequate

description of the way in which God functions in rela¬

tion to evil, but it is questionable whether Whitehead's

theory completely relieves God of all responsibility for

evil.

It 'was stated previously that Whitehead's method

applied metaphysically was designed to deal with three

philosophical problems$ (1) the one and the many, (2)

efficient and final causes, and (3) permanence and

change. His description of a becoming actual entity

ami his description of God, explain hum the one includes

the many within its nature. The problem arises how

God, the one, in his nan-on®,loua Primordial nature is

able conceptually to prebend eternal objects, and this

raises the question whether the one is able to include

this aspect of the many within its nature. Another issue
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is whether Whitehead gives adequate consideration both

to efficient and to final causes. Because his emphasis

upon process has a dominant futuristic orientation, it

appears that the importance of efficient causes is mini¬

mised. It is also questionable whether the issue of

permanence and change is satisfactorily handled,. In the

state of objective immortality, the essential objective

'potentiality* of the perished actual entity is re¬

tained viithin God's Consequent nature, but the actual

entity in its state of 'actuality' perishes and is not-

retained. Attempting a theological analogy, we might

say that God saves the 'soul* of the perished actual en¬

tity, but that there is no 'resurrection of the body*.

If only the continuity of 'potentiality* is necessary

and not of 'actuality', then Whitehead's description

fulfils its purpose from the perspective of coherence.

It must be remembered that Whitehead does not

claim that his scheme is an absolute metaphysical des-*

cription. On the basis of the most inclusive scientific

information and on the basis of his insights into
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philosophical problems, he has attempted to develop a

metaphysical scheme that will deal with the issue while

being true to scientific data. There will always be

limitations in any system which is not an absolute, but

the greatness of Whitehead's attempt is that he realized

basic problems and tried to deal with them. We should

keep his limitations in view, but our primary emphasis

should be on accepting the challenge offerred by his

insights to continue the metaphysical search. We can

learn from hi© mistakes, but more importantly we can

build on the spirit of his metaphysical attempt.

Whitehead's method is a method of speculative

philosophy. Its value is that it calls man to take

seriously today his responsibility to understand as much

a® possible about existence. The open-endednees of his

method is important because the method itself includes

the transcending of methods. 'The speculative reason

is in its essence untrammelled by method. Its function

is to pierce into general reason boyend limited reason,

to understand ail methods as coordinated in a nature of
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things only to be grasped by transcending all method."

Whitehead's method must be judged by its intention,

namely to overcome the narrowness of separate perspec¬

tives and to develop an understanding of existence

which takes into account all areas of human concern.

Whitehead1s method is important to religion and

theology. Indeed his method implies the religious

spirit because it takes into account the total man.

All religions have in their own way claimed some

mystical insights. One of the great danger® of mystical

knowledge is that it becomes dogmatic and in this way

serves to limit man's total understanding. The purpose

of Whitehead's method is to develop a philosophy which

will take into account these mystical insights which at

the same time refusing to allow them to become fixed,

and inflexible. He clearly points this out in a con¬

versation with W. E. Hocking: "If you like to phrase

it so, philosophy is mystical. For mysticism is direct

132FR, p. 51.
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insight into depths as yet unknown. But the purpose of

philosophy is to rationalise aysti His method

offers a bridge between religion .nd other disciplines.

Whitehead asserts the essential importance of religion

and calls upon religion and theology to take seriously

their responsibility to relate their insights to the

whole man and the entire range of his knowledge.

Doctrine of God

•Creativity* is the basic force of the Universe.

God did not create the Universe out of nothing. Th®

Universe is given ®fith its force of creativity. "The

true metaphysical position is that God is the abori¬

ginal instance of this creativity, and is therefore the

aboriginal condition which qualifies its action."

Creativity is the basic universal force, but God is that

133 ' ^ v

W. E. Hocking, "Whitehead As I Know Him", Jour¬
nal of Philosophy, Vol, 58, p. 516.

134PR, p. 344.
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force which gives unity and direction to the universal

process. God is limited by the creative force, but at

the same time God conditions creativity. "He is the

principle of concretion—the principle whereby there i®

initiated a definite outcome from a situation otherwise

riddled with ambiguity ,*<*35
Whitehead considers God from the perspective of

three natures. (1) "The 'primordial nature' of God is

the concrescence of an unity of conceptual feelings,

including among their data all eternal objects. (2)

The 'consequent nature' of God is th© physical pre¬

hension by God of the actualities of th© evolving uni¬

verse. (3) The 'superjective' nature of God is the

character of the pragmatic vain© of hi® specific satis¬

faction qualifying th© transcendent creativity in the
136

various temporal interest." Kith these three natures

135
ra, p. 523.

136PR, p„ 134-5.
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in view, we shall consider his doctrine of God fro.a

three perspectives. The first point concerns the way

in which God affects the world. The second will be

concerned with the way in which the world affects God.

The third will take account of the religious qualities

Whitehead attributes to God. How God affects the world

and vice versa, will be considered in terms of the

threefold nature of God outlined above.

In his Primordial Nature, God affects the world

as "the Unraoved Mover' of the Universe. There is *an

underlying eternal energy in whose nature there stands

an envisagesaent of the realm of all eternal objects."137
Eternal objects receive a unity of togetherness in God,

and are sustained by this first nature of God, The eter¬

nal objects are non-temporal forms of subjective aim for

the Universe, God presents selected sternal objects to

a becoming experience. In this way God is responsible

for the subjective aim of the becoming temporal actual

137SMW, p. 99.
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entity. By this action the temporal is joined with the

eternal.

The things which are temporal arise by their
participation in the things which are eternal. The
two sets are mediated, by a thing which combines
the actuality of what is temporal with the time-
leasness of what is potential. This final entity
is the divine element in the world, by which the
barren inefficient disjunction of abstract potent¬
ialities obtains priiaordially the efficient con¬
junction of ideal realisation.

The becoming experience is not responsible for its sub¬

jective aim, although in its freedom it is responsible

for the manner in which the subjective aim is fulfilled.

Whitehead asserts that novelty has occurred in the

Universe when an actual entity has become. The actual

entity conceptually prebends from God its subjective

aim; in this way God is responsible for the 'novelty*

in the Universe,

Those of God's feelings which are positively
prehendcd are those with some compatibility of
contrast, or of identity, with physical feelings
transmitted from the temporal world« . .Apart from

138PR, p. 63-4
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the intervention of God, there could be nothing
new in the world, and no order in the world. . .

The novel hybrid, feelings derived from God, with
the derivative sympathetic conceptual valuations,
are the foundations of progress."•3v

In his Primordial Nature, God is infinite, con¬

taining all the possibilities for the universal process.

But God is neither conscious nor does he have feeling

in this nature. If God did have feeling and conscious¬

ness, he could be held responsible for the evil that

develops on the basis of the subjective aims which he

supplies to the becoming experiences.

We must ascribe to hi® neither fulness of
feeling, nor consciousness. He is the unconditioned
actuality of conceptual feeling at the base of
things; so that, by reason of this primordial
actuality, there is an order in the relevance of
eternal objects to the process of creation. His
unity of conceptual operations is a free creative
act, untrammelled by reference to any particular
course of things. It is deflected neither by love,
nor by hatred, for what in fact comes to pass.
The particularities of the actual world presuppose
it ;m 11© jit merely pr supposes the general meta¬
physical character of creative advance, of which
it Is the primordial exemplification. The pri¬
mordial nature of God is the acquirement by

135PR, p. 377.
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140
creativity of a primordial character.

It is the actions of God that make possible the

order or upward trend in the universe. Creativity re¬

ceives a definite character by the conditioning force

of God. In his Primordial Nature, God transcends the

temporal order by the unity he affords eternal objects,

but more important is God's immanence in the temporal

order by his presentation to the becoming actual en¬

tity of its subjective aim. It is by God's action that

there is order and novelty in the Universe. "The im¬

manence of God gives reason for the belief that pure

chaos is intrinsically impossible."141
God. affects the actual entities of the world in

a saving manner in bis Consequent Nature. God as the

principle of concretion in the Universe is both the

beginning and the end of the process. He is the be¬

ginning in his Primordial Nature, "He is not the bet-

ginning in the sense of being in the past of all members.

i40PR, p, 522* i41PR, p. 169,
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He is the presupposed actuality of conceptual operation

in unison of becoming with every other creative act."142
khen the actual entity 'perishes', it becomes objec¬

tively immortal in the Consequent Nature of God. God

saves the actual entity by taking it into his own nature.

God's gift of subjective aim is the beginning of a be¬

coming actual entity, and the end of the process is salva¬

tion in the nature of God. In this nature God feels and

is conscious, and it is because of these qualities that

he is able to save the actual entities. God is an eter¬

nal process in that he takes unto himself all actual en¬

tities which have perished and in that it is inherent

within his nature that he will always perform this func¬

tion of salvation. Whitehead asserts that God shows

infinite patience and love in hi6 Consequent Nature.

In the Superjective Nature, God affects the world

by actively working to bring about the 'upward trend'

in the temporal world. By working for the upward trend,

142PR, p. 523.
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Ood attempts to save the entire creative process, where¬

as in his Consequent Nature God offers salvation only to

individual actual entities. He is conscious and feels

in this nature. In this state God has his satisfaction,

though it is never complete. He is responsible not only

for the subjective aim of the becoming experience; God

is also responsible for'the objectively immortal data
"I AO

of which the becoming experience makes use. God, by

his infinite wisdom, tries to convoy the subjective aim

and the objective data in such a way as to qualify the

upward trend of the temporal world. He takes the good

and evil objective data and tries to shape them in such

a way that good comes from that which is evil. In his

Consequent Nature, God saves the actual entities of the

temporal world. In his Superjactive Nature, he works

to save the entire creative process of the Universe.

God, the three-in-one, transcends the world while

at the same time being immanent in the world. He

1,43of., MX, p. 140.
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transcends the world on the same basis that each actual

entity transcends every other actual entity. God is im¬

manent in the world in that (1) he is responsible for

both the subjective aim and objective data used by the

becoming experience, (2) he saves the perished actual

entity by making possible the extensive continuum, and

(3) fee works to save the universal process by giving it

order and unity while working for the upward trend in

the temporal world.

It is not so clear how the world affects God.

Under the idea of the Primordial Nature of God, White¬

head asserts that God sustains th« potentials which can

only be made actual in the temporal world. If the tem¬

poral entities were not dependent upon God for their

subjective aims, then God's Primordial Nature would not

be relevant to the temporal world. God's Consequent

Nature end .Superjective Nature arc more directly af¬

fected by the world. In these natures, God functions

a# a feeling and conscious becoming actual entity. The

temporal objectiv® entities provide God with data. God
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could not be an actual entity in process without the in¬

crease made possible by the prehension of the objective

data of the world. In other words, Cod's satisfaction

is affected by the world. The satisfaction of every

actual entity is relatively dependent upon the data it

prebends. Since God is an actual entity, his satisfac¬

tion is relatively dependent upon the temporal data

which he prebends.

Thus by reason of the relativity of all things,
there is a reaction of the 'world on God. The com¬

pletion of God's nature into a fulness of physical
feeling is derived from the objectification of the
world in God. He shares with every new creation
its actual world} and the con rescent creature is
objectified in God as a novel element in God's ob¬
ject if icat ion of that actual world. This prehension
into God of each creature is directed with the sub¬
jective aim, and clothed with the subjective form,
wholly derivative from hi© all-Inclusive primordial
valuation, God's conceptual nature is unchanged,
by reason of its final completeness. But his deri¬
vative nature is consequent upon the creative ad¬
vance of the world.

Whitehead has developed his metaphysical scheme

in such. & say that the world depends upon God for its

] 44
PR, p. 523-4.
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pletion. Whitehead asserts this relative interdependence

between God and the world in a group of antithesis!

It is as true to say that God is permanent and
the Ivor Id fluent, as that the World is permanent and
God is fluent.

It is as true to say that God is one and the
World many, an t the World is one and God many.

It is as true to say that, in comparison with
the World, God is actual eminently, as that, in
comparison with God, the World is actual eminently.

It is as true to say that the World is immanent
in God, as that God is immanent in the World.

It is as true to say that God transcends the
World, as that the World transcends God.

It is as true to say that God creates the orId,
as that the World creates God.

God and the World are the contrasted opposite#
in terms of which Creativity achieves its supreme
task of transforming disjoined multiplicity, with
its diversities in opposition, into concrescent
unity, with its di ersities in contrast.14

The doctrine of God presented by Alfred North

Whitehead is a metaphysical description of God, depen¬

dent upon and conforming to hi* metaphysical scheme.

At the same time, this doctrine of God implies more than

145FR, p. 528.
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a metaphysical God: it describes a religious God. White¬

head1 s method requires that the contributions of religion

be taken into account in his doctrine of God. Religion

and theology are definite areas of human interest in

which descriptive generalirations, especially dealing

with God, must be tested. Whitehead does more than in¬

dicate the methodological necessity of taking religious

insights seriously. All his metaphysical works deal in

some way with the positive and negative contributions of

religion to his metaphysical concern.

How does Whitehead*8 doctrine of Got! describe a

religious God? Definite terras are used to describe God

which traditionally have been used to express the re¬

ligious qualities of God. In fact, the terra 'God* is a

religious term; it has been used by philosophers, but it

remains a religious terra in content and emotion. Aris¬

totle used the term 'the Unmoved Mover* in his philo¬

sophical description of God, In the theology of the

Middle Ago®, this terra acquired religious significance.

Whitehead uses the term within the context of the
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Primordial Nature of God, and he retains the religious

significance allowable within the context of his use.

The three natures of God all assert that God is eternal

and that he transcends the world. God is perfect in

that he contains perfectly all the potentials for the

world and perfect in the sense that he is perfecting

the world. The term 'omnipresent' and 'omniscient' can

be used, to describe God, because on the one hand he

affects all actual entities and on the otherhand he

displays his infinite wisdom as he works for the upward

trend of the world.

The God described by Whitehead is an active

saviour God. He saves the world in two ways. In his

Consequent Nature, he saves the actual entities of the

world through the process of objective immortality.

All temporal things perish, but they are saved in 'ever-

lsstingness' with God.

Throughout the perishing occasions in the lifts
of each temporal Creature, the inward source of dis¬
taste or of refreshment, the judge arising out of
the very nature of thing®, redeemer or goddess of
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mischief, is the transformation of Itself, ever¬
lasting in the Being of God. In this way, the in¬
sistent craving is justified—the insistent craving
that zest for existence be refreshed by the ever-
present, unfading importance of our immediate ac¬
tions, which perish and yet live for evermore. 5

In his Superjective Nature, God saves the world by trans¬

forming the evil we do into the good which makes pos¬

sible the upward trend of the world. God shows love,

patience, wisdom in judgement. He suffers and finally

triumphs. He shows love in that he cares enough to

8aVe cv«ry actual occasion, no matter how evil it may

have been. Patience is shown in that he does not

force us to conform in every way to his plan for the

upward trend of the world. God shows infinite wisdom

in the way that he judges the perished actual entities

and conveys these data to becoming experiences in order

that the upward trend will be sustained. He suffers

in that his satisfaction shares all the suffering of

our satisfaction. "This is the notion of redemption

146PR, p. 533.
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through suffering, which haunts the world." Man

knows that God is a lover of man, his judge and his

fellow-sufferer. The order of the universe as process

informs us that there is a progressive upward trend
143

in the world.' ' We know that evil is part of our

becoming experiences, but the upward trend informs us

that God triumphs in his work to transform our evil in¬

to good. God is immanent in the world as he transforms

147Ptf, p. 531.

14'There are at least three possible reasons why
Whitehead has this assurance concerning the upward trend.
He rejects the doctrine of the survival of the fittest
as offering this assurance. Based on his analysis of
how actual entities become and hoc they develop into a
nexus, he sees a movement or upward trend towards order
instead of chaos. From his historical perspective, he
considers the development of ideas to have been slow,
but that there has been a definite upward trend in
this development. From his evaluation of religion,
which we will consider in the next section, he considers
there to be an upward trend, in religion as man moves
from God the void, to God the enemy, to God the companion.
It ia questionable whether Whitehead could have developed
this assurance from a purely detached speculative posi¬
tion. Considering his religious concerns and the in¬
fluence upon his life which he attributes to the Chris¬
tian tradition, it seems reasonable to assume that this
optimistic perspective is more related to his Christian
heritage than to any detached evaluation.
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it for his purpose of good, yet he transcends the world

in that the evil of the world cannot limit ultimately

the iaaaaent purpose of God. In his Consequent and

Superjective natures, God is a conscious feeling sub¬

ject. He is God; God is person in the religious sense.

He is the ground of all being who loves all, judges

all, saves all in his suffering, and transforms all in

his triumphant immanent presence.

Viev/ of Religion

The view of religion, as well as his view of

education, is part of Whitehead's attempt to deal with

the practical concerns of man. Metaphysical descrip¬

tions are of great value to man, but they do not fulfil

their value unless thay help meet the religious hunger

of man. From his historical perspective, Whitehead

tries to show how religious insights have developed,

what their value is, and what their limitations are.

Religious insight begins whan "our sense of the

value of details for the? totality dawns upon our
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consciousness. This is the intuition of holiness, the

intuition of the sacred, which is at the foundation of

all religion."Han's environment conditions his

external life, but this intuition of the sacred coses

fro.i the self-realisation of existence made possible

by the internal life. The history of religions shows

that roan goes through several stages before he reaches

the final satisfaction of religion. At the same time

all religion begins with the primary foundation of

man's own solitariness and has as its goal 1 individual

worth of character'.

'Religion is what the individual does with his
own solitariness. It runs through three stages,
if it evolves to its final satisfaction. It is
the transition frora God the void to God the enemy,
and from God the enemy to God the companion.

Thus religion is solitariness, and if you arc
never solitary, you are never religious. . .what
should emerge from religion is individual worth
of character.

Religion has been externally expressed in four

ways in history: ritual, emotion, belief and rationalisa¬

tion. On the basis of common experiences and feelings,

i49MT, p. 164. l50RM, p. 16-17.
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men develop ritual. As the amotions of the group become

more defined, ritual is used as a means of expressing

the emotions. Later beliefs are developed as verbal

expressions of ritual and emotion. In the more primi¬

tive cultures, the myth is used for the expression of

the belief.1:31

The myth explains the purpose both of the
ritual and of the emotion. It is the product of
the vivid fancy of primitive men in an unfathomed
world. . .the myth not only explains but reinforces
the hidden purpose of the ritual, which is emo¬
tion. A

As the cultural situation becomes more complex and the

religion expands beyond the narrow originating group,

a process of rationalization becomes necessary.

Rational religion is religion whose beliefs
and rituals have been reorganized with the aica
of making it the central element in a coherent
ordering of life--an ordering which shall be
coherent both in respect to the elucidation of
thought, and in respect to the direction of

"Whitehead realizes that this four stage de¬
velopment is not an absolute description. He points
out that at times myth has preceded ritual, but in
general h© asserts his description to be historical.

152
RM, p. 24-5.



conduct toward a unified purpose commanding
ethical approval.*53

The rational religion tries to develop a metaphysical

understanding of existence based on the finest insights

offered by man's emotions and expression® of emotions.

If the new form of religion places its emphasis upon

the * companion God* who makes possible a positive ethic,

then religion serves humanity as a main instrument for

progress. When the rational attempt does not move to

the final satisfaction of religion, it remains "the last

refuge of human savagery."154 When religion fail® to

reach its final goal, it® inspiration comes to rest in

dogmas instead of the companion God. Dogmatic expres¬

sion is necessary, but dogmas are always Just bits of

truth and never absolute expressions. "Religions commit

suicide when they find their inspirations in their

dogmas."J55

153RM, p. 31.

155RM, p. 144.

1S%M, p. 37.
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All religions can and should claim truth for

their insights, but they should never claim absolute

truth. Even the highest form of religion, the reli¬

gion of the companion God, can never claim absolute

truth. Religion can only seek and claim progress in

depth of insight into human existence.

Progress in truth--truth of science end truth
of religion--is mainly a progress in the framing
of concepts, in discarding artifical abstractions
or partial metaphors, and in evolving notions
which strike more deeply into the root of reality.

Religion is not primarily individual; it has the

social responsibility to serve as the foundation for

the unity of civilisation. When religion attempts to

fulfil its 'great social idea', it justifies its insights

by supporting the progressive order of the world.

The religious insight is the grasp of this
truth: That, the order of the world, the depth of
reality of the world, the value in its whole and
in its parts, the beauty of the world, the zest
of life, the peace of life, and the mastery of
evil, are all bound together--not accidentally,

156RH, p. 31.
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but by reason of this truth: that the universe
exhibits a creativity with infinite freedom, and
a realm of forms with infinite possibilities; but
that this creativity and these forma are together
impotent to achieve actuality apart from the com¬
plete ideal harmony, which is God.

The religion of Jesus was a higher form of reli¬

gion in that he placed emphasis upon the? companion God.

The Jewish view of God was that of an oriental despot.

"The progress of religion is defined by the denuncia-
-> sz •:>

tion of gods." - J There was progress in the Jewish

religion in that they moved from many gods to one god,

but they never completely moved, in Whitehead's term,

"from Got. the enemy to God the companion."The great¬

ness of any valuable religion consists in its 'interim

ethic', which was an absolute ethic for Jesus who be¬

lieved that the social order was about to be destroyed

and God would save. This interim ethic enabled Jesus

to move from the Jewish enemy God to the companion God

iS7HM, p. 119-20. 153AI, p. 18.

1S9HM, p. 24.
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who would save the world. "A gracious, simple mode of

life, combined with a fortunate ignorance, endowed man¬

kind with its most precious instrument of progress--th©
160

impracticable ethics of Christianity. The ethic of

Jesus became impracticable when the truth of the myth

was rationalised into an absolute dogma. This rationali¬

zation process began in full force with Paul. He began

by whittling down the sense of infinitude in the reli¬

gion of Jesus Into finite and limiting concepts. Paul

placed an absolute emphasis on ideas like heaven and

hell. The limiting factors of dogma wore made more com¬

plex with the development of the Poman Catholic Church.

At the same time, the Roman Catholic Church preserved

one great value of religion, its aesthetic appeal in

worship. "The Reformation was one of the most colossal

failures in history, it threw over-board what makes the

church tolerable and even gracious, namely, its aesthe¬

tic appeal but kept its barbarous theology."1^1 Within

160AI, p. 25. l61D, p. 286.
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the Protestant tradition, theology became the guiding

light of religion. There have been both value and dis¬

aster in the effect of theology. On the one hand, the

effort of religion to provide an adequate theology has

kept it from complete noxious superstition. On the

other hand, the disaster of theology is that it has

banished novelty, limiting the progressive order of the

world. 'This theological disaster is what I mean when

I speak of the mischief which follows from banishing

novelty, from trying to formalise your truth, from

setting up to declare: 'This is all there is to be

known on the subject, and discussion is closed'."1^

Within the Modern Period and more especially since the

fall of the Newtonian view, the limitations of theology

have placed Christianity in an acutely negative position.

Religion has coma to rely on an escape to terms which

are no longer meaningful to the modern person, "terms

either suited to the emotional reactions of bygone times

162D, p. 173.
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or directed to excite modem emotional interest of non-

religious character." " It is the responsibility of

theology in each age to disengage its spiritual message

from the associations of a particular imagery. Not to

accept this responsibility is to exhibit a lack of
i 64

faith. Religion needs a new approach in its theo¬

logy, which will presuppose a more adequate method. A

clash of doctrine with other insights should not be

a disaster for religion, it should be an opportunity.

Religion, especially Christianity, will not regain its

proper role until it can face change in the same, if

not more positive, spirit as do the other areas of

human interest.

The great point to be kept in mind is that
normally an advance in science will sho that state¬
ments of various religious beliefs require some sort
of modification. It may be that they have to be ex¬
panded or explained, or indeed entirely restated.
If the religion is a sound expression of truth,
this modification will only exhibit more adequately
the exact point which is of importance. This process
la a gain. . .The progtss of science must result in

i63AI, p. 170 164cf., AX, p. 169.
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the unceasing codification of religious thought, to
the great advantage of religion.

The great problem today is that religion and

science must learn to live together. The forces of

science have become so dominant in man * s life, that

religion can no longer afford to operate as if the

scientific insights did not exist. Man will live with¬

in a scientific world; at the same time it is necessary

that man also live within the religious world. "When we

consider what religion is for mankind, and what science

is, it is no exaggeration to say that the future course

of history depends upon the decision of this generation

as to the relation between them,"The job of theology

is to combine its religious experience and aesthetic

expression with the insights of science. If man's hu¬

manity is to be fulfilled in the progressive order of

the universe, then religion must accept the responsibi¬

lity to afford mankind his necessary essential novelty

in a manner which is understandable and relevant. Not

1&SAI, p. l&S. l66SMW, p. 162.
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to accept this responsibility is to deny man the vision

which gives meaning to existence.

Religion is the vision of something which
stands beyond, behind, and within, the passing
flux of immediate things; something which is real,
and yet waiting to be realised; something which
is a remote possibility, and yet the greatest of
present facte; something that gives meaning to
all that passes, and yet eludes apprehension; some¬
thing whose possession is the final good, and yet
is beyond all reach; something which is the ul¬
timate ideal, and the hopeless guest. . .The
vision claims nothing but worship; and *?orship
is a surrender to the claim of assimilation, urged
with the motive force of mutual love. The vision
never overrules. It is always there, and it has the
power of love presenting the one purpose whose ful¬
fillment is eternal harmony. . .The power of God is
the worship He inspires. That religion is strong
which in its ritual and its modes of thought evokes
an apprehension of the commanding vision. The wor¬
ship of God is not a rule of safety--it is an ad¬
venture of the spirit, a flight after the unattain¬
able. The death of religion comes with the res-
pression of the high hopes of adventure."0

Evaluation end Comparison

In evaluating Whitehead's do- -.trine of God and his

view of religion, it is necessary to keep two perspectives

I673MW, p. 171-2.
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in mind. On the one hand, Whitehead docs write from a

religious concern. His conception of God is of a God

who m. eta man's religious needs and who brings salva¬

tion through suffering. On the other hand, his doc¬

trine of God, though religious in quality and content,

is broader than the personal categories of religious

thought. Whitehead is attempting to develop a meta¬

physical description, and his doctrine of God is an

integral part of this attempt. To view his concept of

God apart from its metaphysical framework is to do

partial violation to his doctrine of God, ©von to its

religious qualifies. Henry Nelson wicaan offers a

summary statement of the cosmic problems that faced

Whitehead in his metaphysical description in general

and especially in his doctrine of God,

The universe is made up of units which are
highly active, call them atoms or what you still.
The activities of these units arc highly indepen¬
dent, one of the other. There is nothing in the
nature of these units to keep the -1 from frustrat¬
ing and destroying one another and producing a
hopeless confusion. Yet as a matter of fact they
do not fall into such confusion. Doubtless there
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is plenty of confusion and frustration, but at the
same time there is a very high degree of order, of
mutual adjustment and mutual support between all
these seemingly diverse and relatively independent
activities. How can we account for this mutual
support and mutual adjustment? Whence does it
cooks? It does not come from the atomic units. It
cannot com® from the higher organisation of these
units, such as animals and men and societies, for
these latter should never have arisen if the mic¬
roscopic units were not adjusted and organized
sufficiently for these more complex bodies to a-
rise. Whence then comes this mutual adjustment
and order?163

Seeing this mutual adjustment and order in the

universe, Whitehead starts with the description of

•creativity' as the basic force in the universe. Crea¬

tivity is not an actual entity, so Whitehead cannot

empirically prove that it exists. It is rather a term

which he postulates on the basis of general observation.

God cannot be this foundation term, for God is an actual

entity and to make him responsible for the creative

force would be to make him responsible for evil as well

as good. Sine© creativity is not an actual entity but

~6%. W. Wieman and B. B» Meland, American Philo¬
sophic s of Religion, p. 242.
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an inherent force operating within the universe, crea¬

tivity is not responsible for evil and good. The con¬

trasting forces of order and disorder just exist. There

is no creation of the universe ex nihilo, and therefore

there is no one actual entity responsible for good and

evil. Whitehead regards God as the aboriginal instance

169
of creativity. Since in some way creativity is re¬

sponsible for God and all other actual entities, it

would seen logical to assume that even though creati¬

vity is not an actual entity, in some way it is partially

169jt is not Whitehead's concern to describe
either how creativity or God come into being. Creativi¬
ty is presented as the basic, neutral force of the
universe. Xn one sense God just seems to exist as that
becoming actual entity which works to bring about the
upward trend. In this sense God is not created. In
another sense creativity seems to be responsible in some
way for the existence and functioning of God; "God is
the aboriginal instance of this creativity, and is
therefore the aboriginal condition which qualifies its
action". (PR, p. 344) Though Whitehead is not clear
about how creativity is responsible for the existence
of God, he seems to be saying two thingst (1) creati¬
vity as a neutral force makes necessary the positive
working of God; and (2) God works in such a way so as
to bring about the actualization of the positive poten¬
tials made possible by creativity.
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responsible for the evil which develops. As pointed out

before, it vould seem that God is also responsible in

sosae way for evil, since it is through his retention

and staking available of perished actual entities that

evil is able to influence the becoming experiences*

Whitehead's intention is to assume that evil exists,

while at the same time he denies any actual entity or

creativity to be responsible for this evil. At the point

of the social nature of evil, his doctrine of creati¬

vity and of God are not completely relieved of the re¬

sponsibility for evil. Since his doctrine of God is

based on creativity, Whitehead is unable to offer any

factual reason .hy God is as he is. Since actual en¬

tities are the only real things, it is difficult to

derive his view of God based on the idea of creativity.

Creativity as a force and not an actual entity cannot

logically afford any insight into the nature of God or

even into the possibility that there is a God. White¬

head's doctrine of God can only rest on an argument that

reminds one of th® old cosmologies 1 argument, reasoning
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frora the contingency of the world to a transcendent neces¬

sary Being. He uses this basic argument, giving it a

new slant by placing the emphasis on God's immanence in

order to deal viith the problem of evil. Since it is

questionable vhother this device takes care of the prob¬

lem of evil, it is also questionable whether his line of

argument transcends the limitations of the old cosao-

170
iogical arguments, as pointed out by Kant.

The Primordial Nature of God is the most fully

developed part of Whitehead's doctrine of God. As

Wieraan points out, Whitehead sees an ordering principle

in the universal process, which cannot be accounted for

by his doctrine of creativity. The Primordial Nature of

God is described as a logical explanation of this order¬

ing principle. 3o far as this nature of God is concerned,

Whitehead remains fairly consistent with his method.

Brora the discipline of physics, he sees an operation of

the universe which he cannot explain by physical laws.

170
cf., Imanual Kant, Critique of Pure Reason,

p. 284ff,
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A dep riptive generalisation is postulated and tested

from the different areas of human interest. In light of

Whitehead's analysis of the becoming process of an actual

entity and his analysis of the history of ideas and re¬

ligion, there seems lobe little, if any, evidence to sup¬

port the contention that there Is a force of order operat¬

ing within the universe. Also there seems little tradi¬

tional theological justification for naming this func¬

tion God, Since this ordering process is far from per¬

fect, it might be just as logical to assume that it is

built into the universal system as a 'possibility, with

disorder as the only possibility. Upon this latter line

of thought, order or disorder would be decided by the

becoming actual entity within its limited environmental

freedom. In his Primordial Nature, Whitehead asserts

that God is not conscious, that ha ia static, free from

error and ignorance. At the name time God contain© with¬

in this nature all eternal objects, having a vision of

their potentialities. If God is not conscious, it seems

hard to conceive logically that h® can also have a vision
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of th potentials of all the eternal objects. Without

this vision, this nature of God •could be little more than

a computer machine of potentials, dhiteheacl also asserts

that God is an actual entity, and assume that this

nature of God. shares in God's actuality. Since no ner

sternal objects emerge for God to retain and since he

is not conscious, it is difficult to understand ho-« in

this nature God is an actual entity. An actual entity

must conform to the becoming process of the universe.

God in his Primordial Nature does not conform to this

definition since he static-illy retains all the eternal

objects ever possible. If God is in this nature a

static, non-actual entity without vision, it seems lo¬

gical to assume that he is the complete transcendent Un¬

moved Mover, having no godly immanent relationship to

the actual entities of the temporal world. It is also

questionable whether Goo can be non-conscious in his

Primordial nature while at the ease time he 1® conscious

in his Consequent and Superjactive natures. Even if

granted that Whitehead is talking about functions which
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God performs, it remains difficult to understand how God

can be both conscious and non-conscious. It would ap¬

pear, at least from the discipline of theology, to be a

contradiction to say that God is conscious and non-conscious.

Since God is conscious and performs dual salva-

tory functions in his Consequent and Superjective na¬

tures, it is possible to consider these natures together.
f v

It is interesting to note that Whitehead does not really

develop his thought concerning this aspect of God until
171

the final short chapter of Process and Reality.

These functionings of God are necessary to his system,

but they are not fully or adequately developed. This

lack of development at such a crucial point is in itself

a great limitation in Whitehead's writings. By not de¬

veloping adequately these concepts, Whitehead is not

true to his method. He neither develops these generali¬

sations enough nor does he teat them descriptively

171
The background for this short chapter is to be

found in Whitehead's statement on "God" in Science and
the Modern World, pp. 156-61.
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»ithin the context of other discipline#, at least within

the writings available. It seems logical to assume that

these concepts have not been adequately tested in other

areas of human interest because there seems little evid¬

ence from the perspective© of other disciplines to sup¬

port the view that there is a non-temporal actual en¬

tity which suffers and saves the? world. The amount of

seemingly illogical disorder in the universe ould sup¬

port the view that there probably is not a suffering

God trying to bring about order in the universe.

It would seem that Whitehead has gone beyond the

scope of observation and reason, outlined in his method,

and has developed from some other frame of reference

these concepts of God. It is obvious that these func¬

tions of God arc developed in order to deal with the

problem of evil and to offer a hope of some type of

salvation. Issues have already been raised concerning

the problem of evil and concerning the question bow a

non-temporal actual entity can operate within a temporal

world in order to bring about salvation. Wienan asserts
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that Whitehead has developed a cosmic consciousness to

serve man's religious need® for a God that will conserve

all and insure the inevitable growth of good in soma

realm beyond the evils of this world. "So in the face

of the ultimate tragedy# Whitehead yields and builds a

dome of glory and perfection above this wo Id which we

172
know by observation and reason." VIonian is correct

in his condemnation of Whitehead in that these concepts

of God are not self-evident. At the same time, there is

some justification for the view which Whitehead has de¬

veloped. His method pointed out that it would be neces¬

sary to think of things in ways not normally considered.

He is trying to develop a description that involves saan's

emotional reactions, as well as the data offarred by the

science®. The suffering, saving God dors speak to man's

emotional needs, while at the same tine this idea tries

to be true to the scientific view. Whitehead asserts

173h. N, Wieman and B, E. Me land, American Philo¬
sophies of Religion, p. 240,
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in the beginning that his descriptive generalizations

aust go beyond the narrower spheres of any discipline

and include the total aan. His doctrine of God is not

final or complete, but it ie successful because it does

not violate the general theories of science while at

the same time it tries to meet the religious needs of

«an. There is success also because his open-ended me¬

thod keeps his doctrine of God open to new insights,

thus calling man not to make his doctrine of God *n

absolute or a religious dogma.

Traditional Christian Theology would raise many

ipoints of disagreement with whitehead's doctrine of

God, as well as with his whole metaphysical scheme. For

the sake of our limited purpose, we shall consider three

general problems. The first point raised would be that

Whitehead's God is not the infinite and eternal God of

the Universe and Beyond but is rather a limited God

within the Universe. Whitehead would not deny this at¬

tack upon his doctrine of God. He would accept this

criticism, but at the same time he would assert that
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his doctrine of God conforms to the scientific insights

about the Universe, with God being eternal within the

Universe while being limited to the conditions of the

Universe. Any other description of God would violate

the metaphysical method and scientific data, and it

would make God responsible for evil. In summary, White¬

head would reject the supernatural God on two counts.

On the one hand, to talk of a supernatural God is non¬

sense, because there is no scientific reason to justify

belief in such a God. On the other hand, he would

say that a supernatural God would be responsible for

evil and by definition could not be God. There are no

logical reasons to assume such a supernatural God, and

if there were such a God, he could not be God by defi¬

nition.

In the second case, traditional Christian Theology

would assert that Whitehead's God does not actually save

because he does not save the individual. Too often Chris¬

tian Theology groups Whitehead with Albert Einstein and

other philosophical scientists. Of course these men
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share much in common, but a quotation from ilinstein will

show that Whitehead's thought is very different.

Nolody, certainly, will deny that the idea of
the existence of an omnipotent, just and omni-bene-
ficent personal God is able to accord man solace,
help, and guidance; also, by virtue of its simpli¬
city the concept is accessible to the most undeve¬
loped mine-. But, on the other hand, there are deci¬
sive weaknesses attached to this idea in itself,
which have been painfully felt since the beginning
of history. For example, if this B* ing is omnipo¬
tent, then every occurence, including every human
action, every human thought, every human feeling
and aspiration is also His work; how is it possible
to think of holding men responsible for their deeds
and thoughts before such an Almighty Being? In
giving out punishment and rewards He would to a
certain extent be passing judgment on Himself.
How can this be combined with the goodness and right¬
eousness ascribed to

Whitehead does present a God that in his relative way is

an omni-beneficent personal God, giving to man solace,

help and guidance. His God saves every actual entity

and in doing this saves the world through his working

for an upward order. Christian Theology would expect

Whitehead to say that God saves more than the actual

173
Albert Einstein, "Science and Religion", Nature,

p, 606.
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entities, that he saves the persons of each individual

within his nature. With his scientific frame of refer¬

ence, Whitehead talks about actual entities and not

basically about personalities. A person is a collection

of actual entities and is always in process. In one

sense Cod saves the person because the actual entities

are saved. In another sense God does not save the per¬

son, because the person as such has no unique existence

in God's salvation. Whitehead asserts that the essence

of life is to live fully. It is of the essence of God's

nature to help each actual entity fulfil itself. Chris¬

tian Theology sees the real meaning of life to be in a

future life with God, and, therefore, places emphasis on

a personal salvation. Whitehead would say that Christian

Theology has misunderstood the essence of life; and,

therefore, its theological emphasis is incorrect.

The third attack would hold that Whitehead's God

174
is not the or a personal God. If, by definition, a

cf., William Temple, Nature, Man and God, p. 259;
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personal God is such a God who is conscious and responds

or relates himself to man through his conscious qualities,

then Whitehead*s God is a personal God. If one reads

carefully the last chapter of Process and Reality, it

seems almost absurd to suppose that whitehead's God is

not personal. The pronoun He is used to refer to God,

which in no way can be taken to be neuter. In his Conse¬

quent and Superjective Natures, God is conscious; he

loves and suffers; his satisfaction is increased; and he

works for an increase in the temporal order. God is

personally good because he never thrusts a desire on an

actual entity, while at the same time, he works with

evil to cause good. Being personal, God is both ef¬

ficient and final cause. Whitehead would assert that to

be personal, God must be able to love and suffer; and to

love and suffer means that a being is effected by that

which causes him to suffer in his love. In other words

174
Charles Raven, Natural Religion and Christian

Theology. pp. 102-3; D. E. Trueblood, Philosophy of Reli¬
gion, p. 26S; and Victor Yarros, "Dr. Whitehead and Pro¬
fessor Mather", The Open Court. 1928, p. 735.
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to be a personal God, it Is necessary that God be rela¬

tive to the world, in a process of becoming, and open to

change under the conditioning factors of the world.

Whitehead would further assert that it is exactly at

this point that Christian Theology strips God of his

personal quality. Theology has asserted that God is

absolute, perfect and complete, while at the same time

loving and suffering. These opposing natures of God

are called a paradox, but in reality they are nonsense

because a personal God who loves and suffers cannot be

absolute, perfect and complete. God is personal, as

all actual entities are personal; but to be personal

God must be relative, as all actual entities are re¬

lative.

An evaluation of ihitchead's view of religion

must be considered from the perspective of his inten¬

tion, which is to present a positive philosophy of re¬

ligion. Traditional theology has often developed its

religi us insights from an exclusive view of God, which

at times has presented man with a God who negates his
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other areas of human interest. Jesus presented, accord¬

ing to Whitehead, religious insights which were basical¬

ly positive; man waa to live in love because God loved

him and had expressed this love. Whitehead, in the posi¬

tive tradition of Jesus, attempts to present a positive

doctrine of God and a positive view of religion. God,

who loves and suffers, always works for the upward order.

Whitehead's evaluation of traditional religion is based

upon this positive concern. He starts by showing how

religion has positively de loped. In the light of this

positive development, limitations of religious develop¬

ment are then evaluated. He concludes his consideration

by a positive call upon religion to accept the responsibi¬

lity of its faith to make its insights constantly re¬

levant to the changing process.

Whitehead's view of the development of religion

is presented from u dual perspective, concerning the

role of religion for man. On the one hand, religion is

what man does with his own solitariness. On the other

hand religion is definitely social; a crucial issue for
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religion is the relation of the individual to the com¬

munity. All religions, especially beyond the primitive

stage, have tried to keep this tension between the indi¬

vidual and social nature of religion.

It is possible to make a comparison between White¬

head's four stages of religious development and the stages

outlined in whitehead's method. Consideration begins

from the area of a particular human interest. This area

is a discipline with which the investigator is familiar;

the familiarity compares with the religious ritual. Hypo¬

theses are presented as guides for consideration. An

evaluation is made as to the best possible direction;

this stage is aimiliar to the emotional stage which de¬

velops from the ritual. On the basis of observation and

evaluation, descriptive generalizations arc presented.

At this point qualities and functions are often attributed

to things which they are normally not considered to have.

A descriptive generalization compares with the religious

myth. Finally the descriptive generalization is tested

in other areas of human interest, and if found adequate,
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it is presented as a universal insight. This testing

stage compares with the rationalization stage in religion.

The universal metaphysical principles, reached by the

open-ended method, are never to be asserted as absolutes.

This metaphysical lack of certitude compares with White¬

head's assertion that the failure of rationalised reli¬

gion comes when its insights are presented as absolute

dogmas.

Whitehead's four stages of religious development

and three stages of development in the insights concern¬

ing Cod can be illustrated from the Bible. In the Old

Testament, the four stages can be sore fully seen. As

the people of Israel coaie together from their different

backgrounds, they bring with them different religious

rituals. Over a period of time these rituals are conso¬

lidated and take on the emotional content of being God's

chosen people. Myths develop, e.g. Red Sea deliverance,

which show how God protects and saves his chosen people.

Especially after the Exilic Period, the rationalisation

process takes hold. At this stage religious insights are
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formulated, not as myths, but as a legalistic structure

for religion. The development of the idea of God cannot

fully be seen in the Bible. The Bible is a religious
175

account, and the concept of God "the void" precedes

such religious development. The Old Testament presents

God as the eneny and God as the enemy-companion. God is

the enemy of all people, including his own, who do not

obey his will. At the same time God is the companion of

those who obey his commandments, especially his chosen

people. By the time of the inter-testamental period,

the stage is set for a greater emphasis upon God the com¬

panion. Jesus places primary, if not complete, emphasis

upon God the companion. God loves; God saves the indi¬

vidual from his worldly cares to his heavenly kingdom.

With the rationaliaation process of Faul, God the enemy

partially returns, though the primary emphasis is still

upon God the companion. God remains basically love,

but now God choses some to heaven and does not chose

175cf., RM, pp. 16-17.
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others. From Whitehead's perspective, Jesus presented

the highest form of religious insights concerning the

nature and function of God.

In Whitehead's evaluation of the development of

the Christian religion from Paul to the Nineteenth Cen¬

tury, there are some interesting insights but at the

same time some restricted appreciations. His evaluation

does not do justice to the theological contributions pre¬

sented by Paul. It is true that Paul does establish more

rigid and absolute dogmas Hbz belief and condemns those

who disagree. At the same time Paul's primary emphasis

is upon the companion God. He rejects legalistic re¬

ligion and places great emphasis upon 'the taind of Christ'

as a norm for human beings. All his writings show ex¬

treme love and concern, even though he often admonishes

the people.

The evaluation of the effects of the Reformation

offer true but limited insights. It is an over-state¬

ment to say that cuther and Calvin rejected the aesthe¬

tic qualities of religion. It us a definite concern of
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Luther to develop worship in such a way that the people

could more fully participate. This participation by the

people was to be enriching educationally as well as aes¬

thetically. an evaluation of Calvin's evening prayer

service confirms its aesthetic quality. The service is

a drama, showing how the religious faith developed from

the Old Testament to the New. It is true that those who

built upon the Reformation often developed services of

worship that rejected or greatly limited aesthetic value.

This lack of aesthetic quality has been especially true

from the period of Protestant Scholasticism and repre¬

sents a definite limitation in the quality of theology.

The Protestant tradition has often developed its rationa¬

lised process to absolute dogmas, making it necessary to

limit aesthetic features which could not assert these

absolute qualities. The effect of the Reformation may

have been the limitation or rejection of traditional

aesthetic values in the Christian religion, but it is un¬

fair to state that Luther and Calvin are primarily re¬

sponsible .
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Whitehead's evaluation of the importance of the

contemporary relationship between religion and science

is excellent. It is true that w© live in a scientifical¬

ly dominated age which makes it even more vital that re¬

ligion should speak to man's total needs. Instead of

being defensive in relation to science, religion must

reinterpret its insights in order to meet man's emotional

needs while not clashing with his intellectual growth.

In order to do this religion must include all areas of

human concern, including science, within its frame of

reference,

The religious insights of Alfred North Whitehead

are no final answer to those who try to find a more re¬

levant way of interpreting the Christian faith within

the contemporary situation. Whitehead would never make

this claim. His method demands that his insights should

never become final answers or dogmas. Religion is called

upon, through his open-end d method, to seek continually

new and more adequate ways of expressing the truths of

the faith. Christian man in the scientific age searches
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for better ways to understand th© meanings of his faith

and for more adequate ways of expressing these meanings.

Our evaluations and comparisons have presented the pos¬

sibility that whitehead's method and religious insights

may be of service in understanding the nature of reality

and in better understanding and expressing our faith in

relation to this reality. Whitehead stated that his pur

pose was to develop a position of rationalised mysticism

On the basis of his method, he has presented us with a

contemporary myth for understanding the nature of total

reality, as well as fox understanding our religious na¬

tures. Both the method and the ayth may help us to de¬

velop a more adequate theological method and a better

understanding and expression of the meaning of the Chris

tian Myth. We end with a quotation by Bernard Eugene Me

land, giving testimony to the stimulating effect of

Whitehead's method and religious insights for the search

ing Christian.

For beneath this talk about God heeding the
claims of man, or being attentive to his predicament
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is the matter of the nature of reality, the kind of
world process in which man must pursue his destiny.
On this matter, Whitehead has been most illuminat¬
ing. He has spoken to the religious man's condition.
He has called him from the lethargy of acquiescence
to a static deity, and has urged bia to join hands
with a Creator. He has roused him from the pamper¬
ing of his own ego, from the plight of self-pity
and self-concern, to participation in an enterprise
of vast proportion, wherein the drama of the earth's
seasons, the perennial cycle of perishing and new
growth, is given its cosmic setting. To grasp the
significance of living and of growth in the midst
of the earth's perishings, to assess man's impulse
to praise life in the face of the tragic sense of
life, this is to rise to the religious man's vision
of things, and to be equal to demands which creati¬
vity and oux creature role lay upon us. On this
matter, Whitehead's thought has been particularly
fruitful.175

17*a. -. Msland, "The Religious Availability of a
Philosopher's God", Christendom, 1943, p. 501.



CHAPTER THREE

HENRY NELSON WIEMAN

Introduction

Henry Nelson Pieman was born in .1884 into the

family of a Presbyterian minister* During his child¬

hood he developed a strong passion for religion. At

the age of twenty Vieman entered Park College. There

he developed an inquiring passion for philosophy* with

Josiah Royce becoming his prophet,1 After completing

studies at San Francisco Theological Seminary, Wieraan

studied at Jena and Heidelberg Universities in Germany.

Here he came under the direct influence of Eucken, feindel-

band and Troeltsch. Returning to the United States, he

spent several years in the parish ministry. It was dur¬

ing these years that the writings of Henri Bergson came

cf. , H» N. wieraan, "Theoeentric Religion", Contemporary
American Theology. Vol. I, p. 341,
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to his attention. Under the influence of Bergson, Wieman

began his Ph.D. studies at Harvard University. At Harvard

he studied under illiaia Ernest Hocking and Ralph Barton

Perry, but more decisively he came under the influence of

John Dewey and William James.

In effect Wieman had joined the revolution in

theological, philosophical and scientific thought dating

from the turn of the century, which was making a concerted

attack upon Idealism. Although Vieman was thus rejecting

his past association in philosophy as an Absolute Id l st,

2In 1934, in The Christian Century, Wieaan wrote
several articles concerning his interpretation of John
Dewey. Finally, Dewey wrote a statement which said that
Wieraan misinterpreted his position and intention. John
Macquarrie gives special emphasis to the influence of
Dewey on Wieman. Although it is true that there is this
strong influence, Macquarrie overstates the case and fails
to make clear that Wi man moved directly into the Process
school. (cf., John Macquarrie, Twentieth"Century Religi¬
ous Thought. pp. 186-92.) Wieman was also influenced by
William James* pragmatic view of truth, although not by
the popular interpretation of James* pragmatism as being
"v#hat ever works." Wieman adopts James' pleading for
actuality, not practicality per se. For a sample of James'
writing which points to his influence upon Wieman, cf.,
Wat. James, The Meaning of Truth, pp. 202-10.
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his developing theology does retain a striking element

of his idealistic past. This idealistic influence is

retained in his doctrine of God as the Supreme, Sovereign

or Absolute Good who gives meaning to the relative goods

of human existence. It is essential to bear in mind

this influence of Absolute Idealism in Wieman's develop¬

ing position, even though it becomes coloured and re-

shaped by his increasing empirical emphasis. Having

taken his Ph.D., Pieman went to Occidental College in

California to teach philosophy. He stayed there until

1927, when he became Professor of Theology in the Philo¬

sophy of Religion Chair in the graduate school of the

University of Chicago. It was during his stay at Occi¬

dental that another major figure came into his life.

This figure was Alfred North whitehead, and Wieman was

introduced to his thought in the Concept of Nature.

3
For a fuller development of this idealistic,

unitary influence, consider the "Technical Postscript"
to The Source of Human Good.
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When Whitehead's Concept of Nature appeared
it fascinated me. One blistering hot and stupefy¬
ing summer in Southern California I toiled for
many days upon it. .Strange how one can detect the
greatness of a man's thought before ever one can
fathom it and even before the thinker himself has

developed the implications of it or rounded it out!
when I learned that his Religion in the Making was
about to appear, I sent in ancrder to have it mail¬
ed to me the moment it was off the press. I remem¬
ber how I poured upon it and read it over and over.
The book is cryptic and one cannot understand it
until after mastering Process and Reality. which
did not come out until several years later.4

Although kieman was influenced greatly by white¬

head, one must not make the mistake of assuming that he

accepted completely Whitehead's system. As he had dis¬

agreed with the epistemology of Bergson, Wieaan disagreed

with what he considered to be speculation in the thought

of Whitehead.

In Process and Reality Whitehead sets forth an
idea of God which is a glorious speculation, but, it
seems to me, a wholly groundless speculation. There
is no evidence whatsoever to support it. He calls
it the "consequent nature of God." As a myth, or a

4H. N. Wieraan, "Theocentric Religion", Contemporary
American Theology, Vol. I, p. 345.
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form of poetic symbolism, it might be acceptable.
But X doubt he would allow it to be so considered,
although he admits it is purely speculative. Such
speculations, unless they are treated as myths, are
dangerous, in my judgment. But I hold that Process
and Reality, taken as a whole, is the most magni¬
ficent achievement of constructive imagination that
modern times can show. Doubtless it is infected
with error through and through. Such ambitious ef¬
forts always are. But we must have them occasional¬
ly, at rare intervals, in human history, when there
appears a man with the required genius to accomplish
such work."*

Under the influence of Whitehead, Wieiaan advanced in the

direction of a philosophy of organism. In the Concept of

Nature he was influenced by the analysis of sense aware¬

ness as an awareness of "the whole occurence of nature."

This suggestion was developed by Wittsas in Religious Ex¬

perience and the Scientific Method.6 He here concentrated

upon the need and possibility of man's developing a more

objective sense of the reality beyond his immediate sub¬

jective experience. The theological empiricism of

S :hleiermacher had left man with his subjective experience,

5Ibid., p. 346.

6cf., RBSM, p. 178.
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and the psychological approach of William James has re¬

strained man from envisaging a more objective sense of

reality beyond himself. Wieman's view of an objective

reality beyond man took theology beyond the confines of
7

its past empirical limitations. If Henry Nelson Wie-

raan had accomplished nothing else but this, his place

would be secure in the field of constructive theology in

America. Over the year3 Wieraan's thoughts have grown

arid have been elaborated by subsequent works, in which

he hits attempted to give a more definitive interpra-

tation of the objective datum of religious experience.

As the process of growth and elaboration began,

Henry Nelson Wiesaan made a rather fierce impact upon the

s ;ene of American liberal religion. It is necessary to

examine briefly this scene, recalling our discussion in

chapter one, in order to understand fully the impact of

7
Like whitehead, Wieman's empiricism differs from

the tradition of Locke and Hume. For a discussion of
these differences, cf., B. E. Meland, "The Root and Form
of Wieman's Thought", HNW, p. S7ff.
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Pieman*s thought. Before the Great War, Rauschenbu oh

had presented liberal, social Christianity in a spirited

and assured voice in his Christianity and the Social

Crisis. Although this social emphasis continued in liber¬

al circles, it continued with a voice which was no longer

clear or assured. Rival theological interests wre de¬

veloping, and one of these interests was a mystical in¬

quiry. William James had given direction to this interest

with his experimental, introspective inquiry. Men like

William Ernest Hocking and Rudolf Otto continued this

mystical interest in a more reflective and less empirical

direction. Whitehead continued in his own way this in¬

terest, through his emphasis upon religion as what a

man does with his solitarine;s. Frior to Whitehead's

statement, Wiexuan had already begun to develop his theo¬

logy from this conception of religion as solitary. For

hira religion was solitary adjustment to God, in contrast
Q

to the Social Coapcl; and in Method of Private Religious

8cf., WRWT, pp. 29, 203.
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Living, he developed this theme.

Another increasing problem after The Sar was the

relationship between science and religion, and American

Protestantism gave particular emphasis to the biological

study of man. Wicman's theology, based on his own in¬

terpretation of the scientific method, contributed to

the growing interest with the relationship of science

and religion. In the scientific method he found a way

of evaluating values, and he used this method to develop

a minimum, objective statement of God's relationship to

man and the demands of this relationship upon man. One

would make a mistake if one thought that 'Wiaman joined

religion and science in order to secure a more acceptable

pla ee for religion. His purpose was to make contact with

the objective God 3nd to escape from the pitfalls of sub¬

jective theology.

I have been widely accused of trying to ''re¬
concile science and religion" and introduce "scien¬
tific osethod" into religion _in order to make reli¬
gion respectable and acceptable to the intelli¬
gentsia . Nothing has been wider from my thoughts
than that. This accusation is what the psychologists
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call "projection" or; the part of professional re¬
ligionists. Their business is to make other people
religious. Therefore they must try constantly to
stake religion appealing to others, sake it dramatic,
preaehable or otherwise transmittable. Hence when
they see anyone trying to reformulate our religious
thinking, they very naturally jump to the conclusion
that he is trying to make religion more acceptable
to somebody or other. But that is not my intent.
My sole concern is to find some way of escaping
from the miasma of subjectivism and making contact
with sacred reality. . .The only reason I insist on
scientific method in religion, is because I want to
deal with the objective, existential God, and not

o
merely ideas. •*

Probably the most crucial theological issue in

the 1920's in America, especially for those in the liber¬

al school, was the issue of theism. The ethical movement

in American theology had become so strong that for many

there was a rejection of any serious interest in the

reality of God. This view might be expressed in the

following way: "If we have the choice between Jesus and

a God who is not as good as Jesus, then there is no

choice. must choose Jesus." In effect American

g
H. N. Wieraan, "Theocentric Religion", Contem¬

porary American Theology, Vol. I, p. 347.
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liberal religion had beewse a type of religious humanism.

To a great degree this mood was an affirmation of human¬

ism after a pattern of the human Jesus. With the lessen¬

ing emphasis on the human Jesus after The War, the scene

was set for the natural development of humanism. Unless

one stood in one of the traditions of philosophical ideal¬

ism, on® had no alternative route, after this rejection,

to theism. There were many attempts to deal with this

problem of theism. The major voice of the time, dealing

with this issue, came from the Chicago-school. From

chapter one we recall that the writings cf this school

snowed the early buds of empirical theisra. E. 3. Ames

related the concept "God" to social values. Shailer

Mathews developed a conceptual theism, in which the word

"God" was a personal analogy for the personality-producing

activities in the universe with which men must come to

terms. It was also pointed out in chapter one that G. B.

Smith was never able to develop his solution to the

theistic problem, although he did offer a synthesis of

the empirical position developing in the Chicago-school.
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An analysis of the problem is presented by Smith in his
ID

article, "Is Theism essential to Religion?" He com¬

pletely rejects humanism as an answer to the problem,

but he has no constructive alternative to offer. The

only thing positive that Smith could say was that in

some way man must continue to pursue "a great mystic

experiment" in relating himself to the sustaining quality

of the cosmic environment.

The crucial issue of the time was whether one

could continue speaking of the existence of God as a

concrete reality, and to this issue Vieman spoke as a

fresh voice. Wietaan did two thing# at this point. First

he redefined the question of theism. He argued that the

question, "Does God Exist?", is not the real question.

So long as the wrong question is asked, it is not pos¬

sible to give the right answer. wietaan asserted that

God is that Something in our environment, however defined,

*Qcf., G. E. ^saith, "Is Theism Essential to Re¬
ligion", Journal of Religion, 1925.
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upon which man is dependent for his security, welfare,

and increasing abundance. The true question is "what

is the character of this Something upon which man is

dependent for his salvation?".

My own purpose is a very earnest and a very
serious one. It is so to formulate the idea of
God that the question of God's existence becomes
a dead issue, like the question of other inescap¬
able forms of natural existence, and all our
energies can bo turned to living for God and seek¬
ing better knowledge about God.*1

The second thing Pieman did was to assert a method by

urhich theology could understand the character of this

doaethlng. This does not imply that Vvieman's method

was fully developed at this time, but the essential

structure of his method was set.

ieaan spoke to a particular situation in such a

way that he made a dynamic impact upon the American theo¬

logical scene. Out of the decay of the liberal, social

religion, humanism was becoming a very live alternative,

ivieoian redefined the issue and offered a method for

ITAG, p. 276.
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dealing with it. His significance is not that he defeated

humanism, for it has continued to flower. V ieman' s sig¬

nificance lay in the fact that he redefined the issue

and presented a method by which at least one segment of

the theological community could carry on a more fruitful

inquiry. Whether Wieman's later work has helped to ful¬

fil this more fruitful inquiry is another question but

whatever the answer, he holds a noted place in the his¬

tory of American theology for the importance and brilliance

of that brief moment.

A very just comparison has been made between Henry

Nelson Wieman and Karl Barth. It has been suggested that

Wieman did for liberal American theology what Barth had

done for Continental liberal theology in Europe some

years earlier. Both men attempted to turn theology

away from the preoccupation with a religion of ideals

and to cirect theology to the sovereign and ultimate God

beyond our human ideals. Granted that these men are

12
cf., B. H. Meland, "The Root and Form of Wieman's

Thought", HNY, p. 53.
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miles apart in the language and method used, their in¬

tentions on this point seem to have been similiar. It

would be possible to include also Reinhold Neibuhr, in

his earlier writings, in this comparison, as Neibuhr,

in Does Civilization Need Religion?, attacks a religion

which is based on ideals and not on the sovereign God.

The relationship of these men's purposes has often been

overlooked because their theological systems differ.

Wieraan used the new metaphysics of organism and an ex¬

pansion of the scientific method, while Barth and

Neibuhr were oriented to the neo-Reformation way of

thought. The important thing, however, is that both

schools of thought were carrying on a line of attack

against philosophical idealism, especially in the form
13

of religious humanism.

By the 1940*s the situation in the world had

changed radically, and the theological communities of

the world were being forced to deal with different

13cf., Ibid., p. 49.
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theological issues, or at least with different aspects

of old issues. In his earlier period wieman had rede¬

fined and spoken to the issues with which the American

liberal Protestants were probing. By the 1940*a wieman's

theological writings were oriented to a wider cultural

situation, in which the threat to human survival was

acute. An example of k'ieman's growing social concern

can be seen in the following quotation.

We must achieve some new formulation of the old
faith by which our fathers lived. The new formula¬
tion must state more explicitly in terms of rational
empirical findings what we serve supremely and where-
unto the deepest currents of our lives shall flow.
The dogmatism, super-rationalities, paradoxes and
super-empirical claims which have so frequently ex¬
cluded the tests of inquiry may have been relatively
harmless in the past except for a few inquisitions,
a few thousand burnings and torturings of indivi¬
duals. . .A faith now shaped by such findings turns
to widespread doom in a world like ours.14

After Hiroshima fcieman spoke with an unceasing passion

for religious inquiry. By this time his method and

theory of value had been made sharp for designating

14NWMC, p. 209.
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Bail's ultimata good, and now he moves into the centre of

social issues in a dynamic way. with these new theo¬

logical and social interests, the issues to which Wie-

man addresses himself have become more particularised.

The answers he develops in his theology presuppose the

questions in the way he has formulated them. As the

issues of life have become more complex in the inter¬

national situation, Wietaan's theology has become more

complex and less popular, since it is dealing with

questions which were often not understood or even con¬

sidered.

It should be noted that Wieman realised that his

thought was going through radical changes, changes which

were much broader than the shift to a greater social in¬

terest. In 1939 he pointed out some of these changes

in an article for the Christian Century entitled, "Some

Blind Spots Removed."15 Since it is not within the scop®

15H. N. Wieman, "Some Blind Spots Removed", The
Christian Century, 1939.
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of this work to present a detailed consideration of the

intricate development of Pieman's thought, these major

changes will be listed as a guide in helping to under¬

stand the development in kieman's theology, (1) In his

earlier writings Wieman had been very hesitant to rely

on Christian symbols, because he felt that these symbols

were elevated often to absolute truths instead of being

guides. It was necessary for hi® to clarify the mean¬

ings of these symbols by intellectual tools before he

could use them,16 Having gone through this personal, in¬

tellectual process, Pieman is able to assert that "when

the ambiguities and superstitions and superficialities

have been cleared away from these ancient forms of ex¬

pression, they carry a depth and scope of meaning which

no other words can convey, because the same history which
17

has made them has made us also." (2) The second point

l*To see the development of his thought concerning
the value of symbolism, cf., RESM, pp. 47-57 H. N. Wie-
man, "On Using Christian Words", Journal of Religion, pp.
259-69, Vol. 20.

17H. N. kieraan, "Some Blind Spots Removed", The
Christian Century, p. 116, 1939.
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of change is concerned with the doctrine of sin.18 Hav¬

ing come out of, and been a part of, American liberal

theology, Viieman had been influenced by the view which

asserted that sin is the disparity between our conduct

and our highest ideals. He now assert% that sin "is

the disparity between our highest ideals and the con¬

crete goodness in the immediate situation which is the

offering of God and his demand."19 (3) It is essential

to Wieaan's theology that there is a transforming good

within each concrete situation for which man is not in

aay way responsible, nor which man can predict or anti¬

cipate. He is able now to call this transforming Good
20

by the more traditional theological term, "grace of God."

18For the development of Wieaan's doctrine of sin,
cf., NPR, pp. 147-58; G«, pp. 268, 470; SHG, pp. 126, 174,
272; MUC, pp. 15-17, 30, 57, 132; H. N. Wleaan,"Responsibi¬
lity and Freedom", Unpublished, 1962, p. Iff.

19H. N. 'Wieman, "Some Blind Spots Removed", The
Christian Century. 1939, p. 116.

20
An important feature of Wieaan'a theology is "the

growth of good," which we shall consider later. In order
to see his theological development, cf*, for the relation
of this growth to the grace of Gods NFR, p. 158; GR, p.
253, SHG, p. 244; MUC, pp. 125, 132.
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(4) ie.aan has asserted that history tells us that there

has been a growth of this transforming good, especially

in inter-personal relationships. He is able no- to as¬

sort that this growth and its >ot«ntial is the living
21

Christ.

This growth of connections of mutual support
and enrichment, this growth of the bonds of poten¬
tial ucaning hi :h fills each concrete situation
with infinite fullness of value to be appreciated,
is the living Christ because it issues from that
historic situation in which Jesus Christ, regard¬
less of our theological interpr tation of his
personality and teachings, was used by a process
of history to initiate and promote such a growth.32

(5) The Church as a historical institution now takes on

21As an essentially non-biblical, constructive
theologian, V iecaan is very concerned to develop his doc¬
trine of Christ. His Christology is discussed and implied
at many points. The following are possibly the most
essential: V-iWT, pp. 126-7; ITAG, pp. 16, 155-7 NF'R,
pp. 163-4, 168-9 GR, pp. 268-9, 282, 486-7 SHG, pp.
39ff, 214-15, 269; H. N. ieraan, "Appreciating Jesus
Christ", The Chii3tian Century, 1930, pp. 589-91; and
H. N. 1 ieman, "Wat God In Jesus," The Christian Century,
Vol. 47, pp. 1181-4. Also cf., alter Norton, 'God in
Christ: Soter iology", HNW, pp. 180-93 1 . J. Camel 1,
"The Son of God,' HIT , pp. 306-18.

22
H. N. ieraan, "Some Blind Spots Removed", The

Christian Century, 1939, p. 117.

f
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23
new meaning for vieroan. Hi can assert that this growth

of good, this living Christ in our midst, is a way of

life which must be fostered by a historical community

which is committed to this way of life. What aakes this

committed community different from every other community

is that its way of life, with its hopes, ideals, and

moral principles, is crucified with Christ, and must,

therefore, keep a distinctive relationship with the ori¬

ginal, historical community which formed around Christ

Jesus. (6) His final change or clarification has come

in his doctrine of God. T ieroan has come to assert with

increasing clarity the otherness of God, that is, that

God cannot be identified with man, even with man raised

to the nth dimension of perfection.

God is different from man. God <orks con¬

cretely. Man cannot possibly do that. Man roust
work abstractly. . .God alone is concrete in his
working. God is creator. Man cannot be a creator.

23
Wieman's view of the Church, cf., 8E3M, p. 246

SHG, p. 43 MUC, pp. 28, 163-5, 168, 172, 180-5, 194
Wayne Shuttee, "The Work of the Church", HNW, pp. 211-21;
Georges Florovsky, "The Church of God", HNW, pp. 332-42.
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The production of unpredictable consequences through
the forming of "internal relations" is creation. A
common word for it is growth. It is God's working,
not man's.24

In essence, it can be said that Wiesaan's theology

has gone through much more of a revolution than would be

involved in simply developing greater social concerns.

*ian is undergoing great social change, and in this change

he is asking the# basic religious question of salvation.

On the basis of his developed method, Wieman now turns

to help raan, in the middle of his social crisis, to find

the answer to his religious question in two ways: (1)

by discovering and relating the essential religious in¬

sights of the Christian tradition, and (2) by showing

these insights to be valid by testing theta on the basis

of his method with all available empirical data. Thus,

while . ieraan's theology asserts a more social interest,

it does so on the basis of his empirical-testing method

24
H. N. Wieman, "Sotae Blind Spots Removed", The

Christian Century, 1939, p. 118. Later we shall give
sore detailed consideration to his doctrine of God.
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and on the basis of a rediscovery of the essential re¬

ligious insights of the Christian tradition. On the

basis of his method, Wieraan's theology has come to

centre on the relationship of man, as a social creature,

to God. His interest with science, metaphysics and

cosmology, continues only in so far as it relates to the

central question of religious inquiry, the God-man re¬

lationship. "I have come to concentrate more and more

on man in relation to God and less and less on subhuman,

metaphysical and cosmic questions that may be peripheral

to this central problem."^5

Method

Having as the central question of religious in¬

quiry the God-man relationship, Wieman presents a scien¬

tific method. The purpose of the method is to enable

man to gain knowledge of his relationship with God.

Knowledge is not the end product of the scientific

25H. N. Wieman, "The Ways of God with Man", IIiff
Review, Vol. 19, p. 41.
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method, rather, the goal of the method is that man should

make an absolute faith-coramitment to God. The faith-com¬

mitment is based upon the knowledge gained, but at the

same time it goes beyond the scope of that knowledge.

If one would assert that the use of the scientific method

demands that the observer be detached in his considera¬

tion, then Wieman's method by definition fails the test

of being scientific. Since the goal of religious inquiry

is knowledge of man's relationship to God and a faith-

conuaitaent based upon this knowledge, man must use the

scientific method in a passionate and partially non-de¬

tached manner. At the same time there must be a degree

of detachment, for the analysis of the data must serve

as the source of knowledge. The scientific method is

improperly used when man imposes his desires and wants

upon the epistemological process. With such a distortion,

the resulting faith-commitment is inadequate because man

has no way of knowing that he is coaitted to God and not

to some illusion. In brief, Wieman's method demands de¬

tachment, in the sense that the knowledge gained and the
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faith-commitment made are related to the religious ex¬

periences undistorted by our personal desires or wants.

In the introduction, it was stated that Wieman's

theological endeavour centred originally on the issue of

theism. As he redefined this theological issue, a method

for gaining empirical knowledge of man's relationship

with God became necessary, although Wieman sought this

knowledge as a basis for the faith-commitment. Wieman

has been accused of placing so much emphasis upon the

act of gaining knowledge that the faith-commitment be¬

came insignificant. Desiring to correct this false im¬

pression, he has placed increasing emphasis upon the

absolute faith-commitment as the goal of the scientific

method, as it is related to the religious inquiry. Let

us now turn to a fuller consideration of Wieman's scien¬

tific method.

Pieman's scientific method is in part determined

by the data which he wishes to investigate; but at the

same time he asserts that this method will apply to all

data which can be investigated. Vieaan first employs Lhis
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method within the context of the problem of theism. As

stated previously, he redefined the issue of theiras so

that the question Is not whether God exists but what is

the character of God. By definition he asserts that God

exists. His line of reasoning is as follows: Man has

experiences which he calls religious. These experiences

are religious because man experiences a saving quality

in his life. There is iomething within man's experiences

which saves man. That Something in human experience

which saves man is God, by definition. In his earlier

writing, Wieman asserted that since God is found in

human experience, God is found by man in and only in

sensory data. Wieman later qualifies this view of

God by his emphasis on intuition and on the perceptual

event. Man does not cause these religious experiences.

He cannot foresee that these religious experiences will

occur; therefore, man is not the creator of these ex¬

periences. They are created by a Something which is

ef., H. N. Wieman, "Religion and the Physical
Sciences", The world Tomorrow, 1930, pp. 56-7; RESM, p. 5.
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outside of man but which functions in relation to man.

This Something which produces the religious experience

is God. Prom his naturalistic perspective, Wieman does

not use the term "create" in the sense of bringing some¬

thing into being out of nothing. He means by "create"

to cause to exist with a particular form or character.

For Wieman, God creates by giving a direction of value

to a particular becoming process. God works through the

development of culture as it centres on a particular

situation, in order to transform th© situation into being

a saving experience. In Ms connection, one saay like¬

wise speak of a "growth of meaning." When man tries to

live in relation to God, there is growth of meaning.

Man cannot foresee this growth, consequently, God i*

responsible for it.

This experience of God vs no" knowledge of God,

and knowledge of God is what Wieman initially is seeking.

The God-given experience is the foundation of possible

knowledge. It is the basis of what Wieman calls know¬

ledge by acquaintance. God produces the experience,
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and man's task is twofold in relation to the ©sperience:

(1) to find out if the experience is an experience of

God, and (2) if it is, to determine the characteristics

of God in the experience, in order that nan can live in

more adequate relationship with God. It should be noted

again that U'ieman is saying that knowledge of God is not

an end in itself, but that living in relation to God on

the basis of knowledge is the desired end. A certain

method must be followed before nan can gain knowledge of

God, or any knowledge at all. Wieaan calls this method

the scientific method, the empiricial method, the common

sense method, and the method of reason. 'The scientific

method" appears to be his favourite term, but he asserts

that if we do not wish to call it by this name it makes

no difference. "If one does not want to give the name

of science to th.se inquiries, the matter need not be

argued."^7

27H. N. ivieman, ''Bernhardt's Analysis of Religion:
Its Implications and Development", Iliff Review, 1954, p.
53. For an attack on w'ieman's use of the term '' icianxiiic
method", cf., Edwin Aubrey, Present Theological Tendencies,
p. 32ff.
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Another terra used by Wieaan which may explain bet¬

ter the true character of his scientific nethod is "prob¬

lem-solving."

The word "God" should indicate a problem a-
bovs all others imperative for human existence, a
problem of such sort as to bring into action all
the resources of the individual and of society to

5p
find a working solution. . .

Man has a problem. He has an experience in which he is

interested, thinking it a religious experience. Wieman

asserts that it is of the nature of man that he has a

sub-rational urge towards those things which are super-

rational. By super-rational he means those things which

happen to man which man cannot understand fully. When

man has an experience, this sub-rational faculty responds

to the God-given super-rational possibilities of the

experience, thus, the possibilities become a "lure" to

man. This lure or interest is given to man in the pos¬

sibilities of the experience, Man does not create the

lure, God is responsible. Wieman calls this lure the

grace of God.

28H. N. Wieraan, "Reply to Or. Williams", HNw, p. 113.
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But if he has not interest he cannot acquire
an interest by his own efforts, because he must
first have an interest before he can work to in¬
crease it. Therefore the interest aust be given
to him. In that sense it must be given by the
grace of God.29

i.ieman also calls this God-given lure the revelation of

God by the Holy Spirit. Man is transformed by the Holy

Spirit in the experience in such a way that man can

learn of God. Man must carry out the intellectual in¬

quiry, but it is God in the form of the Holy Spirit who

makes possible man's efforts, t

Now this transformation by "the holy spirit"
is what (rightfully) can be called revelation. It
is not the giving of knowledge, but it is the giv¬
ing of an attitude or disposition of the personality
which enables one to acquire knowledge of God's way.
It redirects the interests and desires and atten¬
tive awareness so that one can learn of God by the
ordinary methods of intelligent inquiry.3^

Wieraan's scientific method presupposes an faitial

revelation by God in the particular religious experience.

God reveals to man the super-rational possibilities of

29G», p. 263.

30Ibid., pp. 442-3.
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the experience. Wieman calls this revelation "the grace

of God" and "the transformation by the holy spirit."

By designating this revelation by these traditional

phrases, Wietaan is attempting to relate the foundation

of his scientific method to the Christian tradition. It

is man's responsibility to use the scientific method to

discover the implications of God's revelation and to act

upon this information. From a supernatural perspective,

one might assert that Wieraan does not have the right to

use these traditional religious terms within his natural¬

istic perspective. The implication of such an assertion

would be that the traditional terras of the Christian

faith are bound to a supernatural frame of reference.

It is possible to justify such a position by appealing

to the traditional use of the terras. In our considera¬

tion of Pieman, however, this assertion from a super¬

natural perspective is rejected on two counts. On the

one hand this assertion is rejected because it implies

that the grace of God working through the Holy Spirit

cannot be presented in a naturalistic perspective, f"
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theology has the right to establish a man-centred per¬

spective which limits our understanding of God's reve¬

lation, so long as this theology looks to the continuing

revelation of God. On the other hand, it is questionable

whether uieaan's naturalistic perspective is so radically

different from the supernatural position. Both positions

testify that God and his revelation are more than man

can Itnow or understand. Wiesaan speaks of the limitation

of nan in relation to God by referring to the super-

rational instead of the supernatural. Accepting that

the development of modern science stands between super-

naturalism and naturalism, lieman's reference to the

super-rational places him in close relation to the super¬

natural view, as both positions attempt to speak of the

God-aan relationship from their limited perspective.

Wieautn asserts that the first task in solving a

problem is to develop a theory or hypothesis which de¬

signates, for testing purposes, why this is a religious

experience. This first step is often the most difficult,

because until one has a theory to be tested one cannot
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gain knowledge. The theory is based on one's observa¬

tion of the experience. At the same time one is not

responsible wholly for this idea which is put in theory-

form for testing. In a real sense, one receives this

idea from the lure of the experience by way of intuition.

By giving emphasis to intuition, Wieman is expanding his

scientific method to include more than the narrow con¬

fines of sensory data. Intuition is not a form of know¬

ledge, it is a state of awareness on the part of man.

"Intuition, however, is merely a word to cover the or¬

ganic reaction and use of language which generates such

31
intutive apprehension of structures. In the process

of intuition, in response to the lure of an experience,

an insight, a new idea, comes co the mind with a strong

32
feeling of truth. Man does not create this insight,

since he could not foresee what it would be; therefore,

it is the grace of God which creates the insight. God

31rt. N, wieinan, "The Responsibility of Philosophi¬
cal Inquiry", Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 38, p. 366.

32
cf.9 NPR, p. 121.
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not only reveals to aan the lure of super-rational pos¬

sibilities in the experience. It is God who creates

the insight which man must shape into a hypothesis to

be tested in order to gain knowledge. Han must be re¬

sponsible for gaining knowledge and making the faith-

commitment on the basis of the scientific method, but

man is able to fulfil this responsibility only through

the direct revelation of God.

Spectacular instances of intuition are in¬
stances of God's doing something to attract our
attention, hence providing the occasion when
knowledge of God becomes possible. But, here
again, intuition is not a peculiar way of know¬
ing. 35

The second step is to analyze the theory to see

what are the essential characteristics of the concept.

It is necessary to be very careful in designating these

essential characteristics, because in the testing pro¬

cess one will consider carefully other experiences to

see if they contain these characteristics. If these

33
SHG, p. 186
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characteristics are present, then there is a possible

correlation between one's basic experience and another

experience. Upon showing this correlation to be the

case, it is possible to use a concept to designate the

relationship of these two experiences. If the charac¬

teristics are not present in another experience under

consideration, then it is not possible to use properly

the same concept to designate both experiences.

Based on this analysis, the next step is to

develop any iaplieations. It is necessary to be care¬

ful in designating the implications. In a religious

experience the implications are important because they

may serve to guide man in his actions, as man attempts

to live in a more adequate relationship with God.

The next step is to test experimentally this

theory in other experiences, especially those which one

considers to be religious. This experimental test is

carried out by observation and rational analysis. By

1946, wieman had expanded his conception of the test¬

ing process. Previously the observation was based on



sense data, qualified by intuition. Wieman now intro¬

duces the concept of "perceptual event." Observation

becomes a series of perceptual events, but the per¬

ceptual event is not merely sense data. "The percep¬

tual event, as here tested, includes everything within

and without the bibLogica 1 organism which experiment

can demonstrate makes a difference to conscious aware-

34
ness when the perceptual reaction occurs." These

other factors beyond the sense data of immediate ex¬

perience are basically, for kieraan, the historical

conditioning factors which have shaped one's culture

and which are dominant in one's own experiences. Thus

for a person within a culture oriented towards Chris¬

tian tradition, it is necessary for him to take into

account the Insights of the tradition as he evaluates

his own experience.

So God cannot be perceived until those mean¬
ings are developed in some strand of history and
in some community which are necessary to the oc-
curance of those perceptual events which enter
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into the structure of that creativity which gene¬
rates the appreciative mind, of man and the appre-
eiableness of the world.- ®

ivieman asserts this same point in talking about the con¬

cept "God."

To what should we refer when we speak of God?
To answer that question we should go first of all
to the Christian tradition because the word as we

use it acquires its meaning from this tradition.

Revelation occurs in the sense data of immediate ex¬

perience, but it also occurs in perceptual events and

their inter-relatedness in some strand of history. To

carry out adequate tests of observation and rational

analysis, it is necessary to consider the immediate ex¬

perience and the perceptual events of the Christian tradi¬

tion. When the teat is performed adequately, perception

occurs. Man now has knowledge of these conditions under

which certain kinds of perceptual events occur, and he

is able to infer a relation between past perceptual events

and possible future events.

35
H. N. Wieman, "Reply to Doctor Weigel, S. J.M,

unpublished, p. 28.

36IPOP, p. 51.
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An illustration of how Wieman would relate the

perceptual event of an immediate experience to the

perceptual events of the Christian tradition will be

helpful at this point. From a particular experience

one perceives that it is necessary to live in a new

way, a way which demands that one be transformed into

a new person. One perceives that this transformation is

necessary, if one is to be in an adequate relationship

with God. Within Wieraan's scientific method, this

perceptual event can and should be related to the per¬

ceptual event of the Crucifixion and Resurrection of

Jesus Christ and of the way in which these events af¬

fected the disciples.

Vvhen Jesus was crucified, his followers saw
that he could never carry to fulfilment the mission
of the Jewish people as they conceived it; hence
there was no good in him of the sort that had led
them to follow hia. They had thought that he would
save the world by making supreme over human exist¬
ence the good as seen in the perspective of Jewish
culture. Now they saw that he never could do any¬
thing of the sort. He was not the measiah they had
expected, and so far as they could see, he was no
messiah at all. . .They reached that depth of des¬
pair which comes when all that seems to give hope
to human existence is seen to be an illusion. This
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was the immediate consequence of the Crucifixion.
After about the third day, however, when the

numbness of the shock had worn away, something
happened. The life transforming creativity pre¬
viously known only in fellowship with Jesus be¬
gan to work in the fellowship of the disciples.
It was risen from the dead. Since they had never
experienced it except in association with Jesus,
it seemed to them that the man Jesus himself was

actually present, walking and talking with them.
Some thought they saw him and touched him in
physical presence. But what rose from the dead
was not the man Jesus, it was creative power.
It was the living God that works in time. It
was the Second Person of the Trinity. It was
Christ the God, not Jesus the man.

The disciples, after about the third day, perceived a

new relationship with Jesus. The bounds of their cul¬

tural heritage were lifted, as they became transformed

persons in a new relationship with God the Christ. It

was the creative power of God working in their particu¬

lar religious experiences who revealed to the disciples

this perceptual event. The person who perceives in a

religious experience that he is being transformed into

a new relationship with God can gain a deeper understanding

37
SHG, p. 44.
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of his perception by considering it in relation to this

and other perceptual ©vents of the Christian tradition.

Unfortunately %ieman does not devote much consideration

to the relationship of contemporary perceptual events

to the perceptual events of the Christian tradition.

This is an inherent weakness in his theological system

and one to which we shall return at a later time.

Having found that the characteristics of the basic

experience conform to the characteristics of other ex¬

periences, the next step is to make rational inferences

concerning the meaning of the object under consideration.

These rational inferences are used in several ways. In

one way they serve as guides for the way of living.

Another role is that they become included in other

theories to be tested all over again. Still another role

is that on the basis of the inference a universal genera¬

lization is made which asserts: (1) that this experien¬

tial concept has these essential characteristics, and

that consequently if the essentials change a different

concept must be used; (2) that on the basis of one's
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observation and analysis of experiences one finds that

this concept designates a reality which exists; and (3)

that therefore, whenever this reality exists anywhere,

it must have necessarily at least these essential charac-

38
teristics.

Only after a theory has been e: plored, tested by

observation and experimentation which is oriented his¬

torically, and rational inferences have been made does

a person have knowledge. His theory is a belief until

it is tested and shown to be true or false. Thus, the

knowledge gained is the knowledge of the experience.

When it is a religious experience, it is knowledge of

God. The experience^ based on God's revelation, comes

first, but in order to have any knowledge about the ex¬

perience, the above method must be employed.

A statement is an instance of knowledge If,
and only if, we (1) have had an insight variously
called "hypothesis," "theory", or "innovating sug¬
gestion"; (2) have put this suggestion into the

33cf., H. N. Wieman, "Faith and Knowledge", Chris¬
tendom, 1936, p. 765.
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form of a statement with terms unambiguously de¬
fined, (3) have developed the implications of this
statement into a logical structure of propositions
of such sort that some of these propositions specify
what must be observed under required conditions if
the statement is to be accepted as knowledge and
(4) have made the observation under the specific
conditions to discover if the data do appear in the
order required to warrant accepting the statement as
having met the tests of probability.39

The scientific method becomes one's authority for claim¬

ing to have knowledge. Within the content of probability,

one is able to decide whether the theory is true or false,

or whether the theory is untestable and, therefore, can

be used only as a belief.

Two kinds of authority should be distinguished.
One is dogmatic. The other is authority of a re¬
liable method for detecting error and gathering evid¬
ence when this method is used with competence re¬
quired by rigorous discipline. Authority of the
first kind is the foe of freedom but authority of
the second kind is one necessary condition of free¬
dom.40

The scientific method not only enables us to get

knowledge it also transforms the character of our

H, N. Uieraan, "Knowledge, Religious and Otherwise",
Journal of Religion, Vol. 38, p. 13.

40MUC, p. 153.
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experiences because it transforms our habit of response.

Man develops a scientific attitude toward God. This

means that an attitude is developed which enables man

to be more responsive to particular localized data.

The development of a scientific attitude implies that

man cannot assume a completely detached role in the pro¬

cess of religious inquiry. Proper use of the scientific

method, in the religious inquiry, will enable one to be

more attune to the specific experiences in which God re¬

veals himself. Using the scientific method in a com¬

pletely detached manner would cause one to consider all

experiences on an equal basis. Wieaan rejects this posti-

viatic approach and calls for a scientific attitude which

enables one to be more attune to the specific revelations

of God.

Scientific method transforsis the character of
our experience because it transforms our habit of
response. The stimuli that once aroused us no
longer stir us in so far as we assume the scientific
attitude, for the scientific attitude means to be
responsive to certain rarif^yd and selected data at
certain loci in space-time.

41
H. N. Vvieman, "lixperience, Mind, and the Concept,"

Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 21, p. 570. cf., H. N. Uieaan,
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This method is essentially scientific because it

attempts to deal only with available empirical data,

makes a theory about the data, considers the implica¬

tions of the theory based on its essential characteris¬

tics, tests by observations and experimentations within

the historical context whether the theory conforms to

the data and to other data, and then makes rational gene¬

ralizations which must go through the same method as

more data become available. The knowledge which is

gained is relative always to the data and the conditions

under which the data and the theory are considered. There

42
is no claim that the knowledge is infallible.

V'ieman attempts to develop practical applications

for his scientific method. These applications are de¬

veloped in Method of Private Religious Living, a book

written in non-technical language for laymen. On the

41
"Objective Versus Ideals," International Journal

of Ethics, Vol. 35, p. 304.

42
cf., H. N. Wieraan, "Neo-Orthodovy and Contem¬

porary Religious Reaction," Religious Liberals Reply, p.13.
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one hand, he relates the scientific method to a techni¬

que of reflective thinking. On the other hand, he applies

the scientific method to the development of a proper at¬

titude in worship.

The technique of reflective thinking is to be

used in the process of solving problems. Since religion

presents man with the problems how and what man must do

to be saved, this technique is important. There are six

requirements necessary in this technique, in order to

solve a practical problem intellectually. The first

step is to locate the difficulty of the problem and to

eliminate mental attitudes which inhibit its recognition.

It is necessary to view the difficulty as comprehensively

and disinterestedly as possible. The third step is to

develop that state of mind in which one has as full ac¬

cess as possible to the recourses of one's past ex¬

periences. The fourth requirement is the courage to be

logical. It is necessary to have the courage, honesty

and disinterestedness required to follow through rigor¬

ously to the end wherever our logic may lead us. The
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enthusiasm necessary for action is the fifth requirement.

It is necessary to have the drive to carry out the im¬

plications of the tested suggestions in the for® of

practical behaviour. The final step is concerned with

the way in which we carry out our course of action in

relation to other people. It is necessary that we es¬

tablish those habits, dispositions, and mental attitudes

which will enable us to deal with the various factors

which confront us.

Vieaan applies the scientific method to worship

as an aid towards the development of the attitude which

will open a man to transformation by God. The first

stage in the act of worship is that man must expose hiss-

self to the object of worship, in order that he c«n be

responsive to the transforming grace of God.

One puts himself amid those physical condi¬
tions and in that bodily and mental state in which
he can feel more profoundly and pervasively the
stimulus of the order of Being which most vitally
affects him in the conduct of his living. In order
to be permeated, suffused, and transformed by the
stimulus of the Supreme Being one must turn away
fro® lesser matters and give attention to what affects
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him most deeply. Furthermore, one must deliberately
seek those conditions, both inner and outer, which
he has discovered by experiment to be most favorable
to the reception of this stimulus of divine presence
with all its possibilities for human living. . .

Through exposure to this object the deepest drive of
our nature is awakened and its highest aspiration.
Our fathers called this stage of worship praise and
adoration.43

Diagnosis is the secon stage in worship. As man seeks

after the highest in warship, he is forced to consider

what is wrong with his habitual adjustment. In this

self-diagnosis he discovers what are the inhibitions,

the disorganizing habits, and the hidden deficiencies

and obstructive tendencies in hita which keep him from

truly seeking God. We become aware acutely of unattained

possibilities due to our limited relationship to God.

43H. N. Wietoan, "Worship As Means to Successful
Living," The Methodist quarterly Review, 1927, p. 358.
A comment should be made concerning the use of the term
"order of Being" in referring to God. There are many
orders of being for Wieman, but God is that order of
Being which affects man for the greatest good. It is to
this order he is here referring. It is important to
note this use, in order to realize that it is different
from possible use Tillich makes of the term. For a dis¬
cussion between Wiesaan and Tillich over the term "being",
cf., H. R. Landon (ed.), Raiahold Niebuhr: A Prophetic
Voice in Our Time, pp. 46-7.
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This stage traditionally has been called the confession

of sin. By diagnosis man becomes aware of the deficiencies

in his relationship with God. This awareness in worship

is a true confession to God of our sin. The third stage

of worship is personal reconstruction. This stage is

the most difficult, for here the crucial work is done.

Often aan gets an emotional stir, a feeling of exaltation,

from the first two stages and stops short of the third

stage. ■■ hen this happens worship is incomplete and self-

defeating. The first two stages are preparatory to the

third. It is here that man develops the habitual atti¬

tudes and habitual organization which serves to mobilize

the total personality in adjustment to God, in order to

profit by all that God can give to man.

The method by which this reconstruction of
attitudes and habits is accomplished is somewhat
as follows. In the stage of diagnosis one dis¬
covers his peculiar and most fundamental defect
or need in the way of maladjusted habits of im¬
pulses. Then he forms as clear and definite e

concept as he can of what is required of him, in
the form of readjusted attitude or correct habit,
to enable the Environment to accomplish what is
desired. Then he states this required readjustment
of habits in words a& rehensive, accurate,
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concise, and forcible as possible. These words in
themselves alone do not constitute prayer; the
prayer is in that attitude of mind and body which
the words serve to engender and establish. The
words should be repeated many times in order to
assure the arousal and fixation of this attitude
which is the prayer.*4

In summary worship involves three things: exposing

oneself to God; finding out what is wrong with oneself

and establishing that personal attitude through which

one can receive the influence of God working in the

environment, which will correct the wrong which is in

one.

VIieman's application of the scientific method,

to these practical areas of religious living, is im¬

portant for several reasons. The fact that man must

attempt, in solving practical problems and in worship,

to open himself up to the transforming grace of God in¬

dicates that a complete detachment is not possible for

the adequate use of the scientific method presented by

*4H, N. v'ieman, "Worship as Means to Successful
Living," The Methodist Quarterly Review, 1927, p. 360.
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Wieman. In relating the scientific method to the act of

worship, i ieasan presents his stages of worship in rela¬

tion to the perspective of worship developed in the New
45

Testament and the traditions of the Christian Church.

In so doing, vieaan makes clear that his scientific

method, practically applied, must take into account the

perceptual events of the Christian tradition.

For l icman, the scientific method is used in¬

completely unless there is a faith-commitment. Gaining

knowledge of the God-man relationship is important, but

this knowledge is of limited value until man acts upon

it, by making an absolute faith-coiamit *ent to God. Since

l.ieman places the faith-commitment as the goal of the

scientific method, it is possible to question whether his

method is really scientific. From reman's perspective,

the true scientist does not gain knowledge for the sake

of gaining knowledge. The scientist seeks knowledge in

order to act upon it. The scientific method is used in

45
Cf., MPSL, p. 221 .
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gaining knowledge of the God-man relationship for the

purpose of acting upon this knowledge, an act which is

an absolute faith-coaaitaent to God. The knowledge

gained is important because it enables man to commit

himself to the true God and not to some figment of his

own distorted needs.

In order to understand more clearly the import¬

ance of the faith-comtuitment in the scientific method,

consideration will be given to the role of God in the

process of man's gaining knowledge. 'iieraan's original

presentation of the scientific method gives the impres¬

sion that God enables man to perceive ;he super-rational

possibilities in an experience, and then man functions

to gain knowledge from the experience. As V.'ieaan am¬

plifies his thought, however, the importance of the

faith-commitment becomes more obvious.

God is identified by Wieaan as Creativity, and

creativity produces the situation which is the founds-

46
tion of one's knowledge of God. God transcends man

46cf., H. N. Wieman, "Reply to HNv, p. 361ff.
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and his knowledge, but this does not imply that God is

not immanent in the situation. "To be transcendent means

to be beyond the reach of our specific knowledge, but not

beyond the reach of our knowledge that such a reality has

47
being." As creativity, God works in the creative events

of human life. Previously it appeared that man used the

scientific method independently of God's functioning, ex¬

cept for the initial "lure", and in so doing man served as

his own authority as to whether his statements were true or

false. Wieraan does not desire to belittle the responsibi¬

lity of man in the process of gaining knowledge, but he no®

makes clear that the ultimate deteriainant of truth and know¬

ledge is not the scientific method but the creative event

which generates the rational principles of the mind. God

is responsible for creating the mind, and, consequently,

God is responsible for the functioning of the mind, when

knowledge is gained. God is responsible not only for

creating the mind; as the creative event,

N. Wieman, "God Is More Than We Can Think,"
Christendom. 1936, p. 436.
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God is responsible for generating the structure of mat¬

ter in such a way that a situation in which God can be

revealed is produced.

The ultimate determination of truth and know¬

ledge is the creative event generating the rational
principles of the mind and the structures of aatter
in mutual determination of each other, Also this
progressive creation rears a culture vihich shapes
the reactions of the human body, the direction of
attentive consciousness, and the technology, so
that empirical findings will yield reliable know¬
ledge inductively established within this framework
of order shared in common by the mind and its ap¬

preciable world.

God is firmly in control of the situation. He

creates the environment in which the religious experience

can occur and creates he mind of man, in order that man

can have this experience and gain knowledge of what the

experience means for his life. ' ieman makes this same

point in another way by asserting that it is the divine

in our experience who works to enable man not only to

gain knowledge but to have this knowledge corrected.

The conclusion from all this can now be stated.
What is divine in our experience, what is holy,

43
3HG, p. 201.
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what should command our religious faith, is not
the knowledge we now have nor the vision derived
frora moral idealism or mystical experience. . .

On the contrary, what is divine in him and you and
me is that creativity which can widen and correct
our knowledge if we meet the required conditions. . .

our reason siust be applied relentlessly and persis¬
tently to every new pattern brought forth by creati¬
vity to learn where and how it should be applied to
the conduct of our lives.4®

Man still has the responsibility of carrying out the

scientific method. If man does not use his rational

facilities, then knowledge of God remains hidden for
60

his, but it is the grace of God which enables man to

execute properly the scientific method. If God does

not perform his creative and transfortaing function,

man cannot gain knowledge of God. Yet man must act

upon the knowledge of God. If this knowledge is to be

understood and used properly, man must commit himself to

God in faith. Faith is necessary or the scientific

method fails.

Faith, for Wiesan, is an absolute commitment on

49MGC, p. 150

cf., H. N. Pieman, "Can God Be Perceived?", Jour¬
nal of Religion, Vol. 23, p. 29.
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the part of man to that creative something in life who

saves man. This commitment should not be based on any¬

thing except the knowledge of God which one has gained
51

from his experience*. ,iaman in no way denies that

knowledge is necessary for faith. Ho asserts, rather,

that it is possible to have faith on the basis of a re¬

ligious experience; but that it is not possible to have

assurance that ana's faith la actually faith in the God

who saves without testing one's faith-claims - On© of

the limits of this type of faith is that without empiri¬

cs1ly supported knowledge, there are no principles by

which to test one's actions to see if they conform to
52

the demands of the faith-commitment. At the same time,

the faith-commitment is not faith in the knowledge it¬

self, it is faith in that saving Something which trans¬

cends the liaited human knowledge. The importance of

cf., H. N. ieman, "Empirical Religion: Answer
to Mr. Thomas", Journal of Religion, Vol. 20, p. 394.

52
This point is well considered in hi® many writ¬

ings on the value and limitation* of mysticism. For an
example, cf., H. N. Wteman, "The Problem of Mysticism,"
Mysticism and the Modern Mind.
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the knowledge is not that it enables one to have faith;

rather, it© importance is in its serving as a tool by

which man can test and correct his actions in order that

they conform more with the will of God, which God has

revealed and corrects in man's experiences.

The faith-commitment should not be based on be¬

liefs, ideals or ideas. When faith is based on any of

these factors, the factors tend to limit God and deny

to God his essential transcendence. Also beliefs, ideals

and ideas should not be used as primary guides for the

way in which the person lives in faith, because these

factors have not become tested knowledge and may well

hinder man in his attempt to live in relation to the

revealed will of God. God corrects man's knowledge, as

man continues to evaluate religious experiences by the

scientific method. There- are no testing provisions by

which man can understand that God has corrected beliefs,

ideals and ideas, since they are unrelated to empirical

knowledge. At the same time Wieiaan does not assert the

complete lack of value in religious beliefs. Beliefs
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have an important function, which is to serve as an in¬

tellectual tool for faith, never to serve as the founda¬

tion of faith.

Th-.. high function of religious belief nay be
listed as follows: (a) To guide our loyalty toward
what is truly most .--orthful for all human living,
(b) To enable us to organize our lives so that we
can give ourselves sore completely to it. ( ) To
guide our efforts so that they will be more efficient
in securing the values to be found in this way of
living. (d) To quicken our sensitivity to all fac¬
tors that art- involved in it. (* } To enable us to
communicate our loyalty to others. (f) To lead us
on to fuller comprehension of the supremely worth-
ful.^3

Methodologically faith becomes of essential im¬

portance. In faith man's life is transformed, and his

life is open to the increased possibility of God, work-

*rz-f in his life. In faith man is more open also to know¬

ledge being corrected and to an increase of knowledge.

It was pointed out that by developing a scientific at¬

titude man is transformed, because he becomes more

sensitive to particular data. The scope of the Initial

53N» R, p. 125.
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scientific attitude is expanded, when man makes the

absolute faith-coiamitment. It was stated previously

that God generates the initial insights of the religious

experience from which man gains knowledge. Since the

scientific, attitude has been expanded by the? faith-com-

aiitment, man is more attune to the working of God in

his immediate experiences, therefore, because of faith

man is in a better position to receive and respond to

the insights which God reveals. Although man in faith

is more attune to the insights which God reveals, it

reiaains necessary that reason be used to gain knowledge

which will serve as a source of understanding and a

direction for our actions. Thus, faith and reason are

both necessary for the proper usa of the scientific method

applied to the religious inquiry.

Faith in the sense of commitment to creativity
generates insight and insight is the material with
which reason works. In this sens® faith and reason

are necessary to one another and work together. But
Just as soon as either (or both) is interpreted and
practiced independently of the other, it becomes an
obstacle in the way of getting knowledge. Faith must
generate the insight, reason must discover what tho



insight truly signifies.

' ieraan's scientific method operates on four basic

assumptions: (1) That there is Something in experience

that saves man. (2) That the Something who saves in

one experience is the same Something, or at least in

some way related to it, who saves in mother experience.

(3) That this something can at lesjt in part be known.

(4) That man can make an absolute faith-commitment to

this Something. Kieiaan would say that these are in¬

sights which he gets from personal experience end his¬

tory, but that he knows that these insights are rela¬

tively true, because they have been tested by the

scientific method. It would be false to assume that

tinman's method is not scientific because he has these

underlying assumptions. The observer gives a theoreti¬

cal interpretation to his analysis by assuming, for

theoretical reasons, that the data under consideration

can be analyzed by the method employed. Sir Arthur

54MUC, p. 143.
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Bddington points out the importance of theory to the

scientist in gaining knowledge.

Observation is not sufficient. We do not be¬
lieve our eyes unless we are first convinced that
what they appear to tell us i« credible.

It is better to admit frankly that theory has,
and is entitled to have, su important share in de¬
termining belief.55

The same point is made by Wieman in a discussion of value.

We cannot search and cannot bring to light
unknown possibilities of value unless we believe
there are such possibilities to be sought and
found. If we do not give our devotion to unknown
possibilities, we cannot make those observations
and criticisms and experimental ventures which
are necessary to discover them.

Wieman frankly admits and asserts the necessity of

theory as the basis for method. He also asserts that it

is important for man to attempt to create the conditions

necessary for him to be convinced by the knowledge which

God makes possible through human experiences. Realising

S5A. Eddington, The Expanding Universe, p. 17.

56IL, p. 245. For a discussion of the relation of
a man's Weltanschauung to his method, cf., H. N. Wieman,
"Faith and Knowledge," Christendom, 1936, p. 765.
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that Wieman begins with these basic assumptions which

are scientific in spirit and method, let us attempt a

short summary of his method.

Operating with these assumptions, man has an ex¬

perience which interests him because he thinks it is an

experience of God. This interest is due to the grace

of God. On the basis of the scientific method, man at¬

tempts to gain knowledge of God revealed in the exper¬

ience. By diligently applying this method, man develops

a scientific attitude which makes him more attune to

further revealed data of God in other experiences. At

the same time as man becomes more attune, proper use

the testing process prevents him from reading into the

experiences things which are not there. In this way the

method is openended, because it keeps man open to the

possibility of increased revelation of God. Through

proper use of the scientific method man gains knowledge

and remains open to possible future revelations by God,

but the gaining of knowledge is not the goal of the method.

To complete the scientific method it is necessary for man
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to act upon the knowledge gained. Since the scientific

method is being applied to religious inquiry, the de¬

sired action is an absolute faith-commitment to God.

Having made the faith-commitmentf man's scientific at¬

titude is expanded in such a way that he becomes more

attune to the grace of God. Man now is more open to

God, open to increased revelation, increased empirical

knowledge, increased practical wisdom, and in -general open

to having his life continually transformed by God. God

now works in such a way that man's relative knowledge

can be corrected. The knowledge gained should never be¬

come an absolute, but it does afford man the assurance

that his faith commitment is to the true God and not to

some false ideal. It also affords man assurance for the

way in which he attempts to live from day to day, because

his total self has been transformed and he is open to

possible further transformations by God. The fact that

man, according to Pieman's method, is able to function

religiously because of God's action does not in any way

lessen the importance of reason and practical wisdom.
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Man mast test his theories to be sure that he has true

knowledge of God's revelation in the experience. Yet,

knowledge itself is not enough; it is necessary for man

to act upon this knowledge, action which is an absolute

faith-commitment. The most important reason why man

must use constantly his human faculties is that he may

be as certain as possible what are the practical demands

of God, and whether his human actions are fulfilling

these demands. Thus, reason and faith are essential and

interrelated, if man is to live the religious life.

Wieman's method is a method of religious inquiry for

living the religious life. His method is scientific

in spirit and scope, but it is not a completely detached

scientific method. Man must accept the responsibility,

through the grace of God, to gain knowledge from God's

revelations and on the basis of this knowledge to make

an absolute faith-commitment. For Wieraan, the most ade¬

quate way in which man can fulfil his responsibility in

the God-aan relationship is through using properly the

scientific method.
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Wieman asserts that his method affords a variety

of "fruits." The most important ones have been painted

to in our previous discussion, but it may be helpful

for us to restate the moat important implications. The

first fruit which the method affor is is the relationship

between faith and knowledge} even though it is relative

knowledge. Faith itself is not knowledge} it is total

or absolute commitment to God. Faith can be false and

very dangerous, when it is based on experiences which

have not been tested to show that they are true exper¬

iences of God. Faith can blind the person to his true

responsibility, when it is based on beliefs that uiay or

may not be true* The faith-commitment is of such great

importance, since it determines the way in which a man

will live, that it should not be made except on the basis

of knowledge. When man makes a filth-commitment other

than on empirically tested evidence, he does not accept

the responsibility of using his human capacities to their

fullest in his relationship to God. If man does not use

his full human capacities, the faith-commitment is false
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because it is not a commitment of the total self. It

should be re-asserted that knowledge is not identical
57

with faith. Man must make the faith-commitment beyond,

but baaed upon, the foundation of knowledge. Thus, it

is clear that Wieaan's method asserts that if faith is

to be an absolute commitment of the total self, it must

include the proper use of all the human capacities which

make up the total self.

Another implication of Wieiaan's method is that it

affords man the opportunity to assume the responsibility

for creating the conditions in which his life can ful¬

fil the will of God. On the basis of knowledge? gained,

man is able by inference to develop general principles

for guiding his religious living. Having these prin¬

ciples, man has the responsibility to create the condi¬

tions in which his actions can conform to these prin¬

ciples; but since they ore relative principles, his

5^It should be recalled that k'ieman admits that
faith can occur independently of tested knowledge, but
it is his contention that such faith is based on chance
and is not supported by any reasonable assurance.
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actions cannot be limited to past insights but must be

oriented also to possible future revelation. If man

does work to create these conditions, his life will dis¬

play an "open awareness" to God, which means that man

works, within the grace of God, to create the conditions

in which his life can be transformed in a saving manner

by God. We should be clear at this point; man does not

save himself. All that man does is to create, as best

he can, the conditions in which h® can be more responsive

to the working of God. Wieiaan*s re asoning that man does

not save himself is reviewed as follows: Man cannot

foresee the transformation which can occur in life;

therefore, man is not responsible for this transforma¬

tion. Granted that taan tries to create the conditions

in order that he may be more responsive to this transfor¬

mation, man does not know if, when, or how this trans¬

formation will occur. Since man cannot foresee or create

this transformation, a»an is not his own source of salva¬

tion. There is Something outside of man working in re¬

lation to man which creates this transformation.
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Whatever this Something is, is God. Therefore, God saves

man, not man himself.

The result of this "open awareness" to God, related

to the individual, can also be seen in the development

of society. If man comes to live by knowledge instead

of beliefs and possible error, the possibilities of his

individual and social life are much richer. On the basis

of knowledge gained, man will understand more of the

conditions which are required for the fuller development

of human life. He will not know all the required condi¬

tions, but he will at least have the relative security

that the conditions he is working for are the ' :«:>• r

conditions. As more men work with him in life, the

possibilities of a more fully developing social life,

within the will of God, are much greater. In this way,

mm accepts the social responsibility to work with God

in bringing about the Kingdom of God.

V hen this kind of interchange occurs, and truth
is shifted from errors by the scientific method,
there is no known limit to the expansion in range
and richness of what each may come to know, feel
and control in community with others, bringing good
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will and brotherhood. This kind of interchange is
the creative transformation of man by which human
personality in relation to society and history on
the one hand, and those in relation to the rest of
the universe on the other, can be brought into the
reciprocity yielding the greatest good human life
can ever attain.59

The last implication of Vieman * s method, to be

considered, is the relation of tradition and religious

beliefs to faith. ' ieiaan asserts that tradition is very

important in religion and all aspects of life, but its

value is lost when it becomes a limiting source of au¬

thority. The tradition is often used by men as an es¬

cape or bondage, which keeps them from developing greater

knowledge and appreciation of God. An Improper influence

of tradition can cause man to become sentimental instead

of critical in his religious life, and because of this

sentimentality he can be cut off from growth in relation

to God. Vieaan asserts that if his method is used proper¬

ly, it will free man from sentimentality and the bondage

5SH. N. Uleman, "Bernhardt'® Analysis of Religion:
Its Implication and Development," Iliff Review, 1954,
pp. 54-5.
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of tradition, without limiting the important value of

tradition.

As scientific method serves to save Christianity
from sentimentality, so also it may deliver religion
from the bondage of tradition. Tradition has its
rightful place in any religion. . .Tradition perverts
religion unless the critical mind is turned upon it;
and the critical mind is science. . .The great fight
of scientific method has always been against the
Inertia of tradition.

On the basis of tradition, man has been given religious

beliefs. These beliefs are of value to man, as long as

he tests them and they become knowledge for him. These

beliefs limit man in his total response to God when man

tries to live on the beliefs untested. An example of

such a traditional belief is that Jesus Christ revealed

the true way of life, a way of love. This teaching has

"come down to us through the transmitting medium of the

thought and life of many generations of men, and especial¬

ly through the medium of the thought of our own age."

The history of the Church offers a record of men who out

59R£SM, p. 62. 6QIbid.. p. 62.
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of untested belief have distorted this way of love. If

we accept a belief in this way of life which we receive

through the tradition without being critical, we run

the risk of being unfaithful to that life to which Jesus

called men. It is necessary to go to the tradition in
61

order to understand better what this way of life means.

At the same time, it is not enough to understand the

teachings of Jesus about this way of life. What is

necessary is for man to have the iiataediate experience

of this way of life, if Jesus Christ is to be meaning¬

ful in man's way of life. Wan must be able to go beyond

the traditional beliefs about Jesus Christ and his way

of life to the extent that he can assert, "No*,* I believe

not on thy saying but because I see and know for ray-

self.'62

Man often becomes prepleved and unsure in his re¬

ligious life when he tries to hold to b liefs which do

61cf., Ibid., p. Il2ff.
62

8BSM, p. 63.
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not conform or actually conflict with knowledge gained

from other sources. ' ieraan asserts that his method will

help overcome this problem, because man will come to

understand that beliefs are used properly as intellectual

tools in directing our life and finding greater knowledge

of God. As intellectual tools, the new insights gained

about our beliefs will not be upsetting but enriching.

This method enables us to treat our religious
beliefs as intellectual tools to guide our behavior
and direct our appreciative attention, but docs not
allow them to rise up and shut out the splendor of
the uncomprehende<l reality. Instead, we can criti¬
cize them and reconstruct them as we would criticize
and reconstruct any set of technological beliefs.
Then our sense of the infinite value and possible
meaning of life in God will not be disturb- -on-
fused, or slowly atrophied by criticism and change
of beliefs.^

In summary, it could be said that Wiaman,s scienti¬

fic method offers a dual benefit. Cn the one hand, it

affords man the opportunity of gaining knowledge of God

upon which to make his faith-commitment. The knowledge

is not the faith-commitment, but the knowledge affords

^h. N, Wieman, "God Is More Than We Can Think,"
Christendom, 1930, p. 437.



man the assurance that his faith is in an objective

reality and not in a possible illusion or mistaken under¬

standing. It also affords man an empirical method of

evaluating his actions to set if they (a) conform to the

principles gained in his knowledge of God, and (b) con¬

form to that by which man is coiamitted to live in his

faith-cosaiaitfaont. On the other hand, the method not only

affirms the immanence of God; it also affirms the transcend¬

ence of God. Han xcali.es that his knowledge of God is

limited and relative to the experiences he has had, to

the know ledge gained, and to his falth-cotauitawmt aa it

transforms his life. He realizes that there is tauch more

in his experiences than he is able to understand fully,

appreciate, and „oweiit hiiaself to. It is a/firmed that

God transcends our knowledge of every experience, just as

there is more in every experience than our knowledge as¬

serts or implies.

God is a transcendent being not in the sense
of being timeless and spaceless but in the sense
of doing vhat no human power can do. He is trans¬
cendent not in the sense of being unknowable but
in the sense of saving man frou the evil frota which
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man cannot deliver himself, and in the sense of
bringing human life to a good unattainable- by
human foresight, purpose and power.

By realizing the limits of hie knowledge and by oeing

more attuned to God through the development of the

"scientific attitude , man is in a position to respond

in a more positive manner to further revelations of God,

and so to grow within the grace of God. This increased

understanding of God's transcendence will aid man in wor¬

ship because man will be sure that he is worshipping a

reality while at the same time he will not feel confined

to worship his knowledge of this reality, but the fulness

of God which he can understand only partially. Thus, the

full value of this method is that it affords man knowledge

of God and potential growth of knowledge of God, while at

the same time it affords man a real understanding that

the God to whom he is committed in faith and worships

transcends his limited Knowledge. The purpose of Wieman's

^4H. N. Wieman, "keply to Ueigel," HNW, p. 362.
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aethod is to help man discover and commit himself to the

reality who saves man. This reality is God, and both

faith and reason are necessary for man to discover and

commit himself to God. Faith and reason, a shown in

Wieman'a scientific method, are both necessary for sal¬

vation. "The will of God is the unpredictable fullness

of value to be found in the creative synthesis of decisive

moments. The will of God so understood can be discovered

65
only when faith and intelligent action are combined.

General Metaphysical Position

In considering Vieman's doctrine of God, it will

be helpful to begin with his metaphysical position and

his evaluation of the role of metaphysics. It was point¬

ed out how vieman came under the influence of Whitehead

and others, even before Whitehead had developed the ful¬

ler implications of his metaphysical position. Even

though there were these different influences, Wiaraan had

65GR, p. 480.
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a distrust of metaphysics because of its speculative

tradition from the beginning of his theological writing.

In his earliest book he states that "metaphysics in the

sense of that reasoning which abjures experience and the

conclusions of scientific thought, is futile."66 Meta¬

physics must be metaphysicscf the universe, not that

which transcends the universe. Metaphysical knowledge

must be within the bounds of human knowledge, or it is

not knowledge at all. Here Wieman is rejecting any form

of speculation as providing metaphysical knowledge.

We believe metaphysical knowledge is quite
within the bounds of human attainment, providing
one does not mean by metaphysical the transcendental.
But all such knowledge must be attained through
the experimental operations of concrete human
living.67

Since man cannot know about a final beginning or final

fcnd of the universe, such questions are not within the

proper scope of metaphysical consideration. Revelation

in the traditional, super-natural form is rejected as

66RESM, p. 12. 67WRWT, p. 15.
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being a source of metaphysical knowledge. Here again he

is rejecting what he considers to be religious specula¬

tion.

Final outcomes, as well as ail original be¬
ginnings, are entirely beyond the scope of our know¬
ing. Anyone who claims to know by revelation or

ing himself and others.

In essence metaphysics is limited to the universe, and

metaphysical knowledge is limited to that which man can

know on the basis of human experience and the knowledge

scientifically gained from such experience.

from two perspectives! (1) the cosmologies1, and (2) the

contextual. These perspectives are different only in

respect of the way in which one metaphysically seeks an

answer to the problem posed. Wieman is seeking to deal

with the question of what saves man. From the cosmo-

loglcal perspective, he looks at the total universe and

seeks to find that force of value or good functioning

otherwise the ultimate

Wieman's metaphysical position can be considered

68SHG, p. 92.
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within the universe. Wieraon favoured the cosmologies1

perspective when he was dealing with the problem of

theism. Wieman's cosmology is an attempt to present

the character of the Universe as being given a value-

direction by its theistic force. He begins with man's

saving experiences, but on the basis of these experiences,

he develops implications regarding the theistic character

of the cosmos. In his contextual perspective, greater

emphasis is given to the analysis of human experience to

find that source of salvation, but he is no longer con¬

cerned to develop cosmological implications on the basis

of this analysis. Wieman is now interested with what

saves man within the context of his particular situation

and is less concerned to describe a theistic force of

value which gives direction to the character of the

universe. This contextual perspective began to develop

during the period when he was interested with religion

as a social affair. There is no implication that the

contextual source of salvation is different from the

cosmologies1 source, for his total metaphysical view
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contains both the cosraological and the contextual perspec¬

tives.

v ieman's metaphysical vies« presupposes the scien¬

tific view of an infinite universe, in the sense that it

is infinite because man cannot get outside of it. The

Universe is the basic nexus of events, containing an in¬

finity of events. If a being is an event, the universe

is the ground-of-being. As the primary event or the

ground-of-being, the character of the universe is neutral,

in the sense that th© universe does not shape the ulti¬

mate character or direction of the becoming events. By

asserting the universe to be neutral, Wiesum is making

clear that the universe is not God. The events in the

universe are in process, or one could say that the

events are process.

One can consider an event from two perspectives:

(1) structure, and (2) change. On the one hand, an

event has a structure. By structure he means that the

essential nature of the event is to be what the struc¬

ture demands. In other words, a table is a table. The
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table may change in the aging process, but its basic

structure continues. When the table ceases to exist

as a table, change continues but it then takes on an¬

other form. On the other hand is the fact that as a

process cvenls change. The structure of an event is to

be a process which changes; but even though there is

change, the basic structure is changeless. Thus, events

are processes which change, but the basic structure of

the event does not change.69
We not only find something changing but also

a law or order to which the process of change con¬
forms. This law of change can also be called the
structure or form of change. This structure or form
does not itself change, but it is present in any
process of change. . . Any existing thing can change
only if it continues to exist as the same thing
throughout the period of change. The moment it

69A realization of Vieaan's distinction between
structure and change is important for understanding his
position. It is on the basis of this distinction that he
asserts an event to be in process, while at the same time
being a process. Shortly consideration will be given to
God as the source of value, while at the same time being
the highest value. In making these dual assertions,
Wieman is not presenting a paradox, rather, he makes
these assertions based on his distinction between struc¬
ture and change.
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ceases to be the same thing, it is no longer chang¬
ing because it no longer exists. . .When the changes
cease to maintain the form, structure, or law of
change which is characteristic of the table, change
continues but it then takes on another form.''0

The events which make up the universe are in a constant

process, but the structure of the universe remains the

same. If the structure of the universe changed, the

universe would ceas© to bo. Thus, it is self-evident

that changeless structures are necessary in order for

there to be change.

The universe Is a universe only because through¬
out all its changes there is a constitutive struc¬
ture whereby we can call it a universe. . .because
we can speak of anything at all only in terms of
some structure. When all structures cease, mind
itself ceases and there is nothing.71

Events, being in process, include within their

structure possibilities for developing in process. As

events come together and form a nexus of events, a "con¬

junction" occurs. A conjunction is a new or more complex

event made up of strands of events. No ©vent or conjunc¬

tion can ever be repeated. Qualities, or values, are the

70MUC, p. 79. 71Ibid.. p. 81.
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things of which events ere made. In other words, quali¬

ties are the ontological reality of an event. The qua-

72
lities include the possibilities of an event. When a

conjunction occurs in such a way that the qualities of

th<s events included in the conjunction fulfil to a greater

degree their possibilities, while at the same time they

ar>} enriched through association with other events, there

is an increase of quality or value in the universe. When

this increase occurs on the human level, from the con¬

textual perspective, there is an increase of meaning, or

qualitative meaning. This occurrence is the creation of

meaning, and it is a process having a structure and

change. A conjunction that brings about such an increase

of value is good. When a conjunction results in the

liiaitation of the qualities and of the possibilities of

the events concerned, there is a decrease of quality in

the universe. When this happens on the human level, there

is a decrease of meaning. Such a decrease is evil.

?2cf., DH, p. 19; SHG, p. 303.
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This increase of quality, or value, is based on

a principle of organization. Those are unactualized events

which come together to form actualized events. This or¬

ganization must occur in such a way that the basic struc¬

ture of the- events is not changed, or the events will

cease to exist. Further, in order that there should be

an increase of value, this organization must occur in

such a way that the potential of the events is realized

in a mutually enriching process.

The value inherent in the universe depends on
how many diverse possibilities can be actuaHzed in
it without changing the basic principle of organi¬
zation. . .In other words, this basic principle is
the adjustment of the two states of being, the ac¬
tualized and unactualized, to one another In such
a manner that the second is possibility to the first
and the first is the established fact to which the
second must conform when in nrocess of actualiza¬
tion. . .It is apparent that all increase of value
must depend on this principle of organization.7^

The universe includes the events and their pos¬

sibility of value; but the universe, being neutral, does

73
H. N. wleman, "Value and the Individuals, Jour¬

nal of Religion. Vol. 25, pp. 23S-9.
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not determine whether there shall be an increase or de¬

crease of value, the events themselves cannot foresee

the developments to occur within a conjunction; there¬

fore, the events cannot be responsible for the develop¬

ments. s^incc everything that happens occurs because of

processes within the universe, there must be some process

ox processes which are responsible for this development,

within the universe there are processes towards decreased

value and a process towards increased value, or in other

words a process for good and processes for evil. Since

decreased value is a disintegration of value, the pro¬

cesses which cause these decreases are plural by defini¬

tion, because their structures are oriented to disunity.

The increase of value is an integrating process, in the

sense that it works for a unity of value. Being a pro¬

cess for a unity of value, the process of integrating

value must be one process. The process which works for

increased value can be metaphysically designated as

"God." From the perspective of structure, God is not

the value itself, but is the source of value.
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Functionally, God is the process of progressive inte¬

gration of value within the universe. Froia the perspec-

74
tivc of function, God is the highest value. He is

part of the cosmic whole, but God is not the universe.

As the integrating process of highest value, God must

work with the events which are given. All possibilities

are limited to the possibilities inherent in the events;

God is so limited. Discussing God as the "creative

event," Wieman makes this point concerning God's natural

limitations:

. . .there is an order which is coercive, de¬
terminate, and antecedent to all that man may do or
seek or know, setting limits to knowledge, to truth,
and to all that may happen. It is the order of the
existing world as created to date, plus the order
of creative energy as it operates in the world,
plus the range of relevant possibilities as deter¬
mined by this structure of creative energy and the
world with which it must work. The creative event
cannot transform the world in any other than what is
conformant to its own nature.75

74
Confer footnote 69, this chapter.

755HG, pp. 195-6.
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Just as God participates in the events of the

universe, man also participates in the events of his own

life, thus, man and God participate in the same events.

God reveals himself to man in these events in such a

way that, if man uses his human capacities, he can under¬

stand what conditions axe required in order that God should

briny about the increase of value. God reveals to man

what the conditions are, and man has the responsibility

to dedicate himself to God by living in such a way as to

create the conditions in which God can save hisa. God

cannot transform the world or man in any way other than

that which is conformant to the nature of the events in¬

volved in the situation. The responsibility of man is

to discover under what conditions ther is an increase

in value through conjunctions, 3nd then to structure the

conditions of conjunctions in order that there will be

an increase of value in the universe. In nor® theolo¬

gical terms, the task of man is to understand what are

the conditions under which God can transform his life

and then to dedicate his life to God, in order that God
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can save hiia. In essence, according to Wieman's meta¬

physics, God is that process or function within the

universe which is the source of highest value from the

cosmoloyical perspective, or, from the contextual per¬

spective, the source ol salvation for man. Metaphysical¬

ly, it is God who increases value or saves the world.

It is helpful to consider wieman s metaphysical

position as a theory of value. He does not claim his

theory of value to be the only valid theory, but he

does consider it to be the most adequate.

Any theory of value is true if it identifies
values with some one or more of the elements which
we find are always present whenever we choose be¬
tween alternatives. Any theory that does this is
true, at least if special epistemological and
metaphysical speculations ore not brought into
question. There are different ways of taking hold
of the same realityi but, though equally true, they
are not equally useful. It is not enough to take
hold. We want an interpretation of value that
will not only identify value but will also enable
us to do something with it.7^

wieman presents a contextual interpretation of value

from his naturalistic perspective. Value is identified

76Ibid., p. 3.
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with a total, complex situation, ordered so as to carry

and to manifest what is generally designated as "value."

. . .it is a total complex situation, includ¬
ing whatever must be taken into consideration by
practical operations which determine choice so
that predictable outcomes can be known and approved.
The context thus understood does not include the
whole universe, since most of the universe can be
ignored in making choices yielding outcomes which
can be predicted and approved. In fact, one never
could make such choices if he tried to deal with
the whole universe.7?

For Wieman, the total, complex situation is created by

the creative event working through less complex situations

to create the more complex. He insists that in this pro¬

cess of creation nothing has causal efficacy except ma¬

terial events.

. . .by "material" we mean not merely pellets
of inanimate matter but also events that include
the biological, social, and historical forms of
existence. These, however, never cease to be
material. Nothing has value except material events,
thus understood, and their possibilities.

In developing this view, wieman asserts that he stands

within the Jewish-Christian tradition which "gives

77lbid.. p. 5. 76lbid., p. 8.
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supreme authority to the creative event", but h© ig¬

nores, because of his naturalistic position, "the

transcendental affirmation in the Jevirish Christian tradi¬

tion of a creative God who not only works in history but

resides beyond history.' 79 The only God Wieraan recog¬

nizes is the creative event itself. Value occurs In

the becoming of complex events. God is the creative

source of this becoming, therefore, God is the source

of value.

.vieman considers how one determines what is good

or of value. On the basis of his evaluation of the human

situation, he asserts that goods can and do occur in

situations in which they are not good, consequently,

"something over and above their bare existence must
OA

pertain to them to make the® truly good." In taking

the view that what is good in one situation ?aay be evil

in another, Vieaaan is not rejecting the importance of

history for his theory of value.
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Analysis of the actual facts will reveal that
this alleged tolerance and provision for justice
in allowing each individual to decide what is good
and what is evil for him is, in truth, diabolical.
One age cannot be separated from another, nor can
one people or culture. The hope of man lies in
cumulative development through history; and human
good can be increased only by progressive accumula¬
tion of good through a sequence of generations. If
one age must tear down what previous ages have built,
to achieve the good peculiar to itself, and if the
present must rear a good for its If that becomes an
evil for a lat r period, then the past can no longer
provide building-stones for the present, and history
becomes an evil and not a resource.8*

Wleman is not taking a completely relative position by

pointing to the fact that the good in one situation may

be evil in another. He asserts that "it is imperative

to discover and make clear that principle which distin¬

guishes good and evil for each and for all in every age

and situation." This guiding principle, which for

vieman is not relative, is an understanding of qualita¬

tive meaning and its source. "Qualitative meaning is

that connection between events whereby present happen¬

ings enable m to feel not only the quality intrinsio

81Ibid., p. 11.
1

82Ibid., p. 11.
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to the events now occurring but also the qualities of
83

many other events that are related to them." Quali¬

tative meaning alone cannot serve as the guiding prin¬

ciple because it "becomes unreliable the moment it usurps

the greater good of which it is merely the product and

for which it must function as a servant."84 That which

is the source of true qualitative meaning is the crea¬

tive event. God is the creative event. It is necessary

to discover whether the creative event has made possible

the qualitative meaning. In order to live a life of

value, man must not commit himself to particular created

goods but to the source of these goods, which is God,

the creative event. Wieaian's theory of value is tied

to an adequate understanding of, and commitment to, God

as the source of value.

a*

aHG, p. 18. His theory of value, being related
to the connection of events, will receive further consi¬
deration in the section on Wieaan's Doctrine of God. Wie-
taan's theory of value is developed in that section for the
purpose of our using his theory of value as illustrations
in the development of his doctrine of God.

843HG, p. 24.
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Wieman's theory of value is related directly to

his scientific method. Man has an experience in which

God reveals to him the possibility of qualitative mean¬

ing. Man must not commit himself to what may be quali¬

tative meaning, but he must gain knowledge frota the ex¬

perience which will enable him to understand whether the

creative event is the source of this value. With this

understanding, man must then commit himself to God as

the source of value.

This metaphysical sketch includes both the cos¬

mologies 1 and contextual perspective. God is the source

of increased value for all events in the universe, cos-

mologically. From the contextual perspective, God is

the source of highest value in human life. The highest

value for man is the increase of meaning in such a way

that his personality is fulfilled to as great a degree

as possible in relation to other fulfilled personalities.

Man cannot himself bring about this increase of value.

This increase of highest value, in theological terms, is

salvation; it is the development of the Kingdom of God.
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From the contextual view, V.iesaan pointedly asserts that

man_is dependent upon God for his salvation, granted

that man has certain God-given responsibilities in this

process.

This shift from the coemological to the contextual

has become sore pronounced in i.ieraan's aore recent writ¬

ings. His theological emphasis has come to centre al¬

most entirely on the God-nan relationship, making all

other issues peripheral to it.

I have eorae to concentrate more and more on man

in relation to God and less and less on subhuman,
metaphysical and cosmic questions that may be peri¬
pheral to this central problem.8^

If we allow the cosmic process to take priority
in our concern, giving it priority over creative
interchange at the human level, the cosmic process
will itself fade into superstitious beliefs because
we can know about these subhuman levels and work
with them only by way of that creative interchange
at the human level which creates our minds, expands
our knowledge and appreciation, restores the indivi¬
dual to wholeness who is at war with himself, and
resolves social conflicts by creating integration

8%i. N. kieaan, "The Structure of the Divine Crea¬
tivity An Exchange of Views", Iliff Review, 1954, p. 41.
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of perspectives across the barrier of conflicting
views between East and West, white and black, rich
and poor, parent and child, husband and wife, and
on through the destructive conflicts that threaten
our existence.®^

As we now turn to a consideration of how Wieman's doctrine

of God develops within the context of his changing theolo¬

gical interest, let us keep two points in mind; (1) his

shift of emphasis from tne cosmologies 1 to the contex¬

tual perspective, and (2) the fact that Clemen's meta¬

physical position includes a theory of value which as¬

serts God and not man to be the creative source of value.

Doctrine of God

wieman is trying to present God intelligently to

a man-centred age. In order to do this, he feels that

he must present God in such a way that man does not

angage in the useless discussion whether God exists.

God is presented as the saving function of the universe

N. Wieman, "Critical Comments to Unitarian
Study Commission on Theology", unpublished 1962, p. 3.
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immanent in man's existential situation. Fros> one per¬

spective, wieman seems to be asserting that man should

relate himself to this function in order to gain bene¬

fits. kiemsn realizes this utilitarian implication of

his writing, and asserts that this is not the basic

reason why one should centre one's life on God.

In so writing I have seemed to represent God
as a utility to provide moral dynamic. I have done
it with shame and writhing. God should be loved
because he is the source and substance of all great
love, and for no other reason. To love God for the
sake of getting a moral dynamic is even worse than
making your child a device for providing you with
moral zeal. But I have written this way because I
do not know how to present theocentric religion to
a man centered age with any hope of understanding,
except in some way as this.8^

As pointed out before, the theistic problem of

the 1920*s was dominated by the question of proving the

existence of God. Wieman asserts" "Never in any of

my writing have 1 tried to prove the existence of God,

except by 'definition', which means to state the problem
BBin such a way as to lift it out of the arena of debate."

a^IXAG, pp. 206-7. 8sIbid., p. 284.
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Nothing about God is kno«n priori. everything one

coaes to know about God, one discovers on the basis of

one's human experience and by following a proper ration¬

al method. It should be stated that when one says that

one knows that God exists, one's claim is just as prob¬

able as claiming that the objective world exists.

All knowledge of existing things is probable
only. . .when I say that we can have assured know¬
ledge that God exists, I mean that we can know it
with as much certainty as we can know that an ob- ,

89
jective world exists or that other persons exist.

Many who were attempting to prove the existence

of God, attempted to do so by a line of reasoning which

moved from the natural to the supernatural, or from the

supernatural to the natural. ieiaan limits his consi¬

deration to the natural universe. If salvation occurs,

the cause of this salvation is a natural process, which

by definition is God. Different examples of reasoning

will be presented later, which are used by Pieman, to

support and explain his proof by definition. This

89
H. N. ieuan, "Faith and Knowledge'1, Christendom

1936, p. 762.
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reasoning operates on the traditional pattern that if A

exists, B must also exist. It also takes into account a

naturalistic view: of cause and effect. Wieman asserts

that if one accepts his basic premises, then by definition

God exists. For those who accept Wieman's definition, it

is true to say that the theistic problem is lifted out of

the arena of debate. Wiemon's attempt did not solve the

problem for the majority in the theological world, who

from a supernatural perspective rejected his definition

and basic presais s.

Let us try to follow Vieman*3 reasoning by defini¬

tion that God exists and his descriptive-functional doc¬

trine of God. His doctrine of God rests on the premise

that there is a function within the universe which saves

man. If we begin with this premise, the only way in

which we can talk about God is functionally. In order to

understand Vieaan's doctrine of God, we shall consider

the major terms which he develops to describe this

functional God.

In his earlier writings, Lieaan starts off by



saying that all nu.aan experiences are of objects. Man

has an experience which he calls religious. By defini¬

tion, God must be the object of that experience, there¬

fore, God is an object which exists. It is the nature

of everything that exists to interact with other things.

A being which does not interact with other beings does

not exist. In scientific language, one could say that

there are no closed systems in the universe. since God

is an object which exists, God must interact with other

objects. ..hen God interacts within human experience,

man is able to know God through this interaction. If

God did not interact in human experience, man could not

know God. I iernan is saying that God can be known only

as God functions in relation to man. All activity is

temporal. All objects are a process having a structure.

The process of change, by definition, includes possibi¬

lities. All possibitities which become actualized must

have a cause. Since it is the nature or a process in

change that some of its possibilities become actualized,

in order that the process continue to exist, some of the
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possibilities of the God-process must be being actualized.

God's possibilities are being actualized in part, at

least, in the human religious experience. Since man can¬

not foresee the possibilities in the religious experience,

man cannot be the cause, therefore, God is the cause of

the actualization of his possibilities. Therefore, God

is the temporal process having a structure which meets

man in his religious experiences.

It is not enough just to say that God exists» it

is necessary to specify the distinguishing characteris¬

tics of God.

When the word "God"is used without specifying
the distinguishing characteristics of the being
referred to, the word becomes a device concealing
from others and from ourselves the true character
of the faith which motivates our lives.

For the word "God" to be used properly, it must refer to

the religious problem of salvation. Thus the word "God",

by definition, refers to that which saves man as he can¬

not save himself; it must not refer to the infinite.

90IFOF, p. 47.
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omnipotent and perfect, but actually to that which saves

91
man in human experiences. Wieraan uses a variety of

terms to establish the distinguishing characteristics of

God, In his earlier writings these terms are more gene¬

ral, and as time passes his terms become more pointed.

His basic doctrine of God does not change appreciably>

but it does become more explicit. The only major shift

in his doctrine of God is the shift from a cosaological

perspective to a contextualist.

Kieraan begins by saying that God is that process

in the universe which is Supreme Value. By the term

"Supreme Value", he means that God is that Something

upon which man is most dependent for his security, wel¬

fare and increasing abundance. God may be much more than

this, but God is this by definition. This line of rea¬

soning can be stated in another way. Man knows there is

better and worse. If there is a better, then there must

logically b® a Best. God is the Best, therefore, man

91cf., Ibid., p. 21.
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kno% that God exists.

Sine® I know there is better and worse, I know
there is the Best; for the best is the inevitable
implication of the reality of better and worse.
When I say "God", I mean the best there is. There-^
fore I know God is.

Vieman realized he had given a minimum definition

of God, and that he had not distinguished really the

characteristics of God. By asserting God to be that

function which increases man's abundance, he is saying

that God in effect is the true source of man's enjoyment.

Making God the source of enjoyment could be a form of

hedonism, and Wieman realizes this. Because his God is

not hedonistic, Wieman in further writings goes on to

develop what he means by God as process.

H. N. Wieman, 'The Absolute Commitment of Faith",
Christendom, 1937, p. 204. Reasoning from the better to
the best is similar to the traditional reasoning from the
good to the greatest good. The difference in these two
approaches is due to Wieman's process frame of reference.
In the traditional line of reasoning, the good was a
pattern of the highest good, but the occurrence of the
good was not due necessarily to the functioning of the
highest good. For Wieman, the better is due to the func¬
tioning of some source, which he calls the Best or God.
The better is not a pattern of the Best but is directly
related to the Best as the source of its becoming.
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In the Method of Private Religious Living, he de¬

velops the view of God as the "integrating process" at

work in the universe. This integrating process works

in the universe whether man knows of it or not; but

when man does know of this process, he knows of it on

the basis of human experience. To get away from any

tint of hedonism, it is necessary to establish what this

process means to human existence.

When we speak of the integrating process at
the level of human society we mean the process by
which (1) we are Biade increasingly interdependent
and (2) our behavior is so changed as to make us
more cooperative and mutually helpful one to the
other. This - :ess goes on whether we will or
no. It is more than human In the sense that it
goes on independently of human purpose.93

The terra "mutuality" becomes the key for under¬

standing the distinctive nature of God. This process

carries in its existence and in its possibilities the

patterns which make possible the most rich and complete

mutuality there can ever be. It is the nature of

93MFRL, pp. 51-2.
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God that he functions In the universe, and for Wieaan's

concern especially in relation to man, in such a way as

to bring about the greatest degree of mutuality possible.

It is man's responsibility to open himself to God's

functioning in order that this mutuality can occur. Mu¬

tuality occurs when man is being integrated with hims If,

his fellow humans, with God andi the total universe to

the greatest degree possible. This is salvations it is

the good; it is the highest value; it is God—God work¬

ing.

At the level of human personality and society,
this distinguishing pattern of God is that of pro-
noting mutuality. . .God is this, his absolute na¬
ture, is a total system of patterns constituting
supreme good, partially in this world as a process,
but extending far beyond this world to include the
highest possibilities oi glory and blessedness that
may ever visit this universe at any time throughout
the entire span of its existence; and including,
furthermore, whatsoever higher possibilities there
may be which change may prevent from entry into our
world at any time. . .when the patterns are embodied
in a process, as they always are when in our world,
they operate with power, over and above conscious
intent of man, to promote the good.

94ITAG, p. 14,
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Wieaan next develops the concept of God as the

"order of greatest value.11 This concept of God expresses

in another way the same theme of God as the integrating

process, but there are certafa additions. The first ad¬

dition comes in a clearer emphasis on the otherness of

God.

. . .the first requirement of which is to re¬
cognise that this order of greatest value is some¬
thing quite alien and even terrible to the "natural
uian," because we are in great part shaped and do¬
minated by the ancient order of exclusive goods,
exclusive views, and orders which are alien and
hostile to one another: one is the ancient order
of all animal life, and the other is the order of
that new way of life which communication imposes.^

The second addition comes in his emphasis on the unique¬

ness and importance of communication. It is through the

use of language that man can come to understand himself,

his fellowman, and the functioning of God. Language is

the tool which makes possible the integrating process;

for as language is properly used, the integrating pro¬

cess occurs. Thus for Wieman, the order of greatest

95IL, p. 172.
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value in synonymous with the order of communication.

To use our own language, this order of greatest
value is the order of communication. It is that
order in which and through which men can achieve a
cosuaunical vision and a united good in which each
individual finds in all his living the meaning and
the value of the whole march of life.96

Another way in which to speak of this order of greatest

value, integrating process, or order of communication is

to call it the order of community, fchen man relates him¬

self positively and constructively to this ordering of

God, an order of community develops. By the order of

greatest value, man's life is transformed and integrated

in such a way that a true order of community is possible.

Theologically this order of coiasaunity could be called the

Kingdom of God as it is being created on earth.

In Normative Psychology of Reliqion. written with

his wife, foieaan develops his thought on "the principle

of value." This principle is a further attempt to ex¬

plain the integrating process as it functions on the
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level of human existence. By this time ivleman is giving

less and less emphasis to a costaological view of God and

is more concerned to analyze contextual human experiences

to see how God really saves. Although this shift to a

contextual emphasis is taking place, he continues to rely

on descriptive terms for God which were developed fro i

the cosaological perspective. "The principle of velue

which wc propose is this: Value is that connection between

enjoyable activities by which they support one another,

enhance one another 3nd, at a higher level, meat: or <n~

97
other. Wieman continues to use the term "enjoyment" in

relation to value, but he is careful to qualify the re¬

lation of enjoyment to value in order not to be accused

of hedonism.

Thus the doctrine of value we are here present¬
ing is not a hedonism which identifies value with
any sort of enjoyment. It does not represent in¬
crease of value ss an additive sum of disconnected
enjoyraent. Rather it represents valu as that con¬
nection between activities, which makes them enjoyable

97NFR, p. 46.
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by reason of thair mutual support, mutual enhancement
and mutual meaning,98

The term "connection" becomes the key concept in

the principle of value. Value does not lie in the events

themselves, but in the connection of these events. There¬

fore, increase of value does not occur by an increase of

events; rather, it occurs by an increase of the functional

connection between these events. The principle of value

also requires "meaning." Meaning "is the added factor of

human appreciation and us© of this mutual support."99
V»hen man gains meaning from the connections, value occurs

in such a way that there is "growth" of value. This

growth of value should not be confused with universal

progress; it only means that, within the scope of the

conditions under consideration, there is an increase of

value. Since growth of value includes the connections

and the meaning, growth means more than what is or might

be; growth itself is a process which increases what is,

96NPR, p. 48. "ibid., p. 48.
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in order that it cay approximate to what raight be. This

process of growth is the supreme value; it is the sover¬

eign God.* ^ The structure of the process gives the

conditions by which functioning makes meaning possible.

Thus, the structure and function make possible and are

the growth of meaning in the world.

Vhat, then, is supreme value? It is growth of
meaning in the world. This is the supreme value for
the following reasons: 1. In it the greatest value
that can ever be experienced at any time is always
to be found. 2. It carries the highest possibi¬
lities of value, possibilities reaching far beyond
the specific meanings we now know. 3. All ir =e
of value is found in it. 4. The best conceivable
world can be approximated in existence to some de¬
gree through this growth, and in no other way.101

In the Growth of Religion, ieman continues to de¬

velop the concept of growth. There are two types of

growth. One is competitive and the other is connective.

Competitive growth is oriented from the perspective of

the individual and leads to limited growth. The con¬

nective type transcends the individual and joins it

100cf., Ibid., p. 529. 10iNIg, p. 51; cf., GR,
p. 353.
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constructiveiy to others in order that unlimited growth

can occur. The second type of grov.th is that of God.

This growth is "creative synthesis,' in th© sense that

it is the union of diverse elements in such a way that

a new relation transforms them into a ./hole which is

very different from the suai of the original factors.

Growth is the formation of bonds of mutual
support and mutual control and mutual facilitation
between diverse activities. Mutual control oeans

that the activities in this new union are so re¬

lated thax each operates to sustain the new unity
or system. . .Growth is the progressive formation^ ^

of "internal relations" between diverse alenen-.3.' j2

This growth is the work of love, /there love means "th»3

formation of bonds between diverse individuals whereby

each ..orks to conserve the system as a whole, and the

whole '.works to conserve the parts in relation to one

another which constixutes the system."since God

is this unlimited connective growth of meaning which is

the work of love, God is love.1^4 The term "purpose"

102GR, p. 326. 103lbid., p. 327.

identifying God with love, Wieman does
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could be used instead of growth, in the sense of the pur¬

pose directly involved in the generating and promoting

of this growth of organic connections. This purpose or

growth could be called also the "will of God." "The

will of God is the unpredictable fullness of value to

be found in the creative synthesis of decisive Moments."*®5

God's will, structurely, is unlimited possibility of

growth. God's will functioningly is the greatest de¬

gree of growth possible in the given situation. On the

basis of structure and function, God wills growth and

is growth.1®6

Up to this point Wieman's doctrine of God has been

moving from his cosmological perspective to his conte>-

107
tualist. Our consideration so far takes him into the

104
not mean to limit God to the human perspective

of personal love. More detailed consideration of the re¬
lationship of God and personality will occur later.

105GR, p. 480.

i06This is another illustration of Wieman's dis¬
tinction between structure and function.

107It is not our purpose to discuss in detail
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late 1930*8. At some time during this period, especially

under the influence of the increasing international ten¬

sion, both politically and economically, his theological

orientation develops a more social emphasis.103 Wicraan

comes to the realization that man must at this point in

history choose a may of life which is devoted to God,

the promoter and sustainer of highest value. He also

realizes that, if man is going to be able to make this

decision, he must take seriously into account the heri-
109

tage of his religious tradition. Just as the world

is about to go full speed into the second great war,

Wieaan presents his book, Now We Must Choose. Here he

continues his discussion of God as the greatest value,

but he also gives greater emphasis to the necessity for

107
kiesaan's contextual philosophy. For such a

discussion, cf., 3. C. Pepper, "Wiesan's Contextual Meta¬
physical, HNW, p. 142-55.

108
This shift is pointed to by Reinhold Niebuhr;

cf., Reinhold Niebuhr: His Religious, Socialt and Poli¬
tical Thought, p. 448.

109
cf., Footnotes 18 through 24, this chapter.
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man to understand how God saves and the necessity for

man to commit his life to God,

Wieman now defines God as "creativity", but this

creativity is not to be understood basically from the

cosmological perspective. He is now fully in his con¬

textual period, and God is to be identified only with

that within the universe which is creative of human per-

110
sonality and its highest fulfilment, Wieman is not

rejecting completely the importance of cosmological meta¬

physics; rather, he is saying that the immediate demands

of life are so crucial that we no longer have time to

emphasize those other metaphysical concerns. This em¬

phasis upon the human situation leads Wieman to develop

more explicit criteria of better and worse.

The general criteria of better and worse may
be stated thus: (1) One order (value) or one thing
(value-carrier) is better than another if it better
serves to remove obstructions to th» freest, ful¬
lest, and most honest self-expression of one in¬
dividual to another, because such mutual interpre¬
tation of valuings widens and vivifies the appreciable

il0cf., NWMC, pp. 66-7
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world of each and for each. (2) One order (value)
or one thing (value-carrier) is better than another
if it better serves to provide conditions which pro¬
mote the freest, fullest, and most honest mutual
self-expression between all participants whose
valuing® involve one another. Of course this free¬
dom and fullness of self-expression must be within
the limits of appropriateness as determined bj^jhe
nature of the situation and the participants.

wieznan now asserts that this ordering of the better gives

one more than growth of meaning; it now gives one growth

of ''qualitative meaning" over against possible pragmatic

growth of meaning. Growth of qualitative meaning occurs

within a context, it requires contextual conditions be¬

fore it can occur. The contextual possibilities are

given by God in his structures. Man must do his part to

create the contextual conditions in order that God can

make possible the growth of qualitative meaning. God

as creativity is the contextual structure and the contex¬

tual function which causes and is the growth of qualita¬

tive meaning, if man will but provide the contextual

*•11 lb id.. p. 111-2.
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conditions necessary for such workings of God.

V ioraan continues his contextual emphasis by try¬

ing to make a clearer distinction between the good or

goods of human life and the source of human good, which

is God. It is asserted that human good can be increased

only by progressive accumulation of good through a se¬

quence of generations, but this good cannot accumulate

so long as man seeks the created goods of life. It is

necessary that man seek, understand, and commit himself

to some general principle of goodness in order that the

unique goodness of each situation can occur. Man must

seek and promote that kind of transformation which is

the source of qualitative meaning, not seeking the quali¬

tative meaning as an end. What man must seek and commit

himself to is the source of qualitative meaning, the

creative event.

The guiding thr©ad--the thread that guides in¬
fallibly because it does not break and fail in the
midst of great disasters, frustrations, and destruc¬
tive conflicts--is not qualitative meaning, but it
is what produces qualitative meaning. Therefore, we
can find it best by tracing qualitative meaning to
its source. This source, this genesis of qualitative
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meaning, we shall call the "creative event.". . .

This creative event always yields the best possible
in each situation, no matter how frustrative and per¬
plexing the situation In other respects may be, pro¬
vided that we make this creative event our primary
concern, and succeed in setting up the conditions
it demands in order to occur. . .Man can do much to

provide the conditions releasing the full creative
power of this event, including the self-giving of
his own person to be transformed by it and to serve
it above all. . .But he cannot himself do the work
of the creative event.112

It is not enough that man should seek the good or

vaLue in human life, because his untransforsed apprehen¬

sion of value is unreliable. His apprehension is un¬

reliable in three ways: (1) His range of human appre¬

ciation is limited. (2) Man's apprehension of good and

evil is distorted always, if not perverted, because of

the domination of self-concern. (3) Because man is in¬

secure, he always resists change in the structure of ap-
11 «

preciative consciousness. These three characteristics

affirm the fact that man cannot save himself. The only

way in which man can be saved is by seeking and committing

112SHG, pp. 20-1. 113cf., Ibid., pp. 27-3.
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himself to another guide which will direct his sense of

appreciation of value--a guide that will transform hia

appreciation. This guide is God, the creative event.

Han cannot use the creative event to shape the value of

the world to his unreliable heart's desire, because the

creative event itself transforms the heart's desire so

that man seeks and wants something different from what

he desired in the beginning.

The creative event, God, is called also'the

creative good." ieraan asserts that the creative good

is the absolute good. By absolute he does not mean that

this good is out of relation to the goods of life; rather,

it is the character of goodness or the source of good¬

ness, the goodness which occurs in human life.

When we speak of "absolute good" we shall mean,
first of all, what is good under all conditions and
clr cutesta rices. It is a good that is not rcUtlvv to
time or place or person or race or class or need or
ho;e or desire or belief. . .A second mark of abso¬
lute good is that its demands are unlimited. . .

Creative good is absolute in this for there is no
amount of created good opposed to it which can di¬
minish the claim that it makes upon me. . .It is
unlimited in its demands because it is infinite in
value. Its worth is incommensurable by an finite
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quantity of created good. . .Fourth, absolute good
is unqualified good. There must be no perspective
from which its goodness can be modified in any way.*3"*

The creative, absolute good is th' sovereign God,

who is the source of salvation for man and is the salva¬

tion for man. V/e recall that V'ietaan has been careful

always to make the distinction between the structure of

an event and the process or function of the event in

reality. He makes this same distinction in discussing

God as the creative event. "Creativity* and 'the crea¬

tive event" cannot be separated, but the two terms carry

an important distinction in understanding the fulness of

his doctrine of God. The sovereign God is creativity,

in the sense that God is the character, structure, or

form which enables the events of human life to be crea¬

tive. If Goo were not this structure of creativity, the

reality of the creative event could never occur, and man

could not be saved. Creativity is changeless, and be¬

cause it has this structure, the creative event can

ll4Ibid., pp. 79-80.
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change and meet the relative conditions of human life in

order to save man constantly.

The creative event is, therefor , changeless
in respect to that structure whereby we call it
"creative", even though the concrete wholeness of
the event is always changing. It is unitary by
reason of that self-identical structure, even
though an infinite multiplicity of events dis¬
plays this unifying character. Unity rid multi¬
plicity do not exclude each other. Unity, like
changelessness, pertains to the abstract character
of the event, while multiplicity and change per¬
tain to the concretsness of it.

Wisaan is trying to assert that God is transcen¬

dent (creativity) and immanent (the creative event).

Creativity is an abstraction which man infers because

of the knowledge he has concerning the immanence of God.

The creative event is not an abstraction; it is the con¬

crete reality in human experiences which saves man. Wi«-

man asserts that this concrete reality is both "matter"

and "spirit."

The creative event is material if by "matter"
is meant a form of energy which determines the
very structure of time and space, together will

115Ibid., p. 299.
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ill else that easts or is possible. The creative
event is spirit if by "spirit" is taeant (1) the
continuous creator of ideals, aspiration, and
value; (2) the supreme manifestation of freedom;
(3) the source and sustainer of human freedom.5

Ivietnan asserts that it is the sovereign God working

at the level of human, inter-personal relations that

saves man. God as creativity gives a changeless struc¬

ture to these inter-personal events in order that the

possibility of creativity can be realized. God as the

creative event is the actualized reality of this pos¬

sibility as it occurs in the event, transforming human

understanding and appreciation, and thus, saving man.

Man does have an important role in the creative event.

It is the responsibility of man to open himself up by

dedication to the source of good, in order that he can

be saved. Practically speaking, man carries out this

dedication by creating the attitude or conditions which

are necessary for his life to be transformed continually,

making it possible for the creative event to occur in

116Ibid., p. 300.
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each changing situation.

Man's dedication to God is more than an intellec¬

tual process. Wieaan realizes that man's intellectual

formulations about the concrete reality of God are very

limited; and be?cause of these limitations, nan must be

sure that he dedicates himself to God and not to his

uteagre intellectual formulations about God.

t.e have identified God with the creative event,
but this requires some qualification. Any intellec¬
tual formulation about a concrete reality is never
more than a meager, sketchy abstraction pertain¬
ing to it. . .God, according to this interpretation,
is immediately accessible to human living and human
feeling in all the fullness of his concrete reality.
He is not immediately accessible to the intellectual
formulations of the human mind, but, for that matter,
neither is any other concretely existing reality. . .

Truth about God is a structure of possibility which
the human mind can formulate and use to guide those
events called "human beings" in their meaningful re¬
lations to that kind of event called "God."^ 7

In his most recent published material, vieman con¬

tinues the consideration of God as creativity but changes

terms in relation to the function of God. Previously he

U7jHG, pp. 305-6.
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had used "creative vent" to designate the function, now

ha employes the tern 'creative interchange" in place of

the former. This shift of terms is a further attempt by

Wieuaan to designate more clearly the contextual func¬

tioning of God as God saves nan. He defines creative

interchange as follows.

Creative interchange is that kind of inter¬
change which creates in those who engage in it an
appreciative understanding of the original exper¬
ience of one another. . .Creative interchange has
two aspects which are the two sides of the same
thing. One aspect is the understanding in some
measure of the original experience of the other
person. The other aspect is the integration of
what one gets from others in such a way as to create
progressively the original experience which is
oneself. This creative interchange creates the
unique individuality of each person while at the
same time enabling each to understand the indivi¬
duality of others.

It is clear that Wieaan is employing the cosmological

process of integrating value and applying it strictly to

human beings in inter-personal relations. Having de¬

fined this functional aspect of God in terms of the

118MUC» pp. 22-3
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interchange between persons which transforms them in a

saving manner, he also defines the structural nature of

God, creativity, in such a manner as to conform to his

functional definition.

Creativity is an expanding of the range and
diversity of what the individual can know, evaluate,
and control. Creativity is an increasing of his
ability to understand appreciatively other persons
and peoples across greater barriers of estrangaent
and hostility. Creativity is an increasing of the
freedom of the individual when freedom means one's

ability to absorb any cause acting on oneself in
such a way that the consequences resulting from it
express the character and fulfil the purpose of the
individual himself. . .The fourth component of the
transformation here called creative can be described
thus: Increasing the capacity of the individual to
integrate into the uniqueness of his own individua¬
lity a greater diversity of experiences so that more
of all that he encounters becomes a source of en¬

richment and strength rather than impoverishing and
weakening him.119

If these two definitions are considered fully, it be¬

comes clear that Vieaan's contextual interest has become

so strong that there is no longer the sharp distinction

between creativity as the structure of God and the

119MUC, p. 4.
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creative event as the function. He has become so con¬

cerned about the context in which man is saved that the

structure, creativity, is no longer as clear an abstract

presentation about possibility but is included more in

the concrete reality of the event.12® Realising that

he has drawn the structure and function of God into very

close relations, Wieman offers another term to signify

both as one. This term is "creative transformation.'

God is creative transformation because God saves us by

transforming our lives in such a way that the greatest

value can occur in each situation. God creates the po¬

tential values in each situation, and God creates the

human mind in such a way that it is able to appreciate

these values in order that they may become actualized

12®cf., H. N. Wieman, "The Structure of the Divine
Creativity An Exchange of Views", Iliff Review, 1954, pp.
37-8; H. N. Wieman, "Critical Comments to Unitarian Study
Commission on Theology", unpublished 1962, p. 2. Here
Wieman lists five aspects of divine creativity and five
characteristics of creativity at the human level. The
structure is so defined that it is very difficult to
distinguish it from the function.
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formed, he now has a standard whereby to judge good and

evil. It is not man himself who establishes the standard

it is God who makes possible this standard and creates

man's mind in such a way that the standard is applied.

Wan continues to have the responsibility to create the

conditions by which God can save him, but the conditions

he is responsible for creating are now very relative.

Man must make the faith-commitaent5 but, in effect, it is

God who creates the situation in which man can respond in

faith, and it is God who transforms man's mind and total

self in order that he can make the faith-coanaitraent. It

is true that man can block the will of God by creating

false ideals about God, and for this reason it is neces¬

sary for man to follow the method previously stated in

order that h& may check his propositions and actions, to

be sure that his devotion is to nothing but the sovereign

God. Evil is very real and does occur every time that

man creates the conditions which limit the highest value,

which is potential through God in each situation.
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Although evil is a real factor, God is the sovereign

source of salvation* It is God who creates the world

of man with Its infinite possibilities of highest value»

it is God who transforms man in order that these pos¬

sibilities can occur.

Wieman* s doctrine of God cannot be grasped fully

unless his emphasis upon God's transcendence is seen in

relation to God as immanent. He has asserted that, be¬

cause of our man-centred age, he feels it necessary to

give primary emphasis to God as immanent in human exper¬

iences. Yet, from the very beginning, his doctrine of

God has also stressed the transcendence of the sovereign

God. We may bring Wieman's emphasis on transcendence

into perspective by considering it under two headings:

(1) God as superhuman or supra-human, and (2) God and

personality.

The sovereign God transcends man in such a way

121
that he is superhuman. The term "superhuman" means

l21Wieau»n specifically relates superhuman to his
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beyond or aore than human in capacity or normal human

power. Superhuman does not mean supernatural; "God iz
122

superhuman, but not supernatural." " God is that force

functioning in nature within the context of human ex¬

periences that saves man when he is saved. "It is super¬

human because it operates in ways over and above the

plans and purposes of men, bringing forth values men can¬

not foresee, and often developing connections of mutual

support and mutual meaning in spite of, or contrary to,

123
the effort of men." In essence, God is superhuman

"in the sense of doing what man cannot do when human

doing is defined roducing what man intends and

124
imagines before it occurs." Man can and must work

with this superhuman function by creating the conditions

in which man can be open to being transformed. "The

*^*concepts of God as growth, interaction, crea¬
tive event and creativity. For a very objective con¬
sideration of Wieman's view of God as Superhuman, cf.,
Edward Farley, The Transcendence of God, pp. 162-91.

122ITAG, p. 11. 123NPR, p. 52.
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chief thing man can do for this sort of growth which is

superhuman is to b© intelligently and devotedly relig¬

ious."*^5 "To be intelligently and devotedly religious"

means to carry out the scientific method with the under¬

standing that it is God who saves. Yet man can never

understand how the superhuman God brings about salvation.

"The only question is, How does God do it? I say I do

not know."*26 Through God's immanent functioning man

knows thai God saves, but because he does not know how

God does it, he knows that God transcends his limited

human experiences and understanding.

The traditional theological problem whether God

is a person or personality is used by Uieaaan not to prove

the existence of God but to point to the transcendent

nature of God. He asserts that it is not his desire or

intention to prove that God is or is not a personality;

l25NPR, p. 60.

*25H. N. Wietaan, "The Absolute Commitment of Faith",
Christendom, 1937, p. 212.
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I ha ./e no desire to prove that God is not a personality
127

or to prove that he is." God, for icman. is that

cosaioLogical or contextual process having a structure of

highest value which saves man. He denies personality to

God because he does not see any valid evidence to support

such a claim; but if that evidence is produced, bo asserts

that he is willing to proclaim God as a personality.

If that process having the structure which con¬
stitutes high value, actual and possible, should be
a personality, then so it is. I would be the last
to disput such a claim if it could be based on evid¬
ence gathered by legitimate methods. I only assert
that I do not see sufficient evidence to support
the belief that this process is a personality.12^

On the other hand, although Wies&an denies per¬

sonality to God, he asserts that the concept of God as

personality may be indispensable for the practice of wor¬

ship and personal devotion. The reason why this concept

is necessary in worship is that man can better express

127IT^G, p. 279.

N. Wietaan, "On Using the Word "God": A
Reply", Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 33, p. 400.
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the actual reality of God within a context of worship by

using personal symbols. This concept is needed also in

prayer. Man does not pray to a definition of God, such

as creative interaction, but he does pray to the actual

reality which saves him. Since man experiences personal¬

ly this saving reality, it is natural and important that

man in prayer express this actual, saving reality by the

symbol of personality.1"^
oince Wieman asserts the practical importance of

attributing personality to God, why does he deny that God

is a personality? It is Wieman's contention that the

symbol "personality" is an abstraction used to designate

the functioning of a human being. God is that structure

which constitutes greatest value. No single personality

constitutes greatest value; rather, personality is one

essential component in the creative order. The highest

value would involve the most complete development of

personality, but it would not consist solely in personality.

129ef., 3HG, pp. 267-8 > IFCF, p. 77.
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It would consist in an association of communicating per¬

sonalities, along with physical conditions and symbols.

Since God saves human persons, personality is one essen¬

tial factor, but not the whole. The value of personality

lies in its being a means to the end, namely that the will

of God be fulfilled.

"we deny personality to God not because he has
less value than personality, but precisely for the
opposite reason. We deny personality to God because
he must have greater value than any personality
can ever have. A. personality, as we have said,
cannot stand alone. It is a mere abstraction. The
greatest value is an association of communicating
personalities together with all the highest undis¬
covered possibilities involved in such an associa-

l qn
tion, to be actualized in the future.

For Vieman, it is essential that when man talks

about God symbols should not be used which limit God so

that God is made in the image of man. Man is a mind and

personality limited by being in a particular space-time

location, operating always within these limited condi¬

tions. Since that which is limited to mind and

130IL, p. 220.
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zaonality can never escape the confines of mind and

personality, to make God either mind or personality, or

both, would be to limit him as humans are limited. Li¬

mit tng God in such a way would deny to God his proper

transcendence and majesty. "That 'which has mind and per¬

sonality cannot rise above mind and personality. . .1

hold that God towers in unique majesty infinitely above

131
the little hills which we call mind and personalities." **

In essence, ' ieman's denial of personality to God is not

a subtraction from the transcendent majesty of God. The

purpose of his denial is not to limit God anthropologically

but, rather, to affirm the transcendent sovereignty of

God. ieman's use of the term "deny" in this context 1®

unfortunate, since the thrust of his argument is to as¬

sort that God is much more than personality. To deny

personality generally implies that God is less than per¬

sonality. wieaan intends to assert that even though God

131H. N. kieman, "God Is More than We Can Think",
Christendom. 1936, p. 432.
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is personal, God is mora than personality; therefore,

the use of the term ''deny" is inappropriate. "I deny

personality to God, not by subtraction but by addition.

God functions so vastly and so importantly, that it is

confusing and unintelligible to attribute personality

to God."132

Wieman asserts that his affirmation of God as

transcending the limits of personality is the only way

to answer the r al religious question concerning God as

personality. The real religious question is not whether

God is a person, but whether God responds to the intimate

n« 2ds and attitudes of the individual personality.

. . .it may be thus expressed; Do human per¬
sonality and fellowship find in God the source of
their origin the continuous source of their enrich¬
ment, and the condition of their most abundant
flowering? If these questions are answered in the
affirmative, the religious man has all that he is
demanding when he asserts that God must be a per¬
sonality . 133

v;ieman asserts that God is the source of personality and,

132ITAG, p. 48. 133G8, p. 360.
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as the source, does respond to man in such a way as to

sieet the intimate needs of the religious saan. God is

able to respond to the needs of every unique, individual

personality in such a way as to be the source of its ful¬

filment, but a being that is able to respond in such a

way cannot be a personality; it must transcend the limits

of personality.

God is the source of human personality and fel¬
lowship. God does give to personalities all their
enrichment and their fullest flowering. God does
catch up the intimate and secret outreachings of
the human heart. But to represent God as a per¬
sonality would be to give him a character which
would make such ministrations impossible by reason
of the essential limitations of personality.*34

By affirming that God is more than personality,

h'ieman affirms that the sovereign God is transcendent,

even though God is in an immanent relationship with man.

He asserts that his contention that God is more than per¬

son "is what the ancient Christian tradition has always

affirmed in the doctrine of the Trinity."*35 Let us

134Ibid., pp. 360-1. 135IL, p. 220.
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take the doctrine of the Trinity out of the context of

its historical formulation and use it as an analogous

tool for presenting a summary of Wieman's doctrine of

God.

In the doctrine of the Trinity, God is presented

as having three characteristics, faces, or functions.

These three are* (a) God as father and creator, (b)

God as redeemer, and (c) God as sustainer. These

three characteristics of God are presented traditionally

as distinctive characteristics of the one God. God as

creator is related to the Old Testament account of God,

although this creative activity continues at all times.

God as redeemer is related to Jesus Christ as Lord and

Saviour. God as sustainer is related to the Holy Spirit.

These three characteristics are not presented by wieman

in as distinctive a manner as in the traditional pre¬

sentation. This lack of distinctiveness is a definite

limitation to his theology, because it makes it diffi¬

cult to relate adequately his doctrine of God to the

Bible and to traditional theology, wienan presents a
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non-traditional, trinitarian doctrine of the sovereign

God. God is creativity. It was pointed out previously

that kieinan uses the terns "create" to mean the giving

of character or direction to the becoming event. Be¬

cause of his naturalistic perspective, the term "create"

cannot be used properly by him in relation to the tradi¬

tional problem of creation ex nihilo. God as creativity

works in such a way as to create the conditions in which

it is possible for man to be saved. He creates the en¬

vironment and the mind of man in order that salvation

may be a real potential possibility. The structure of

God is such that the actual situations of reality become

potentially saving situations. God redeems man. Man

must open himself up to the situation which God has

created. When man does respond to the situation, God

transforms the mind, heart, and the total being of man

so that he is saved. Man must act in such a responsible

way as to fulfil his God-given capacities, but it is God

who redeems man. God sustains man. He sustains him by

sustaining within history his revelation in the
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church, by sustaining communication between men, and

by sustaining from one generation to the next the reve¬

lation of love made manifest in Jesus Christ.*^7 God

also sustains the individual by meeting him in the events

of his life in such a way that his life is continually

being transformed. Man must be responsible, as in the

process of redemption, but it is God who sustains man.

God transcends man because God is and does more than

man can ever know from his limited perspective. God is

immanent, because in his immanence he creates, redeems

and sustains man. Wieman's trinitarian, functional God

is asserted as the sovereign God for man. Man must be

responsible in using his G i-given capacities, but it is

God who is sovereign.

*36c£,# footnote 23, this chapter, for detailed
references on Wieman's doctrine of the Church.

137
cf., footnote 21, this chapter, for detailed

references on Wieman's doctrine of Christ.
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View of Religion

In one sense Wieman's view of religion can be

stated simply: Religion is man's effort to discover

what in human existence saves him, and then it is his

self-commitment to this saving function by creating the

conditons required in order that the salvation can occur.

This simple statement offers in essence Wieman's view,

but it does not make clear the richness of his thought

on the subject. In an attempt to bring out the richness

of his view of religion, we shall consider the subject

from the following perspectives: (1) the way in which

he defines religion, (2) his view of the religious quest,

(3) the function of religion, (4) the role of mysticism

in religion, (5) contemporary dangers in religion, and

(6) the true, liberal religion. There will be a degree

of re-statement, as we consider his view of religion

from these six perspectives.

From the beginning of Wieman's theological writing,

he has viewed religion as way of life in which man seeks
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and commits himself to the God, functioning within

the universe and within human experience in a sav¬

ing manner* In his earlier writings religion was

represented as man's ultimate concern rather than

as ultimate commitment, although the element of

commitment was very real. At this stage, religion

was designated as a way of life in which man tried

to find that adjustment to the conditioning fac¬

tors of his environment which would yield the most

abundant life. The reals of unattained possibili¬

ties and the conditions necessary for their attain¬

ment are of primary importance to religion, be¬

cause it is in the realization of these unattained

possibilities that man encounters the will of God

and also realizes his human responsibilities in

relation to the saving functioning of God. In

essence, religion is man's attempt to adjust to

all the facts of human existence, including the

superhuman possibilities, in such a way that man is being
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saved. The teat of whether the religion is true depends

on whether the results are such that nan better under¬

stands that which saves and is able to make the necessary

adjustments to that which saves.

A religion is true insofar as it consists of
those concepts and convictions which correctly de¬
fine the ultimate cause and supreme good for the
Individual under consideration and best enable
him to aiake that adjustment which will yield for
hiss his supreme good.138

As Wisman began to move into his period of great¬

er social interest he developed a different emphasis in

his view of religion. Previously'die emphasis had been

upon religion as that way of life about which man is

ultimately concerned, how the emphasis is upon religion

as that to which man is ultimately committed. "Philosophy

is ultimate concern. Religion is ultimate commitment and

nothing less."139 Religion is defined now as that com¬

mitment man makes to what he believes to be of such

character and power that it will transform man as he

138WRWT, p. 166. i39MUC, p. 5.
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cannot do himself, that it will *ave asn from his self-

destruct ive propensities and lead hi® to the fullest

human life possible, provided man meets the required

conditions.

f-'ieaian has defined religion as being man' $ adjust¬

ment or commitment to that which saves ®an, and it is in

light of this definition that he approaches the religious

quest. He assorts that his definition of religion is

true because the coaoaon element of all religion is con¬

cern for and commitment to that which saves. "Any de¬

finition is true if it selects some element always pre¬

sent in religion and not present in anything else and
140

defines roligbn in terms of that element." It is

natural that Pieman assumes that the religious quest ia

for that object which is the foundation of this common

element of all religions.

l40K. N. lieman, "What Is the Good of Reli^bn",
unpublished 1960, p. 2. CH. N. wieman, 'The Absolute
Commitment of Faith", Christendom, 1937, p. 206.



In his theistic period, the religious quest was

centred on that total object which would render all ex¬

perience significant and bring human life to its highest

pitch of enrichment and interest. As his theological

emphasis shifts, the religious quest becomes a seeking

after an absolute commitment to the total will of God,

even before this will is known fully. None the less,

there is a balancing emphasis upon the necessity of man's

using the proper method for finding out the will of God

on the basis of his human experiences. By the time of

his social period, the religious quest can be stated

more simply: "What shall I do to be saved from the

death of my own true self under the suffocating imposi¬

tion of this automatic and trivial existence?"141

Within the context of this basic religious question,

there are three subsidary religious questions. "What

is the evil from which man needs to be saved? what is

the good to which he can he saved? What are the

141MUC, p. 5.
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conditions which must be met before this saving power

can operate effectively?"142 The religious quest is no

longer the seeking of that cosmologies1 process in the

universe which brings about highest value. The true

religious quest is a contextual problem; it is to find

out the way of God with mankind and to make an absolute

commitment to this God by meeting the required condi¬

tions of the will of God. . .the way of God with

mankind, that and that only concerns religious inquiry,

because religion has to do with the relation of God to

man, not the relation of God to dinosaurs and dodos.nl4^

In light of his definition of religion and the

religious quest, Wieman attempts to explain the function

of religion. In his earlier writings, he speaks of the

function of religion as that of helping man to create

proper habit-formations and of giving man a surplus

142Ibid., p. 13.
143

H. N. Wie&an, "The Ways of God With Man",
IIiff Review, Vol. 19, p. 41.
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energy for creative living.

Religion has a twofold part to play in habit-
formation. It gives one that profound, earnest,
comprehensive and critical survey of the greatest
needs of life, which is required in order to choose
wisely what habits to cultivate. And then it adds
a self-surrender, a devotion and enthusiasm, which
renders the methods of cultivating habit exceedingly
more effective.144

Religion is the great provider of this surplus
because it (1) brings about that physiological ad¬
justment through which energy is released and (2)
brings peace of mind by removing those mental con¬
flicts which block and divert the vital energies
before they can be expended in action.*45

In essence he is saying, at this point, that the function

of religion is to help man become sensitive to the pro¬

cess and possibilities of highest value and to quicken
t aM

to the maximum this interest. In his later period,

Wieman asserts that the function of religion is "to

point to the way of salvation.' 147 The true function is

not just to cause man to be sore sensitive, but is to

l44WRWT, p. 100. l45MPRL, pp. 41-2.

146h. wieman, "God and Value", Religious Real
ism, p. 168.

147IFGF, p. 80.
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lead man to commit himself to the God who saves and to

lead man to live the conditions necessary for this salva¬

tion.

The function of religion is to lead men to
commit themselves to that basic creativity which
transforms them as they cannot transform them¬
selves, to expand indefinitely the range of what
they can appreciate as good and distinguish as
evil, can understand in themselves and in other
people.

vieman comes to assert that, if religion is to

carry out its function, it must be basically mystical

in form. His definition of mysticism is as follows:

"mysticism is when there is a breakthrough in personality

forms which are followed by the consummatory stage of

higher integration."149 For Wiasuan, religious mysticism

is an attitude of responsiveness to the undiscovered pos¬

sibilities of God. There is untold value in the mystic

attitude because it engenders a striving to the unknown

N. Wieraan, "What Is the Good of Religion",
unpublished, 1960, p. 10.

14Q
H. N. Wieman, "The Problem of Mysticism",

Mysticism and the Modern Mind, p. 23.
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that nothing can daunt. The other major value of mys¬

ticism is that it produces a state of contemplation in

which man becomes free from any limiting factors which

Older forms of faith might impose. In essence, mysticism

is the creation of that attitude of intense awareness of

the religious data about which Wieman was so concerned

in his method. So far we have considered only half of

Pieman's definition of mysticism. The first half of

mysticism is the creation of such an attitude that man

has a vivid consciousness of the religious experience.

Wieman asserts, however, that for mysticism to be valid

there must be a second stage, which is the eonsuramatory

stage of higher integration of the meaning of the re¬

ligious experience by the person in relation to his own

personality. It is not enough to have the intensely

religious experience; man must use his human rational

facilities for understanding the experience in order that

he can make th© true fatih-commitment. To carry out the

function of religion, one must help people to have the

religious experience and then help the® to understand
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the meaning of the experience in order that they can

make the religious commitment, which includes man's ac¬

ceptance of thf? responsibility to create the conditions

in hich the religious experiences can occur. Thus, the

function of religion is to help man engage in the true

mystical experience. Religion functioning as it should

is mysticism.

Having described the type of religion which he

considers to be proper, Wiesnan evaluates the dangers for

religion today in order to demonstrate that his view of

religion is adequate to meet the needs of the present

situation in a constructive fashion. We shall approach

his evaluation from three sub-headings: (1) the general

situation, (2) the limits of supernaturalism, and (3) the

limits of traditional liberalism. The second and third,

heading are in fact part of the general situation of re¬

ligion today, but we give them special consideration be¬

cause these receive special emphasis from Pieman.

In evaluating the contemporary situation of re-
150

ligion, Wieman is not concerned that man will cease
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to experience God; rather, hiss concern is that man's

understanding of God's will will become more and more

inadequate for meeting the requirements of living in

our complex scientific and technological age. For re¬

ligion to be adequate in the present age, it needs to

include all the insights which science and technology

offer.

The danger is not that vre shall cease to be
religious, but that the quality of our religion
will decline. Men will not cease to experience
God, but their understanding of God will become
more and more inadequate to the requirements of
our life. Religion needs science as much as
science needs religion.1®*

Because of the complexities of our culture, religion

seems to have outgrown for many the forms of appreciative

apprehension by which the individual is able to discern

the realities which command the highest devotion in life.

Religion is degenerating because it is not being pro¬

gressively redirected and amplified by an adequate

"*"^®cf., D. D. Williams, "kieraan As a Christian
Theologian", HNW, pp. 74-5.

151
RE3M, p. 42.
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religious philosophy and, in light of this philosophy,
152

by helpful religious fellowship, and by meditation.

Vieroan is very critical of the limitations of institu¬

tional religion. H© asserts that institutional religion

blocks man from understanding the will of God by an

over-emphasis upon sentimentality and the use of evoca¬

tive words. What is needed is that man should be freed

from the socially accepted institutional religious prac¬

tices and beliefs, in order that the individual can work

out his own personal religious practices and beliefs for

himself. The view just expressed represents V leraan

during the first stage of his theological development.

In the late 1930*s, V, ieman develops a greater social

interest and, vith this interest, a greater realisation
153

of the value of traditional and institutional religion.

Although vleman comes to appreciate more the value

of religious traditions and institutions, his attack

152cf., NPR, p. 222.
153

For detailed references concerning Wieraan' s ap¬
preciation of traditional and institutional religion, c£.,
footnotes 20 to 24, this chapter.
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upon thfc contemporary forms of religion becomes sharper,

in light of his social concerns. He is very critical of

the old forms of religion active today because he consid¬

ers them to be inadequate for guiding man in his use of

the great power available through science and technology.

We must achieve sorae nev formulation of the old
faith by which our fathers lived. The new formula¬
tion must state more explicitly in terms of rational
empirical findings what we serve supremely and
thereunto the deepest currents of our lives shall
flow. The dogmatism, super-rationalities, paradoxes
and super-empirical claims which h^ve so frequently
excluded the tests of inquiry may have been relative¬
ly harmless in the past except for a few inquisitions,
a few thousand burnings and torturings of individuals
. . .A faith now shaped by such findings turns to
widespread doom in a world like ours. ^

What has happened is that the old forms of religion in

today's situation have offered to man a distorted faith.

For many, faith is no longer a commitment to God which

demands that man consciously experiment to live within

the will of God, rather, faith has become assent to doc¬

trines and ceremonies. Even though many religious leaders

lS4IWMC, pp. 208-9.
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say that this is not the faith to «hi h they call men,

in reality it is because they offer man faith without

the necessity of man's faith resting upon tested know¬

ledge. 'hat is needed is not a distorted or cheap faith,

but a faith which calls man to take part in the religious

inquiry into salvation and man's participation in it.

What is needed today is a new form of the old faith, in

order that man -an use the potentialities of his civili¬

zation in such a way as to release its power in aecord-
155

anee with the will of God. ' ieman asserts that there

are at least three things this new form of the old faith

must do, if it is to enable nan to serve effectively the

will of God in our present age.

Three things at least must be done if the
conditions are to be provided that will permit
creative interchange to bring forth constructively
the new age: First, the full power of technology
must be released to serve the needs of the common

man. Second, responsible functional participation
must be given to the common man in maintaining the
social order. Third, the reality commanding re¬
ligious devotion must be so interpreted that

155
ef., H. N. Wieaan, "What Is the Good of Reli¬

gion", unpublished, 1960, p. 5.
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technology and intelligence can be given to it#
service. These are the conditions we must es¬

tablish if we would serve effectively the creative
power to which we give ourselves in faith.

vieoan realises that the supernatural form of the

Christian religion is the dominant voice today. Although

he asserts that he is indebted to many of its leading

theologians, he is at the same time very critical of

157
this expression of the Christian faith today. In

essence, Wieman asserts that supernaturalism has attempted

to preserve the ancient faith in its old form and in do¬

ing this has lost the proper connection with modern life.

Being a temporal being, man can experience and gain know¬

ledge only within the temporal order. Since supernatural-

ism places God outside of time, man in the temporal order

is cut off from God who is outside of time. This re¬

ligious form also asserts that this non-temporal God is

almighty, and this assertion is completely beyond what

limited man can experience and understand. Supernatural-

isas creates an illusion which cuts man off from God and

i56DIH, p. 134. 157cf., IFOF, pp. 81-133.
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robs aan of any form of cosmic destiny.

The illusion developed by religion is that
an eternity stands in contrast to temporal exist¬
ence and that this eternity is free of all evils
of time, is the home of transcendent values having
some kind of mysterious concreteness yet not char¬
acterised in space and time. Eternity is said to
be "beyond history" infinitely better than any¬
thing to be experienced in the temporal world. '

This illusion presented by supernaturalism is basically

evil because it does two things" (1) it diverts man's

energy and devotion from the actual problems of his own

existence, and (2) it misdirects the devotion and the

striving of man to ends other than the will of God and

its fulfilment in his own human life. In essence, su¬

pernatural ism turns man away from the God he experiences

and from understanding and fulfilling the will of God

which is revealed in human experience. Because religion

has the responsibility of directing man to God, super-

naturalism must take the blame for the consequences

which occur when it turns man away from God to an illusion.

158H. N. Wieman, "The Creativity in History", un¬
published, 1962, p. 4.
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In all cases the agency chiefly responsible
for this decline and self destruction is religion
because religion directs the ruling devotion of
the lives of men, or at least has the responsibility
for doing so. If it does not direct the ruling de¬
votion, and thereby the resources for inquiry and
control, to the problems that must be solved to
avoid self-destruction and attain the greater good
it must take the blame for the consequences.

Although k'ieman considers himself a liberal, he

offers as much criticism of traditional liberalism as

of supernaturalism. In an attempt to meet the religious

needs of man in a changing and complex time, liberalism

placed the emphasis upon religious experience or beliefs

which would yield the desired religious experience. "The

older liberalism tried to overcome the rational absurdity

by constructing a metaphysics or a cosmology or some

other device with which to justify the belief yielding

the desired religious experience." Wieman contends

that in its attempt liberalism did not retain the es¬

sential truth of the ancient faith and was not true to

159Ibid.t p. 5.

N. Vfieaan, "Bernhardt's Analysis of Religions
Its Implications and Development", Iliff Review, 1954, p. 52.
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the spirit of science. This failure of liberalism was

due basically to its faulty method.

It did not retain the essential truth of the
ancient faith and neither was it true to that spirit
of science which ruled and shaped the modern mind.
It tried to introduce the empirical method into
religion by basing it upon religious experience but
without making clear what was the nature of relig¬
ious experience and how it was to be treated scienti¬
fically. It left out the heart of science, on the
one hand, and the heart of religion<n the other.

In essence, Wieman accused liberalism of being immature

and irresponsible and, therefore, of not being able to

help man meet the religious needs which our time demands.

He offers a very lengthy list of reasons for saying that

liberalism is immature and irresponsible.

. . .because it lacks clarity and agreement on
what has the character and power to save human kind
from self-destructive propensities and lead to the
best that human life can ever attain. . .because it
does not even undertake persistent and devoted in¬
quiry to discover and demonstrate and communicate
what does in truth have this character and power.
Rather it leaves this most difficult and profound
problem to the casual and uninstructured thinking
of each individual. . .because it does not set up

161GR, p. 248.
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institutions so endowed and equipped that dedicated
men can give their whole lives to inquiry and teach¬
ing concerning this problem of religious commitment
. . .because it assumes that the most profound prob¬
lems of human existence can be adequately treated when
individuals "think for themselves" without intensive,
continuous and instructed study. . .because it pro¬
motes a miscellany of social reforms without pene¬
trating to that depth where personality is progres¬
sively created and the course of history is deter¬
mined. Consequently it cannot have the comprehen¬
sive perspective, the history-making purpose and
the driving power of a saving faith.

Last to be mentioned is the most serious de¬
fect of current religious liberalism. . .It is failure
to recognize that freedom requires conformity at one
point.1®2

wieman's criticism of the traditional form of

liberalism, which he sees current today, leads us to

ask what form of religion it is that he seeks. He as¬

serts that he wants £ true liberal religion; it should

stand for and essentially do everything which he claims

liberalism is not doing. His liberalism is to be that

of religious inquiry, seeking to experience God, seeking

to understand God's will, and seeking to commit one's

life to God in such a way that one's actions are in

162IFOf, pp. 201-2.
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accordance with God's will. Liberal religion is not

faith based on beliefs but is a faith based on actuality.

Such a faith is an absolute faith, and only this absolute

faith can meet man's needs.

Therefore the commitment of liberal religion is
not to a belief but to the actuality which a belief
seeks to apprehend; not to a problem solved but to
a problem in process of being solved; not to an
answer given but to a question asked and an answer
found more or less adequate to the question. . .Such
a faith is in a sense an absolute faith because it
does not depend upon any fallible belief or answer.
It is absolute because it is founded not on an

answer but on a question of such sort that when an
answer is found inadequate, another and better
answer is sought. . .

The liberalism Wieman seeks rejects supernatural-

ista and its limitations while claiming to retain the

basic truths of the Christian religion. It rejects the

claim that God is non-temporal and affirms that God is

that temporal force working in history to save man, the

same God of love who revealed his saving love in Jesus

Christ. It rejects the claim of supernaturalism that

although man is of this world he belongs to another
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non-temporal world, and affirms that man Is made for

this world In which God functions to save man. Liberal¬

ism rejects the claim that God is omnipotent and affirms

that God can be and is limited by "the inertia in man

himself, in social institutions and in subhuman condi¬

tions.This affirmation enables liberalism to take

evil seriously and to realize that God is not responsible

for evilj it further takes evil seriously by placing upon

man the responsibility for evil and by stressing the

necessity for man to accept the responsibility to open

himself to God's grace in order that salvation can occur.

It is because Wieman's view of religion asserts

that the essence of religion is to ask the question how

man is saved that his method is so important. Wieman

contends that his method offers to man knowledge, although

relative, upon which to base his faith in God. His method

further serves man as a tool for correcting his knowledge

and for testing his actions to see if they conform to

164
'Ibid., p. 9. C£., text where marked footnote 91.
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the revealed will of God. There is another advantage of

his method, over against a limitation he alleges in the

method of traditional liberalise and of supernaturalism.

This advantage is that his method enables religion to

draw upon all the resources of science and technology

and yet at the same time to remain true to the essential

truth of the ancient faith. Because his method places

science and religion in a mutually helpful relationship,

his liberal religion is more able to help man meet his

religious needs within a culture greatly under the in¬

fluence of science and technology. . ieraan is not 3aying

that all men should think alike or believe what does not

seem demonstrably true. What he is saying is that the

task of religion, working with all other areas of human

concern and knowledge, is to find and demonstrate to man

the God functioning in human existence that saves and

to call man to make a faith-commitment to this God, not

only by words but by actions.

Liberal religion becomes positive and respon¬
sible only when it marshals all its powers to pro¬
vide and equip at least some men for life-long and
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dedicated inquiry into the problems which concern
religious faith and then endeavors to proclaim as
widely and persuasively as possible what this in¬
quiry seems demonstrably to discover.

Critical Comments

These comments will be limited to an evaluation

of Kieiaan's theology under four headings. The charge

of pantheism will be considered first, and the conclu¬

sion will be that Pieman's theology is panentheiatic

rather than pantheistic in character. The second point

will be the charge of pluralism. Under the third head¬

ing consideration will be given to specific limitations

in Wiesaan's naturalistic position and, in particular, to

certain deficiencies in comparison with the traditional

concepts of supernatural theology. The role of tradition

and myth, his doctrine of transcendence, and the charge

that ieman's God is impsrsonal will be considered under

the third heading. The fourth heading will b© a consi¬

deration of characteristics in Wieman's empirical

165IFGF, p. 201.
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approach which make it more accurate to designate his

theology as a raodfied form of empiricism.

The charge of pantheism is generally made against
166

the empirical and naturalistic school of theology.

As a spokesman for this school, the charge is directed

against Wieman. A strictly Philosophical definition of

pantheism casts light on this accusation brought against

Wieman. "Pantheism is any system which expressly (not

merely by implication) regards the finite world as simply

a mode, limitation, part, or aspect of the one eternal,

absolute Being; and of such a nature that from the stand¬

point of this Being no distinct existence can be attri¬

buted to it."*u7 According to this definition, God and

the world are inseparable, with this understanding of
1 Aw

pantheism, this charge against Wiwaan is not valid.

i6^cf., Georgia Harkness, The Recovery of Ideals,
p. 147.

i67Jf*mes Baldwin (ed.), Dictionary of Philosophy
and Psychology, Vol. II, p. 256. (Gloucester, Mass.:
Peter Smith, 1957.)

168
cf., GR, pp. 288, 351, 434; H. N. Wieraan, "God

and Value", Religious Realism, pp. 169, 175.
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According to Wieman, the world is not contained within

the existence of God; neither is God the combined forces

and laws which are manifested in the existing universe.

God is only that force of highest value in the universe

which saves man. The fact that Vieman rejects pantheism

is stated by C. C. Morrison.

Yet it is not nature as a whole upon which
man depends--vieman rejects pantheism--but What¬
ever-It-Is-In-Nature which carries the power to
realise the highest possibilities of value implicit
in nature.

A more adequate charge against vieaan is that his

position is a form of panentheism. Panentheisra is de¬

fined as:

The term for the view that God interpenetrates
everything without cancelling the relative indepen¬
dent existence of the world of entities, moreover,
while God is immanent, this immanence is not abso¬
lute (as in pantheism); God is more than the world,
transcendent, in the sense that though the created
is dependent upon the creator the creator is not
dependent upon the created, God thus is held to be
the highest type of Unity, vir,, a Unity in

C. Morrison, "Thoaism and the Re-birth of
Protestant Philosophy", ChrIstendom, 1937, p. 124.
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Multiplicity.170
As the integrating force of value, God does interpenetrate

the becoming events, when value occurs, without cancelling

the relatively independent existence of each entity. Al¬

though God is inmanent in the becoming process, God is

not absolutely immanent as in pantheism. Wieman's form

of panentheism differs from that envisaged by the de¬

finition quoted, in respect of his doctrine of trans¬

cendence. For Wieiaan the fact that God is transcendent

does not mean that God is completely independent of the

becoming events of the world; God and the becoming events

exist in a relative relationship. Wieman does contend

that God, as the integrating force of value, is the

highest type of Unity. Although the charge against

Wisman of pantheism in a philosophical sense is invalid,

his position is adequately characterired as a form of

panentheism.

17oD. D. Runes, The Dictionary of Fhilosophy,
p. 223.
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171
Wiestan has been accused of pluralism. From a

metaphysical perspective, pluralism is defined as "the

theory that reality consists in a plurality o aurti-
172

pllcity of distinct beings." Since Wieman considers

reality fro® the perspective of process and does not

speak of "beings", there is some difficulty in relating

this metaphysical theory of pluralism to his position.

Granting this difficulty, it is partially accurate to

say that for Wieaan reality consists of a plurality or

multiplicity of distinct events. In taking such a posi¬

tion, he desires to affirm the reality of change, the

individuality of events, and the relative independence

of the becoming events. At the same time, Pieman's

position is basically monistic. Reality, for hi®, is a

natural process, which includes the plurality of events

in process. The monistic character of reality is sup¬

ported by Wieman's view of the universe as the

17*cf., A. E. Day, "Wieman's Philosophy and Chris¬
tianity", Methodist Review, Vol. 113, p. 664.

172
James Baldwin, Dictionary of Philosophy and

Psychology, p. 306.
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changeless structure of reality. The plurality of be¬

coming events exists within or are supported by the

changeless structure of the universe. The plural events

do not represent an absolute plurality, because they

exist within some type of organized system, on the basis

of the changeless structure of the universe as the ground-

of-events. Although for Wieiaan the universe is neutral,

the universe does serve as that basic structure which

giv«s a form of organization to the plurality of events.

The universe is a universe only because through¬
out all its changes there is a constitutive struc¬
ture whereby we can call it a universe. . .because
we can speak of anything at all only in terms of
some structure. v«hen all structures cease, mind
itself ceases and there is nothing.

A moral view, rather than a metaphysical view,

of pluralism deals with the problem whether good and

evil are equally ultimate. God, for Wiewan, is the

integrating force of value in the natural process. It

is the nature of God to function in relation to the

173MUC, p. 81.
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plurality of becoming events in such a way that there is

an increase of value. At the same time that there is the

integrating force functioning in the natural process,

there is also a disintegrating force. Being neutral,

the changeless structure of the universe supports both

the integrating force and the disintegrating force.

Operating on the theory of an infinite universe, it is

Wieman's contention that one should not speculate about,

an ultimate outcome between good and evil. By taking

this position, Wieaan does not confront the issue

whether good and evil are equally ultimate. Because he

does not confront this issue, Wleaan can be accused of

this form of pluralism, a pluralism of good and evil

being equally ultimate. Although Wieatan does not deal

directly with this problem, his evaluation of the func¬

tion of the integrating force in history tends to qua¬

lify this charge of pluralism. Historically, Wieman

believes the integrating force to have been relatively

triumphant over the disintegrating force. Wieman's posi¬

tion leaves unanswered the question whether good and
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evil are equally ultimate, but hi# evaluation, from a

historical perspective, indicates the integrating force

to be at least relatively triumphant over the disinte¬

grating force.

Having considered the charge of pantheism and of

pluralism, our attention is focused upon specific limi¬

tations in Wieraan•s naturalistic position which are

generally held to be strengths in supernatural theology.

Witman's theology does not give adequate consideration

to the Christian tradition in general,and, more especial¬

ly, to the insights of the Biblical witness. In super¬

natural theology the Christian tradition is of central

importance. In an article in 1939, "Some Blind Spots

Removed," kieman indicates the growing importance of

the Christian tradition to his theology. Although he

indicates the importance of the Christian tradition in

this article, his later writings do not actively include

a consideration of the tradition. It would appear that

Wieman attempts to include the value of the tradition

in his emphasis on the perceptual event in relation to
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the tradition, but his presentation and subsequent em¬

ployment of the idea of th© perceptual event does not

adequately indicate the significance of the Christian

tradition to his theology.

A xaore accurate indication of Pieman's evalua¬

tion of the perceptual events of the Christian tradi¬

tion can be seen in his view of myths. D. D. t illiaras

contends that Pieman's theological approach in practice

includes a radical element of demythologizing.

Whet vieman proposes is a thorough and radi¬
cal demythologizing of all tradition. This is to
be done by leans of a transposition of the problem
of religious knowledge into the area where empirical
rational method can be used on assertions about the
most important human realities.174

Wieraan asserts that myths have had great value in the

past, but tl at their value is limited today because the

myths have come to be taken literally as the ultimate

truth. He dees not carry out a systematic programme of

. D. WilHaras, "Wieraan As a Christian Theo¬
logian", HNW, p. 81.
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desiythologizing, as does Bultmann. Rather, he deaytho-

logiaes by rejecting myth out -of -hand as an invalid

form of religious expression or understanding for mo¬

dern man. The basis for his evaluation of myths is his

contention that man must base hie relationship to God

upon knowledge and not upon myths which may be illu¬

sions. It is not our purpose to become involved in the

theological discussion concerning the validity of de«

raythologiring. At the same time we do wish to indicate

that Wieun't out-of-hand method of deaythologiring

greatly limits the adequate employment of the perceptual

events of the Christian tradition. His procedur of

rejecting myth does not enable him to gain full insight

into the richness of religious expression and understand¬

ing, which the perceptual events of the Christian tradi¬

tion contain. This procedure indicates a weakness in

his system at a point where the supernatural view has

considerable strength.

Wieman does not develop an adequate doctrine of

God's transcendence. This inadequacy is due to his
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stress on God's immanence and duo to his as art ion that

God can only be known through the empirical approach.

In supernatural theology God clearly creates and trans¬

cends th© universe. According to naturalism, God is

within the universe. There Is no longer in . ieaan's

theology the clear emphasis upon God's transcendence

which is presented in supernatural theology. ienian

postulates the transcendence of God on the basis of a

method of logical analogy. Everything one experiences

transcends one's experience. One experiences God;

therefore, God transcends one's experience. In effect,

Wieman is saying that there is more to an experience

than one can know or understand. It does not neces¬

sarily follow that there is something within the ex¬

perience which at the same time transcends the exper¬

ience. The transcending quality seems to be in respect

of the person's understanding of the event and not neces¬

sarily in respect of the event itself. To say that

God transcends the religious experience is not based

on & logical evaluation of empirical evidence, since
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the evidence offers no definite indication of the trans¬

cending quality of the event. Pieman claims that his

doctrine of transcendence is based on empirical know¬

ledge; therefore, it must be contended that his view of

transcendence is inadequate and not supported by his

method. The inadequacy of his doctrine of transcendence

is important because it weakens his position of panen-

theisi and gives some credence to the charge of pantheism.

This inadequacy is also important because it indicates a

weakness in his position at a point where the supernatu¬

ral view has considerable strength.

The most important charge brought against Pieman

is the common criticism that his God is impersonal.

This charge is made from the agnostic perspective by
175

Max Carl Otto. From the idealist and realistic

schools of philosophy of religion, the charge Is made

by Macintosh and Garnett. The general attack takes the

following course:

175cf., ITAG, p. 34.
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Mo amount of rhetoric, therefore, can give to
an unconscious entity a higher value than attaches
to a conscious being. A deity that is unconscious
is therefore infr©personal in value, however supra-
personal it, or "he", may be in other respects.
The creature that is conscious of value is the
creature that has value in the only sense that is
of ultimate importance. And if man is the crea¬
ture most fully conscious of value then it is he
who, in the last analysis is the creature that has
the greatest value. Either God must be a conscious
being or he cannot be the object of supreme devo¬
tion. We only fool ourselves with rhetoric when
we try to pay devotion to something allegedly
superhuman that, being unconscious, is in reality
infrahuaan in value. 76

From the more traditional, theological perspective, Wie-

aan is criticised on this point by Georgia Harkness,

177
Edward LaB. Cherbonnier and Herbert H. Farmer. This

general line of attack asserts that Wieman's impersonal

God is not the God of the Christian faith and is not the

God who can save man. It is stated also that such an

i7^A. C, Garnett, A Realistic Philosophy of Reli-
glon, pp. 25-6.

177
cf.. Georgia Harkness, The Recovery of Ideals,

p. 143; Edward Cherbonnier, "The Word of God", HNW, p.
265ff; H. H. Farmer, "Some Reflections on Professor Wie-
aao's New Book", Journal of Religion, Vol. 27, pp. 115-9;
H. H. Farmer, Revelation and Religion, p. 59.
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impersonal God is not a God who can be worshipped.

An introduction to Wiesaan's defense on this point

can be taken from C. C. Morrison.

Mr. Wieaan's theology has been widely char¬
acterized among theological scholars as impersonal-
ism. He needs no defense from me, but I cannot
help saying that such a characterization betrays a
superficial and distorted understanding of his point
of view. Mr. Wieaan is just "guilty" enough to
give color to this characterization, but he is not
guilty enough to warrant scholars in so characteriz¬
ing his position.*78

The only perspective from which rightly to accuse wie-

isn on this point is from an anthropomorphic perspee-

179
tive. Those theologians who accuse Wieaan do not

take seriously the implications of his assertion that he

denies personality by addition, not by subtraction. As

previously stated, Wleman's use of the term "deny" in

this context is unfortunate, since the thrust of his

argument is to assert that God is much more than

178C. C. Morrison, "Mr. wieraan Defines God", The
Christian Century. 1932, p. 1166.

i7§cf., R. L. Calhoun, "The Power of God and the
Wisdom of God", Christendom, 1937, p. 47.
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personality* To deny personality generally implies that

God is less than personality. Wieman intends to assert

that, although God is personal, God is more than personal¬

ity, therefore, the use of the term "deny" is inappropri¬

ate. In the traditional trlnitazian sense of Christian

theology, Wieman is asserting that God cannot be limited

by the term "personality," which he asserts to be a term

tied to an anthropomorphic understanding. Vieaan is not

opposed to using personal terms in referring to God in

worship, but he asserts that these terms are used in

worship in the sense of praise and not as theological

descriptions. He tries to make clear that it is the God

who saves whoa one worships and to whom on# prays; that

one does not or should not worship and pray to descrip¬

tive terms of God. 3ince he holds the view that God is

personal in relation to man without being limited as a

human personality, Wieman is justified in using pronouns

and theological terms which convey the personal character

of God.

Although feietaan denies "by addition" personality
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and consciousness to God, there is a real sense in which

his understanding of the structure and functioning of God

is developed on the basis of an analogy with human per¬

sonality. We realize that vieiaan rejects this analogy

with personality, but at the same tine we contend that,

at least in part, he uses it. He says that aan cannot

foresee his salvation; therefore, aan does not save

himself. God saves man. This line of argument seems to

imply that God can foresee what will happen; therefore,

God can save man. Wieman does not state this logical

reasoning in so many words. If he did, it would be neces¬

sary to say that God has some form of consciousness in

order to foresee the results of the saving process. wis-

man, however, denies consciousness to God, here again by

his method of addition, because he does not want to limit

God. He says that it is the structure of God to save

man, not to be conscious, and because of this structure

God can save man. There is value in Wieman's point that

our doctrine of God should not be limited by our under¬

standing of human consciousness; yet, it does seem that
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ho has made use of an analogy concerning human conscious¬

ness in relation to God. This point could be made also

concerning the way in which Wieiaan develops the idea

that God is love.*®® No matter how one uses the term

"love," it implies that two conscious beings are in

such a relationship that at least one of them is able

to respond positively in depth to the other. Wietaan

wants to assert that God is love, but here again he

wants to explain that God as love is not limited by our

human understanding of love. Even if it is granted

that this point has significant theological value, it

can be argued that whatever content Wieaan gives to the

declaration that God is love is based on an analogy bc-

t ireen the human and the divine.

One of the noted contributions of supernatural

theology is its affirmation of the personal relationship

between God and man. When our understanding of God is

18°ef., J. V. L. Casserley, "The Mystery of God",
HffW, p. 325.
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limited by our understanding of human personality, this

affirmation is misconstrued. Vieraan attempts to correct

this misunderstanding, while at the same time retaining

the contribution of the affirmation. He attempts to

implement this correction by the employment of the nega¬

tive term "deny." The us® of this seemingly negative

approach is a limitation to his intent, because a super¬

ficial understanding of his approach implies that God is

sub-personal. If Wietaan is to retain an understanding

of the personal relationship between God and man affirmed

by supernatural theology, his approach to this issue

should be completely positive and should in no way leave

room for the implication that he is presenting a sub-

personal or impersonal God.

kieman's position is presented as being an empiri¬

cal theology, because he contends that the absolute

faith-coaunitment must be made only on the basis of em¬

pirical knowledge. Although tieman presents a theologi¬

cal position which is considered to be empirical, his

position does not represent a rigid empiricism. Because
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of characteristics in his theology, it is more accurate

to say that Wieman's theology represents a modified form

of empiricism.

In a rigid form of empiricism, the meaning of the

word "God" would be determined by empirical knowledge,

kiesaan contends that one must go first to the tradition

to find out what the word '"God" means, because it is

i&i
from the tradition that the word acquires its meaning.

If one goes to the tradition for this information first,

the religious experience is not really the basic data

as implied by the rigid empirical approach. Vieaan

seems to be shifting the emphasis from the experience

as primary to the conceptual element as primary. "This

seems to make the (a-priori?) concept of deity a matter

182
of primary importance in religious knowledge."

In brief, it seems fair to say that Pieman's
"empirical" view of God is derived primarily from
his conceptual formulation of the "category of

181cf., NWMC, p. 108,
182

James Martin, Empirical Philosophies of Reli¬
gion, p. 91.
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deity" rather than fro® an empirical survey of
human experience, religious or otherwise, or
from a consistent application of experimental
method in the interpretation of such experience.

On the basis of the traditional meaning of the word

"God," Wieman asserts that by definition God is that

Something which saves. He contends that the content

of the idea of God is based on the empirical activities

of these religious people as they have experienced God's

saving grace. Wieman also contends that the same mean¬

ing of the word "God" is supported by the empirical

data of contemporary religious experiences. By giving

emphasis to these religious activities in the tradition,

Wieman is assuming an adequate presentation of these

activities and the possibility of an adequate evaluation

of these activities. Neither of these assumptions can

be supported from a rigid position of empiricism, as

will be indicated shortly in the discussion of percep¬

tual events. To the degree that he depends upon the

183Ibid., p. 106
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tradition for acquiring the meaning of the word "Cod,"

Wieraan's position can only be described as a modified

form of empiricism.

Vvieiaan's emphasizes in his method the necessity

of gaining empirical knowledge, but the overall philo¬

sophy of his method can only be characterized as a

modified empirical approach. The goal or purpose of

the method gives direction to the method. A.n absolute

faith-commitment is the goal of ieaan's method. It was

noted previously that because of the goal of the method

Wiexaan contends that one cannot be completely detached

in the employment of his ethod, although he does in¬

sist upon a degree of detachment. Since a strict form

of empiricism requires detachment in the consideration

of the data, V/ieiaan's approach can only be considered a

modified empiricism. This degree of non-detachiaent is

presented by Wietaan as the developing of a scientific

attitude or, in other words, as becoming attuned to the

relevant data of God's revelation. The scientific at¬

titude is further modified when the faith-coiaiaitment is
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made. Since faith is an essential part of his empirical

approach, Vieman includes within his method a supplement

to empirical data and to reason, which requires his posi¬

tion to be characterised as a modified form of empiricism.

Initially Wieman's empirical approach considers

sense data as the only empirical evidence, but he later

modifies this stand by his emphasis on God's revelation

in the "lure" of experience, on intuition, and on per¬

ceptual ©vents. God reveals to man the "lure" of super-

rational possibilities in a particular experience; in

this way God creates and selects for man the religious
184

experience as data. God creates an insight, which

occurs because of the "lure" of experience and the

process of intuition. It is man's responsibility to

shape this insight into a hypothesis. Wieman asserts

the "lure" of super-rational possibilities and the in¬

sights gained through intuition to be the work of the

*®*ef., H, N. Wieman, "How Do Know God?",
Journal of Religion. Vol. 5, p. 119.
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Holy Spirit making manifest the grace of God. A strict¬

ly empirical approach would represent man as evaluating

the data in a detached manner and from this evaluation

developing a hypothesis. Since Pieman represents God

as creating and selecting the particular data and God

providing the essential insights about the data, Wieman's

approach is not strictly empirical but, rather, is a

modified form of empiricism. His empirical approach is

further modified by the role which he attributes to

perceptual events. It is necessary, according to Wie-

iaan, to gain an understanding of traditional perceptual

events In their interrelatedness in some strand of his¬

tory, in order that an inferential relation can be es¬

tablished between the perceptual events and the present

experience. In taking this stand, Wietaan includes with¬

in his empirical approach existential fragments which

defy empirical vindication or refutation.

Wieman's empirical approach is also modified by

his contention that it is God who corrects ami widens

the knowledge which has already been empirically
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183
established. Not only does God create and select

the data and provide the essential insights concerning

the data, but God also is responsible for correcting

the knowledge empirically established. V»leman1 s ap¬

proach begins with God giving direction to the method

and ends with God as the final source of authority cor¬

recting the knowledge gained. Man does have the respon¬

sibility on the basis of this empirical approach to de¬

velop the insights and gain the knowledge, but man*s

functioning is guided always by God. In light of the

fact that Wieaan's empirical approach is made operable

by the grace of God, his theology represents a modified

form of empiricism.

Concluding Remarks

The contribution of Henry Nelson Pieman's theology

has been and continues to be of great significance to the

18Scf., MUC, p. 50.
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development of contemporary, constructive Christian theo¬

logy, especially in the United States. At a time when

the issue of theism was splitting the theological com¬

munity, Wieman offered a re-direction to this current of

theology by re-defining the basic theological issue. In

a scientifically dominated culture tlat seemed opposed

to religion, Wieman attempted to show that the broad

scientific method was necessary to the development of a

vital faith. By giving emphasis to private religious

living, he attempted to demonstrate that the true

mystical religion was not in opposition to our scienti¬

fic culture but, rather, incorporated practically in¬

sights of science to support the mystical religion.

With the development of the more critical international

situation, Wieman asserted that the true way to live

was on the basis of interdependence which could come

only through a faith-centred life. In essence, Wieman

begins and ends with the Sovereign God who saves, as

this salvation has been revealed in the way of life

made manifest in Jesus Christ. His method is developed
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to shovr that man must include all the Insights which

are available in order that he may responsibly meet

the conditons which God demands for salvation. Man

must be responsible to God on the basis of all his

human capacities, but the key-note in Wieraan's theology

is the Sovereign God who saves.

It will seem Incredible that the essential
values--mark, I say the essential values--of the
Calvinistic system can possibly be brought to
life for a generation like ours which has held
that system in such disdain. But Wieaan's thought
leads directly to Calvin's God.186

166c. C. Morrison, "Mr. Wieman Defines God",
The Christian Century, 1932, p. 1167. Several other
authors also indicate a comparison between Wieman and
Calvin; cf., D. D. Williams, "Wieman As a Christian
Theologian," HNW, p. 78; H. L. Parsons, "The New Re¬
formation," HNW, pp. 116-34; Bernard Loonier, "Wieaan's
Stature As a Contemporary Theologian," HNW, p. 393.



CHAPTER FOUR

BERNARD EUGENE MELAND

Introduction

Bernard Eugene Me land coses from the stock of an

immigrant Norwegian family. His childhood was dominated

by aanual labor, interrupted only by school. The reli¬

gious influence of his childhood was that of the Nor¬

wegian Lutheran Church, where the emphasis was on piety

and sound doctrine. Theologically, this religious orien

tation exemplified a modified form of evangelical funda¬

mentalism.

In 1920, Meland entered Park College, after hav¬

ing served in the first World War and after having been

employed in the office of an automobile manufacturer for

four years. During his second year at lark, he began to

study Sociology, which was at that time largely an ethi¬

cal study of society.
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In this study he came under the influence of such "modern

prophets" as Walter Rauschenbuach, Shailcr Mathews, F. C.

Feabody, Norman Thomas, Scott Nearing and H. F. Ward.

The ferver that once found expression in pious
testimony now became channeled into a social gospel.
Whenever I was called on to preach or speak, my
topic would usually be something like "Toward a
Christian Social Order", or "War Is Sin."

In 1923, Meland went to the University of Illinois

to begin graduate work in Sociology, while at the same

time assisting in the University Presbyterian Church.

Here he came under the influence of Josiah Royce ar

William James. Because of his extreme, evangelical

orientation, Royce became his guiding light for the time.

The effects of Royce were st song for a period, but the

effects of William James upon his way of thinking have

had a lasting effect which has continued throughout the

development of his own constructive theology. In 1924,

he entered McCormlck Theological Seminary, but in the

*B. S. Meland, "The Confessions of a Frustrated
Theologian," unpublished, 1944, pp. 4-5.
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following year he transferee! to the Divinity School of

the University of Chicago, from which he later received

his B.D. and Ph.D.

At Chicago, Me land came under the influence of a

school of thought fro® which he was to emerge a leading

voice. We recall how Wieeaan came to Chicago in 1926 to

give his interpretation of the relationship between White¬

head's metaphysics and systematic theology. Meland did

some work under k'ieman, but the most important immediate

influence upon him was Smith.

The most single influence upon ay thinking
during graduate school days was Gerald Birney
Smith. My devotion to him was so complete that
for years after his death, I thought of my own
work and writing as being a continuation of^his
labors, which had been cut off so untimely.

Smith and Shailer Mathews influenced him by their con¬

ceptual approach, which is plainly evident in his first
3

book, .Modern Man's Worship. Under the influence of

2
Ibid., p. 6.

^ef., B. E. Meland, "The Genius of Protestantism",
Journal of Religion, Vol. 26, p. 281.
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James, Whitehead and Wieman, Meland developed a meta¬

physical position in which he could relate theology and

contemporary culture, giving special emphasis to a

theory of value and contextualism.

In 1928, Meland went to the University of Marburg

as an American-German Exchange student. His professor

was Rudolf Otto, and he also case under the influence of

Friedrich Heiler. At this time Meland considered him¬

self to be a naturalist, philosophically, and a mystic,

emotionally. It wa3 because of these two factors that

he designated himself during the 1930*a to be na mystic

naturalist♦"

Meland left Germany for a teaching post at Central

College in Fayette, Missouri. These years were a time

of growth and fruitfulness for Meland. At Chicago he

had devoted himself to the empirical quest of truth under

the influence of a pragmatic approach to faith. To a

great degree, this pragmatic approach had stripped him

bare of the beauty and richness of life. At Central

College he developed a renewed interest in the richness
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of nature, art and poetry, replenishing a dimension to

his feeling and thinking. Under this influence his em¬

pirical quest came to include a form of spiritual aesthe-

ticis®, laying the foundation for his theological posi¬

tion of ''empirical realism."

It was in 1934 that a close association began be¬

tween Wieman and Meland. They were in Chicago, watching

a tennis match, and discovered that they were working

along the same lines in trying to interpret current

philosophies of religion to their students. It was out

of this conversation that American Philosophies of Reli¬

gion was born. This association continued although M©«

land moved to California in 1933, accepting an appoint¬

ment at Pomona College. While at Pomona his affinity

with Wieman became more pronounced, as his theology de¬

veloped within the framework of hiiehead's metaphysics.

In 1945, Meland went to the University of Chicago

as Professor of Constructive Theology, His years at

Chicago have been productive in many ways. In 1946 he

became Editor of the Journal of Religion. During the
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next ten years, he had five major theological works pub¬

lished. In these works he has moved even more from his

primary position of mystical naturalism, although this

orientation is always partially present to a interest

for relating faith and culture within the framework of

Whitehead's (aefaphysics. In this attempt to relate

faith and culture, he attempts to bridge the gap between

Wieaian's position and neo-orthodox theology. In his

assertion of the importance of myth in relating faith

and culture, Meland attempts to combine the Process

position with the neo-orthodox reassertion of the sym-

4
bols of the Christian faith. One could say that Meland

takes a "middle-road'' between a strict neo-orthodox

position, such as Earth's, and a strict empirical
5

position. This middle path is a true indication of

4cf., Norman Pittengcr, The Word Incarnate, pp.
I48n, 174.

5
His evaluation of Barth is interesting because

at the same time that he disagrees with Barth he also
finds similarity with his concerns. Cf., B. B. Meland,
".Some Concluding Observations Concerning Religious
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Meland's position, but it is true only if one bears in

mind that he takes this theological middle-road within

the context of Whitehead's metaphysics. Meland sees

the development of culture within a naturalistic frame

of reference, best expressed for him in Whitehead's

view. In the light of this conception of the develop¬

ment of culture, he asserts that the task of systematic

theology is to relate constructively faith and culture.

Thus, a better way of expressing Meland's position would

be to say that he develops a theological middle-n

which attempts to relate faith and culture.

Since 1957, Meland's concern to relate faith and

culture has taken on a depth, due to his experiences in

India, Burma and Ceylon. 1957 was spent in India and

Bur a as the Barrows Lecturer, an expanded version of

^Inquiry", unpublished, p. 1; B. E. Meland, "The
Genius of Protestantism", Journal of Religion, Vol. 27,
p. 281; FC, p. 140; SR, p. 92-3; A5C, p. 19ff; MMW, p.
132-3; and RF, p. 302f, 357if. For a more detailed
consideration of his view of radical empiricism, cf.,
B. E. Meland, "Radical Empiricism", unpublished; 5R,
p. 39; and HE, p. 62.
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tho3<a lectures being published under the title, The

Realities of Faith. In this work he attempts to take

into consideration the problem of faith and culture in

the Far East, while at the same time expanding in store

detail his own theological position on the relation of

faith and culture within tho world view of "the new

physics

In 1964, island retired from the University of

Chicago. As an honor to Professor Meland for his out¬

standing contribution to theology, a Colloquy was given

by some of the more noted theologians in the United

States, under the title of "Theology and Empirical

Realism.'' ;>oae of those who participated Bernard

Looaer, Joseph Sittler, Joseph Haroutunian, Langdon

Gilkey, Paul Tillich, and H. N. ieman. This is indeed

a fitting honor, and tends to justify Tillich's evalua¬

tion of Heland; "Heland is one of the greatest

6
For an excellent review of this work, cf., J. G.

Kueth®, Union Seminary Quarterly h view, Vol. XIX, pp.
-■ 1-3. Kuethe considers this to be Meland's magnum opus,
in which he develops the full implications of bis^deeper
empiricism."
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7
theologians America has ever produced."

Metaphysical View

The metaphysical view in which Meland's theology

is cast could be designated generally as a post-Newtonian

view. Different writers have attempted to express this

view under a variety of terras, such as "process", "or¬

ganism", "emergence", and "contextualisra." These terras

a Li express the general notion that the universe is ex¬

panding, that the universe has no established beginning
s

or end, that the universe is made up of events chieh

are in process, that the events are in process and always

are relative to their contextual existence, ind that

there are forces functioning within the universe which

are related to events in such a way that novel or new

events emerge. Meland accepts Whitehead's metaphysical

description of the functioning universe as the

7
A seminar coiaraent by Tillieh in 1960.

®cf., RCF, p. 58.



philosophical basis of his theological attempt to relate

the Christian faith to contemporary culture. This does

not imply that Meland agrees with Whitehead's description

at every point. Rather, Melend translates whitehead's

view into his own metaphysical terms for the purpose of

his theology. For our purposes, it is unfortunate that

Meland has not written in one statement his general meta-

o
physical position. Our attempt in this section will bo

to try to pull together his general metaphysical insights

in order to indicate the metaphysical frame of reference
3 O

in which his theology is placed."1'

9
For his most helpful discussion concerning meta¬

physics, cf., £. E. Meland, 'Interpreting the Christian
Faith ithin a Philosophical Framework", Journal of Reli¬
gion, Vol. 33, pp. 87-102.

10
It would be possible to take Meland's partial

metaphysical assertions and to develop a more elaborate
and systematized position. For the purpose of style,
such a development would be valuable, in that it would
make easier reading and possibly offer a raore helpful
continuity to his thought, fet, such a development would
distort a proper presentation and understanding of Me-
Land's position. The reader should keep in mind that He-
land basically takes major metaphysical insights froa»
Vhitcheod, without their complexity,* and tries to show
how these insights are related to the insights of faith
and culture.
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Since he belongs to the school of Process Theology,

the term "process'' is basic for Me land, and all other

terms should be understood in relation to this basic

term. The universe is described as an "on-going-Process."

He uses on-going-process instead of the term "universe"

because he wishes to express intense activity which is,

not static but emergent--the process of becoming.11 In

the Newtonian view, the nature of the universe was a

static order. Meland wishes to assert that the nature

of the universe and everything within it is a process

of emergence or becoming.

The character of this on-going-process is desig¬

nated by the term "creativeness."

Creativeness is no abstraction. It is the
continual happening appearing in every moment of
time. It is the most immediate and persistent
occurrence, giving both actuality and character
to events as they emerge.'"

UCf., MMW, p. 178.

^B. E. Meland, "Interpreting the Christian Faith
Within a Philosophical Framework", Journa1 of Religion,
Vol. 33, pp. 91-2.
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The creativeness of the on-going-process is essentially

neutral. Within the on-going-process, there are oppos¬

ing forces functioning. The basic process is neutral,

in the sense that it sustains all the opposing forces.

One important force is designated as "chaos" or the

"chaos of change." Another important force receives a

variety of names: "order-giving growth force", "crea¬

tion of meaning" force, "creative order of life" force,

"gro th" and "creative sensitivity". The term "crea¬

tive sensitivity" is used most widely by Meland as his

descriptive, theological term for God. within the on¬

going-process there is the chaos of change. Creative

Sensitivity works with the creativeness in such a way

13
that the chaos is transformed into growth-value. It

is his contention that this metaphysical insight of

transformation of chaos into value is an aid in under¬

standing the theological assertion of salvation on the

human level. On the human level, there is a development

^cf., A3C, p. 46-7.
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of value or lack of value in each particular situation.

For man, on a deeper level, there is the realisation of

a tragic sense of life, while at the same time a reali¬

zation of hope, giving man a world of "tragic becoming."14
This realization of hope is an understanding of trans¬

fer ing grace, which can be made understandable to

contemporary man within the frame of reference of the

new metaphysics.

The distinctive turn of the new metaphysics
lies in the fact that it has distinguished between
that which is brute force in creativity and that
which gives to creation meaning and character, a
gentle working that is the redemptive influence
upon force.1^

Viith this general description in mind, let us

now turn to several fundamental notions which may help

1 £>
to make Meland* s metaphysical view more concrete. The

first fundamental notion is that events are primary.

Events are the basic form of existence, and every thing

14cf., E. E. Meland, "Some Unresolved Issues in
Theology", Journal of Religion, Vol. 24, p. 235.

15RCF, p. 91-2. i6cf., HiS, p. 24-30.
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that exists must either be an event or a nous of events.

In the perspective of the new empiricism,
each moment of time is viewed as the creative

passage taken as a total datum. what is said of
each moment can be said of each emerging event.
Event is thus to be taken, both in its elemental
senses as the most primary notion, the simplest
form of existence beyond which no analysis of
experience can go, and in its ultimate sens© as
being inexhaustible: the bearer of all that ia
in miniature. *7

All events develop and occur within a context and can-

18
not be understood except within their context. In

dealing with events, it is necessary to mention the
19

problem of continuity and discontinuity. Events

emerge, exist, and perish. The fact that they perish

is just a tragic fact of existence, expressing discon¬

tinuity. At the same time, Heland asserts the

17
B. E. Meland, "Interpreting the Christian Faith

Within a Philosophical Framework", Journal of Religion,
Vol. 33, p. 91.

18cf., HE, p. 69.

^This problem of continuity and discontinuity
can be considered best after the discussion of the; fourth
fundamental notion, that relations are dynamic, and the
second secondary notion, the structure of e>p«rience.
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possibility of continuity. The value of an event in

the process of emerging events continues in part. So

long as there is a future to which past value can contri¬

bute, there is continuity.

If this course of reasoning is sound, it fol¬
lows that realities within the historical stream,
hatever their form, continue to embrace value so
long as they front a future in which actual value
may pass into active relation i»jith possible forms
that give rise, in turn, to yet-unrealized condi¬
tions of value. . .This is not to say that their
important values are subjective; but rather to
point out that created value in the stream of his¬
tory has organic connections with emerging forms
of value; and apart from that continuing creative
life of existence and expression, its value shrinks
to the significance of milestones and museums.

Man is an event, an organic event in which the

chaos of change has been transformed into some order of

sensitivity by God.

Th^ minimum metaphysical characterizeion of
man is that he i3 an event. This means that he is
a concretion: an actualization of meaning. Out
of the indefinite flow of creativity and innumer¬
able posslbilit ies; he has been individuated as a

2°B. li. Me land, "Tradition and New Frontiers",
Christendom, 1940, p. 325. Cf., RF, p. 130; HE, p. 137.
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concrete organism by the gentle hand of a Creator
who, in the creative act, has wrested fro® the
chaos and brute force of creativity some measure
of order and sensitivity, and from the indefinite
range of possibilities, some limited range of
possibilities.21

To understand man adequately as an event in process,

it is necessary that the mind should never be separated
22

from the body. It is necessary to have a view of the

mind-body as an organism, in order at all times to keep

in perspective the fact that man is earth-bound. If the

mind is allowed philos phieally or theologically to be

separated from the body, man's creativeness cannot be

kept in perspective, and with such a separation man can

no longer be an event in the on-going-process.

The second fundamental notion is matrix of sensi¬

tivity . The on-going-process offers to each event a

variety of possibilities, some oriented to the chaos

of change and some oriented to value. Those possibi¬

lities of value transcend the immediate event, but are

21FC, p. 126. 22cf., 1R, p. 40.
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the matrix which makes it possibly for man to encounter

and, thus, to be transformed by God. This matrix of

possible value becomes a matrix of sensitivity through

God's creative functioning. In other words, the matrix

of sensitivity is the total environing context in which

aan encounters God.

The encounter with spirit is something other
than this. (Meland has been talking about man's
moral struggle with nature.) In the language of
the ontology which affirms a transcendent good,
it is the struggle between value humanly conceived,
and a depth of sensitivity in which all life is
cast, yet which is only partially apprehended in
tnese intermittent moments of experienced relation¬
ship, when the self and the not-self are brought
into vital rapport, as in the I-thou, or in other
instances of working of grace. . .That is to say,
grace or the work of the spirit is not to be con¬
ceived of simply as an inchoate realm of trans¬
cendent occurrences or of a supervening nothing¬
ness, giving airiness to our higher thinking. It
is, in ay judgment, a structure of sensitivity or
a matrix of sensitivity which we have only limited
powers as human beings to apprehend. We neverthe¬
less participate in its transcendent structure, for,
in decisive ways, we live by reason of it our
lives are cast in its matrix of relationships. We
are concretions of this communal ground, actualizing
its intent under certain limited circumstances.2

23HF, p. 225.
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Th> socla I nature of real 1 ty is the third fund-i-

aaental notion, Meland is influenced in this notion by

tfindings of cultural anthropology, especially the

work of George Herbert Mead, and by Whitehead in his

doctrine of prehensions. The theory of relativity also

sup orts this views "The modern physicist's way of stat¬

ing the point is to say that 'we start with the fact of

24
reLatedness.' The social nature of reality asserts

that every event is related to other events within its

context, or, in other words, that ov ry event is rela¬

tive to every other event in its context. The use of

tha term "relativity" can be like the waving of a red

flag to one who associates its use with a popular inter¬

pretation of pragmatism, so vie shall present Meland's

understanding and us® of relativity.

Relativity, however, is a humble stance to
which the modern mind has been brought through
man*s realization of the depth and complexity of

24
E. E. Meland, "Tradition ^rd New Frontiers",

Christendom, 1940, p. 325. cf., RF, p. 130; H , p.
13"/.
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reality, of aan's existence, and the partial, even
fragmentary character of each man's perspective or
vision. But relativity does not necessarily mean
the loss of all decisive norms or of decision in
the judgment of meaning or value. Neither does it
mean indifference to these concerns. It does not

imply that one thing is ?ls good as another, one
faith as good as another faith. On the contrary,
it denies simply the reality of arbitrary .absolutes
and invests absoluteness in reality itself, wherever
it occurs, under whatever guise it appears.

Relativity does not mean the disruption of
ail ultimate truth. This is a negative deduction
based on the assumption that only a fixed order of
things, either on the Aristotelian model, or in
the manner of the Newtonian world machine, can
give assurance of ultimacy. Relativity as a con¬
structive doctrine means that every concrete situa¬
tion bears witness to an ultimat peculiar to the
interplay of circumstances and th limitations or
resources that attend its witness. The infinite
variety of good has its own claim upon us; and each
situation can best be judged by a measure capable
of dealing sensitively and genuinely with these
concrete circumstances.35

Fro a the social nature of reality, we are able

to gain an insight into a major philosophical problem,

the problem of the One and the dany, and into a major

social and theological problem, the relationship of

the individual to the community. He considers the

25RF, p. 163-4.
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social question by asserting that an analysis of cosmic

behavior offers an insight into the social nature of

,13n.

The will to be together is a basic habit of
eosmic behavior. It is apparent in the magnetic
attraction of the solar bodies in the adhesion
of vapors, in the cohesion of molecular bodies, and
in the gr garious movements of the pack, the
clan, and the community. Thus unity is a natural
phenomenon, an inherent quality of reality. And
this wish for union, the expansive outreach for
friends and communion, is man's expression of
this cosmic folkway.

Following Whitehead's theme, Meland gives noted emphasis

to the problem of the individual in ccmunity, relating

this issue directly to the relationship of faith and
27

culture. It should be noted at this point, that

Meland attempts to keep a tension in this relationship

by affirming, on the on® hand, the uniqueness of the

individual while, on the oth%r hand asserting that the

uniqueness of the individual is sacrificed unless the

26MMVi, p. 203.

27
This point will be developed in a later sec¬

tion dealing with Meland's view of religion.
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individual is kept. in proper relationship v,ith the

aonjiounity. The affirmation of such a tension sets

the stage for Iceland's view that the uniqueness of

an individual's faith is sacrificed unless it is kept

in proper relationship with the culture of the cost-

mnity. This theme of tension is developed further

by asserting that the consciousness of the unique in¬

dividual and his communal relationships are together

the channels through which God's grace encounters
O si

stan. In a real sense, the notion of the social

nature of reality affirms the theological insight that

29
the I-thou relationship is the channel of God's grace.

The fourth fundamental notion asserts that

relations are dynamic. t-'roa the perspective of physics,

this is a way of asserting that nothing which exists is

or can be static, that every event is in process and

26cf., kCF, p. 49, 107.
29
cf., B. E. Meland, Theology And th Historian

of Religion", Journal of Beligion, Vol. XLI, o. 266.
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relative to every other event within its content. On

the level of human relationships, this notion would

imply that every relationship is transitional, is in

the process of becoming a new relationship. This dy¬

namic character of relations serves as the principle

for the emergence of value, in the sense that one event

participates in the becoming value of another event.

It also serves as the principle for the doctrine of

continuity. 'She notion that relations are dynamic

offers an insight into our use of language. Man has

often been guilty of assuming that the language used

adequately describes or encompasses the reality under

consideration. since language is always to a degree

static, this notion offers the insight that due to the

dynamic character of relations language should never

be used in such a way as to imply that the terms used

actually comply fully with the reality in question.

This point is essential to an adequate understanding

of Meland, and we shall return to it agc-in in our

consideration of his method and vie- of religion,
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especially of his emphasis on the importance of myth.

The final fundamental notion asserted by Meland,

following logically from the dynamic character of re¬

lations, is the idea of emergence. This notion expresses

the idea of the creation of a novel event, conditioned

by other contextual events. As events are in relation¬

ship, novel events are created, including contributions

from other events. For Meland, the idea of emergence

includes creation and mystery. The on-going-process

functions in such a creative way that concrete ©vents

emerge out of the contextual relations of existing
30

events. Since one cannot fully understand the emerg¬

ence of events with a sensitive character, or value,

instead of a character oriented to the chaos of change,

there is a mystery inherent in this emergence. This

■lystery is the force of creative sensitivity, or God.

Relations are thus seen to suggest not simply
the notion of pattern but the interaction of struc¬
tures in a way which makes for a subtle progression

30cf., Ibid., p. 265.
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front lower to higher organizations of events. A
binding factor, which is at the same time a thrust
toward the advancing sensitivity of structures, is
thus noted as a persisting horizon of mystery and
promise attending each actualized order of struc¬
ture.

Within the framework of this general view of the

on-going-process with its dual forces, and with these

fundamental notions, Meland develops several secondary

notions, considering them to be "indispensable con¬

structs for giving direction and intelligibility to

the Christian faith" within his theological understand¬

ing.32 The first secondary notion is the primordial

ground of the individual person as actualized event.

This primordial ground is the creative function of

the on-going-process infused with the creative func¬

tioning of God; it is the one common ground or bond

that unites all persons as human beings. It is also

the foundation of man's relationship with God.

31
B. S. Meland, "Theology and th© Historian of

Religion", Journal of Religion, Vol. XLI, p. 266.

32Ibid., p. 92.
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Creation is an instance of concretion, common
to all individuated persona, which defines the
base of our humanity. And through this creative
act, we participate in a depth of reality which
is in God. This primordial act bequeathes to
each man as creature the capacity to aprr and
both the humanity of another individuated being
and the lure of the creative act which is itself
an assertion out of the depth of sensitive reality
which is in God. To be human is thus to be ex¬

pressive, both of an affirming yet apprehensive
response to the depth of reality, which is our
primordial faith, and of an awareness of another
man as man. Such universality as we are capable
of exemplifying roots down in *his pritaordial
ground of each man's existenc as he lives and
knows it concretely.^3

similar to this notion of the primor&al ground

is the next secondary notion, the structure of exper¬

ience . "The structure :>f experience, as I use it, might

be defined as the persisting, living nexus of relations

and residual meaning as they are present in immediacy

as actualized events." Th structure of experience

33
B. Li. Meland, "Theology and the Historian of

Religion", Journal of Religion, Vol. XLI, pp. 265-6.
cf., RF, p. 227-9.

34U. c. Maland, "Interpreting the Christian Faith
Within a Philosophical Framework", Journal of Religion,
Vol. 33, p. 93. cf., RF, p. 227-9.
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can best be conveyed by presenting an illustration a-

bout the personal history of a people. There are two

levels of history for every family. The first level

is the one talked about, it provides the concrete evid¬

ence of events now held in memory. The second level

of history is the survival character of the family.

The fatally history is one thing. This may be
recaptured in festive moods that celebrate the
passing of the years. The faraily character--this
may be more. For it preserves as a present struc¬
ture, subtly made manifest in a look of anguish or
in a mood of expectancy, the uncommon workings of
destiny which no celebration or historical review
can apprehend. Thus actuality presents history in
its stark, creative residue. It is here with the
blessings and benedictions of God and with his
wrath as well. Every community, every culture,
likewise, carries as a living burden or opportunity
this survival character as a structure of exper¬
ience which cannot easily be explicated or des¬
cribed.35

This conuaunical character is the structure which gives

form to one's accumulative valuation responses. This

emerging structure of experience is not to be equated

35
S. E. Me2and, "Interpreting the Christian Faith

Within a Philosophical Framework', Journal of Religion,
Vol. 33, p. 93.
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with the mere passage of. events. It evolves in such

a way to stimulate on organic unity at every stage of

history. Each generation receives an organic inherit¬

ance which is beyond the perceptions of any on® person.

One is not completely bound by this inheritance, but

the cumulative structure of experience is a part of

one's existence. Man's relationship with God is in¬

fluenced by the structure of experience, in the sense

that God has given meaning instead of chaos to the in¬

herited structure of experience. The fact that within

our own culture the Christian faith is mediated through

this structure of experience illustrates man's rela¬

tionship with God as influenced by the structure of

experience.

The full, actual valuational content of the
structure of experience, which is our immediate
possession, no human consciousness can know. It
is a depth in our natures that connects all that
we are with all that has been within the context
of actuality that defines our culture. It is a
depth in our nature that relates us as events to
all existent events. It is a depth that relates
us to God, a sensitive nature within the vast
context of nature, winning the creative passage
for qualitative attainment. The actual content
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of all this, I say, we cannot know. Bach man
lives within his limitations. i\ll men as a

total system of conscious events live within
limitations that characterize the human emergent.
Beyond the perceptual powers of the human crea¬
ture, vast, meaningful processes of creativity
and qualitative creation transpire. Wan picks up
intimations of this vast working with such instru¬
ments of perception, conscious awareness, imagina¬
tion and feeling, as he may be able to employ.
The degree to which men apprehend this vast work¬
ing depends greatly upon the sensibilities with
which they are able to receive what is more than
their self-conscious, self-attentive person.3**

Our final point on the structure of experience, as an

introduction to the third secondary notion dealing

with faith, is to present ^eland's differentiation be¬

tween faith and the structure of experience. Essential¬

ly he says that the structure of experience is the

ground of faith. The similarity to his previously

quoted view of the primordial ground as the founda¬

tion of faith is noteworthy.

Faith implies valuations and the thrust of
the human psyche toward ends and expectations
that have been distilled from the summit ex¬

periences of successive generations as

36FC, p. 108.
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perceptions of ultimate import. Valuations are
to be understood as the accumulative sequence of
meanings attributed by © people to objects, events,
and circumstances within a common cultural his¬
tory which, within these bonds, has channelled
and shaped the human psyche. Faith, then, in its
more elemental form, is the psychical orientation
of an individual or of a people under circumstances
that generate incentive for living and sestful at¬
tachment to life conceived in its ultimate signi¬
ficance. . .Deeper than the faith, serxang as a
spatial medium for all that occurs under its mo¬
tivation, is the structure of experience.^

The final secondsv/ notion is faith as a social

energy. In line with his notions that relations are

dynamic and reality social, Meland is asserting the

dynamic and corporate character of faith. The thrust

of meaning implied in this notion comes to hiss through

contemporary studies of cultural anthropology and is

expressed as follows:

Thf gist of this notion is that in any cul¬
ture, long before there are explicit attitudes of
faith assuming theological refinement, there is a
fabric of inexpressible meaning in living which
provides a depth of incentive and of uncanny
commitment to the ultimate ground of one's being
and destiny. This feeling context within any

37FC, p. 110.
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culture is expressed in myth and becomes the
source of the poetry, song, and art of a people,
as well as of its religious ritual. Out of this
primal imagery come the sensibility and sensiti¬
vity of a people to feel after the intimations of
the working of God as these become concrete in
history.

In essence, Melanri is asserting that all men share in

a faith-orientation because of the primordial ground

of being, and that all men within a cultural context

share in a particular faith emphasis because of their

social structure of experience. To state this in an¬

other way, in the act of creation man is created into

39
a state of faith. For Meland, this is a first-level

faith, shared by all men in their humanity, granting

that their faith may be expressed differently due to

contextual, cultural circumstances.

3H
"B. E. toeland, "Interpr ting the Christian

Faith Within a Philosophical Framework'5, Journal of
Religion, Vol. 33, p. 94.

39
Like Wieaan, Meland uses the term ''create' to

mean giving direction or meaning to a becoming event.
This use is consistent with his naturalistic perspec¬
tive, since there is nothing outside of the universe
which could create out of nothing.
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Faith in this primordial sense is given as a
component of creation. That is, the creative act
of God, in bringing life into existence, imparts
to every creature the subliminal condition of
being a life that is in God. It is a minimum and
most innocent form at this level, faith is simply
a will to live, or perhaps © capacity to live,
expressing simultaneously a joy in living and an
organic purposiveness which imps Is one to seek
out conditions essential to the survival of life.

This first level of faith is called "primordial trust."

Inis level is subject to dissolution through the ex¬

periences of the tragic aspect of life; yet, as pre¬

viously pointed out, man has also a hope for the ful¬

filment of life. When this hope is transformed by

grace into an ultimate assurance, the second level of

faith occurs, designated as 'the transcendent condition

of trust." Both of these states of faith have their

source in God, which is to say that the primordial

faith and the redemptive faith are both part of the

continuing creative functioning of God. These two

levels of faith are separated because of man's self-

centeredness.

40KF, p. 215.
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These two dimensions of faith, primordial
trust (which is immanent and subject to dissolu¬
tion through the individuation of experience)
and the ultimate assurance that comes into the
human psyche as a movement of grace (which is
transcendent), are continuous in that they can
be considered to have one source--namely, our life
in God. The one follows upon the creative act,
the other from the redemptive act. In between
the two, and precipitating the split in the di¬
mensions of faith, is the individuation of ex¬

perience, intensifying the demands of self-ex¬
perience, and thus dissipating the self's capa¬
city to participate in thu^ relationships that
form its communal ground.

In an attempt to present a summary view of Ice¬

land's metaphysical direction, let us consider his

view of "spirit," "spirituality," or "spiritual life."

Spirit is the mystery in the universe, being more than

we can know or understand, which brings about the

growth of sensitive value or qualitative meaning.

This spirit is the gentle working of God which creates

man in faith and through grace redeems man in faith.

This redemption comes about through man's growth into

a quality of existence which is called spirituality or

41RF, p. 217} cf., RF, p. 229.
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.spiritual life. The essence of the spiritual life is

sensitivity or sensitive awareness. Since the nature

of God is to bring about the growth of sensitive value,

span's growth in sensitivity is growth in relation to

God» Thus, it is the nature of man and his destiny to

grow in relationship with God.

Metaphysically, man's spiritual ©mergence would

be something like this: There is the on-going-process

of the universe which is neutral in its essence. The

on-going-process contains the conditions necessary for

the emergence of events, events being the lowest common

denominator of that which exists. The conditional pos¬

sibility of these events includes the functioning of a

chaos of change and of ordering value. The ordering

process affords the becoming events direction in such

a creative and sensitive way that events emerge with

an increasing possibility of growth in value. Descrip¬

tively, this creative ordering process is called the

primordial ground of being. «li events that emerge do

so within a contextual relationship with God, or do so
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on the basis of a primordial faith. ^ach event is

novel, in the sense that it is unique. At the sasie

time, each event eaerges within a social context, in

the sense that it has a dynamic, relational character.

Han as an event displays these same characteristics.

In order that man may grows in the spiritual life, it

is necessary for him to keep a proper tension between

his individual uniqueness and his social nature. An

adequate tension is essential, because if roan cuts him¬

self off from his social nature, he cuts himself off

from God. Han's social nature is important in the God-

roan relationship for two reasons. One is that man is

aided in the process of growth through the communal

structure of experience, which sustains and unifies the

past experience of value. The other reason is that man

encounters God through his human consciousness expressed

in its social character, whether it be through specific

person-person relationships or through the general

structure of experience, without the aid of the struc¬

ture of experience and specific person-person
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relationships, man's growth in the spiritual life will

be limited. As man tries to create the conditions

necessary for an adequate tension between himself as

an individual and his social relations, he opens him¬

self in growth to the creative sensitivity of God.

/hen this sensitive growth occurs, God transforms man'

existence. The corollary to this transformation is

roan's commitment to the God which transforms his life.

Man is now redeemed; he now has an ultimate assurance

concerning the meaning of his existence, he now parti¬

cipates in the spiritual life made possible by the
42

mysterious spirit of creative sensitivity.

Method

Meland characterizes his theological position

in the early 1930* & by the terra ' mystic naturalism.

This mystical approach was partly a reaction against

Meland presents, from the perspective of man
a psychophysical organism, the sequence of man's spiri
trial emergence, cf., ASC, p. 82-3.
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the strong, empirical emphasis which had been sweeping

American theology, especially under the influence of

Wieman. In the late 1930's the theological climate had

begun to change, under the influence of the interna¬

tional situation and of a nets expression of theological

orthodoxy, vie saw this change in V ieman's thought,

expressed ir. >ouc- uiind Spots Removed." E. A. Eurtt

captures an insight into this changing theological

scene.

The most challenging issue today. . .is probably
this: Is the empirical method adequate in dealing
with religious questions, or does it need to be
supplemented by some process comparable to mystic
insight.45

Meland considered himself a mystic naturalist, but at

the sane time he placed great emphasis upon the empirical

character of the mystic experience.

The fact that the constructive trends toward
a mystical outlook have been grounded in scientific
interests, and not in any evangelical urge, should

43
E. A. Burtt, Typos of Religious i hilosophy,

p. 501.
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be encouraging. This may suggest that the return
to mysticism is not an abandonment of reasons, but
a new integration of emotion and reason which seeks
to correct the one-sided emphasis of both the ra¬
tionalist and the romanticist.44

With the realization in 1934 of his striking similarity

to wieman's position, Meland began to orient his theo¬

logical endeavors toward the challenging issue of the

day: the relating of the mystic insight to the empiri¬

cal approach. With this orientation, Meland's theology

is described no longer by the term "mystic naturalism"

but by the term "empirical realism." The method of

empirical realism always contains a dialectical encounter

between mysticism and empiricism. We shall see that Me¬

land develops this dialectic under the headings of "fadth

and reason," "faith and culture," and "myth and reason."

Our purpose in this section will be to present

Meland's method of empirical realism. Our approach to

this presentation will be as follows; (1) We shall begin

44
B. B. Meland, "The Mystic Returns", Journal of

Religion, Vol. 17, p. 157.
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with an outline of four steps in a prolegomena to his

method, (2) we shall present a general outline of the

three basic steps in the method; (3) we shall shift our

perspective to the relationship of "faith and culture";

(4) we shall consider the issue of "myth and reason";

(5) we shall consider the problem of intelligibility,

(6) we shall consider the relationship of philosophy to

the method; and (7) we shall conclude with a summary

statement on the method. By presenting the three basic

steps of Maland1s method, bearing in mind the prole¬

gomena, and then approaching the method from particular

perspectives with which he has been concerned, it is

hoped that a richer texture of the method will become

evident. Our approach has a limitation in that it

will necessitate a degree of repetition, but this

limitation shall prove an advantage in integrating

Meland's variety of methodological interests.

Our reason for this approach arises from the

manner in which Meland's theological writings have

developed. Most of his books and articles have derived
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their existence from lecture series. These lectures

have not developed in such a manner that Meland's works

fall into a systematic consideration of dogmas, in the

fashion of Barth or Brunner. Rather, his concern has

been to speak to specific issues that were important

to the group present. We mention this point because

the reader cannot be referred to any of Meland's works

in print for a simple and concise presentation of his

method. In most of his works, he deals indirectly with

the problem of method within the context of the major

issue being considered. His most specific considera¬

tion is in several unpublished papers which are directed

towards a consideration of different methods used in

theology and philosophy. We shall include several long

quotations from these in order to gain a flavor of his

thought. In general, the most helpful works for the

consideration of method are the earlier sections of

Faith and Culture and Higher Education and the Human

45
Spirit. The latter work is complicated in that his
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method is presented within the context of a philosophy

of education.

Heland's theological method is basically oriented

to dealing with the problem of the relationship of faith

and culture, with special emphasis being given to the

problem of myth and to the importance of the mythos of

culture. The prolegomena to his method includes four

steps, which focus on these issues. The first step is

to gain a self-understanding of one's role as a parti¬

cipant in a cultural faith. This step includes the

acknowledgment, as well as acceptance, of the limita¬

tions of the faith's historical witness. The second

step requires an understanding of the relative situation

in which each cultural witness stands. In considering

this step, it is necessary to bear in mind Meland's

understanding of the term "relativityThe cultural

45
Though these publications are of value for

seeing his method in action, neither these or any of
his other books specifically consider the issue of me¬
thod as a specific topic for consideration.
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relativity of faith is being asserted, but it is as¬

serted within the understanding that, even though each

faith is culturally relative, each faith to a degree

contains an ultimate reference which bears some rele¬

vance to the truth of actuality. At the same time

cultural relativity means that each witness is partial

and limited because it speaks forth and stands in ludg

went of the articulate, cultural testimony. Thus, in

this step an attempt is made to recognize and to under

stand the cultural relativity of the faith, in order

that what points to an ultimate reference may be dls-
46

tinguished from that which is bound culturally.

The third step deals with the problem of myth,

which is an essential issue for Heland*3 theological

position. At this point it becomes necessary to gain

an understanding of the phenomenon of myth in the cul¬

ture, and of the underlying saythos which shapes its

orbit of meaning. The mythos is the elemental orbit

46cf., SF, p. 166-9.
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of meaning in a culture which gives structure and direc¬

tion at the level of the human psyche and within the
47

realm of imaginative and cognitive experience. To

participate in the mythos means that man is responsive

to what is ultimate within the context of his existence.

The myth is the response which a particular people
48

makes to what is ultimate in their existence. Mytho¬

logies are explications of what is discerned or ap¬

prehended in myth. These mythologies may be transitory,

but the structure and direction given t< the human

psyche, to imagination and cognitive experiences are

SO
enduring. People may become sophisticated to an ex¬

tent and attempt to dissociate themselves from th«»ir

nythos. Attempts can be made on the conscious level

47cf., FC, p. 28.

48cf., 8. E. Meland, "Analogy and Myth in Post-
Liberal Theology", unpublished, p. 14. (The Ferkins
School of Theology, Vol. XV); FC, p. 14, 88; RCF, p. 67.

SO
cf., 8. B. Meland, "Analogy and Myth in Post-

Liberal Theology:, unpublished (The Perkins School of
Theology Journal, Vol. XV), pp. 14, 17, FC, p. 56.
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to "demythologize", but these attempts fail because

the person is tied to the mythoa on the conscious and

subconscious level. Sine© it is impossible to break

with the mythos, the importance of coming to understand

the phenomena of the myth and the underlying raythos is

obvious.

The fourth step requires that note should be

taken of the various forms of participation in the mythos

within any culture. These forms are not always easily

discernable. Generally, three fairly distinct forms

can be recognized: the individual, the cultus, and the

secular domain. Prom the religious perspective, these

forms have often been divided into those in the spiri¬

tual doxuain and those in the secular. The Roman Catho¬

lics have given special emphasis to the spiritual do¬

main as representing those in the cultus. Protestantism

has been a protest against religion in its accommodation

to culture, lest it end in assimilation. "The Protes¬

tant temperament is prophetic rather than priestly; it

is pietistic rather than aesthetic; it is practical
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51
rather than theoretical." A church built on protest

cannot be positive and constructive, and for this rea¬

son, Protestantism has never developed a social philo¬

sophy equal to achieving a cultural realisation of
52

its faith. Even if it is granted that there are

boundaries between these forms of participation, an

understanding of the relationships of culture asserts

that there is a great deal of overlapping between these

forms. At the same time, the difference between the

forms has become more assertive during the last few

centuries, making it imperative for theology to consider

seriously the relationship of faith and culture, the

individual and community, the tradition and present de-
S3

veloping outlooks.

The prolegomena to Meland's method indicates

5iS. E. Meland, "The Genius of Protestantism",
Journal of Religion, Vol. 26, p. 275.

52cf., PC, p. 80-95.

5%bis point is developed in B. E. Moland, "Tradi¬
tion and New Frontiers", Christendom, 1940, pp. 323-31.
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that hi.3 theology gives emphasis to the general theme

of the relationship of faith and culture. The faith's

historical witness iust be understood, especially in

the light of the relative situation in which each cul¬

tural witness stands. This understanding requires &

clear insight of the phenomenon of myth in the culture,

and of the underlying mythos which shapes its orbit of

meaning. In order to deal with the mythos of any cul¬

ture, one must have a working knowledge of the various

forms of participation in the mythos.

Bearing in mind his basic interest of the re¬

lationship of faith and culture indicated in the pro¬

legomena, let us turn to a general outline of the three

basic steps in Meland's method. The first step in

theological inquiry begins when man encounters his ex¬

tremity, his absolute limit as a creature of the
54

earth. In this encounter faith o curs. The encounter

itself is not faith; rather, God transforms man in the

54cf., RF, p. 3, 179. This theme of man as an
"earth creature" receives special emphasis in MMW and TC.
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encounter. The result of this transformation is faith.

Me land ♦ s method begins with faith--faith in God aade

possible by the transforming grace of God. With this

encounter comes the realization that for true fulfil¬

ment in life one is helpless, except as help coses in

the form of a good not one's own. In this appreciative

awareness one understands that it is by redemptive acts

that this good comes, redemptive acts in the sense

that one discovers one's own extremity and the fact

55
that one is judged by a good not one's own. -Then

55
Meland would say that this r motive act is

man's existential experience of the true meaning of
Christ. It was pointed out in the metaphysical dis¬
cussion how man is created in the elemental stage of
faith and develops to the transcendental stag-'- of faith.
These two stages of faith are part of the same process,
so any doctrine of creation and redemption must be consi¬
dered as two stages in the same process. In other words,
this is to say that the meaning of Christ cannot be
considered properly except in relation to the creative
functioning of God's grace. Although ii is not our
task to develop Meland's Christology, it should be ob¬
vious that, in his emphasis upon the primacy of faith
in the redemptive act, a strong doctrine of Christ is
essential to his theological position. For a more in¬
clusive consideration of his Christology, cf., "Analogy
and Myth in Post-l iberal Theology", (The Perkins '-chopI
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this appreciative awareness occurs, it is not some in¬

tellectual theory but something that passes into the

very core of one's structured experience. This process

of appreciative awareness--judgment, redemption and

transformation--provides the empirical data with which

the theological inquiry must begin faith has occurred,

when this empirical process has occurred, experience is

never the same thereafter. The former organization and

meaning is broken or reordered, and there is the dis¬

covery of a new depth of apprehension.. This state of

depth apprehension is designated by f^eland by the fol¬

lowing terras: ''imagination" or "creative iraagination",

"art of imagination", "appreciative awareness", "ap¬

preciative consciousness", "religious vision", "act of

faith", "mythical response", "elemental exporter ••e**,

55of Theology Journal, Vol. XV) unpublished, pp.
19-27 J The Criterion of the Religious Life", Journal of
Religion, Vol. 19, p. 37; "A Present Day ^valuation of
Christian Ethics", Journal of Religion, Vol. 10, p. 378
"Toward a Common Faith", Christendon, 1937, pp. 392-6;
FC, p. 85, 99, 109, 120-1, 182-4, 197-205; SR, p. 107;
WW, p. 284-5; RF, p. 250-66, 267, 278ff,
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"saind-set".

Heland asserts that this transformation or new

discovery can come on occasions independently of the

gospel witness, taking it clear that he does not sub¬

scribe to a traditional, kergymatic theology. The

sensitive experience which makes faith possible can

come to one in tragedy, sorrow, frustration or failure.

It is possible for these experiences to break one, but

at the same time it is possible for them to open up

the possibility of the redemptive process. Generally,

no one experience of this character is of such a fore©

as to bring about th apprehension of the faith-encounter,

but such experiences have accumulative effect. Such an

a cumulation of experience can help one become more

sensitive to one's ov«n limitations in such a way that

one is reoriented to the larger witness of faith. Be¬

cause these experiences are contextual, it is difficult

to describe th<m in terms which can easily be associated

with each individual's forms of expression. What Meland

is asserting is that there are empirically real creative
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situations which encounter the individual, in his rou¬

tine living, in such a way that the individual is

forced to take seriously his own limitations and to

look to a source of strength beyond the confines of
56

his on intellectual and fee ling context. In other

words, true religious inquiry is a response in some

degree to encounters *ith actuality, which bring to

the individual the realities of judgment and grace

vithin the human situation in such a way that tlv> in¬

dividual is oriented to redemptive and redirective re¬

sources beyond the limits of his own self. Theological

inquiry itself becomes an act of witnessing to tha

energies of tht s- irit which have come into the indi-
57

viduai's life. Without itnessing to the redemptive

process, there an be no true theological inquiry.

56
cf., He, p. 170.

57
It should bfc kept in isind that the theological

inquiry is also an act of witnessing to the energies of
the spirit which are found in the culture. This point
is especially stressed by Heland in his writings after
1945 and will receive our consideration at a later point.
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Meland is careful to point out that this appre¬

hension of judgment and grace need not come about in

the traditional form of dramatic conversion. This ex¬

perience need not be dramatic, for it can occur in the

silent processes of life; but it must be insistent, im¬

pelling, and crucial, in the sense that one discovers

an apprehension of judgment and grace. Meland surveys

the accounts of biblical and church history and sees

the individual going through the life-drama of redemp¬

tive acts, moving from the level of elemental man to

the level of spiritual man. His method for theological

inquiry asserts the necessity of repossessing this

heritage of the drama of redemptive acts as peculiarly

our own as the foundation for true inquiry. If one re¬

possesses this drama in an existential manner, then the

true facts of life confront one in a redemptive manner.

The crucial fact here, however, is that one
then takes a proper measure of himself as a per¬
son, or of his rational or intellectual power as
a creature under God, as a creature in relation
to God and to other men. One come# of age
spiritually, which in part is to see the ego in
one's self for all its worth and perils the
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pretens®, the illusion, the possibilities of
deception, the over-reaching and assertive
qualities of mind that are the bane of intel-
lectualism where a sense of proportion and
creatural humility do not obtain. The mind
awakened to its limits ceases to be spiritually
naive. But in sensing its limits, the mind achieves
freedom from itself and from the tyranny of other
ainds. And this affords it new power and penetra¬
tion.58

By making the first step of theological inquiry

a faith experience, Meland is presenting a form of

kergymatic theology. His form differs from tradi¬

tional kergymatic theology because the faith-experience

can occur independently of the gospel witness. At the

same time it is similar to the traditional position

in several ways. On the one hand, it is similar be¬

cause faith occurs for both positions when man exper¬

iences the judgment and grace of God. On the other

hand, both positions assert that the faith-experience

does not require any external criterion for validation.

Even though these two positions are similar, there is

58B. E. Meland, "A Critical Footnote", unpublished,
p. 13.
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a basic difference. The traditional position contends

that in the experience of faith man encounters the

supernatural. From his naturalistic perspective, Me-

land contends that whatever happens, happens within

the natural order; therefore, the faith-encounter is

a natural experience. In a real sense, however, the

division between Meland and supernaturalism on this

point is not too great. Both positions assert that

man has a mysterious encounter with God which can

never be fully understood, and the result of this en¬

counter is faith.

Pieman and Meland disagree on the first step of

theological inquiry. Both men agree that in the re¬

ligious experience God reveals himself. For Kieman,

this revelation is the foundation for knowledge which

man can gain through proper use of the method. The

revelation itself does not give knowledge. The pur¬

pose of gaining this knowledge is that man may make

the absolute faith-commitment. assurance that faith

is in the true God is not possible on the basis of
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God's initial revelation in the religious experience.

For Meland, faith occurs because of the Initial revela¬

tion of judgment and grace. In this revelation man

gains assurance that his faith is in the true God.

Man will not have complete understanding of the impli¬

cations of faith, but he will have this assurance.

Whereas the goal of WieKan's scientific method is the

faith-commitment, faith is the first step of Meland's

method of empirical realism.

Immediately the question must be considered how

this new depth of apprehension can be tested and shown

to be valid. Meland rejects the view that this test

can be carried out as if this depth of apprehension

were a cognitive act; the immediate awareness of ob¬

jects, or of behavior patterns, and later, of events.

In this depth there is a dimension of knowing which is

too full for words, and cognitive tests are not adequate

to test the validity of this depth of apprehension. Out

of situations of extremity comes a perception of judg¬

ment and grace that is swift and sure. It is true that
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the validity of this perception, to a degree, may tee

increased by a .later test of applying cognitive criteria,

but this added verification will always be inadequate

to the depth of the experience itself and to the trans¬

formation of ;ind and experience which take place as a

cons -que n< , This aclded tost really o s not offer ad¬

ditional attestation to the r Lty encountered in this

depth experience; it can off< r only son-: knowledge of

a useabl sort. von if it is granted that this know¬

ledge is valuable and should be developed, it remains

the case that this knowledge itself does not validate

the experience.

What I xa claiming is that in encounters
within experience, whether in an "I-thou" rela¬
tion, as it is sometimes expressed, in a vivid
perception of events, omentarily heightened by
their convergence in a time of ;risis, or as
Tillich words it, the Kairos" of occasions, or
in revelatory occasions of even greater moment
when reality overturns and literally breaks
asunder th« structures of reason, compelling the
structures of man to be remade or reordered if
they would survive--in encounters of this ditnen- '■
sion ami depth, there is given to the human situa¬
tion insight, a reorientation of knowing, "a
knowledge by acquaintance", an apprehension of
judgment and grace, { »jhot shall vu call it?)
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that carries its own validation as a Word spoken
out of the situation itself.59

The process of critical analysis, which is

the second step, follows or should follow any event

of disclosure and will provide a type of illumina¬

tion. This illumination is important because in

time it will be assimilated into the stream of

creative performance. Critical analysis is impor¬

tant also because it offers a style of discipline

by which man's creative efforts and imagination

may become more open to an ever increasing pos¬

sibility of new depths of apprehension. Yet, the

testing of critical analysis can never determine

the actuality or value of the reality disclosed in

this depth of apprehension. The disclosure itself

carries its own force of authenticity as a Word

59ibid., p. 6. For a discussion of the truth
of the faith experienced as an "aura of felt mean¬
ing", cf., B. E. Meland, "Tradition and New Frontiers",
Christendom, p. 329.
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given.6" This transforming grace never depends upon

the reassurance of any external criteria.

Essentially, Meland's acthod of religious in¬

quiry begins with the act of faith moving toward its

disciplined utterance, instead of an intellectual pro¬

cess which has boon disso iated froc its feeling con¬

text. He does not reject the added dimensions of

critical power, which 'the latter approach can offer

to one'6 perception and .aracity for judgment J but,

rather, he asserts that the religious inquiry which

follows from a ! grasping act of faith is the trm

religious inquiry. The faith-encounter affords the

true religious inquiry, because in such an encounter

the intellect ana ft eling context of the individual

is transformed. In this transformation the intellect

and feeling context is not recreated only; it is also

"""Meland's emphasis is similar to Earth's em¬
phasis.of listening and responding to ■•the ord; cf. ,

B. si, Meland, iota® Concluding Observations Concerning
Theological Method", unpublished, p. 10.
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redirected.h<?; this trans!orated orientation oc¬

curs, it is what Mecand calls '"the shock of new dis¬

covery ."

The r»ct that reason is recreated end redirected

by faith should receive special note in our considera¬

tion. The first step in ineland*'* m t f .vt is faith

made possible by an experience of woe's judgment and

grace. The second step, critical analysis, does not

occur in a detached manner, lhe rational process is

transformed by faith, enabling one to be- more attuned

to the revelation of God in order that orn can gain an

understanding of the meaning of thi» revelation in

6 1
Essentially beland is saying that the act of

faith transforms the critical process in such a way
that it can function within an orientation that includes
consideration of this depth of experience. Reason trans¬
formed by faith develops a depth of humility which en¬
ables it to transcend the limited reality of bare facts
dependent upon pure observation ano reason. For a core
complete consideration of the way faith recreates and
redirects reason, cf., B. B. >■><-.*rand, K.ith «nd Chris¬
tian Thought", The 1 ersonallst, Vol. XXXXV, pp. 140-50;
b. B. .eland, Iheology and the Historian of Religion",
Journal of Religion, Vol. XLI, p. 271; PC, p. 22-3, 39,
115-18; RCt", p. viii-ix, 7, aiC, p. 46-/ HE, p. 7.. -80,
159-61, 170-2. Me land in his consideration of the re¬
lationship of faith and reason, also evaluates the
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one's life. In th theological inquiry reason does

not function independently of faith reason is of

value in this inquiry because it has been recreated

and redire d by faith. It waa stated previously

that Me land differs from wieman in caking faith the

fir-:.t step in 1.he method. This difference is neces¬

sarily carried over into the secern. step. whereas

for Meland reason is recreated and redirected by faith,

for . if sum reason becomes more attuned to God's reve¬

lation through proper use of the episteiaologicai pro¬

cess of th< scientific method, ^ioasan does offer a

similar account of reason being transformed by faith,

but this transformation occurs only after the faith-

.omiu itmerit has been made on the basis of the knowledge

giined. Fox both cen reason is transformed by faith.

The difference is that Meland begins the theological

inquiry *ith faith, whereas aieaan regards faith-com¬

mitment as the goal of the inquiry.

^'limitations of the scientific lethod or attitude;
cf• , MMVs, p. 223; SR, p. 21-2, 43, 46; ASC, p. 26-7.
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Meland1s method of theological inquiry asserts

63
the primacy of faith, but at the same time he takes

seriously the philosophical aspect of theological in¬

quiry and pursues it as an explicit aid to the act of
63

faith and its interpretation. Thus, the second step

in his method is critical and analytical. Meland makes

this step for both negative and positive reasons. It

is his contention that one's experience of faith will

fall necessarily within a contextual structure of

meaning, explicitly or implicitly functioning as one's

intellectual reference or working philosophy of life.

If one does not explicitly use the notions of this

philosophical orientation, then they will be employed

unwittingly in such a way that one's affirmation of

faith can be distorted into an affirmation of &

cf., 8. &. Meland "The Criterion of the Religious
Life", Journal of Religion, Vol. 19, p. 40; B. E. Me¬
land, "P'aith and Critical Thought", The Persona list, Vol.
XXXIV, p. 145; 8. E. Meland, "Interpreting the Chris¬
tian Faith Within a Philosophical Framework", Journal
of Religion, Vol. 33, p. 39; RCF, p. 35, FC, p. 6, 15, 118.

63cf., B. S. Meland, "Interpreting the Christian
Faith Within a Philosophical Framework", Journal of
Religion, Vol. 33, p. 88.
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64
philosophical bias. His positive reason is that pro¬

cess philosophy offers contemporary insights into the

nature of reality which can help to .sake the Christian

faith more understandable and relevant to contemporary

man.

Meland asserts that there should be a tension

between faith and the critical process, as between art
65

and discipline. This relationship of tension is

subtle and implies that neither side should ignore the

other. Into the bargain neither side should confront

the other in any explicit way as claiming superiority,

because if such a confrontation occurs the creative

tension is impaired, destroying something of the authen¬

ticity of each.^

64cf., B. E. Meland, "Religious Zeal", The Chris¬
tian Scholar, Vol. XLI, p. 48; 8. E. Meland, "The Chang¬
ing Role of Reason and Revelation in Western Thought",
unpublished, p. 5.

65cf., HE, p. 17, 94ff.

^6cf., B. B. Meland, "Faith and Critical Thought',
The Fersonalist, Vol. XXXIV, p. 291; 8. F. Meland, "The
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Further, critical analysis confronts seriously

the biblical witness. This confrontation is two-foldJ

it includes a creative encounter with the gospel of

Judgment and grace coming to us from the Scripture and

includes our being instructed by the disciplined ana lysis

and findings of critical biblical study. This process

may be called an aspect of his method, because it

should be included in the second step; and yet from

another perspective this aspect aiust become a. third

step in Meiand's method for theological inquiry. There

comes a time within the task of constructive theology

when it becomes necessary for the individual experience

to confront and to converse with the communal witness

of faith. This task can be expressed by saying that

the iiwjor problem of religion is the relation of the

individual to the community, or it can be expressed by

saying that constructive theology must grapel with the

relationship of faith and culture.

wGenius of Protestantism", Journal of Religion,
Vol. 27, p. 291} B. E. Me land, "Theology and the His¬
torian of Religion", Journal of Religion, Vol. XLI, p.
273; HE, p. 122, 171-2.
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*n step three the theologian must consider

seriously the historical and communal witness to the

Christian faith, as expressed in the revelation in

Christ. It is important to note that Meland is saying

that one does not begin by jumping directly into the

centre of the Christian witness, trying to come forth

with an intelligible and meaningful interpretation of

the Christian faith. To .make such a jump, without

developing the critical process in light of faith, is

to miscalculate the relation of discipline to creative

expression. If one's endeavor in any area is to be

significant, it is necessary that one first accept the

burden of acquiring the discipline and critical judg¬

ment necessary to this endeavor. Acquiring discipline

and critical judgment may seera tedious and difficult,

but these will afford one the ability to consider later,

with perceptiveness and power, the more complex situa¬

tion. Meland's point should be understood as a common

sense Insight that one is not able to deal with the

more complex situations without going through the
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preliminary process. The method of theological inquiry

is no different from other methods of inquiry, in that
67

one must learn to crawl before one can walk. Although

there is a difference between Wieman and Meland regard¬

ing the place of faith in the theological inquiry, both

agree that man must begin with the religious experience

and then confront in a critical manner the traditional

religious witness. It is fair to say that Meland gives

more practical emphasis than does wieman to the import¬

ance of this encounter with the tradition, although

Meland broadens the scope of this emphasis through his

concern with the important relation between faith and

culture.

Meland's method can be presented more sharply if

it is seen as a method of empirical realise, in which

cf., HE, p. 21-32. In this chapter on "The
Nature of Thinking in Education", Meland develops his
common-sense approach to education by pointing out si*
levels of thought through which man must progress in
order to develop an orientation for dealing with large
scale problems of human destiny.
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every opportunity is developed to probe both the in¬

dividual experience and the communal witness to the

revelatory event. The empirical character of the

individual is taken seriously, that man lives within

and by the faculties of his own organism. At the

same time the empirical, communal character of the

individual is taken into consideration, that life is

organic, relations are r^al, and reality is social.

This relationship is a creative tension. Between

the individual and the community occurs a process of

deep speaking to deep in which the individual judgment

encounters and contends with a communal consensus and

vice versa. The individual experience always occurs

within the context of the communal structure of ex¬

perience. Since God gives direction to the evolving

structure of experience, God's judgment and grace are

revealed in the individual's experience in part through

the communal structure of experience. As the tension

between faith and critical analysis must be maintained,

so this tension between the individual and community
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must be maintained. It is through this creative ten¬

sion that a judgment and grace occur which are not

■tan's own making, but which transform and redirect

the life of man. If the original experiences do not

include this creative tension, then the original ex¬

perience will b© limited so that true judgment and

grace cannot be experienced. If the critical processes

are not founded on this creative tension, then they are

not functioning within the framework of faith, and if

they do not include this creative tension, then they

are blocking the possibility of true insight and the

possibility of growth in grace.

In summary of this point, we should say that

within the field of systematic theology ?>eland's method

of empirical realism is oriented more explicitly to

the task of constructive theology, than that of dogmatic

theology. His starting point is the act of faith,

which occurs when the individual experiences the judg¬

ment and grace of God. In the second step, the disci¬

pline of critical thought is employed for the purpose
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of illumining the act of faith within a relevant con¬

text of meaning, the third step, granted that aspects

of this step are included in the second, requires that

the individual witness to faith confront the communal

witness, issuing from the biblical record and mad©

manifest through the historic experience of the Chris¬

tian church. This method of constructive theological

inquiry asserts the integrity and authenticity of the

individual and communal witness of faith and attempts

to hold them in a relationship of creative tension, in

such a way that there is a great degree of communica¬

tion and interpenetration between the two.

The genius of the constructive method lies
in its holding within a creative tension, indivi¬
dual and community, tradition and the contemporary
experience, reality and the individuated though
authentic human reason, the .ersonal and the cor¬
porate witness. In this respect it is the method
of a critical liberalism which takes the claim
and protests of the human spirit seriously; yet
compels it to confront its heritage and the con¬
sensus of tradition responsibly. The freedom of
individuality is not to be looked upon as an
acid of modernity that dissolves the tissues of
relationships, leaving in tatters the communal
fabric of faith. it is to be taken as a summons

to maturity and thus to respond as one come of
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age within the community of a social reality,
consonant with^^ti© Christian understanding of
the imago-del.

At this point it is necessary to attend to another

aspect of Iceland's method, namely the emphasis given
69

*0 rg^ationship of faith and culture. The root

principle of Meland's method of empirical realism is

that the immediacies of experience are the bearers of

a depth of reality to which response and interpretation
70

must be given. This principle asserts the notion

that all human existence takes place within a parti¬

cularised orbit of meaning. Th< cultural history of a

particular people is the determining factor for the

establishment of an orbit of meaning. Granting that

interchange does occur with alien and rival cultures,

s. Me land, '"a Critical Footnote", unpub¬
lished, p. 20.

69
Two fundamental notions discussed in the meta¬

physics section should be kept in mind, which are "the
social nature of reality" and "relations are dynamic."

70cf., RP, p. 116, 170.
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Meiand asserts that the initial and primordial drives

within a particular culture achieve sufficient cohesion

in the form of sensibilities, modes of awareness, and

reflection, to generate a characteristic disposition of

mind, or in other words, a persistent thrust of the

psyche. On the basis of this analysis, the human re¬

sponse is limited in two ways: (i) the creaturely

limitations which apply to all men; and (2) the limi¬

tations derived from the cultural orbit ox meaning.

Because of this orbit of meaning, every people

tends to employ the terras of th< ir culture as the only

terras expressive of universal raeaning. This tendency

has been especially true in the area of religious

witness. Because of this tendency, it is necessary

now to consider the problem of myth, as indicated in

the prolegomena.

For Meland, contemporary theology rests pre¬

cariously upon a repossession and reconception of

myth. ouch an assertion raises the question of myth,

biblical and contemporary, and its relation to reason.
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The relation of myth and reason has become important

u tder the influence of those who -?ould demythologiec

the Net* Testament. In vie. of ie land's understanding

of aan as tied to the aiythos, the issue boils down to

the question how reason is to be employed in our

reaching out or encountering ultimate dissensions of

reality.

The answer to this question of reason -ill be

found in the method used, but it is predetermined by

one's understanding of the nature; and function of

reason. If one has a view which asserts that reason

is a faculty which is or can be separate from the body

in its access to ultimate reality, then one's answer

will be different from the process view which sees

reason se the total functioning of the organism engaged

in thought and inquiry.

Reason is not one thing among other things,
one faculty or organ among others, rather, it is
the total organism acting in a specific way under
certain conditions, that is, with a specific focus,
following frora being attentive to something, in
response to sotaething, or intent upon something.
Reason is the human organism when it is luminous
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with thought and inquiry. And the human organise
is that kind of structure that can fluctuate be¬
tween a highly attentive state in which, as we
say, reason is alert and active, to a near indolent
state in which consciousness appears barely to
exist. But one is not to assume that reason is
active only in this highly attentive state of th®
organism; for to the degree that selected impres¬
sions have been reflected upon, assimilated and
judged, they tend to be stored away, as it were,

kept dormant, but ready to be activated Internally
as a memory recalled, or as an internal stimulus
to further reflection. Thus what appears to be
indolence is often either reverie or a vibrant

internalizing of thought, sustained by this inner
stimulus of recall and its reflective response.''1

To understand Meland's evaluation of reason,

it is necessary to remember his view of the creaturely

limitations of man. Man holds a high position in the

growth of natural structures, but hi® structure is

not definitive of reality beyond his level of emerg¬

ence. There seems as little reason to assume that

man's organic structure is indicative of what is ulti¬

mate in reality. In view of these limitations of the

human structure, the use of human pictures or analogies

7*8. S. Meland, "Some Directive for Theological
Method", unpublished, pp. 10-11.
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in relation to *hat is ultimate in reality ust be

considered. Man uses such pictures or analogies in

uyths because they arc forms with thi h he is most

clearly associated. Such a use is natural in man's

attempt to point to reality which transcends his o«n

sreaturely limitations. This myth! >1 response is

Legitimate when it is used as a way of expressing

praise, wonder, apprehension, gratitude, or anxisty

about that mystery which confronts us in existence.

The problem occurs when these metaphorical images are

taken literally. then this occurs, it is asserted

that mythological language presumes to desribe, de¬

fine, or characterise reality in literal or logical

terms. such a use of myth is illegitimate /ithin

the context of its original purpose. specially this

use of myth is illegitimate for the purpose of reli-
72

gion and theology. What actually happens is that

the mythological structure confined to logical and

72cf., PC, p. 00-95.
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Literal terias in destroyed <.-nd a new yth is created.

&uch a [.ro'^durc for considering myths is very danger¬

ous because it tends to pr*clud« the possibility of a

«iore sensitive encounter with r>. alities to -hi *h man

is trying to extend himself, ainc. nan's sensitivity

becomes bound *ithin these- literal terms.

inland is aware that this Illegitimate? us of

myth can occur .ithin the process position, and he
73

accuses bchuLcrt Ogdcn of this false use. For Og-

cien, the results of scientific research change, but

the fundamental method of seien e and the? picture of

the world correlative with it remain constant. Taking

this position Oyden holds the process imagery to

definitive ox this constant picture of the world.

Meland asserts that Ogden needs to be more definitive

and discriminating within scientific imagery. It is

Meland's contention that the world-picture forme- by

*:'cf., E. I... Meland, "Analogy and Myth in Post-
Liberal Theology", unpublished (The F<-• rIns >chool of
Theology Journal. Vol. XV), pp. 1P-27.
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modern natural science is in a process of development;

therefore, Meland rejects the use of process imagery

as the definitive imagery. This illegitimate use of

myth occurs when the framework of process is presented

as being normative of reality. In this false situation

it is asserted that the process position, to a great

degree, amounts to specifying the structure of reality.

Meland rejects this nortaative process view.

. . .1 would hold that the framework and what
issues from it in the way of a model is clearly a
human formulation having the value only of a ven¬
ture in intelligibility. The truth is not given
by the framework. The truth is a truth of actua¬
lity (revelation), received from the witne^ of
faith, or out of the depths of experience.

It is important that we give consideration to

75
what Meland means by "intelligibility." The question

of intelligibility raises the question whether the

myth is true.

74B. E. Meland, "'Some Directives for Theological
Method", unpublished, p. 14.

75cf., RCF, p. 71; RF, p. 95; B. E. Meland, "Some
Concluding Observations Concerning Theological Method",
unpublished, p. 9.
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I should answer that, in the sense in which
this question is generally raised, the question
is not really relevant. . .Actuality asks no
rational conformation. It does not wait for the
intellect to settle its problems. It literally
creates and cradles the mind that questions it
. . .The truth aspect of anything depends upon
the degree to which it can be made to accommodate
itself to the intellect. . .But it also follows
that the abstract procedure, by which truth is
sought, tends to construct a fabric of meaning
which may have only an incidental relation to
actuality. . .

Truth as applied to myth or the structure of
experience can have only the force of intelligi¬
bility. That they exist and what they convey, can
be zsade consistent with a given structure of
thought resting upon intelligible categories.
Perhaps they can have one more kind of truth? a
practical, functional truth--narasly, that what
they portray of man illumines experience and pro¬
vides conditions in the sense of an orientation
of the human psyche which actually redeems man.76

Intelligibility does not mean the complete assimila¬

tion of the truth of reality; rather, it is a momentary

recognition of the depth of reality revealed in the

experience. In other words intelligibility is a

vision that comes to the mind which serves to illumine

the context in which this mystery occurs, enabling

76FC, p. 113-4, of., Hfe, p. 77.
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taan to receive and respond to its occurence.^7 Thus,

this form of thought is instrumental in enabling man

to make a mythical response to this depth of reality

which is beyond our human structure but confronts us

within our own limitations. In effect, Meland is

shifting the issue here from the question of faith

and reason to the broader issue of the mythical re-

78
sponse expressed through the act of faith. Under

the dominance of Idealism, faith came to be considered

a subjective response or inner experience which cc>u

not stand up to the tests of reason. Meland is at¬

tempting to break with this subjective connotation of

faith by associating the act of faith with the mythical

response. In such an association, he is attesting to

a total response by man to this depth of reality. He

accepts that this depth of reality is initially un¬

available to conscious scrutiny, but at the same time

this mythical reality does encounter man as he

77
cf.t HE, p. 161.

78
„cl.. FC, p. 88.
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lives. It was pointed out in our earlier statement of

his method that the act of faith is the foundation up¬

on which reason can b« used properly in the theological

inquiry. This same point is wade in his consideration

of faith as mythical response, and in his contention

that reason must be kept in creative tension with

faith.

Faith as mythical response is more elemental
than reason, not in the sense merely that it is
less critical, less sophisticated; but in the
sense that it is more basic in its integration
with this depth of reality, more innocently re¬
sponsive to what is unmanageable and commanding
in the exigencies of existence. Reason offers
each individual, freedom, independence and an
assertiveness expressive of our individuated
existence. Left to itself it can be devisive
and alienating; but wh<n it is responsive and
integrative with faith, it can be illuminating.
It can bt emancipating without dissipating this
elemental response to the depth of experience.7'"

Wieman and Heland disagree over the value of

ayth and the problem of intelligibility. wieman re¬

jects Heland's contention that myth is essential in

79
B. E. Meland, "Sows Directives for Theologi¬

cal Method", unpublished, pp. 15-16.
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making faith intelligible. It is kiesaan's contention

that myths do not afford knowledge and, therefore,

cannot directly aid in the problem of intelligibility,

As previously stated, Wiestan has made use in his

theology, at least to some degree, of the myth struc¬

ture of process metaphysics. Granting this use by

Wluman of a ayth structure, it is accurate to say that

he does not share in Meland appreciation of the value

of myth in the theological inquiry.

At this point we turn to the question how this

standard of intelligibility is developed within th©

context of Meland'u method of creative tension between

faith and reason. More appropriately the question is

hot* the theologian ia to employ philosophy in pursuing

his theological inquiry.

Constructive theology, in so far as it pur¬
sues a formulation of th© cognitive meanings of
the Christian faith in the context of structural

meanings that provide intelligibility in our time,
has no alternative but to follow the procedure
that has given rise to systematic theology in
former periods of reconstruction--namely, of
setting the sentiments of the Christian myth
in the philosophical context that elaborates
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the controlling idea. . .

One can say that the procedure of interpret¬
ing the Christian faith in terms of a controlling
concept in any given age is simply the act of in¬
tegrating the imagery of the faith with the in¬
telligible discourse of the age. It is the way
by which the sentiments of faith take on cogni¬
tive force and become relevant qualifications to

HO
human thought and action.

Msland readily admits that in the act of theologizing

it is difficult to reduce one's disciplinedefforts to

a simple ideology or to a particular school of thought.

For better or worse, the theologian makes a response

baaed on the being he is due to the process of be¬

coming.

1 have steadily come to th« view that one's
philosophical orientation is not so much a system
of ideas \s a structure of meaning in which one'sA l
experiences occur and take on intelligibility.

The theologian will have disciplined himself with a

particular frame of reference, but there will be also

a subtle Bending of many other factors. An example of

S0RCF, p. 89-90.

81
B. li. He land, "Interpreting the Christian

Faith Within a Philosophical Framework", Journal of
Religion, Vol. 33, p. 88.
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onu of thesi; fa-tors is the type of educational system

in which the theologian has been trained. If one has

been trained as a British theologian, one probably has

been influenced by a specialisation system of educa¬

tion. If one is an American theologian, the chances

are strong that one will have been influenced greatly

by the pragmatic system developed by John Dewey. The

theologian, or any one else for that matter, can never

take into account all the suifL© influences which de¬

termine his process of theologizing, but he should at¬

tempt to become as self-conscious as possible, to the

degree that he can at least state his basic presupposi¬

tions .

Here Maland is attempting to find a middle road

butween the traditional kerygraatic theologian and the

metaphysical or ontological theologian. He desires to

go beyond the kerygmatic theologian in affiriaing some

degree of conscious effort on the part of the theologian

in bringing intelligibility to theological statements.

At the same time he wants to do this in such a way that
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his theology does not is11 into the pattern of Tillich's,

Bultmann's or Ogden's of translating mythical state¬

ment* of faith into ontological propositions. It is

not deland's intention to set the Christian faith in

a static categorical scheme of process philosophy.

Granted that he speaks from a metaphysical process

position, Meland wants to employ suggestive notions

from a process imagery in order to show that a mythical

expression of this depth of reality can be understand¬

able as a laeaningfui way of speaking to modern man.

In other words, he wants to develop a margin of intel¬

ligibility for theological statements without binding

this witness of faith within a philosophical frame of

reference. Thus, the philosophical imagery is used to

give insights into the witness of faith as expressed in

theology, without reducing either the witness of faith

or the theology to the limits of the philosophical

system.

It is rather setting the outreach of faith
in an intelligible context such that the language
of faith, its hopes and aspirations, become
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continuous with the reasonable discourse of the
culture. This is to render the faith intelligible
and relevant to the living culture by bringing it
fruitfully into accord with the sensible experiences
of the age, out of which the intelligible response,
informing life and conduct, emerge.

The theologian must understand how his own philo¬

sophical thinking is shaped by a particular philosophical

system, in order that the making of theological state¬

ments is not limited by the rhilosophical system. The

philosophical syatefta affords one an imagery which may

be of value in gaining intelligible insights into the

meaning of the act of faith, ineland is placing specific

limitations upon the role of philosophy in theology.

Philosophy is a sharp attempt to look at reality from

a disciplined perspective* but philosophy can give a

distorted view of reality, if it does not take account of

the historical limitations of man. without taking into

consideration these limitations, one could come to

consider that reality is actually envisioned within the

82RCF, p. 71.
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disciplined view presented by philosophy. Process

philosophy, under the influence of Whitehead, has at¬

tempted consistently in most cases to take into account

the distance between its basic imagery and reality-as-

such. It has done this by asserting that its basic

notions are metaphors and not complete descriptions of

reality. At the same tirae, Meiand realises that the

process philosopher or theologian, like any other think¬

er, can assert the limitations of his position but be-

coma 30 involved in hie thought-patterns that he begins

to develop his position as if his frame of reference

is normative of reality. This tendency island strongly

rejects and asserts that reason as a vision of the

wind must be employed always tentatively and experi¬

mentally as an attempt to gain intelligible insights

into the depth of reality experienced within the limits

ox the human structure. This degree of intelligibility

can never become normative but is at beat a hypothesis

or a venture of hope.

Xu Meland's nethot) the theologian and philosopher
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operate from different perspectives or, in other word®,

that theological speaking is different from philoso-

phical speaking. Their speaking is similiar in that

it is a human form of expression and, therefore, is

subject to human limitations; yet, their speaking dif¬

fers because the focus of their speaking differs. The

focus of the philosopher is the world of meaning which

can arise from a particular perspective of conscious

awareness. His speaking about this world of meaning

follows the rules of an accepted logic. In part the

focus of the theologian is a similiar perspective of

conscious awareness, but he must attend also to the

intimations of an ultimate reality included in the

experience. These intimations come as the revelation

of judgment and grace in the experience, but this re¬

velation exceeds his conceptual reach. The focus of

^Pointing to the difference between theological
and philosophical speaking is but another way of as¬

serting the difference between faith and reason.
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the theologian ic broadc than the focus of the philo¬

sopher; he attends to the scope of conscious a.areness

but also attends to an unmanageable depth of ■ istenoe

within the experience in which the judgment and grace

of God is revealed, even though this revelation exceeds

his conceptual reach. Because of this depth, the

theologian initially cannot use the language of philo¬

sophy or critical analysis, but must use more indirect

forma of expression, myth forms. The iruagery of

philosophy then can be employ ad for the purpose of

gaining insight for the contemporary mind into the

myth forms, but the philosophical terms are transformed

in response to the demands that are placed upon them by

the scope of theological inquiry.

Because the new metaphysics, giving to
scientific categories their full and imaginiative
meaning, rises out of the living experiences of
acn in which decisions are made and where events
of tragedy and triumph are forged, it finds on
5aaediate rapport with the imagery and poetic
symbolism of the biblical writers. What this
ancient lore sets forth through parable? and poetry
the metaphysician, atuned to the qualitative mean¬
ing of every concrete event, finds himself ex¬
pounding in what he understands to be » re
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definitive terras. The interrelating of these
ancient and modern sources for^s| a continual
dialogue in one's reflections.v

Meland'a method is oriented as an attempt to

develop a theological inquiry that will speak to con¬

temporary man. He see.* modern nan conveying a form

of sophistication which asserts that nan is superior

to the elemental stance of nan as creature. This

sophistication of .modernity is conveyed under the

pose oi human self-sufficiency. Modern man seems to

be asking for a theological or ontnlnglcal formula

that will enable his sophisticated aind to participate,

at least intellectually, within the context of the

Christian faith. Ireland does not share this high

assumption of the status of contemporary intellectual

powers nor of the ultiraate potency of contemporary

imagery, and, thus, he rejects the theological formula

which modern man requests. A reliance upon the

®43. i. Meland, "Interpreting the Christian Faith
Within a 1 hilosophical Framework' , Journa1 of Re Iigion,
Vol. 33, p. 91.
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intellectual formulation of meaning is no alternative

for modern man's encountering the realities of faith.

Me land's method is the reverse of df. iaythologiaing. He

wants to begin with the degree of elementalism which is

offered in the human situation coming out of the his¬

torical situation, to take seriously the depth and

complexity of this situation, and in so doing to open

hisaself to the intimations of judgment and grace which
85

are revealed to him. The critical procedure will

follow froa this act of faith expressed in myth for®,

but it will be employed under the transforming in¬

fluence of the faith-act.

Meland's method of empirical realism begins

with the act of faith, which serves as the foundation

for the witness to faith, or in other words, the mythi¬

cal response. This elemental encounter transforms the

total organism of man in such a way that his total

8~Cf., the two levels of faith in the metaphysi¬
cal section.
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response, including his reason, is re-created and re¬

directed. There thus develops a creative tension be¬

tween the act of faith and the critical process. When

this creative tension is narrowed down to specific

concerns, a creative tension becomes necessary between

these concerns. This creative tension is expressed as

a tension between the following concerns: (1) the in¬

dividual and community; (2) the cultus and the culture;

(3) the Bible as the primal source of ultimate valua¬

tion and the contemporary forms of witness to this

depthj (4) the sacramental and ceremonial witness to

the living Christ by the church and the individual's

experience and response to the judgment and grace of

God in his existence; (5) conceptual or symbolic level

of witness to the living Christ and a concrete level

of participation in the energies of grace and judgment,

or the traditional witness to th® Christ-event and a

concrete awareness of this Event as a continuing re¬

velation of judgment and grace; (6) the traditional

Judaic-Christian mythos and contemporary expressions
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of the mythos; (7) faith and culture; and (8) form and

realities. It becomes obvious that although Meland1s

method begins with the act of faith it definitely in¬

cludes a dialectical process, a dialectical process

between faith and the critical process and, in more

specific concerns, dialectical processes between those

concerns just listed. In general, Meland asserts

three witnessing vortices to the Christian faith, body¬

ing forth the living Christ. The first is the witness

of the Church, including the Bible as the primal source

86
of this witness. The culture is the second centre of

witness, in so far as it retains the formative influence

of the saythos within its orbit of meaning. And finally,

the individual's experience of judgment and grace, in

so far ©s it includes a distinctive witness of response

6^Doctrine of Church: cf., B. £. Meland, 'Modern
Protestantism: Aimless or Resurgent?", The Christian
Century, Dec. 4, 1963, pp. 1494-97 B. E. Meland, "To¬
ward a Common Faith", Christendom, 1937, p. 397; FC,
p. 138; 3R, p. 15, 33, 104, 130, 133, 154; ASC, p. 2-5,
31, 69-70, 105, 108-10, 206-7 RF, p. 287-95, 305-6,
314-18ff. Use of Bible: cf., FC, p. 46, 83; SR, p. 40,
MMW, p. 255; RF, p. 45ff.
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and decision.

In summary, it can be said that Meland's raetbod

aoves in a faith-circle. It presupposes the act of

faith. Theology then snakes critical responses to

three forms of Christian witness, just outlined, with

the contemporary scene. This critical process consists

of attending to these vortices cf witness in the light

of all available insights concerning Juan's elemental

response to vhat is ultimate in existence. The theolo¬

gian must aake an evaluation whether this faith is

available to all within the culture who receive thi3

witness as pointing to a depth of judgment and grace

or is limited to those only who stand within the

"community of the faithful." Such an evaluation pre¬

supposes the critical response of the dialectical pro¬

cesses, pointed to before. Meland's own theological

position has moved in the direction of affirming the

faith-witness as open to all within the culture who

share in a decisive way the experience of judgment and

grace. The problem then presents itself of making the
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faith witness intelligible to modern man. Me land in¬

sists that the meaning of this witness be kept in the

contextual, nurturing matrix which has kept it aliv

and efficacious through many centuries. This affirma¬

tion points to the importance of the total matrix of
87

history to the present. ' At the same time, Me land as¬

serts the necessity of using contemporary imagery to

gain insight into the Judaic-Christian ;uythos. He

feels that contemporary "process" imagery, with its

relational mode of thinking and its emphasis on the

depth of experience, can be employed in gaining insight

into such traditional notions as "covenant",38 "Suf¬

fering servant",89 "judgment" and "grace","sin",?1

87cf., 3R, p. 38-40 ; B. B. He land, "The New
Realism in Religious Inquiry", unpublished, p. 5ff.

88
of., B. E. Meland, "Analogy and Myth in Post-

Liberal Theology", unpublished (The Perkins school of
Theology Journal, Vol. XV), p. IS; FC, p. 50; RF, p. 46f
136, 228.

89
cf., 3R, p. llOff; RF, p. 80, 170, 181ff, 262ff

279.

9°cf., FC, p. 177-80, SR, p. 12, 58-9; HE, p. 13;
RF, p. 300-18.
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"redemption",92,"eschatology",53 and "revelation"-94
This use of process imagery is of value because it

also aids the contemporary wind to re-possess the no¬

tion of myth as a legitimate human response to what is

ultimate in the immediacies of existence. Having re¬

possessed the value of myth, the theologian then is

in a position to direct men to the primal source of

witness, the Bible. At this point one is confronted

by the options of demythoiogisting the primal witness or

of retaining the mythos and trying to develop a margin

of intelligibility between the limitations of one's

contemporary circumstances and this primal witness

91cf*, FC, p. 70, 139, 146-51; SR, p. 79-80,
148; ASC, p. 55, 66; MMW, p. 199.

92cf., FC, p. 157, 176, 180, 184-9; 3R, p. ix,
91, 96; ASC, p. 82-3; RF, p. 48ff, 227ff, 269.

cf., B. S. Me land, "Response of Bernard R.
Meland to Papers Presented by Perry LeFevre, Kenneth
B. Marshall, and F. B. Lichtenstein", unpublished, p.
8; B. £. Meland, "The Changing Role of Reason and Re¬
velation in Western Thought", unpublished, p. 15;
RF, p. 95ff.

94cf., RF, p. 170-84, 254ff, 290ff, 342, 248ff;
FC, p. 86, 136-8, 196-7.
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within its limitations. Having repossessed the value

of uiyth for contemporary man, Meland rejects the path

of deaythologiaing and affirms the task of develop¬

ing a margin of intelligibility between the primal

mythos and contemporary understandings of the aythos.

Thus, Meland's method of empirical realisia returns

again to the act of faith with its critical response

to the three witnesses of faith in his attempt to ful¬

fil the demand for intelligibility in the Christian

faith.

weland's method begins with the Protestant ap¬

peal to faith. He points out that this emphasis on

salvation by grace shows the influence of his Lutheran

background. His Presbyterian influence can be seen

in his emphasis upon the importance of the church and

the Bible as our primal source of witness. Although

Meland stands within this rich source of Protestant

tradition, he offers two corrective insights into the

way in which this original Protestant appeal ha3 de¬

veloped under the influence of a rising scientific
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orientation. One insight is to counteract the indivi¬

dualism which has developed with the Protestant appeal

to faith by asserting, on the one hand, the necessity

of the individual being related constructively to the

community of the faithful and on the other hand, of

the individual being related constructively to culture.

Ia our consideration of his view of religion, we shall

see that he considers the problem of religion to be

the relationship of the individual to the community.

The other insight comes in his emphasis upon faith,

but faith always in creative tension with reason. Thus,

Meland's method of empirical realism can be said to be

based on the Protestant appeal to faith, expanding

this understanding to a creative tension between faith

and reason.

In the working out of the theological task
we shall have to go beyond the historical Protes¬
tant understanding of the interrelation of faith
and reason, treating this concern, not simply as
a problem of religious knowledge, but as a pro¬
blem of relating affection to the act of knowing
such that awareness of the source of ouman value
may issue in faith and commitment to the sover¬

eign God and thus a saving knowledge." §
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Doctrine of God

Meland, like kieman, is not interested in prov¬

ing the existence of God- He accepts the fact that

there is empirical evidence which indicates that there

is a force working within the universe which functions

in suoh a way as to bring about an increase of value

or meaning, instead of chaos of change. That force we

designate by religious language as "God." Whereas

Wieaian says that God is that which saves man, Meland

expresses the same point by saying that God is that

which enables meaning to increase for man. Man is

made in the image of God; therefore, an increase of

meaning points to the? way in which man is fulfilled

in his relationship to God. This increase occurs be¬

cause God creates and redeems man, so long as man works

with God by creating the conditions in which redemption

can occur existentially.

a. Heland, "Faith and Critical Thought",
Ihfr. lersonaliat, Vol. XXXIV, p, 150.
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fieiand presupposes that modern saan is seeking

an objective reality around which to integrate his

life. This reality he asserts to be God, and it is

his intention to point out the functioning characteris¬

tics of this reality and the necessary responsibility

for man in integrating his life around this reality,

ileland uses a variety of terms to point to the

characteristics of this objective reality which i3

God. At this point we shall list gome of these terms

to indicate the emphasis of his thought. These terms

are: "The System of Progressive Integration"; "a

force for Growth'; "Growth"; 'Growth of Organic Unity";

"Silent Process'; "a Silent vorking"; "Creative Order";

"a Sensitive h&ure Within Nature"; "Source of Good";

"Saving Creativity"; 'Source of All Value'; "Supreme

Reality"; and "Creative Source of All Being". Our

approach will be to consider how Meland's doctrine of

God develops over the years in his writings. His final

two books will be considered for the purpose of pre¬

senting a summary account of his doctrine of God. Our
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purpose in this approach is to follow the contextual

emphasis in which Heland's doctrine of God develops.

In modern Man's orship, tfeland rejects all

traditional categories of deity and asserts that man

will be able to develop an adequate understanding and

relationship with God as he comes to be at home? in the

universe.This process of becoming at home in the

universe involves accepting the fact that one is &

creature of the earth, that the universe, sustains one,

and that there is a functioning force within the uni¬

verse to which one must be related constructively in

order to fulfil one's human nature.

To answer the question directly, then, as
to how the modern worshiper may recover awareness
of reality, it is my conviction that it will
come through some adjustment to the universe
that has given us life. It will cosae through
full orientation in the natural environment
which sustains us and by taeans of which we
fashion our destiny. But before we can achieve
this adjustment to actual sustaining processes,
or even approach the conditions of orientation
in the universe, we must become fully aware of

OA
cf., MHV;, p. 133f£.
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oux intimacy with its life. We -must acknowledge
ourselves creatures of Earth, whose air wo breathe,
by whose herbs we are nourished, and by whose
waters we are refreshed and sustained.

What He land is saying is that <aan is an organic part

of cosmic life. If man can acquire this sense of

belonging to the age-old cosmic process, then man

will have the psychological basis for common devotion

98
to reality. When man becomes attuned to the objec¬

tive reality of the cosmos, he will then become aware

vividly of that functioning within the universe which

creates, sustains and redeems him.

Contemplating this vast, on-going process
of life in this intimate way makes one vividly
aware of the great community of cosmic activities
which sustain and promote life. Ihe cosmos be¬
comes a community, near and neigh^rly. It is,
indeed, a vivid awareness of GodI

In summary, it could be said that the objective reality

of God increases for man in proportion as man's

97MH , p. 143.

5SWv, p. 197.

'zf,, MMW, p. 156.
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activities become relevant to the natural process.

Man is a part of the universe, and there is a force

within the universe which works in favor of man.

This force is God, and man becomes aware that the

responsiveness of these environing realities, actually

operating on man's behalf and aiding in the fulfillment
1 Art

of his life, is the benevolence of God.

It is Meland's contention that the term "God"

is purely a religious or eontemplative concept, that

it is a collective term meaning "those most important

conditions upon which human life depends.'1 This

collective term is valuable to man in worship, used

for the purpose of devotional address. Yet, man is

related to those most important conditions in other

ways besides worship. Man tries to adjust to these

conditions and to investigate them for the purpose of

theoretical reflection. When man engages in this

practical adjustment and theoretical reflection, he

10°cf., MMW, p. 187. 101KMW, p. 172.
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should set aside this collective term "God1 and use in

its place terms that do not confuse the empirical

character of these conditions. In the introduction to

this chapter, it was stated that Meland is following

at this stage of his doctrine of God the conceptual
102

influence of Mathews and Ames. He is asserting

that God empirically is a community of activities

within the universe which sustain man in his existence,

that empirically God is pluralistic. At the same

time, he is asserting that in worship these many

activities are unified under the concept "God" as the

object of worship. For the religious purpose of

worship we consider God to be One, but for practical

or theorectical purposes we assume God to be Many.

It is clear that Meland is raising the age-old problem

of "the one and the many", focusing it upon his doc¬

trine of God. In essence, he is saying that God is

102
cf., B. ti. Me land, "The Genius of Protestantism",

Journal of Religion. Vol. 27, pp. 281-2.
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unified for man in worship and pluralistic for man in

his practical and analytical activities.

Thinking of God as structure or process, or
better still as the system of progressive integra¬
tion, is very helpful, and, I believe, gets at
the basic character of that which sustains and
creates value. I do not believe, however, that
that reduces objective reality to an empirical
Oneness, except, of course, in religious worship.
Any system in its functional aspect is pluralistic
in character. There is a working together, a
coordination of functions, but that coordination
is the abstract pattern. . .The system in opera¬
tion is a multiplicity of functions* . .Unless
one selects some one activity in the system
which he regards as supreme and most important,
and designates that God, there hardly seems basis
for asserting that God, conceived m the integrating
system necessarily yields empirical Oneness in
reality. Certainly the practical and theoretical
procedure in dealing with that integrating system
would be aided more, it would seem by attending
to the pluralistic elements which, taken, col¬
lectively, constitute the system. . .The fact is,
we get nearer to the truth of the matter when we
recognise that the reality that environs us is
both pluralistic and unified. And further, there
is no particular point in contending for the superior¬
ity of either the Oneness or the Many; for Oneness
is reality synthesized; the Many is reality analyzed.
Looking at it in this manner, the question as to
whether the term God is applicable or not depends
entirely upon whether the task at hand requires
the method of analysis or synthesis.

103MMW, p. 173-4; ef., MMW, p. 178-9.
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Meland moves from his pluralist and unified view of

God to a consideration of personality in relation to

104
God. His view of the nature of personality is as

follows J

Personality, in fact, properly conceived, is
not individuated at all; it only appears to be
atomistic. Actually it is a network of relations
reaching out into a vast community of behaviors.
For the sake of convenience we have come to think
of a personality solely in terms of the physical
organism that is immediately apparent to the
physical senses; but the workings of that physical
organism reach far beyond the space-tirae area that
is concretely envisaged.

Based on his definition of personality and our

tendency to limit personality to physical organism,

Meiand denies personality to God. But he is car ful

to point out that this denial is only a half-truth.

It then appears that w® have hardly dealt
with the matter adequately when we have merely
said that God is not a personality. For in saying
that, me are uttering a half-truth, the other

104c£., B. e. Meiand, "The Criterion of the
Religious Life", Journal of Religion, Vol. 19, pp.
37-8.

105
MMW, p. 176.
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half of which is that persona 1 life, however
inadequate and partial, JUi included in whatever
reality does describe God.10^

Meland is asserting that neither the on-going-process

of the universe nor God is a physical organism dis¬

playing personality. At the same time he clearly

points out that man, as a personality, has a personal

relationship with those conditions which create and

sustain hisa. Thus, in denying personality to God, he

affirms that man is capable of and has a personal re¬

lationship with God. Meland*s position on this point

is similar to fcieaan's. Like Wieman, it is unfortunate

that he makes use of the term "deny" in his assertion

that God is much more than personality.

Up to this point Heland has asserted that God is

a select portion of activities within the universe up¬

on which man depends for the fulfilment of his human

. E. Me land, "Toward a Valid View of God",
Harsrard Theological Review, Vol. 24, p. 204. In a
recent article, Meland continues to assert the neces¬
sity of going beyond the imagery of personal1stie theism,
cf., B. E. Meland, "A Voice of Candor", Religion in
Life, Winter, 1963-64, pp. 20-24.
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nature. Man gains an awareness of the functions of

God as he becomes aware of his dependent relationship

to the cosmos. In worship man seeks an awareness of

the Oneness of this objective reality which sustains

hits, although man practically and analytically under¬

stands these activities to be pluralistic. Since

these activities are not a physical organism, they

cannot be considered a personality; but the denial of

personality to God does not deny to man a personal re¬

lationship with these activities. Man has the re¬

sponsibility to adjust constructively to these sus¬

taining activities in order that his human nature can

be fulfilled. '-<* shall turn now to this process of

constructive adjustment, which Meland practically de¬

velops in write Your O.-m Ten Commandments.

In this publication, Meland joins Wieman in

his concern that man should constructively engage

himself in the process of growth toward a healthful

fulfilment of human nature. Granted that there ar®

these activities working in the universe for the
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benefit of man's fulfilment, man still has an important

responsibility for developing a design for living that

will be compatible with these activities.

Every man guides his own life to some e>tent
and in one form or another. Every time a man
makes a decision, or fails to reach one, he
shapes the course of his day; and the cumulative
results of these daily events condition the course
of his year3. . .You may have a design for living,
or you can just let things happen. . .We are not
victims merely, neither of heaven nor of earth
forces; we are creative organisms that respond
in this v, •. or that. And *hile our response is
conditioned, both by circumstances of birth and
by our sphere of living, we may bring conscious
control to bear upon the order of living that
is evolving us and evolving in us by reason of
these determining influences.1^7

There is a Creative Order in existence, and it is

man's responsibility to develop a pattern of living

which will enable him to grow in relation to this

order. Weland develops ten commandments as aids in
10*3

this process of growth. ' "The basic assumption

underlying these commandments, then, is that the

the chief and of aan is to grow, and to grow as

107TC, p. 27-8. 108cf., TC, p. 71-2.
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significantly as capacities permit.' Meland points

out that growth is a process in which the individual

responds "to the stimuli of environment in such a way

that new meaningful relations ensu€,"^°

This process of growth in which man must become

engaged is on the human level but an illustration of

the functioning of those activities which in worship

wi term "God." It is man's responsibility to create

the conditions in his life in order that he can parti¬

cipate in the growth process of God. Meland describes

this process of growth in man and the universe as the

working of "a Silent Process" and asserts that this

Silent Process has been working long before the exist¬

ence of man, creating the structures through which

man could emerge and find meaningful existence.

This Silent Process was here long before man
came upon these earthly scenes. Back in the dis¬
tant past, aeons of time ago, when the world was
a simple mass, the growth of organic unity was

i09TC, p. 63. ll0TC, p. 73.
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barely articulate. Yet structure was in the
making. Gradually its complexity increased,
riling from forms undefined to the naked eye
to inorganic structures clearly defined. The
organic life and vegetation emerged. There
came a time, with the ripening of environment,
when creatures such as we appeared.

Thus, Meland asserts that this Supreme Reality working

in our midst which we have dared to call ''God is to be

discerned as a growth in our midst, a Silent Frocess

making us what we are and shaping us into what we

shall becoae."^^ Those activities bringing about

growth of value in the universe, which occur in re¬

lation to man's existence, are empirical evidence of

God's functioning and empirical evidence of the de¬

mands of God placed upon man to respond constructively

in relation to this growth. There is a creative ven¬

ture" in the universe, shaping the process of chaos

into value. Man participates in this venture as he

11XTC, p. 141.

1I2jc, p. 140. cf., B. S. Meland, "The Criterion
of the Religious Life", Journal of Religion. Vol. IV,
p. 41.
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creates a design for living which enables hita to grow.

Cod is growth, a creative venture, A Silent Process

creating and sustaining man, if man will respond ade¬

quately.

Up to this point, Meland's doctrine of God has

been oriented from the perspective of morality or in¬

dividual behavior. Although he has been concerned to

point out that God is that process in the universe

upon which man depends for fulfilment or growth of

value, a primary concern of his perspective has been

the manner in which the individual functions in rela¬

tion to God in order to be fulfilled. This theistic

individualism fits in with the general individualistic

approach which dominated the popular American philo¬

sophy of life during this period. It was pointed out

previously that wieman also shared this individualistic

perspective and that the conditions of that period were

undergoing a transformation whereby a greater degree

of social concern developed. Meland's doctrine of

God participates in this transformation of perspective
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as his interest aoves from God and the individual to

113
God and culture. Let us turn now to this changing

emphasis in his doctrine of God, as illustrated in

his writings immediately following the Second World

War.

Meland comes out of the war realizing that man¬

kind needs to realize empirically that there is a

reality at work not just creating and sustaining man,

but a reality which is redeeming man. The shift in

his doctrine of God now is to give emphasis to God

the redeemer, to the Christ-event which can and is

existentially transforming mankind. Meland develops

113
It would be misleading to imply that this

change of orientation occurs in Meland over-night or
that it is ever a complete transformation. Even though
he becomes aware of the tremendous farces demanding
interdependence, there always remains for Meland the
call of nature, the call of small group living, and
the call of a society based upon the family structure.
A short quotation should make clear the great attrac¬
tion in "the simple way of life" for him.

"The new age into which we are moving will see
the rise of village communities as centers of cul¬
ture and the restoration of the family hearth.
This must happen if democracy is to recover from its
internal dissolution and acquire the kind of culture
cohesion necessary to survival and growth." (A3C, p.
173.)
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his doctrine of God frora three perspectives in an at¬

tempt to reassure man that there is a God Aorking to

redeem man and in an attempt to challenge man to ac¬

cept the responsibility for creating the social and

individual conditions through which God's redemption

can occur. These three perspectives are represented

in his three works of this period: pointing to seeds

of redemption which are at work within the universe,

asserting the spiritual dimension of culture, and

calling for the necessary reawakening of the Chris¬

tian faith. Let us briefly consider his doctrine of

God from these perspectives.

In ^ee(3a oi Redempt ion, it is Meland's purpose

to stress the sensitive character of God's nature which

is different from the sheer dynamisms of activity

without form or value that seem to dominate man's

present state of existence. He wants to reassure .man

that even in these troubled times when life seems domi¬

nated by the chaos of change instead of being oriented

to valu«% God is quietly working to redeem us.
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Yet, so long as human beings exist and there
is flexibility among them as well as incentive to
alter prevailing tendencies which have raade for
deterioration of spiritual sensibilities, the
prospects for redemption are present. . .1 venture
also the possibility of our survival, and seek
on this basis to perceive the gentle forces now
at work in this shattered world which, given
enough time, may become redemptive in the sense
of being adequate for providing conditions in
which the creativity of God can work to fulfil
our destiny as a people.11"4

A variety of terms is used to characterize the way in

which God is working to redeem man, and these are:

Sensitive Nature within Nature who creates and re¬

creates us; the Source of Good; Saving Creativity,

the Process bringing about a sensitive working for

meaning and character; the Source of All Value; the

source of being; and God as the unlimited companion.

By these terms Heland tries to indicate that the

nature of God is more than creation, that God*s na¬

ture is also redemptive. At the same time foeland is

careful to point out that even though we are saved

SR, p. viii.
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by the grace of God, a grace for which we are not re¬

sponsible, san aust accept his responsibility for

creating the conditions necessary for God's grace to

be redemptive. In essence, he asserts that God is

not a superman who can manipulate the situation re-

ieraptively at will, that God works within the liraits

vrhich man helps to create.

One can say with propriety that God, like any
other creative artist, works within the limita¬
tions of the mediums that are available to him at

any given tiae; and that his creative working,
because it is functional to the circumstances of
the age, is productive o those events which are
determined by the needs of history at any given
tirae.115

Meland has added two emphases to his doctrine

of God in Seeds of Redemption. On the one hand, he

has stressed the redemptive nature of God, that man

is saved by a grace which is not his own. On the

other hand, he has stressed the realisation that God

is limited in his redemptive work by the circumstances

115ik, p. 115.
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with which God must work. In this latter point, he

asserts that aeti must be responsible constructively

in his relationship with God, not just for growth of

leaning, but for the sake of salvation.

In Gpixitual Culture , Mo land gives

emphasis to two other dimensions of the nature of God.

These are that wod reveals hiaself creatively and re-

cloaiptively within culture and that God is sovereign,

tie is not accepting culture without a criterion for

evaluating it. His criteria are those redemptive as¬

pects of culture which are oriented to value instead

of the chaos of change. These same criteria should

also be used in evaluating the life of the individual

and the church. Meland sees the church and society

rejecting culture as being alien from God, and he sees

in this rejection the blocking of God's redemptive

activity. It is asserted that there are definite

spiritual aspects within culture which roust be taken

seriously, if man is to fulfil his responsibility in

relation to God.
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It would follow then that, If this spiritual
aspect is existontially real, and if it bears
directly upon the course of events--that is,
affects the quality of meaning that enters into
decisions and actions--it is of such importance
to culture and to the happenings of every moment
of society that it cannot be ignored without
serious loss to culture itself. Hence the spiritual
quality of culture that is thus envisaged in rao-
nents of reflection and sensitive awareness is not

simply esoteric data for cults to glory in, and
to be separated from the daily events of society;
it is of the essence of our living, and is indis¬
pensable to the living culture that aspires to be
complete and sound of purpose.

This view of God revealing himself in culture is baaed

on Meland's view of the structure of experience. God

affords a direction of value to the evolving structure

of experience of the culture. Man is dependent upon

and participates in the structure of experience. In

this sense, man is dependent upon the creative grace

of God and participates in God's grace. It is man's

responsibility to help fulfil the spirit of God

created in him. Man cannot fulfil his spiritual na¬

ture, if he cuts himself off spiritually from the

116AdC, p. 73-9.
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revelation of God in culture.

Meland develops his emphasis on the sovereignty

of God in relation to his view of God revealing hira-

sslf in culture. His point about the sovereignty of

God is three-fold. He asserts that man can realize

the sovereignty only as he comes to understand that

God reveals himself spiritually ir. culture, that God

is the supreme Reality of all life and not just of

individuals. His second point is to reassert that

man, individually and socially, must create the neces¬

sary conditions in order for the grace of God to be

operative.

Let us note this elementary fact as our be¬
ginning: People living together either live in
such a way as to create a condition wherein the
growth of personality and human community is
possible, or they do not. when they do not, the
spiritual possibilities of that society are blocked,
and the human personalities within Its experience
continuous frustration. . .When, however, some
measure of organic unity is achieved, the pro-
ceases of the corporate life becomes the? media
through which sen and groups may experience signi¬
ficant satisfactions and through which the citi¬
zenry may achieve continuous growth toward ful¬
filment. . .Our concern here is to make clear
that to the degree that the- corporate life achieves



this kind of functioning, it begins to be a
religiously aotivated commonwealth, because its
processes make possible the release of ereative-
ness in individuals and groups and provide condi¬
tions favorable to human growth which will open
men more and more to the sovereignty of the Su¬
preme Reality governing all life. . .*17

For his third point, he like Wieman, tries to make

clear that one goes to the Source of All Value in

order to understand sovereignty and not to the im-

mediate values or to a supernatural god.

In The Reawakening of Chr 1st iar. Faith, Me land

gives emphasis to the following dimensions of God:

the sovereignty of God, the God of history, the re¬

demptive God, and the power of God. God is presented

as "a tender working" in the universe which transforms

chaos in such a way that value is created and sus¬

tained. He is asserting that the sovereignty of God

can best be understood if God is seen as a creative

tenderness to which force must yield. "That tender¬

ness is sovereign over force in every expression of

117ASC, p. 108. 118cf., \SC, p. 209.
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creativity, I submit is the most tremendous idea of

history. Jven though tenderness is sovereign

over force, it is not absolutely sovereign. There

are definite times when force of chaos rules, which

affirms the point that ad's sovereignty is limited

to the conditions with which he .mist work.

herever force is its own sovereign, and the
appeal of tenderness is defied or ignored, such
that power for its own sake rises to dictate
men's course or to lure them into devotion to
the pursuit of power, the intent of creation is
denied; and the -working of God, by which crea-
tiveness is carried forward in buaan structures
of consciousness, is defied.

This sovereign God is the God of history, which

is to say that God is the God of the accumulated tradi¬

tions of culture. History provides the empirical data

of a pattern of the sovereignty of tenderness over

force. This pattern is attested to in the Christian

tradition, but it is not unique to the Christian tradi¬

tion. Meland points to the many trends in Hstory which

ll9HCF, p. 95. 120RCF, p. 100.
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exhibit force triumphant over tenderness, but he as¬

serts that if the major tendency was not for structure

of possible value instead of chaos, in effect, there

would be no history. Since the sovereignty of tender¬

ness over force is God functioning ant! this functioning

is ©.curing in history, God is the God of history.

To apeak of Godfs operations in history as a
tender working is not to reduce it to sentiment
which may or may not be ignored; it is rather to
speak of it as a subtle, intricate, disciplined,
restraining, resourceful, persistent, patient,
and deep-working process, not unlike the skill
of the artist hand, that shapes the crude clay
into visible structures of beauty and intelligibi¬
lity.121

This God of tenderness working in history is

redemptive. God has created the structures of human

consciousness, and it is through these structures

that Hs grace must confront man. -vents occur when

God, the process of tenderness, affords a direction of

value instead of the chaos of change; thus, God makes

possible the becoming of each event. Since past events

I21RCF, p. 117--3.
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participate in the becoming of new events and since

gone of these events have given over to some degree

to force instead of tenderness, God redeems these

distorted past events by recreating them in such a

way that they can participate in the process of tender¬

ness over force. Meland realises that this redemptive

process is a mystery which cannot be grasped fully by

his descriptive statement, and he asserts that the

religious drama of sin and redemption is pointing out

the same redemptive character of God. Thus, God

creates man; man sins, and God recreates him by his

redemptive grace.

The whole drama of sin and redemption roots
in this creative act. In it, the intention of God
is made manifest, namely, to bring into actuality,
vivid events of spirit, capable of bearing in
their structures of consciousness, the very crea-
tiveness that has brought them into being. In
this sense, the Creator gives of His sensitive
nature to His creatures in the expectation that
in them, His spirit will be actualized and enjoyed.

The whole of this mystery we cannot know
but that a sensitivity works in the depths of all
of us, and in the world, to realise the fulfilment
of spirit, is so evident to the r flective mind
that one wonders that it can be so widely missed,*""2

i22RCF, p. 108.
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The very fact that God is sovereign over force,

that he is the God of history, and that he is redemp¬

tive in his relationship to man points to the Power of

God. God*s power can b? seen in the fact that man alone

cannot provide the becoming event with a direction of

value. Only God is able to provide the becoming event

with that basic structure oriented to value, instead

of a structure oriented to chaos or power. Without

the creative and redemptive work of God no event could

display value, beauty, meaning or intelligibility. The

power of God is the power that creates, sustains and

redeems, and without this Power chaos of evil and

destruction would reign.

His power lies in the fact that He, and He
alone, can give to every situation of actuality,
intelligibility, beauty, and meaning. Cultures
can ignore His tender working; men may flaunt
their arrogance and proud intellects or wills;
but they do so at the peril of inviting ines¬
capable evil and destruction, by reason of the
fact that without the dominance of this tender

working, which gives order, restraint, resource¬
fulness to every actual occasion, the discipline
and incentive to live meaningfully collapse.*23

123RCF, p. 118-9.
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In Higher Education and the Human Spirit, Me-

land jives emphasis to God as the creative ground of

being. It must be remembered that he is developing

an educational theory that tries to take seriously

the spiritual working of Godj and, consequently, he

considers his view of God from the perspective of God

as mystery. In education, man has cose to approach

reality from a perspective which assumes that the data

of reality reveal the true and complete- nature of rea¬

lity. Meland asserts that there is a mystery operating

within reality which is not revealed completely by the

data of reality but which must: be taken into account,

if man is to attempt to deal seriously with reality.

This mystery is the force which creates, sustains and

redeems the events of reality. God is the mystery

which cannot be overlooked, if the educational process

is to be of real value.

The positive import of our analysis is that
the appreciative consciousness, because it attends
to the dynamic character of events and relations,
to time that is lived, elevates perceptiveness to
a place of prime importance in the art of
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thought. . .

Perceptiveness acquires this importance be¬
cause, in the dynamic and unfinished situation
which the creative passage provides, the incalcul¬
able and iiaaesurable dimension attending every
moment turns out to be the most formidable factor

v to be taken into account. Except as this dimen¬
sion is envisaged, reality is simply not ap¬
prehended! When this dimension is ignored, facts
turn out to be illusory. Except as some recourse
to this dimension is sought, truth is unattainable.
And without such recourse, knowledge becomes as
chaff.124

Now although siod is a mystery working within our midst,

this mystery is not hidden completely from man. If

man will become sensitive to this mystery, he can

gain insights on the basis of observation and reason

into the nature of this mystery; man will come to

understand in part the goodness of God. This goodness

of God can be discerned in part because it is opera¬

tional in the structures which give actuality to

meaning. "God's goodness may thus be viewed opera¬

tionally as his participation in events which move

toward qualitative attainment. This is what is implied

li4HE, p. 71.
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in th« creative act of God.,iA2i By making the point

that man can gain in part operational insights into

th® nature of God, Heland is asserting that, even

though God is a mystery which we can never understand

fully, God does reveal himself to man through the

human structures of consciousness which God has creat¬

ed. Thus, even though God is hidden, God also reveals

himself to man in the manifestations of his creative

and redemptive action.

In Faith and Culture and The He'alilies of Faith,

Metland's doctrine of God is developed within the con¬

text of his concern for the relationship between faith

ar*d culture. in an attempt to draw together the dif¬

ferent dimensions of his doctrine of God, we shall

consider his doctrine within the context of this faith-

culture theme.

It is inland's contention that "both transcend¬

ence and immanence are essential even to a limited

125Hia., p. 162.
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and tentative fortauiation of the character of the

living God." He develops the transcendent element

of God by his emphasis upon mystery and the neces¬

sity of using myth forms in speaking of this mystery.

By giving emphasis to the transcendence of God in re¬

lation to his immanence, he wishes to affirm that God

is a free and integrated Being who is at the same time

relat€»d to man.

. . .God is free and integrated Being with
a destiny beyond all creatures, yet intimately
partaking of the destines of all His creatures,
and He is involved in every moment of their
existence. In this mode of thinking it is pos¬
sible to see that supremacy in the transcendent
sense as applied to the person of God may very
well include relations; in fact that it must do
so.12'

fet, for all his emphasis upon the mystery of God,

great emphasis is given to the immanence of God. By

stressing immanence, he desires to affirm that God

reveals himself to man within the structures of reality,

and that uvan is offered enough resources by God, in order

1268CP, p. 2 ?7. 127RF, p. 277-S; cf.f RF,
p. 353-4.
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to accept his human responsibilities for providing

the necessary conditions for being in an adequate re¬

lationship v,ith God.

I regard the doctrine of iaaanence as a
crucial premise to be retained because upon its
retention, to whatever degree, however altered
or reconstructed, rests what I could call the
sanity of the theological enterprise. Notice 1
do not say reasonableness of the enterprise. I
am parting company with rationality as an arbitrary
nor® or generalized feature of existence in the
sense in which idealism insisted upon it. Sanity
does not presuppose a completely rational order
of existence. It simply implies a margin of ra¬
tionality in the midst of irrational and unpre¬
dictable factors which, nevertheless, assures
sufficient order and rueaningfulness to enable
us to function intelligibly in a content of re¬
lated disciplines.

Now immanence simply presupposes that there
are structures within the reach and recognition
of man which disclose God's working in some form
and to some degree. This does not deny the hid-
denness of God.-28

On the basis of his view of the immanence of God,

Meland attempts to develop the manner in which God is

related to man. God creates the structures of exper¬

ience which axe the foundation of the depth of man's

128FC, p. 37, cf., PC, p. 47.
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existence. In our metaphysical section, it was point -d

out that the structure of experience is "a depth in

our nature that relates us as events to all existent

events.' This structure of experience is not some¬

thing which God alone creates, for aan must participate

with God in this formulation. Man must be responsible

constructively to God in this effort or the structure

of experience will not develop fully, for "God's ful¬

filment of actualized good clearly depends upon the

opportunities of history."1^0 If man ill work, with

God, then God will transmute the tragic dissolution

of concrete good, evil, into actualized good in emerg¬

ing events. Working within his limits, God creates

for the individual and for the culture structures of

experience. It is in this creation that the individual

and the culture are given a primordial faith; God is

the f ri.-aordial Ground of Existence. In this primordial

act Gad gives himself to man, God imparts to man his

i29FC, p. 106.
130

PC, p. 106.
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sensitive nature. Thus, man is primordially created

131
in the image of God. Not only is aan created in

the image of God; but each culture includes the image

of God, "for each culture exemplifies the concrete na¬

ture of God's working within the range of it a avail¬

able structures."3^2 This primordial faith is a dis¬

position of mind given to aan by God which asserts

that tenderness is sovereign over force. In man, this

disposition of aind is celled faith; end in culture, it

is called the mythos. since the nature of reality is

relational, faith and aythos fimst always b>f related in

man's relationship to God.

In the emerging events of life, man is faced with

responsibility for creating the conditions through

which his human spirit, created in the image of God,

can be nurtured. As aan attempts to create these

conditions, a sens© of gooo not his own awakens him

to a judgment of his past actions and a grace that

131c£., FC, p. 343ff. 132?c, p. 85.
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133
forgives hia for these actions. Melsnd calls this

sense of good a "feeling tone"J 34 or a ' sense of won-

135
der", which recreates our hopes and reclaims us to

a more adequate relationship with God.5 That which

nurtures man in this way is "spirit," or is more

3 37
traditionally designated, th<* Holy Spirit. It is

spirit in that it confronts man with judgment and

grace while at the same time sustaining the structures

necessary for man's response.

When man is confronted with God's judgment and

grace and responds, man has been redeemed by God and

enters into the second level of faith, a transcendent

trust. In this encounter and response redemption oc¬

curs for man, and he is saved from the sin of his own

acts of dissolution.

l33cf., RF, p. 272.

135FC, p. 160-1.

137cf., FC, p. 171-2.

1 4FC, p. 120.

136cf., FC, p. 157.
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Redemption is the renewal of the creative act
in human life by which the sensitive nature which
is God is made formative and fulfilling in our
purposes. We are saved from our own acts of dis¬
solution to the degree that this sensitive nature
can reach us. whatever happens in our lives to
open up our natures to the tendernesses of life
which are of God is redemptive.*38

The redemptive process reveals a depth insight

into the nature of God in relation to man. This re¬

demptive working of God with man to transform and re¬

direct his life is not, in our human imagery, an im¬

personal functioning. God is not a computer or super¬

natural, magical power which functions rederaptively<t

He is that Sensitivity within nature that is concerned

and suffers with man in order to save man. God as

Suffering Love can best be understood in the meaning

of Christ as this revelation of God.

The essence of God*s meaning, and this is
the essence of the meaning of Christ as a reve¬
lation of God, is that God is related to men,
that He is concerned, that He is involved in
the travail of our critical circumstances. . .

i38FC, p. 176.
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God suffers, as He suffered in Jesus Christ who
130

died on the Cross.

In the redemptive process we also come to understand

the ambiguity of human goodness and the ultimate good¬

ness of God. Both the good and evil man may be brought

to a crisis in which his life is inverted. Man is

created in the image of God, an iaiage of sensitive love.

Because of the instability of his creaturely existence,

man by himself cannot fulfill this image within him¬

self and is, thus, an inter-mingling of good and evil.

The only way in which man can be fulfilled is by the

Source of Good coming to man, a good that is not his

own and which he cannot control, and redeeming man by

His suffering love. "There is none good but one, that

is God."140

In summary, we can say that Meland1s doctrine

of God is trinitarian in formula, within the context

of his metaphysical orientation. God is Craator, in

i39RF, p. 265. 140Matthew 19:17; cf., RF,
p. 152.
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that God creates man in his own sensitive image through

structures of experience and the primordial faith. God

is >plrit, in that He nurtures and sustains man by

worsting with man within the structures of experience

and human consciousness to bring about an increase of

value instead of chaos. As Creator and Spirit, God

displays empirically a tender concern for man over

against the force of chaos which operates to destroy

the nature of man. God also redeems man. As man

grows within the limits of his environment, he is an

inter-singling of good and evil. It Is not possible

for God to save man by divine decree; it is necessary

for man to create the conditions in which God's saving

creativity can occur. This makes it necessary for

man to be responsible in his relationship with God,

and it also aieans that God is limited by the actions

of man; individually and culturally God struggles and

suffers with man in his sin and confronts man with a

goodness not his own. This goodness reveals to man

the judgment of God and at the same time offers to
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man God's grace, if man will but respond constructively

to God. '.'.her. man responds to this act of judgment and

grace, redemption has occurred in his life, and he is

saved by God. In Meland's method the Protestant

principle of faith is extended to include a tension

between faith and reason. His doctrine of God is

based on the Lutheran principle of salvation by the

grace of God, but he extends this principle- so that

salvation does not occur by a "cheap grace." God's

creative, sustaining, and redemptive love demands that

man be responsible in creating the necessary conditions

in which the God-man relationship can develop. Thus,

his doctrine of God as Creative Sensitivity is balanced

by his emphasis upon man's responsibility to create

the conditions in which God can sustain and redeem His

image in man. The Protestant emphasis of salvation

by grace is qualified by man's being responsible to

God. Our summary statement will be concluded by pre¬

senting quotations from a "credo" presented by Meland,

which will serve to show that his doctrine of God is
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related to the more traditional trinitarian formula.

(1) I believe God to be a reality of grace
and judgment which both interpenetrate# and
transcends the life cf man in the way that the
hopes and judgments of a father transcend and
intermesh with the life of his son. . .

(2) I believe God to be both hidden and dis¬
cernible. . .

(3) X believe Jesus Christ to be the re-
vealer of God and the mediator of God's r decep¬
tive work to men. . .

(4) I believe the Holy Spirit to be real
God• • .

(5) I believe the work of Christ as mediator
of redemption and the work of the Holy Spirit may
be distinguished; yet they stand related. . .

(6) X believe that the church is the self-
conscious and continuing witness to the revela¬
tion of God in Christ.*^1

View of Religion

Meland's view of religion can be viewed from

several perspectives, namely: religion as the pathway

to healthy living; religion as a pathway for the

i4iFC, p. 195-205. This credo is also printed
in B. S. Meland, "Interpreting the Christian Faith \ ith-
in a Philosophical Framework", Journal of Religion, Vol.
33. For an earlier statement in which Meland attempts
to relate his views to more traditional forms of expres¬
sion, cf., 8. S. Meland, "Toward a Common Faith", Chris¬
tendom, 1937, pp. 96-102.
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development of a healthy and spiritual culture; reli¬

gion as the pathway to salvation; religion as the

problem of the individual in community or the problem

of faith and culture; and religion as a reconstructed

liberalism. These perspectives point to the contextual

development of Meland's view of religion, and our dis¬

cussion of religion as a reconstructed liberalism

serves as a summary insight into his general view.

Religion as the pathway to healthy living is

developed mainly in Modern Han* s .orship and write

Your Own Ten Commandments. From this perspective it

is asserted that religious living is an adequate ad-

142
justment to environing reality, that religious con-

1 40
fidenee cosies through being at home in the universe,

and that religious devotion is possible through an

awareness of our cosmic relations.144 Such a religious

perspective is a healthy, dynamic approach to life.

l42cf., MMW, p. 146.

i44cf., MMW, p. 156.

143ef., MMW, p. 142.
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This salutary religion is possible if man is able to

develop an awareness and appreciation of reality. "Re¬

ligion is the reality-relating factor.

The problem of modern man is whether he can have

this salutary religion which enables him to live a

healthy life. Meland contends that the great hindrance

is to be found in the lingering effects of a super¬

natural religion. These lingering effects of super-

naturalism can be stated in several ways. In one way,

it can be said that in the passing of supernaturalis®

we have been left without a vivid awareness of our re-

146
lation to objective reality. Another way of making

the same point is by saying that our religious exper¬

ience of reality, oriented to supernaturiilism, has not

kept up with our intellectual understanding of reality.

Yet another way to make this point would be in Meland's

assertion that religion is bankrupt for modern man,

l46cf., MMW, p. 130. 147cf., MMW, p. 137.
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"if it must depend upon traditional concepts of rea¬

lity."148 In essence, a religion of supernaturalisia

hinders man from a religion rooted in a deep experience

of reality and leaves hits with a religion baaed simply

on an intellectual assent to accepted doctrines. It

is Meland's contention that religion is man's way of

affirming his relation to that objective reality which

enables his to fulfill his human nature. So long as

supernatural religion blocks aan from this objective

reality, it blocks aan from the aff irusativo mood

which is the essence of healthy living.

Meland asserts that this salutory or affirmative

religion is something which aan must cultivate prac¬

tically. There are two ways of cultivating an adequate

religion; they are (1) by worship, and (2) by develop¬

ing a growth design for living, worship is art; it is

the structure through which man develops his religious

response into the aesthetic attitude projected to

143
HMW, p. 134.
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cosmic ends. A healthy religion is aesthetic in that

it enables nan to be aware of and to appreciate the

depth of reality.

For worship, in the sense that we have de¬
veloped in these pages, is an important counter-
rhythm of the activism which has brought on much
of our culture-disease. Worship may be the routs
by which modern man siay return to the healing
sources of his natural environment, and where he
might com© into adjustment with those most im¬
portant conditions and realities affecting his
life. "Worship may be the means of re-orienting
him in the environment that produced him, and
of integrating the human species in the natural
order of life that sustains and promotes or¬
ganic growth.

This aesthetic, healthy religion not only places man in

a depth relationship with reality; it transforms man.15®
It transforms him by creating his orientation as a

"lunge toward reality," a move toward union with the

151
profound centers of life. "This experience of pro¬

found awareness and appreciation for the basic relation¬

ships between man and his cosmic environings is worship

149MMW, p. xii-iii. 150ef., HHW, p. 189.

151cf., MMW, p. 228.
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this aesthetic worship is that it creates affirmative

attitudes in man toward reality. Han no longer needs

the consolation of a pathological religion oriented
153

to an illusion of reality. Being able to affirm

objective reality, he now has a religion which is

154
spiritually healthy, not spiritually sick. The

essential value of worship is practical, in that it

offers ©an the aesthetic attitude for returning to

155
the haling sources of reality. His criterion

of a religion is whether it enables man to be affirma-
1 56

tive in a healthy way in his relation to reality.

152MM'" , p. 269. 1::"3cf. , MM,, p. 164.

154c£#f MMW, p. 162,

MMW, p. 234I B. E. Meland, "The Cri¬
terion of the Religious Life", Journa1 of Religion,
Vol. 19, p. 42; B. E. Meland, 'Tradition and New
Frontiers", Christendom, 1940, p. 330; 8. E. Meland,
"The Mystic Returns", Journal of Religion, Vol. 17,
p. 159.

L5S
cf., MMW, p. 159; B. E. Meland, "The Criterion

of the Religious Life", Journal of Religion, Vol. 19,
p. 36.
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The other aspect of this healthy religion is

found in the development of a growth design for liv¬

ing. Such a design is the practical manner in which

one tries to create the conditions necessary for con¬

structively relating oneself to objective reality.

This design involves the following features; (1) being
157

realistic about one's abilities, (2) trying to live

"intelligently In relation to social and professional
158 159

demands", (3) thinking success rather than failure,
160

and (4) learning how to compromise. v In essence,

this religion practically oriented is a matter of

learning how to live as a mature, inquiring, and

constructive person affirming one's contextual existence

instead of being pathologically oriented. It was

pointed out in the section on Weland'& doctrine of

God that those activities in the universe which help

bring about growth towards authentic existence are God.

157
Cf., TC, p. 37.

159
cf., TC, p. 49-50.

i53TC, p. 43.

160cf., TC, p. 52.
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Since the nature of man is created in the image of

these activities, this pattern of growth is the proper

way of living in order to have a fulfilled existence.

Religion is the way in which man affirms his relation

to these activities, and it is the way in which man

attempts to live constructively with these activities.

Thus, religion is an aesthetic experience of the ob¬

jective reality "God" and includes practical attempts

to create the conditions through which God can enable

one to grow in His image.

Our second perspective is that religion Is

pathway for the development of a healthy or spiritual

culture. This perspective is given emphasis in Ice¬

land's thought during the development of his more

social interest in the 1940's. It is his contention

that religion is essentially cultural and that religion

should give constructive aid to the task of culture.

It is his contention also that the Protestant religion

has not been performing adequately this religious

function. The peril of Protestant religion, historically
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and in its present manifestation, is twofold. On th©

one hand, it has tended to separate man from culture,

giving emphasis to an "other-worldliness" by asserting

culture to be secular or non-religious.

Why this uprooting of religion in modern
culture? . . .The issue goes deeper than political
strategy. . .The real issue, however, lay in the
relation of historic differences between a cul¬
tural outlook concerned with emerging values in
the present world process and a faith that looked
away from the world of life. Potentially these
historic faiths are insecure in every modern
culture where th||| is concern for promoting these
emergent values.

On the on© hand, Protestant religion has given emphasis

to protestation rather than to construction and to af¬

firmation. This protestation can be seen today in the

negative orientation of religion to the present and to

the future, in its affirmation that essential religious

value can be found only in the tradition. Th© most

important example of this protestation is the refusal

to give constructive emphasis to the good in life by

16IASC, p. 39-40.
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162
giving emphasis to the evil. By taking this negative

stand,, religion blocks the spiritual development of

culture and becomes a malignant growth.

The point we are insisting upon is that in
every contemporary culture--and this applies
especially to the West, where religious tradi¬
tion tends to insulate itself and its cultus
frost the dynamic configuration we call the
living culture, that is, a culture that moves
experimentally toward new social ends, and re¬
sponds creatively to new discoveries, new in¬
ventions, new technological advances, and thus
to new human insights--religion develops as a
malignant growth within the social organism,
which becomes increasingly unassimllative and
predatory. And when the situation becomes
critical, removal of the malignant growth seems
inevitable.

The true task of religion is to find and promote

the good that is in culture. In other words, religion

must designate and promote the spirit of God which

is revealed in culture. This spiritual quality must

not be asserted in any illusory fashion, but it must

162cf., A5C, p. 66. Meland realizes that there
are many persons in the Protestant tradition who are ex¬

ceptions to his general evaluation. An example fro®
Chapter One would be Reinhold Niabuhr with his position
of "Christian Realism".

163A3C, p. 42.
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ture is more than a hoped-for-dream; it is a direction

of living, an orientation of faith, a mythos created

in man and the culture by God.

But the spirit of a culture is more than its
tradition; it is to be found in the living hopes
and dedications, in the discontents and aspirations,
in the decision-making processes that carry the
group life forward to yet unrealized goals.

Spirit is in the wakening life of our nation,
the new growths that have hardly broken through
the soil, yet give promise of reclaiming the
wasted and decadent regions. Spirit is in the
sentiments and wills of enlightened people, seek¬
ing through education and experimentation, and
ultimately through legislation, to carry America's
culture into a new day of maturity and spiritual
well-being. Spirit is the wealth of new voices
singing of America's dream.165

The process of demonstrating and promoting the

spiritual aspect of culture should be initiated by

giving a constructive philosophy of values and practi¬

cal steps for fulfilling the spiritual culture. This

philosophy of values should be based on the realization

that man can fulfill the more adequate conditions for

164ef., ASC, p. 78-9. 165ASC, p. 91.
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growth by living in a constructive relationship with

his fellow humans and with the contextual factors of

his environment.1®6 Some of the practical steps are

to realize that religion in culture must always be a

167
compromise and that all institutions must work with

organized religion to bring about the growth of spiri¬

tual culture. Meland emphasises the need for institu¬

tions, such as education, government and business, to

accept the responsibility of working to bring about
168

the spiritual culture. Organized religion has a

special prophetic function in relation to these other

institutions of culture, by pointing out the objective

good and calling upon these institutions to accept

their religious responsibility of making this good

more vivid, attorn their perspective, and to accept the

responsibility of promoting the development of the good

l66cf., A3C, p. 107-8. 167cf., ASC, p. 113.

166cf., SR, pp. 115ff.
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in order that the spiritual culture can grow.1®9
Thus| true religion is creative, "It is the stimulus

to wrest from our daily living the significance that

is there to be attained,"170 To perform its function,
171

religion must be constructive, not reactionary. It

must designate the spiritual good of culture empirical¬

ly and promote prophetically and constructively the

growth of this spiritual good. Its affirmation of the
172

good is not done by ignoring evil. It is the nature

of religion to be constructive. Evil is taken serious¬

ly, in order that a true constructive pathway can be

designated by which the growth of spiritual culture

can occur.

Our emphasis now shifts to religion as the path¬

way to salvation. We recall Meland's distinction be¬

tween two levels of faith: pritaoridal faith and

transcendent faith. Nan is created by God having a

169cf., RF, p. 323} ASC, p. 41. 170A3C, p. 158.

171cf., RCF, p. 88-9. 172cf.. HE, p. 157.
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primorldal faith. Religion is the way in which man

opens himself up in order that the grace of God can

bring about in him the redemptive, transcendent faith.

Meland's method is to be followed, not for the previous

purpose of healthy living, but now for the purpose of

being saved by God. Religion is the carrying out of

this method in such a way that the conditions are

created in which God can confront man with his judg¬

ment and through His grace enable man to respond posi¬

tively. An essential part of man's response to God's

judgment and grace is repentance on the part of man.

Again, God's grace is not a "cheap grace." Man must

be responsively repentant in order that reconciliation
173

can occur through grace. Thus, religion becomes

the way by which man keeps a creative tension between

faith and his intellectual capacities, in order that

God can fulfill His image in man through His redemp¬

tive love.

173cf., Hfi, p. 180.
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Our fourth perspective views religion as the

problem of the individual in community. Meland takes

the statement of the problem in this manner from
174

Whitehead. We recall that his theological position

is framed within the context of process metaphysics.

A cardinal doctrine of lis process position is his

theory of relativity, which we stressed in our meta¬

physical section. In his view of relativity, all

events are contextually relative. At the same time

each event retains its own uniqueness. This view

contends that the uniqueness of the individual is re¬

tained while at the same time the contextual relati¬

vity of the events is affirmed.

Meland takes this metaphysical view and applies

it to man and his religion. He asserts that the mys¬

tery of creation is "that individuation occurs simul¬

taneously with socialization."17^ It is necessary

that man retain and develop his own unique, subjective

174cf., RF, p. 133. l75PC, p. 133
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life; but he must do this always In relation to the

176
community. when man denies his communal relations,

he gives too great an emphasis to self-centred exist-
177

enqc and is in sin. In sin man's understanding of

178
his depth dimensions and responsibility is limited.

Only as the individual is kept in creative tension with

the community is it possible for man to gain true free¬

dom.

In this context the meaning of men enlarges
because selfhood itself widens and deepens its
bounds. Freedom also changes in meaning. In addi¬
tion to connoting a measure of independent judg¬
ment or decision as well as flexibility, it means,
in this context, freedom to have relations, free¬
dom to avail one's self of the grace and power
which relationships can bestow. The atomism of
the autonomous self thus gives way to a sound
sense of the community of being and responsibility,
as well as the opportunity, of being fulfilled
within such a creative nexus. 7®

Meland is careful to point out that the relation of the

individual to the community is not just sociological,

in the sense that each person has relations with the

176cf., RCF, p. 110.

i78cf., RF, p. 199.

177cf., RF, p. 245

179RF, p. 133.
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group. He is asserting this relationship "in the

ontological sense that all individuated existence

arises from a communal ground and derives its mean¬

ing from its continual, dramatic encounter with the

activities of judgment and grace issuing frem that

communal ground."*80 We recall from his doctrine of

God that God creates man in His own image and also

creates the culture in His image through the work of

the "spirit" expressed in the mythos. Meland is as¬

serting that man as an individual has a unique rela¬

tionship with God and that man in community has a

unique relationship with God. God encounters man

through the human structures which He has created;

and if man gives such emphasis to one of these struc¬

tures that the other is denied or not given its proper

role, then man cannot be in adequate relationship with

God. Thus, the problem of religion becomes that of

creating the proper conditions for receiving God**

180rF> p. 227.
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grace by keeping man's individual uniqueness in tension

with his community relations.

The relationship between the problem of the

individual in community and the problem of faith and

culture should be self-evident. We recall that Go<5

relates himself to man through his primordial faith

and through the mythos of culture. It is necessary

that one relate one's primoridal faith to the aythos

of culture, if one is to have an adequate relation¬

ship with God. If one does not take seriously God's

revelation in culture, one develops a self-centred

existence which separates one from God. Redemption

cannot occur when man is separated from the cultural

aspect of God's revelation; thus, the transcendental

act of faith cannot occur unless a creative tension

is retained between the primoridal faith and the

saythos of culture. This is but another way of saying

that man is in sin and cannot be saved because he

denies his community-nature, created in the image of

God, by giving an exaggerated emphasis to self-centred
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existence. If man is to be redeemed by God's grace,

he must keep a creative tension between faith and cul¬

ture, between the individual and community. Thus, the

true problem of religion is the problem of the indivi¬

dual in community.

In order to gain a summary perspective of Me-

Jand's general position, we shall consider his theology

as a "reconstructed liberalism." Meland looks at the

contemporary situation and sees several things. Tradi¬

tional liberalism has failed to meet the needs of the

time for several reasons: (1) it has been too optimistic
181

and has not taken evil seriously; (2) it has
182

stressed a humanistic Jesus instead of Christology;

(3) its imagery has not kept pace with contemporary

imagery made possible by "new physics"(4) its

531cf., A$C, p. 66.
182
cf., B. 8. Meland,, "A Present-Day Evaluation

of Christian Ethics", Journal of Religion, Vol. 10,
p. 378ff; B. E. Meland, "The Present Worth of Jesus",
International Journal of Ethics, Vol. 42, p. 326.

183
cf., B. £. Meland, "Analogy and Myth in
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doctrine of God has been oriented within the context

184
of a supernatural view of transcendence; (5) its

method is limited because of a pseudo-scientific
185

nineteenth century framework of reference; and (6)

its ethical concern has been so presented as to imply

that Christianity is of practical but not of distinc-
1 OA

tive intellectual importance. In essence, tradition¬

al liberalism has become "fundamentalisitic", in that

it has not reconstructed its position in order to make

the Christian faith relevant to contemporary man with¬

in his changing world view. As a counter force to

Post-Liberal Theology", unpublished, (The
Perkins School of Theology JournaI, Vol. XV), p. 9;
3. E." Meland, "The New Realism in Religious Inquiry",
unpublished, p. 8.

ia*cf., MMW, p. 147; B. E, Meland, "Toward a
Valid View of God", Harvard Theological Review, Vol.
24, p. 197.

185cf., A3C, p. 27; B. 8. Meland, "Analogy and
Myth in Post-Liberal Theology", unpublished, (The
Perkins School of Theology Journal, Vol. XV), p. 12.

l86cf., RCF, p. 3-4; SR, p. 39, 45, B. E. Meland,
"Interpreting the Christian Faith within a Philosophical
Framework", Journal of Religion, Vol. 33, p. 95.
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traditional liberalism, Meland sees neo-orthodox or

rieo-supernatural theology becoming the dominant view
187

of religion. He asserts that this position is

limited for several reasonss (1) it is reactionary
188

instead of constructive; (2) it has placed an un¬

due stress on evil as over against good and the prorao-

189
tion of good; (3) it separates faith and culture

and the individual from the community by its emphasis
190

upon otherworldliness; (4) its doctrine of God

and of Christology is inadequate because it is based

191
on a supernatural imagery; and (5) its method is

limited because it is dependent upon a supernatural

187cf., 8. E. Meland, "Some Unresolved Issues in
Theology"t Journal of Religion, Vol. 24, p. 237.

188
of., RCF, p. 38-9.

189
cf., ASC, p. 66; 8. E. Meland, "Some Unresolved

Issues in Theology", Journal of Religion. Vol. 24, p. 237.

*®°ef., 8. E. Meland, "Some Unresolved Issues in
Theology", Journal of Religion, Vol. 24, p. 234; B. E.
Meland, "Interpreting the Christian Faith Within a
Philosophical Framework", Journal of Religion, Vol. 33,
p. 95; MMW, p. 146-7; ASC, p. 37.

191
cf., MMW, p. 133.
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revelation and because it denies proper use of man's
192

God-given intellectual capacities. In essence,

this position is not adequate for modern man because

it Is reactionary rather than constructive and be¬

cause it is based exclusively upon an imagery which

is irrelevant to modern man's problem. Heland asserts

that contemporary culture is oriented to the task of

reconstruction and that, if religion is to participate

adequately in this task, it also oust be oriented to

193
reconstruction. Neither the traditional liberal

nor the neo-supernatural position has faced this task

of reconstruction; and, consequently, it is necessary

that a theological position be developed which does

embrace this task. Meland asserts that a reconstruct d

liberalism is that position.

192
ef., 8. B. Heland, "Theology and the His¬

torian of Religion", Journal of Religion, Vol. Xkl,
p. 267; MMW, p. 132-3; ASC, p. 77.

193
^

ex., 8. E. Meland, "Some Unresolved Issues
in Theology", Journal of Religion, Vol. 24, p. 237.
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Meland*s theology is liberal in that he accepts

the responsibility of relating faith, armed with a

relevant imagery and based on a scientifically oriented

method, to contemporary man- He would see this posi¬

tion correcting traditional liberalism in the follow¬

ing way; (1) evil is taken seriously, although the

emphasis is retained on constructive good; (2) Christo-

logy instead of the human Jesus becomes the corner

stone of the position (3) the method is scientific,

although a humbler role Is assigned to reason and ob¬

servation; (4) contemporary imagery is used instead

of nineteenth century scientific imagery and superna¬

tural imagery (3) adequate stress is given in the

doctrine of God to both transcendence and immanence

by placing this doctrine within the context of pro¬

cess metaphysics, (6) adequate emphasis is given to

the mystery or otherness of God without losing sight

of God's empirical revelations and without having re¬

course to the concepts of supernaturalissa; (7) adequate

stress is given to the Bible as the primary document
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of our cultural mythos without making the mythological

structure of th® Bible normative and (8) the tradi¬

tional stress on the individual is corrected by the

view *«hich gives adequate stress to the individual and

to the community in their inter-relation. He also

sees reconstructed liberalism correcting supernatural-

ism at several points: (1) it gives emphasis to the

immanence of God; (2) it keeps faith and culture and

faith and reason in a creative tension; (3) it gives

closer consideration to past and present schools of

theology; (4) it takes philosophy and its imagery

seriously into consideration in performing its theolo¬

gical task; (5) it is able to speak to contemporary

man in a relevant imagery; (6) its method is based on

faith but it takes seriously the important part played

in God's revelation by man's rational capacities; (7)

it gives adequate emphasis to man's sinful nature while

at the same time affirming the good; (8) it stresses

man's responsibility in relation to God instead of

allowing for a "cheap grace"; (9) it stresses the
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importance of myth and attempts to rescue myth from

the confines of more limited mythology and (10) it

stresses that religion must be constructive instead

of reactionary.

Meland sees two main problems for a recon¬

structed liberalism. One problem of liberalism i3

that, in its reaction to traditional liberalism and

neo-supernaturalism, it must not develop an exclusive¬

ly futuristic orientation. If liberalism is to perform

its religious task of reconstruction in relation to

culture, it is essential that liberalism give due em¬

phasis to history and to the developed insights of the

mythos. To be a true witness to the Christian faith,

it must be based on the tradition of the past, and b»

open to God's revelation in the present and in the

future.

104
Meland sees this false orientation to the

future to be a special threat to those ?»ho live within
th© American cultur©. cf., B. E, Meland, "Tradition
and New Frontiers", Christendom, 1940, p. 327.
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The moat crucial problem is how "to employ such

a tool of intelligibility as analogy in a way that

preserves the tension between what is manageable and

unmanageable in the deeper experiences of creaturely

existence *" *t)<* His concern is that the demands for

logical analysis and radical empiricism will become

so great that the liberal will begin to think that his

terns actually do designate adequately the reality

considered. If this occurs, the essence of reconstruct¬

ed liberalism will be lost, in that the depth apprecia¬

tion of mystery and myth will be lost. Meland is care¬

ful to point out that man must always be attentive to

that dimension of existence which elicits our sense

of ereaturehood. In other words, this new liberalism

must be careful not to become another form of "funda¬

mentalism", in that it makes its imagery and theological

expressions absolute and static. The essence of

E. Meland, "Analogy and Myth in Post-
Liberal Theology", unpublished (The Perkins School of
Theology Journal, Vol. XV), p. 13.
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reconstructed liberalism is that it is always recon¬

structing its imagery, reconstructing its interpreta¬

tion of the relationship between traditional forms of

myth and contemporary forms, and reconstructing its

religious tasks to meet the spiritual needs of the

individual and the community within the context of

our changing world.

In closing, we present a list of clues or tenta¬

tive formulations by Melond for a reconstructed liberal¬

ism.

(1) That the doctrine of. immanence, which has
given metaphysical orientation to the liberal posi¬
tion, can be substantially retained, though radi¬
cally revised along lines indicated by the concept
of 'structure of experience.'

(2) That revision of this assumption that God
works through the concrete structures of history
must come at the point (a) where liberalism has
followed an idealistic practice of identifying
these concrete structures with conscious events;
and (b) where liberalism has tended to equate the
human structure, either as mind or experience, with
the creative working of God.

(3) That these corrections will be somewhat
facilitated by a deeper conception of empiricism
than historic liberalism has embraced. . .

(4) Immanence in this context presupposes
transcendence as a category of differentiation
in the sense that individuality and mutuality
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are simultaneously embraced, and God and man re¬
present distinct though related categories.

(5) In this revised doctrine of immanence,
structure of experience becomes a basic concept. . .

the bearer of all relevant ueauinga, including the
seminal insights of the Christian myth informing
our Christian faith.

(6) Access to the Christian faith is thus not
a problem of relating the contemporary culture to
a remote, historic event, as in the modernists'
dilutes, but of attending to the depth of the im¬
mediate moment of the cultural structure of ex¬

perience which bears, in its valuations, the wit¬
ness to God's working in history and in the living
moiaent--Jesuu Christ, conveyed through the persist¬
ing drama of the myth.

(7) The meaning of the myth that God works
on in history to redeem man through Christ is
given in fragmentary form, wherever encountered. . .

(8) The myth that resides in the depth of the
culture as valuation and motivation, and which is
celebrated, attested to in the drama of ritual
and song, is presented, clarified, and elaborated
within a given historical context in the Biblical
writings. The Bible is the primal source of the
cultural motif that h^s been shaped into myth and,
as such, is the primary document of our culture. . .

The liberal will recover this document, not simply
as a source of ethical teaching or of didactic
discourse, but as a source of perennial renewal
in sensibility to the deeply laid valuations of
the culture wherein the sensitive nature of the
living God is disclosed to our deepest sight.

(9) The valuations conveying the sensitive
working of God are the historic responses to the
good discerned in Christ as an event of sacrlfical
love, persuading men to receive the work of God's
gracei yet witnessing to the 'costingness' of this
life of love, and to the judgment upon those who
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deny it.
(10) The church, understood as a community

of men and women who have been awakened to the

sovereign force of the Christian myth in culture,
is the living witness to the revelation of God in
Christ.196

Evaluations

In attempting a critical evaluation, our pro¬

cedure will be to consider Me land's method, doctrine

of God, and view of religion in that order. The basis

of Heland's method can be expressed in two ways; (1)

faith resulting from an experience of God's judgment

and grace, which will often be designated as "faith-

experience", or (2) an experience which offers a mar¬

gin cf intelligibility into the depth of ultimate

reality. The faith-experience occurs when the indivi¬

dual reaches the extremities of his human existence,

in the sense that he encounters the judgment and grace

of God. This faith-experience is the foundation and

*96FC, p. 59-61. For an earlier statement con¬
cerning the direction for a reconstructed liberalism,
cf., SR, p. 43.
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first step in the theological inquiry.

The question must be considered whether Me-

land's faith-experience meets the requirements he

establishes as being necessary for faith to occur.

This experience of an ultimate reality, its judgment

and grace, is held to be self-validating. On the one

hand, it would seem that for faith to occur a response

on the part of the individual to this judgment and

grace is necessary. In our previous consideration of

Meland'a two levels of faith, it was indicated that

the second level of faith, redemption, included a

total response on the part of the individual. A total

response should include the employment of all of one's

faculties, including one's critical or rational facul¬

ties. If we are correct in assuming that the faith-

experience, discussed in his method, primarily deals

Mtith the second level of faith based on the first

level, it appears that Meland posits this faith-

experience as occurring primarily before the employ¬

ment of the critical faculties in relation to the
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particular experience. The fact that faith occurs

prior to the use of the critical faculties or reason

does not mean that faith is opposed to reason or is

non-rational. Rather, faith is a response of the in¬

dividual which includes the contributions of reason in

the individual's becoming process. Nonetheless, faith

occurs on the basis of a response to a particular ex¬

perience which does not include the immediate use of

the critical faculties in relation to the faith pro¬

ducing experience. Granted that Meland stresses the

necessity of a creative tension between faith and

critical analysis, before the critical analysis is

employed faith has occurred and has validated itself.

Thus, faith is a limited response by the individual to

this judgment and grace, in the sense that the response

does not include the employment of the critical facul¬

ties in relation to the particular experience. Since

faith occurs on the basis of a response which does not

include the immediate us© of the critical faculties,

Meland's designation of faith does not meet his
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criteria of a total response on the part of the in¬

dividual.

Meland also designates this basic experience

as an experience which offers a margin of intelligi¬

bility into the depth of ultimate reality. This mar¬

gin of intelligibility cones as a momentary recogni¬

tion or vision, which is self-validating. Let us

grant that one can have experiences which offer strong,

directional insights, insights which cannot be com¬

pletely expressed and which coar with such force that

they seem to be self-validating. As Meland contends,

these insights may offer a margin of intelligibility

into the depth of ultimate reality. Although one

holds these insights with strong conviction, they

should not be accepted as being dependable without at¬

tempting to express them cognitively and to test them

in practical, living situations. Granted again that

Meland emphasises the need for critical analysis in

tension with the insight of faith, he still posits

faith, or a margin of intelligibility, as having
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occurred on the basis of its as If-validation before

this creative tension is established. He asserts

that ultimately critical analysis cannot offer any

insight into faith and cannot basically bring into

question the validity of faith. By giving such over¬

shadowing emphasis to faith, Meland offers limited

scope for the employment of critical analysis in re¬

lation to the margin of intelligibility.

These comments bring directly into question

the role of reason in Meland's method. He asserted

that faith transforms and redirects the rational pro¬

cess. As stated previously, faith is rational in the

sense that it includes the contributions of reason

prior to the occurrence of faith, faith is non-ra¬

tional in the sense that the occurrence of faith does

not depend upon the employment of reason in relation

to the faith-producing experience. In the light of

Meland's separation of the ways in which philosophy

and theology operate, it appears that without the

transformation and redirection of reason by faith,
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reason would be unable to function in relation to

this depth of ultimate reality. It is questionable

whether this transformed reason actually functions as

reason in relation to this depth of reality. The

reason cannot be used to evaluate the validity of

this reality, because the reality has given its own

validity and has transformed reason in such a way

that it operates on the basis of this validity. To

some degree it appears that reason operates as a tool

of faith. Since reason is transformed and redirected

by faith, an adequate tension cannot exist between

faith and reason. Meland does make a good point in

saying that faith and reason or reason and emotion

Should not be considered as separate functions or ex¬

periences of the human body. He asserts that neither

should be allowed to gain the upper hand over the other.

The point we have been trying to establish, however,

is that Meland makes his method so dependent upon

faith, that the balance between reason and emotion or

faith and reason is upset.
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This entire problem concerning faith and reason

boils down to the question whether it is possible for

the elemental experience of faith or the second level

of faith to be a source of knowledge, and more speci¬

fically a self-validating knowledge. Meland asserts

that this faith-experience does offer such knowledge.

Granted that a person can receive compelling insights

from an experience, knowledge cannot be established

apart from cognitive assertions which are tested on

the basis of observation and reason* This elemental

experience and second level of faith may so.ve as the

foundation for knowledge, established through the

process of reason, but neither the faith-producing ex¬

perience nor faith can offer knowledge itself. Meland

would say that the knowledge gained by faith is "know¬

ledge of" and the knowledge gained by reason separated

from faith is "knowledge about." Since we accept the

principle that reason and emotion cannot be separated,

it seems an over-simplification to make this separation

of knowledge "of" and knowledge "about". On the basis
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of the process view, it would sew that the experience

is the foundation for knowledge, and reason is the

faculty through which knowledge "of" and knowledge

"about" are established end expressed.

An important point in Meland's method is his

stress upon cultural reality, the culture offers a

basic disposition of mind to the individual and the

group. This point is especially important to his

prolegomena. He maintains the fact that other cul¬

tures influence to a degree any basic culture, but it

is his contention that the disposition of mind in the

culture remains unchanged in relation to these extraneous

conditioning factors. Meland docs not give adequate

consideration to these inter-cultural forces, in the

197
contemporary environment of inter-dependent nations.

W. C. Smith, in Islam in .Modern History, points out

that the growing Western influence in the Middle Bast

197
Meland's most recent work, The Realities of

Faith, The Revolution in Cultural Forms, indicates his
developing concern with this problem.
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is destroying the basic foundation of the Islamic cul¬

ture, since this influence is developing at such a

rapid rate that the Islamic tradition is not able to

grape1 constructively with the situation. The rapid

transition in parts of Africa and South America would

seem to point to the destruction of the basic disposi¬

tion of mind of its different cultures, often occurring

at such a rate that a new disposition of raind is unable

to develop to give any cultural unity to the communities

or nations in question. In the oore advanced Western

nations, the rate of crime, suicide, mental disorder,

divorce, and general insecurity would seen to point

to the fact that the complexities of modern cultural

forces have destroyed or are destroying the basic

disposition of mind of the previously more sheltered

cultures.

Meland takes a firm stand in support of the use

of traditional and contemporary myths and against the

procedure of dcraythologlaing. He takes this stand be¬

cause he asserts that the myth is tied to the taythos
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and not to the mythologies and be .ause the raythos is

but another expression of the culture disposition of

mind. To a degree he does deraythologire the myth from

tha mythology, in order to give basic emphasis to the

tuythos. Me land asserts that this is a necessary pro¬

cedure but that it is not demythologizing in the sense

that the myths are then rejected. Granted that his

procedure is necessary and is not the method employed

by Bultnonn, Meland*s procedure is not completely ade¬

quate for restoring the use of myth. If our previous

evaluation concerning the changing orientations of

contemporary cultures is valid, the degree to which it

is valid could point to possible changes in the basic

cultural raythos. if a change is occurring in the

raytho#, it is necessary for his method to be restruc¬

tured at this point to include a deraythologiaing which

separates the myth from ths raythos, not rejecting either

the myth or the raythos but attempting to understand

better their essential insights, and then to include

a procedure of re-mythologizing in order to sake
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traditional and contemporary myth forms relevant to

modern man, based on a relationship between the tradi¬

tional and the contemporary aythos. Such a procedure

would not be foreign to his method, as he almost in¬

cludes this procedure in his use of contemporary pro¬

cess Imagery as a way of understanding the depth in¬

sights of traditional myth-imagery.

Meland's use of process imagery leads to our

final point concerning his method. It is his conten¬

tion that a theologian should use contemporary philo¬

sophical imagery without being bound to the limits of

the philosophical frame of reference. Me land has been
198 199

accused by Nels Ferre and by Edward T. Ramsdell

of not simply using the process Imagery but of com¬

pletely accepting whitehead's philosophy as the struc¬

ture of his theology. In our concluding chapter we

198^. Ferre, "Review", Journal of Religion,
Vol. 30, p. 136.

199
Edward Raasdell, "Review", Journal of Reli¬

gion, Vol. 35, p. 101.
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shall see more clearly horn far Meland agrees or dis¬

agrees with Whitehead. For the present let it be

said that Meland definitely sees his task to be that

of developing a theology which makes constant use of

process imagery, but he does not think that he has

sold his theological soul to Whitehead's philosophy.

Meland's theology is an attempt to develop a faith-

centred theology which contemporary man can under¬

stand, nd he uses process imagery as a tool in this

task.

Meland's doctrine of God will be considered in

two stages: (1) the period before 1945, and (2) the

period from 1945 to the present. So far as the first

period is concerned, we shall devote our comments to

problems arising from his pluralistic view of God.

The consideration in the second period will be devoted

to his trinitarian view of God.

It is Meland's contention in his early period

that for the purpose of worship God is to be considered

One, and for the purpose of theology God is to be
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considered as particular plural activities functioning

within the universe. The plural activities which are

designated as God in worship are represented by Meland

as being empirically concrete. It is difficult to

understand how God can be concrete in his plural na¬

ture while at the same time He is concrete as One in

worship. If the plural activities are empiricial,

one is led to the conclusion that the oneness of God

express d in worship is an abstraction created by man

to meet his needs of worship. If this oneness is an

abstraction, it would seem that the God of worship is

in actuality an illusion created by man. It is ques¬

tionable whether such an abstract illusion can serve

as the object of worship for an intelligent man. This

separation between the God of worship and the God of

theology necessarily causes a split between these two

religious functions, which would seem to impair their

proper interrelationship. Since theology and worship

emphasise essentially different concepts of God, it

would seem that they necessarily would be at odds with
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each other. It would also seem that these two reli¬

gious functions, with their opposing expressions,

would be unable to function in a coordinated manner

within the same religious community.

Great stress is given by Me land to the import¬

ance, in the doctrine of God, of giving equal weight

to God's transcendence and to His immanence. Fro® the

perspective of God's pluralism, it is questionalle

whether God can be considered transcendent. It would

seem possible that these pluralistic activities could

be limited to the interaction between events in the

process of becoming. In this sense these activities

would be immanent in the events. Granted that due

to the view that all events are related in a relative

manner and that no event can exist in isolation, it

is possible to assume that these immanent events could

have been related to past events and will be related

to future events. At the same time events do change

due to the process of becoming, so that it would be

possible that, if God is limited to the interaction
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of events, God also changes. The possibility that God,

as the process of interaction, changes modifies the

view that while events may be different the value-pro¬

ducing power immanent in them remains the same. If

God does change as this process of interaction, it is

questionable whether the pluralistic activities called

God in the past can be considered to be the same God

in the future. If this line of reasoning is adc ju&te,

it woulc" seem that the God who is immanent in the be¬

coming of one event is not the same God who is irsunanent

in the becoming of another event. This line of reason¬

ing would appear to be adequate within the context of

the view that no two events can be the same and no

event can ever be repeated, therefore, the interaction

of events can never be the same or repeated. If these

pluralistic activities could be designated as the

creative interaction between events, it would be ques¬

tionable whether God can be transcendent while at the

same time being immanent in a particular interaction.

Let us grant that God can transcend our knowledge of
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his immanent interaction, it is one thing for God to

transcend our knowledge and another to transcend a

form of reality. Since God is known only as he func¬

tions creatively within the interaction of events*

there seems to be no empirical reason to assume that

God exists or functions apart from specific inter¬

actions of events. If God does not exist or function

apart from specific interactions of events, then God is

wholly immanent in particular events and does not

transcend the events. One sight assume that God

structurally transcends particular events because He

functioned in the past and will function in th--» future

process of becoming. If God to some degree does

change in the cumulative process of becoming events,

it would see® that the activities designated God in

the past are not the same activities to be designated

God in the future; and if these activities are different,

it would seem logical to assume that one has different

gods (polytheism) immanent in particular becoming

events and not a transcendent God immanent in
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particular becoming processes.

An important emphasis in Meland's doctrine of

God is that God reveals to man through his i®iaam?nce

the necessary conditions for the development of mean¬

ing or salvation and that man has the responsibility

of fulfilling these conditions in order that meaning

or salvation can occur. If the pluralistic activities

which are God change to some degree due to the v rti-

cular process of becoming in which they are function¬

ing, it would seem that the conditions necessary for

meaning or salvation also change, according to the

particular becoming process. If these necessary

conditions are relative to particular processes of

becoaing, it is questionable how much is revealed to

man In past events which will enable man to function

constructively in relation to God, It would seem

that this revelation of God to man is limited to such

a degree that man's ability to cooperate is impaired.

Heland also asserts that God is limited by man's ful¬

filling these necessary conditions. If man is
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limited in the possibility of his understanding what

conditions are required, it would follow that God's

creative functioning is limited to a great degree.

From this pluralistic perspective, it would appear

that both God and man are indebted to & benevolent

,1chance" for things having worked as well as they

have.

It would be possible to take each of Mel id's

terms for God and to apply this line of reasoning,

from the perspective of God being pluralistic. How

can God be pluralistic, his nature changing to son©

degree due to the particular becoming process, and

at the same time be the Silent Process transcending

all history which is the Source of Value, the ground

of being, or the source of growth? From the pluralistic

perspective, it would seem that whenever value, being

or growth occurs, those activities within the inter¬

action of events which are responsible for these re¬

sults are what is designated as God. For an adequate

doctrine of God, the emphasis should be upon the unity
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of God. Such an ewphasis would not hinder an under¬

standing of God's functioning in plural ways.

Proa the period of the Second World War, there

is a definite shift of emphasis in Meland*s theology

ami especially in his doctrine of God. This shift

can be seen aor© pointedly in America's Spiritual

Culture. Emphasis is given now to the Sovereignty

of God, to His sustaining and redemptive function.

Also equal stress is placed upon God's transcendence

and immanence. God remains those sensitive activities

within the universe, which create, sustain and redeem

man; but for all practical purposes, these functional

characteristics of God are considered in relation to

God's unified Sensitive Nature. This unified emphasis

can be seen especially in his development of the view

that God is the God of history which creates man and

all events when tenderness triumphs over force,

which sustains man through his sensitive-silent work¬

ing, and which works with man in order to redeem him.

This view of God's unity can be seen also in his
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emphasis upon the fact that all men are created in the

image of God. Meland also employes the term "God" in

his theology more and more during this period, which

in effect negates his former separation between theo¬

logy and worship. Even though this negation does

occur, he does retain a separation between these two

functions of religion in order that the language of

praise in worship should not be confused with the

analytical statements of theology. The important

limitation of Meland1s doctrine of God in this period

cornea in the fact that he does not explicitly reject

his former distinction between the oneness of God and

the plurality of God, although this rejection is im¬

plicit in the development of his more redemptive em¬

phasis.

Meland's view of religion is based upon his

contention that religion is man's way of affirming his

relation to that objective reality which enables him

to fulfil his human rature. During the 1930' s, he de¬

velops his view of religion from a practical, functional
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perspective. Essentially, there are two functional

aspects of religion, which are worship and religious

living. Worship is an aesthetic experience that gives

the practical value of placing the individual in touch

with the depth of reality. Religious living enables

the individual to be fulfilled in relation to this

depth of reality. During this period his view of re¬

ligion lacks an adequate emphasis upon the communal

aspect of worship and religious living, as well as

upon the essentially redemptive character of religion.

By the 1940's, his view shifts to religion as

£ pathway for healthy living. With this shift of em¬

phasis, we see a shift toward religion as the pathway

to redemption. During this period he begins to develop

his thought concerning the relationship between reli¬

gion and culture. One of the most valuable contribu¬

tions of his theology is his emphasis upon the neces¬

sity of holding faith and culture in creative tension.

We have raised previously the question whether his

evaluation of culture in relation to religion is
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adequate. On the one hand, it is questionable whether

culture does not have essentially a supernatural instead

of process orientation, as well as a force instead of

tenderness orientation, making it questionable whether

Me Land's process view of culture is an adequate per¬

spective for keeping faith and culture in creative

tension. An aspect of this creative tension is his

emphasis upon religion as constructive instead of nega¬

tive. Heland devotes a great deal of tine to a consi¬

deration of the limitations of the supernatural view

of religion. Granting that an important concern for

him is the developing of a theology which construc¬

tively relates contemporary man to the Christian faith,

it is questionable whether his negative evaluation of

supernaturalism does not essentially make his process

view of religion negative instead of constructive. If

supernaturalism is the dominant religious perspective,

which Meland contends to be the case, it would appear

that he accepts the responsibility of being negative

in relation to supernaturalIsm, while at the same
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time attempting to be constructive theologically, with

these two opposing orientations, a tight rope must be

walked in order to keep his theology basically con¬

structive, and it is questionable whether at times he

does not slip from this rope on the negative side.

On the other hand, it appears that his view of culture

is dominated by the conception of small groups as the

proper cultural living pattern. An illustration of

this conception is found in his view that the ideal

cultural situation in America will be the breakdown

of the big city areas with a return to small towns

as the pattern for group living. This ideal is im¬

portant to his theology because of his emphasis upon

God's grace as occurring through the culture, as well

as through the individual. Whether or not such an

ideal is to be desired is beside the question. The

question is whether this view of an ideal cultural

living pattern is a realistic perspective for a theo¬

logical position which accepts the responsibility of

keeping culture and faith in a creative tension. Since
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the present cultural trend is in most instances direct¬

ly opposed to his ideal view, it is questionable

whether his evaluation of culture is adequate for ful¬

filling his theological task.

Another important contribution in Weland*a view

of religion is hie emphasis upon the problem of the

individual in community. He correctly points out

that a correction is needed both to the individualism

which has developed in Protestant religion and to the

communalism which has developed • ithin Soman Catholic¬

ism. He points out that both the individual and the

community are created by God in His own image and that

an over-emphasis on either perspective will serve to

limit God's redemptive grace. This point is important

because it re-asserts that God's grace occurs, at

least in part, through the relation of the individual

and the community.

Heland's view of religion must be seen within

the context of his concern to present a reconstructed

liberalism. He emphasizes two problems for a
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reconstructed liberalism, One is that the process

view should never be presented as if it expressed or

designated fully the reality under onsideration.

Even if Meland is careful always to qualify his pro¬

cess view in this manner, he at the same tine gives

su ;h emphasis to his process position over-against

supernaturalism that one is forced to the conclusion

that he has a great deal of confidence in his general

orientation. It is questionable hether his emphasis

upon the process view does not over-shadow his quali¬

fications concerning its limitations. His warning on

this point is well taken, and in all fairness to his

theology, we should accept his qualifications.

His other warning concerns the extreme futurism

implicit in the process orientation. The essence of

process is the doctrine of becoming, which lends it¬

self to an orientation towards the future. The ques¬

tion is whether with such an orientation one can give

adequate consideration to history. Heland may be

unique in the degree of concern he shows for the
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history of theology, philosophy and culture, but his

over-riding concern appears to be the becoming process

of healthy living and redemption.



CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

The Conclusion will be divided into four sec¬

tions. Section one will be a summary of the general

position shared by Whitehead, Wieman and Meland. In

the second section, consideration will be given to

the primary points on which these three men develop

diverging positions. An evaluation of these diver¬

gent positions will be presented in section three.

A general evaluation of the limitations and value of

Process theology will be presented in section four.

The sections of evaluation will focus primarily upon

Process theology as represented by Henry Nelson wie-

raan and Bernard Eugene Meland.

Summary

Process theology is dominated by a world-view

or metaphysical perspective which asserts the nature
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of reality to b© monistic. The key term for this

position is "process." Reality is basically On©

Process, although there are infinite processes which

function dynamically within the structure or realm

of this basic process. The preceding statement is

but another way of asserting that the universe is

an infinite process, infinite in the sense that all

other processes, including man, cannot get outside

of it. The universe, as the basic process, Is

neutral and can be considered in its structure and

function. The structure of this rocess is that it

sustains all other processes, and its function is that

it offers a basic "creativeness" to all processes.

There are two primary processes functioning

within the universal process. These are a process

for order, growth or value and a process for disorder,

destructive growth or chaos. The raligious term "God"

is used to represent the process for order, growth or

value. For Process theology, the term "the source of

growth" is generally used to designate the functional
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character of God, with the terms "the source of order"

and "the source of value" being synonymous with the

former. These two processes are not neutral. On the

basis of their structure and function, they have a

mutually exclusive purpose. The structure of the

process "God" is to be the source of growth, value,

or order. The function of God is to be creative, sus¬

taining and redemptive in relation to the becoming

processes of reality, in order that growth may occur.

On the basis of structure and function, God is the

process for salvation in the univ rse.

The doctrine of God for Process theology is the

central point in its explanation of the constructive

nature of reality experienced by man. Primary emphasis

is given to man's immediate encounter with God, although

emphasis is also given to God as the God of history.

God encounters man only as God is immanent in man's

process of becoming. While God is immanent in rela¬

tion to man, God is also in a sense transcendent. God

transcends the particular relation to man, because of
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God's structure and because of God's relationship to

the other processes in the universe. The doctrine of

God as transcendent is not to be understood in the

sense of traditional supernaturalism, which contends

that God transcends universal reality. At the same

time, the doctrine of God's transcendence for Process

theology is similar to traditional supernaturalism,

in the sense that both positions affirm that God trans¬

cends the particular encounter between God and man.

Although God, as the source of growth, is immanent to

man in his becoming process, God is not the absolute

factor in determining the becoming process of man.

God is limited in his functioning by non-human and

human environmental factors. On the one hand, the

assertion that God is limited is an affirmation that

man is morally responsible for his actions. On the

other hand, this assertion gives emphasis to the con¬

tention that the God-man relationship is personal.

God is sensitive to man's needs and responds in a

saving way to these needs. It is contended that, if
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God absolutely determined man's process of becoming,

God could not have a personal relationship to man,

personal in the sense that God in a sensitive manner

responds to man's needs. This sensitive and personal

nature of God is presented by describing God as love,

or mora aptly as suffering love. Although the God-

man relationship is personal, God is inadequately

described by the anthropomorphic term "personality."

In other words, it is affirmed that God transcends

our conception of personality.

Events are the primary com onents of reality.

Events emerge through a process of becoming and are

relative to all other processes which participate in

their becoming. As an adequate process of becoming

occurs for an event, growth occurs. Since God is the

source of growth for each event, God is an essential

ingredient in the process of becoming of each event.

Other environmental factors condition the becoming

event. At the same time each event gives direction

to its own becoming; thus, the event is relative to
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the conditional aspects of its environment, including

God, while at the sane tine retaining its own unique¬

ness.

Environmental factors encounter the becoming

©vent only in the immediate experience of the event.

Nothing helps to create or give direction to the be¬

coming event, except through the event's immediate

experience; thus, immediate experience is the bearer

of the depth of reality. God is no exception. God

only encounters the becoming event as God is immanent

in the immediate experience of th event.

Nan is an event, or more properly a "nexus of

events." Han must go through the same process of be¬

coming common to all events, but in doing so exercise

his peculiar human capacities. God encounters man in

his immediate experience. Han is a creature of the

universe, and to fulfill his process of becoming

adequately, man must adjust and relate himself in a

positive and constructive manner to his environment.

In order that he may become fully man, the human
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process of becoming must conform to the source of

growth in the universe. In other words, to be true

marl, man must be positively and constructively related

to God, Since God is limited in th® God-man relation¬

ship, man is morally responsible for the growth which

occurs in his own process of becoming. In other words,

man is morally responsible for fulfilling his humanity

in relation to God. For an adequate relationship to

God, man's adjustment to his environment and to God

must be raade on the basis of a total response, total

in the sense that there can be no separation of mind

and body or intellect and emotions. At the same time,

it is necessary for man's response to be disciplined,

especially in view of man's rational and emotional

character and th© complex nature of reality. Thinkers

who hold the Process position are not in complete

agreement on the specific steps involved in this

disciplined response.

Holding that God encounters man in his immediate

experience, Process theology presents a functional
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view of religion. This view is functional in the sense

that primary emphasis is placed on the way in which

religion helps man to meet his needs. In general,

Process theology stresses both the individual and

the social needs of man which can be aided by religion.

This stress is seen in the theme that the major prob¬

lem for religion is the relation of the individual to

the community. As designated previously, God is the

source of true growth, and it is man's responsibility

to grow in relation to God. The purpose of religion

is to help man to adjust himself to reality in order

that growth may occur. In other words, the purpose of

r-sligion is to help man to adjust himself in a posi¬

tive and constructive manner to his environment, in¬

cluding his encounter with God, in order that man may

ba saved by God. Thou are several keynotes to the

functional view of religion presented by Process

theology, and these ore: (1) that the purpose of re¬

ligion is to point man to that reality which saves

him, (2) that the purpose of religion is to help man
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to adjust himself to this saving reality on the basis

of man's being morally responsible in using his God-

given capacities, (3) that th® purpose of religion is

to call man to make an absolute faith-commitment to

the God who saves, a commitment which includes his

being morally responsible to the demands of God for

true growth, (4) that the purpose of religion is best

served when in each age man has an intelligible under¬

standing of his faith, and (5) that the purpose of

religion is to be positive and constructive in rela¬

tion to the total life of the ind vidual and the

culture.

Points of Divergence

Whitehead, kieman and Meland present divergent

methods and divergent purposes for their methods.

Whitehead's method is a method of speculation sup¬

ported by rational and empirical foundations. The

purpose of his method is to achieve a general inter¬

pretation of reality as a whole, wleaan and Meland
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present a modified, empirical method for theology,

which reject# the speculative emphasis of Whitehead.

The purpose of wieman1s method is to rake possible an

absolute faith-commitment, baaed upon empirical know¬

ledge; but whereas the goal of wieuun's method is

faith, He land's method presupposes faith. The pur¬

pose of Holand *s method is to reach an intelligible

understanding the meaning and value of faith.

The conflict of positions expressed by ui< man

and Me land concerning faith is the U«sy issue separating

their methods. In our previous d jcussion, the two

levels of faith presented by Meland were considered,

which are Primordial Faith and Transcendent Faith.

Our present consideration is limited to the second

level of faith, that is, Transcendent Faith. For

Meland faith is an experience of the judgment atxi

grace of God. In this experience of faith revealed

knowledge is already present. This knowledge is ab¬

solute and self-validating, in the sense that no in¬

sights gained from rational procedures can essentially
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change this knowledge. Faith not only reveals self-

validating knowledge} faith re-create# and re-directs

reason by providing It with a point of orientation.

Intelligibility of faith is the goal of th« method,

but this intelligibility is determined by the self-

validating knowledge revealed in faith and by the

rational processes which have been re-created and re-

ciixectec by faith. Faith determines the religious

knowledge which is or can be gained and the intelligi¬

bility of this knowledge.

Wiesaan disagrees almost eo .pletely with Me land

on the question of faith, reason, and knowledge.

Wharsas for Me land faith is a cayaterious experience

of God's judgment and grace, faith for Wieman is a

calculated and absolute commitment by man to God. For

Wieatan there is only one level of faith, which ia the

absolute f a ith-commitmeat. k'ieaan contends that man

has experiences in which God reveals "lures" and

"insights' , but he holds that knowledge is not direct¬

ly revealed by God in these experience#. Knowledge is
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gained only through a process of empirically testing

the data of the religious experiences. Reason is

attuned to the data of the religious experience, but

reason is not re-created and re-directed by this

data. Wieaan rejects Meland*s interpretation of

knowledge revealed in faith, as being unsupportable,

untestable, and open to the possibility of illusion.

At the same tine Wieman contends that the purpose and

function of reason is to gain knowledge and that reason

cannot perform its function, if reason is limited by

pre-established knowledge and by soaa mysterious

force which re-creates and re-directs it.

Although wieman and Meland differ in a striking

way regarding this question of faith, reason, and

knowledge, there is one factor in Wieman's position

which qualifies these seemingly opposing views. After

man has made the absolute faith-commitment, according

to Pieman, his entire response becomes more attuned to

the data revealed by God in relgious experiences.

Through faith man is able to gain more adequate insight
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into the nature of the reality which he experiences.

The result of this more adequate insight is that man

in faith finds his knowledge, which remains empirical,

corrected and broadened by the grace of God. In a

real sense it is true to say that for Wieman faith

does qualify the rational processes. This qualifica¬

tion permitted by Wieman is similar to Heland's con¬

tention that reason is re-created and re-directed by

faith; but although there is this similarity, the

primary difference between their positions remains,

namely, that Wieiaan represents faith as occurring on

the basis of empirical knowledge, whereas Meland pre¬

supposes faith fro® the outset and the mysterious

knowledge revealed in faith.

In accordance with their interpretations of

faith, reason, and knowledge, Wieman and Meland pro¬

ceed to establish opposing positions concerning the

value of myth. Wieman contends that in past ages

myths were valuable in expressing and transmitting

interpretations of reality, but that today their value
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is limited because of the possibility of more literal

interpretations. The inherent danger of myth is that

it makes it possible for man to rest in an illusory

interpretation of reality. Because of this danger,

Wieman rejects myths and denies their essential value

in the theological quest. Meland's interpretation

of the theological quest differs from Wieman's, in

the sense that the quest for Melaod is for intelligi¬

bility, whereas for Wiesaan its aim is an absolute

faith-commitment based upon empirical knowledge. In

accordance with his emphasis upon intelligibility, Me-

land affirms the value of ayth in the theological

quest. According to Meland, the nature of reality is

complex and our understanding of reality is limited.

Myths should certainly never be presented as absolute

or literal accounts of reality, but myths are important

for providing a frame of reference for interpreting

reality. Meland contends that the most adequate con¬

temporary frame of reference is the position of pro¬

cess. Pieman rejects the contention that the position
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of process* is a myth and asserts that any elements

within this position which cannot be supported by

empirical evidence are based on speculation and have

no valid claim.

The differing view in respect of method can be

brought into focus by noting the authority designated

as primary. Whitehead places supreme authority on an

interplay between facts "being pritsary" and thought.

Wieman accepts in general the supreme authority as

represented by Whitehead. By his emphasis on the lure

of experience, on intuition, and on reason in faith as

it becomes more attuned to the data, Wietaan represents

God as the directive force in the interplay of facts

and thought. He land differs from Whitehead and Wi«-

man on the question of methodological authority. For

Meland the supreme authority is the aesthetic, revela¬

tory experience, in which God imparts to man faith

arid reveals to man knowledge which is absolute and

solf-validating. The key points of methodological

disagreement for Process theology centre on the
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question of faith, reason, and knowledge.

Wiceman and Meland disagree with Whitehead on

specific points in the doctrine of God. Whitehead,

as we have seen, affirms three aspects of God's na¬

ture, which are designated as Primordial, Consequent,

and Superjective. Wieman rejects the elaborate des¬

cription by Whitehead of God's Primordial and Conse¬

quent natures, because he contends that these des¬

criptions are based on speculation and not based on

empirical evidence. Vie roan maintains that there is

no evidence to indicate that God contains within his

Priaor3.3l self all eternal objects or possibilities

of value.

Although Wieman thus appears to be at variance

with Whitehead in his rejection of the Primordial and

the Consequent natures of God, this variance however

is in form rather than in substance. Wieman considers

God structurally and functionally. At one time, he

holds that God is structurally the unlimited possi¬

bility of value. At another time, he indicates that
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the structure of God is creativity. Wieraan places em¬

phasis on the growth of value, and he contends that

this growth occurs because of the interaction of

events. Now it is within God's structure that events

interact in such a way that there is an increase of

value. It must be within God's structure for this

interaction to occur, since there is a force not

accountable for in the events themselves which makes

possible this increase of value. Wieman asserts that

something must be possible before it can become ac¬

tualized. Since there is an increase of value not

accountable for in the events themselves, there must

be a structure of value which becomes actualized to

an increasing degree. wieman does not claim to know

how this structure of possibilities operates. Nor does

he claim to know how the function of God operates in

relation to God's structure. His only claim is that

there is something functioning in relation to the

interaction of events, for which the events are not

responsible, which brings about an increase of value.
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this function he designates theologically as God.

In two ways Wieaan's structure of God is similar

to Whitehead's Primordial nature of God. By giving

emphasis to God as the structure of unlimited possi¬

bility, Wieman's thesis is close to Whitehead's view

of God in his Primordial nature as retaining all

eternal objects, since Whitehead's doctrine of eternal

objects is but another way of saying that God retains

all the possibilities of value for becoming events.

His emphasis upon God as the structure of creativity

is similar to Whitehead's view that God presents

selected eternal objects to the becoming event in such

a way that the event has a subjective aim upon which

to become actualized. Although Wieman does not offer

an elaborate description of the way in which God is

structured and functions in order to actualize the

possibilities of value in a particular interaction of

everts, Wietaan essentially posits the same process oc¬

curring which Whitehead designates as the Primordial

nature of God.
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Wieman disagrees with Whitehead regarding the

Consequent nature of God. Whitehead points out that

when an actual entity reaches its point of concretion,

its next step is to pass into a state of objective

immortality. As objective data, it then becomes data

for the becoming processes of other events. When this

immortal entity is not serving as data for an immediate

becoming event, it is retained within God's Consequent

nature, until such time as it can serve as objective

data for a becoming event. Wieman asserts that there

is no empirical evidence to suggest that an objective

event is retained in some ethereal realm, when it is

not participating as objective data within the becoming

nature of reality. For Wieman, everything that exists

must participate within the interactions of reality or

it does not exist, therefore, when an objective event

ceases to exist in the interaction of other events, it

ceases to exist. There is no deus ex aachina for sav¬

ing in a state of objective immortality those things

which no longer exist in the processes of reality.
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In one sense these two positions are inrecon-

cilable. Whitehead holds a doctrine of immortality

which Wieman rejects. In another sense, however, these

positions are similar. For Whitehead, that which enters

into the state of objective immortality is not the

event itself but its essential, objective contributions.

V'ieman, however, also emphasizes the fact that the

contributions of each event participate in the history

of civilization, although the events cease to exist.

These contributions are retained from one generation

to the next as they attempt to deal personally with

reality, and likewise in literature, music, art, and

history. Because these contributions are retained in

a variety of ways, Wieman emphasizes the necessity of

retaining all available historical sources. He declares

that the expressions of one age may not be meaningful

at different periods of history, but that nonetheless

they must be retained, since at some future date men

may be able to derive value from them--value which we

in the present are unable to appreciate. This retention
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of the contributions of past events is an essential

part of Wieman's view that God is the God of history,

in the sense that as God sustains the historical

process, God also sustains the contributions of events

which have ceased to exist. Both Whitehead and hitman

include in their doctrine of God that character of God

which sustains the contributions of events which have

ceased to exist. Their difference arises from the

fact that Whitehead contrives a description of the

way in which God sustains these contributions, and

accordingly affirms an infinite state of immortality

which transcends history. Although V/ieman rejects

this description of immortality, his rejection is not

an absolute rejection. Because1 of his fear that faith

may be based on illusions, Mieman rejects the thesis

as having no evidence to support it. His rejection,

therefore, of the form "I do not know" rather than of

the form "that cannot be possible."

Like Wieman, Meland differs from Whitehead

concerning the Consequent nature of God, although
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Meland gives more emphasis than does Vieraan to the

manner in which God sustains the contributions of

past events by re-creating and re-directing them in

the development of culture. Meland, however, differs

no less from Whitehead by rejecting the notion of

objective immortality involved in the Consequent na¬

ture of God. Things that cease to exist just cease to

fctxist, although their contributions aay live on in ths

development of the culture. There seems no way of

reconciling either toieaan or Meland with Whitehead on

this point of transcendent immortality.

Thcoa is however one major point of disagreement,

concerning the doctrine of God, between W'ieman and Me-

land. This point is predominant in their writings

during the 1930*3, but it has become less of an issue

since the 1940's. Whereas VJieman has always stressed

the unity of God, Meland in his earlier writings con¬

tends that the God of theology is Plural, while the

God of worship is One. .-is pointed out previously,

'Island's more recent writings implicitly stress the
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unity of God* To the degree that Meland's theology

gives credence to a view of God as plural, to that

degree Meland's position is in <pposition to Wleman's.

Although Process theology presents in common a

functional view of religion, Wieraan and Meland strike

differing emphases in their view of religion. Wie-

man's view of religion has placed primary emphasis

upon the individual in his ' mediate experiences,

with less emphasis on the social character of religion.

This stress is evident in the limited consideration

Wieman gives to the value of tradition and to the

role of history in his theological position. The

limited role Wiesaan does attribute to tradition is

provided for by his doctrine of the perceptual event.

As discussed previously, the doctrine of the perceptual

event provides an inadequate framework for the reten¬

tion within his theological position of the religious

tradition and the general historical tradition. Un¬

like Wieman, Meland follows directly the example of

Whitehead and emphasises the social aspect as much
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as the individual aspect of religion. This dual em¬

phasis is seen in the relation of faith and culture

as a major theme in his theology. In his doctrine of

God, Meland gives special consideration to the manner

in which God reveals himself in culture, in the tradi¬

tion, and in history.

Evaluation of Divergent Views

There is value in the view of faith, reason,

and knowledge presented by Me land, but ieaaan's view

is in the end more adequate. Meland contends that

faith must be a total response on the p£irt of man to

the judgment and grace of God, but he represents faith

as occurring in such a manner that man's proper role

in the God-man relationship is limited. Man is not

responsible for a true commitment to God. Faith,

properly understood, is a total and absolute commit¬

ment on the part of man to God. For Meland, on the

other hand, faith is an experience by which God trans¬

forms man, and aan does not fully participate: in, nor
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is he fully aware of, this transforaing experience.

There ia value in Meland's stress on the essential

importance of the grace of God so far as the occurrence

of faith Is concerned, but a® it stands his emphasis,

on the dominating role of God in the occurrence of

faith, denies to man his God-given humanity and, fur¬

ther, denies to man his moral responsibility In rela¬

tion to God.

Meland contends that the experience of faith

and faith itself are self-validating. This means that

there is no possibility of external criteria thereby

faith rsay be seen to be genuinely faith or not. One

cannot really bo sure that one has encountered the

judgment and grace of God, so long as one's evaluations

are based on internal or subjective criteria. Neither

can one be sure that one has made a total response, so

long as there are no external criteria for evaluating

one's response. If faith is its own and sole authority

for authenticity, there will always remain the al

possibility that what one contends to be faith is in
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reality a projection of one's distorted psychological

needs.

A prominent element in Meland's theory is that

there is to be a creative tension between faith and

reason. Meland also insists quite explicitly that

faith occurs independently of reason. Faith, however,

is said to be a total response of the individual to

God's judgment and grace. Yet man is a rational being,

and, consequently, reason must be involved in man's

total response. Since, however, faith occurs inde¬

pendently of reason, Meland's view of faith in reality

implies a limited response by man. Man cannot make a

total response to God in faith without including the

use of his rational capacities. However, since faith

is also self-validating, reason cannot perform its

true function of assessing the authenticity of faith.

It is, on the contrary, Meland's contention that faith

re-creates and re-directs r ason. The truth is that

if faith has this completely transforming effect on

reason, then one would not be able to engage true
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reason in the theological inquiry. Only a faltb-domi-

nated reason could be engaged in this inquiry. When

reason is so dominated by faith, a valid, creative

tension between faith and reason cannot be established.

.Meland contends that man receives in faith

absolute knowledge, validated by faith, concerning the

God-man relationship, if one accepts this contention,

then reason of necessity would be limited in relation

to this knowledge and to faith. If there is no ex¬

ternal criteria for evaluating this absolute knowledge,

then there is no way of being reasonably certain that

the knowledge revealed in faith is true, instead of

being an illusory "knowledge" which is self-projected.

Since this knowledge is absolute, the possibility of

an increase and correction of knowledge, concerning the

God-man relationship, is eliminated. According to Me-

land, the role of reason dominated by faith is to de¬

velop an intelligibility of faith. Reason, limited

only to the task of intelligibility, is stripped of

its function of working for an increase and correction
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terms of external criteria, and faith should allow

for an increase of and correction of knowledge based,

at least in part, upon reason. Heland's view of

faith does not allow for either of these factors, and,

therefore, his view of faith is not based upon the

total response of ©an.

Nonetheless, in spite of these defects there

are specific themes within Meland's position which

are valuable. These themes are: (1) that faith

must be a total response of man to God, (2) that

faith must be based on man's encountering the judg¬

ment and grace of God, (3) that a creative tension

must exist between faith and reason, and (4) that

faith must be intelligible.

The weaknesses in Meland's position--concerning

the issue of faith, reason, and knowledge--are cor¬

rected in Wieaan'a position. For kfieman, faith is an

absolute commitment on the part of man to God, made

within the context of the grace of God. It is a
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commitment which involves a total response on the part

of van. Faith is based on knowledge which has been

empirically established, but in the faith-commitaent

man goes beyond the limits of his human knowledge.

Man commits himself in faith to God ; the commitment

is not to the knowledge gained. God reveals to man

the initial Insights in the religious experience,

which serve as the foundation of knowledge, but man

must be responsible in using his total capacities in

gaining knowledge of the God-man relationship. Man

does not employ his reason, in relation to the religious

experience, in a completely detached manner. On the

other hand, reason must not be dominated by the re¬

ligious experience. Rather, reason must be attuned

to the data being considered. The knowledge gained

is never considered absolute or final, although the

knowledge does offer one a degree of certainty for

making the faith-commitment. If faith is based on

empirical knowledge, the possibility of faith being

no more than a projection of one's own psychological
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tends that, after the faith-coiaxaitsent has been made,

a form of creative tension exists between faith and

reason. Reason, in light of the faith-commitment,

becomes more attuned to the data of the religious

experiences, making possible a correction of and an

increase of knowledge concerning the God-man rela¬

tionship.

In summary, Vs'ieiaan offers an important correc¬

tion to Meland*s position in several respects, tele-

man contends (1) that the religious experience does

not provide faith or knowledge, although in the ex¬

perience God reveals insights which are the founda¬

tion of knowledge, {2) that reason, attuned to the

data, Is employed in gaining knowledge, (3) that faith

is a total response by man to God, (4) that faith

should be based on knowledge, while going beyond the

limits of knowledge, and (5) that, after the faith-

commitment has been made, reason becomes more attuned

to God*s revelation in the religious data, making
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possible within the grace of God an increase of and a

correction of knowledge and understanding. Wieman's

position is more adequate than Meland's because Wie-

man attempts to emphasize the role of God and the

role of man in the God-man relationship. God is

responsible for encountering man with His revelation

in the religious experience, but at the same time man

is tsorally responsible for using his God-given faculties

for gaining knowledge and for making th® faith-commit¬

ment to God. Meland represents faith as occurring

before man can employ his God-given faculties in a

total response to God. Therefore, Meland so emphasises

the role of God, in the God-man relationship, that

man cannot be morally responsible to God on the basis

of » total response. Whereas Meland'a lack of external

criteria for the evaluation of faith and knowledge

increases the real possibility of faith being nothing

but the projection of one's distorted needs, Wienan's

emphasis upon man's moral responsibility in gaining

empirical knowledge and in making the faith-commitment
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based upon this knowledge, lessens the possibility of

faith being distorted by mh's personal limitations.

Wieaan's position also provides for an increase of

and correction of religious knowledge du® to the

grace of God, an increase which is lacking in Meland's

position. Because faith is based on knowledge and

provides for an increase and correction of knowledge,

wietaan's position includes non-subjective criteria by

which nan's actions can be evaluated in respect of

their conformity to the deuands of God revealed in

the God-suan relationship. Wleman's emphasis on non-

subjective criteria makes clear that man must continue

to be morally responsible to God, even after the

faith- ommitment has been made. Meland's conception

of the need to develop an intelligible interpretation

of and witness to the faith is valid and important

enough{ but the introduction of the project of intelli¬

gible interpretation, after faith and knowledge have

occurred on th® basis of a limited response by aan,

does not measure up to man's moral responsibility to
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God to use his God-given capacities in gaining know¬

ledge, in tasking the faith-commitment, and in testing

his actions in order that they conform to the demands

of God. Whereas Meland primarily stresses the role

of God in the God-man relationship, Wieraan stresses

God's grace and man's moral responsibility. St is true

that V'ieman at times seems to stress man's responsibility

to God more than God's grace; but this tendency is

justified, within his clear emphasis on God's grace,

because of man's sinful tendency not to accept and

not to fulfill his moral responsibilities to God.

That God is the source of faith must always be clearly

stressed, but God's grace must not be stressed in

such a on -sided way that man's responsibility to God

is either diminished or negated. The Old and New

Covenant theme of the Bible clearly confirms that man

is saved by the grace of God, but salvatim only occurs

when man is morally responsible in a total sense to

God.

One of the moat important of Meland's contributions
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is the value he places upon myth in the theological

inquiry. He asserts that the imagery of myths is

essential to man in each age, as man attempts to

understand and to witness to the God-man relationship.

By making use ox myth-imagery, Meland is indicating

that the nature of reality, experienced by aan, is

so complex that an adequate understanding cannot be

gained by a purely empirical approach. Meland uses

the term "empirical realism" to designate his modi¬

fied form af empiricism. As noted previously, Wiemsn

also presents a modified form of empiricism, and yet

in his constant emphasis upon faith as founded upon

empirical knowledge, he rejects the value of myths.

3y rejecting myth, Wieaan gives credence to the charge

that his empirical approach is in part superficial,

because ha omits from his consideration the depths of

reality which man in all ages has apprehended and ex¬

pressed in the form of myths. There is value in

.•ieman*s contention that myths must not be taken literal¬

ly, a contention with which Me land *ould agree. One's
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understanding of the nature of reality must not bo

limited by a static and absolute myth-imagery. None¬

theless, one must not cut oneself off from the depths

of reality expressed in myths, simply because these

depths of reality are difficult to relate within a

modified form of empiricism.

Neland's emphasis, upon the value of myth-

iaagery to the theological inquiry, is important for

at least two further reasons. On the on® hand, he

paints out that modern science and religion share a

common approach in using myth-imagery for plumbing

the depths of reality which confront man. In making

this point, Keland offers a necessary correction to

Vv'lcman*s rejection of myths as an invalid manner of

dealing with religious and scientific insights. On

the other hand, he points out that theology does an

injustice to man, wl t. it attempts to aake any myth-

1 aagery static and absolute. This correction is

valuable over against those who attempt to make om

particular system of myths regulative for all
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Christian*. The point, however, is of value to Process

theology itsalf, because it implies that the myth¬

ic agery of process is not sacred end should never be

used as if it represent, the ultimate imagery for ex¬

pressing reality. Meland not only indicates the value

of Myths in the theological inquiry he also contends

that new myth-imagery oust be developed, as man at¬

tempts to understand his relationship to God, within

the context of an increasingly complex understanding of

the nature of reality. Meland rightly points out that

in order to be responsible, theology must recognize and

accept the task of re-mythologizing.

In summary, the methodological authority pre¬

sented by Wisman is more adequate than the authority

designated by Meland. Whereas wiern.-.n places his author¬

ity on the interplay of facts and thought occurring

within the directive grace of God, Meland contends

that the supreme authority is the aesthetic, revelatory

experience, in which God imparts to taan faith and re¬

veals to man knowledge which is absolute and self-
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validating. Meland's position Is limited because on

its terms man is unable to make a total response to

God and because there are no external criteria whereby

the claims of the faith-experience may be evaluated,

wieman's position is limited because his emphasis

upon facts and thought excludes the depths of reality

indicated by myth-imagery. Neither wictaan nor Meland

present a pure form of empiricism. Wieraan's modified

form of empiricism is the more adequate, but it would

be more adequate still if wieman actively included the

value of myths in the theological inquiry.

In general Wieman and Me land are in agreement

on the essential points in their doctrine of God, as

both give primary stress to the saving character of

God. Pieman is correct in stressing at all times the

unity of God. To the degree that Meland's early writ¬

ings do not stress the unity of God, Meland is open

to the charge of polytheism. Wieisan and Meland are

correct in rejecting as speculation the transcendent

immortality included in Whitehead's Consequent nature
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of God. At the same time, they both agr © that God

sustain© the contributions of the past in the becoming

processes of the present and the future. In this

sense, salvation by God in the present and the future

includes the contributions of the past. Poland's

position is more adequate on this point than is Pie¬

man's* Meland gives special emphasis to the relation¬

ship of faith and culture, an emphasis which is not

adequately presented by Pieman. Stress is given by

Me land to the way in which God is revealed in culture

and to the importance of tradition to culture. Because

of these insights, Meland develops a more adequate

view of history, in relation to the theological inquiry,

than does Pieman. Pieman tends to emphasis© the re¬

ligious experience of the individual. By so doing,

Pieman fails to give due weight to the vital contri¬

butions of culture and tradition to the religious

life of the individual. Pieman's inclusion of the

perceptual event is not an adequate substitute for

a strong doctrine of history in relation to the
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theological inquiry. Although Heland gives more ade¬

quate stress, than does wiemon, to the relationship

of faith and culture, they both reject a transcendent

state of existence designated by the term "immortality."

The saving character of God within the on-going-pro¬

cess of history is affirmed, but transcendent immorta¬

lity is rejected because of the lack of any concrete,

empirical evidence to support such a view.

General Evaluation

As has been previously indicated, wieman's

method is more adequate than Meland's. Because of

this superiority, the general limitations to be con¬

sidered will focus on Wietaan's methodj but it should

continue to be borne in mind that Meland does offer

corrective insights to some of the limitations in

Wi&mAti'a method.

Process theology contends that its position

involves an empirical method. This method is empirical

in the sense that the claims made must be supported by
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evidence which has been empirically tested. The empiri¬

cal character of the method is not to be understood as

a "pure" or orthodox for® of empiricism; rather, this

method represents a modified form of empiricism, mo¬

dified in the sense that the evaluation of the data

does not occur in a purely detached manner. The

general, methodological limitations in the Process

position are related to the manner in which this em¬

pirical approach needs to be clearly modified.

There are three points, concerning method, at

which emphasis should be stressed if the modification

of the empirical approach in Process theology is to

be adequately understood. The first point deals with

the relationship of that reality which can be simply

understood on the basis of an empirical evaluation

and of that reality which, because of its mysterious

qualities, cannot be simply understood on the basis

of an empirical evaluation. Whitehead points to this

problem in his contention that one*® understanding

should not be limited to the superficial level of
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reality. k'ieman and Meland assort that their primary

interest is with the particular experiences in which

the God-man encounter occurs. Both indicate that there

ia a depth of quality to these experiences which is not

found in man's general level of experience. Meland

attempts to include this mysterious quality of the

God-man encounter, but his position is limited because

of a lack of any external criteria for evaluating the

claims made on the basis of the religious experience.

Wieraan at two points attempts to include this mys¬

terious quality. On the one hand, he emphasises that

God is responsible for the lure of experience and for

the initial insights which serve as the foundation for

the hypothesis. At this level, God's initial revela¬

tion enables Tan to be more attuned to the religious

data. On the other hand, Wieman contends that man in

faith becomes more attuned to the religious data, soak¬

ing possible a correction of knowledge and an increase

of knowledge. By not stressing the mysterious quality

of reality, the modified empirical approach of Process
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theology can be improperly interpreted to be closer to

orthodox empiricism than it actually is. If Process

theology is to be true to its modified form of empiri¬

cism, the empirical evaluation must adequately take

into account the mysterious quality of reality, even

though the inclusive character of this evaluation may

limit the scope of the theological position. While not

rejecting the modified character of its empirical ap¬

proach, Process theology should clearly indicate that

there is a mysterious quality in the religious ex¬

perience which cannot be evaluated on the basis of a

superfica.lly orthodox empirical method.

The second point deals with the relationship of

myths to a 'modified empirical method. As indicated

previously, on this point Meland's approach is taore

adequate than is Wieffian*s. The nature of reality is

complex, and our understanding of reality is always

Limited. Throughout recorded history, man has used

myths as an aid in dealing with the complexities of

reality. Wieman is correct in his rejection of the
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literal interpretation of myths, When myths arc.- taken

literally, they become an end in themselves, instead

of serving as a means to an end. Used correctly,

tayths can help man to be open to ©n increasing under¬

standing of the complexities of reality. An important,

methodological tool should not be rejected, simply

because the tool can be and often is, used improperly,

Wlemsn's modified form of empiricism rould bo streng¬

thened, if it included an adequate use of myths. Me-

l.and indicates that constructive theology has the re¬

sponsibility for developing new forms of sayth in each

age. Tb< ;hoiogical insights of former times must

be presented within contemporary mythological forms.

If Process theology is to perform this task of re-

mythologiaing, its modified form of empiricism must

adequately include the use of myths.

The third point deals with the inclusion of the

rjliyious tradition and the Bible in a modified em¬

pirical approach. Primary emphasis should be placed

on one's religious experiences and on one's modified
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empirical understanding of these experiences. At the

same time, one's religious experiences and understand¬

ing are conditioned, to some degree, by one's religious

heritage. No man is an island. All men are social

creatures, whose existence is dependent upon the his¬

tory of mankind* any method which does not include

a concrete dialogue between man's experiences in the

present and the accounts of experience in history is

limited. As indicated previously, '■ ieman and Me land

stress, to varying degrees of success, the importance

of a proper dialogue between the experiences of ths

present . ie experiences of the past. If the modi¬

fied form of empiricism in Process theology is to be

adequately employed, this dialogue between the ex¬

periences of the present and the? post must be estab¬

lished.

Concerning the doctrine of God, there are two

primary points of weakness in the Process position.

The first point of weakness deals with the personal

character of God. For Process .theology, God is the



creative process in the adverse which saves man, al¬

though primary emphasis is given to the necessity of

man's being responsible to God in order that salva¬

tion can occur. It is the intention of Process theo¬

logy to affirm that this relationship, between God

and man, is personal. /Ithough God is personal, per¬

sonality is denied to God. The denial of personality

to God is supposed to be an affirmation that God is

more than personality. This affirmation by denial is

in agreement vjith the traditional doctrine of the

Trinity, which describes Gocl by using the Latin term

for "pern-.::;, instead of using the term for "personality.

As previously stated, the use of the word "deny" in

this context is unfortunate and inappropriate. By

using the term "deny" it is possible- to interpret

Process theology as presenting God as less than per¬

sonality. Since the intention is to affirm th*t God

is personal and more than p«?rsonality, the us? of the

term "deny" weakens the Process view of the personal

character of God.
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The second point of weakness is found in the

way in which Process theology fails to relate ade¬

quately its imagery of God to the biblical tradition.

One image of God, used in the Process position, is

God as suffering love. This emphasis on the tender¬

ness and sensitivity of God would be more relevant to

the Church, if it were related adequately to the bib¬

lical theme of the Suffering Servant. In Process

imagery, God is related to culture, while at the

same time man's moral responsibility to God in culture

is affirmed. This imagery would be more relevant, if

it were related to the Covenant theme, where man is

called upon to be morally responsible to God within

the cultural situation. In Process imagery, the God

who saves is not a static God, but an active God who

brings about his saving grace within the immediacy of

history. This imagery would be more relevant to the

life of the church, if it were related to the biblical

testimony to the active God who functions to save man

Ln the unfolding drama of history and to whom man must
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be committed.

The primary weaknesses designated are manifest

in the view of religion presented by Process theology.

The empirical emphasis tends to allow for an inter¬

pretation of religion which is impersonal. By not

giving adequate emphasis to the mysterious depths of

reality which man encounters, Process theology runs

the risk of limiting religion to the superficial levels

of existence. By not adequately relating its position

to the Bible and religious tradition, Process theology

creates the risk of cutting off contemporary religion

fros its cultural heritage and from the God of history.

The greatest danger in this position is implied in the

term "process,0 which indicates a futuristic orienta¬

tion. An orientation to the present and to the future

must always be balanced by an emphasis on the past. If

this position is not to limit its interpretation of

religion to a futuristic orientation, the empirical

character of Process theology must be adequately modi¬

fied- -in order to give due emphasis to the mysterious
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depths of reality, to the Bible, and to the religious

and cultural tradition.

Although there are these basic weaknesses, Pro¬

cess theology has made and continues to make construc¬

tive contributions to systematic theology, especially

in America. In summary, the major contributions will

be listed. (I) As stated previously, the crucial is¬

sue in American theology, in the 1920*s, was whether

one could continue speaking of the existence of God

as a concrete reality. Under the influence of Process

theology, the question of theism was redefined. Theo¬

logy turned from its attempts to prove the existence

of God to attempts to designate the character of this

Something upon which man is dependent for his salvation.

(2) Not only was the issue of theism re-defined, but

Process theology also began to develop a method by

which theology could understand the character of God.

This method represents a modified form of empiricism.

As an empirical approach, Process theology has helped

to bridge the gap between theology and science. This
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position attempts to include a contemporary, scienti¬

fic world-view, without asking this world-view static

or absolute. (3) The goal of this empirical approach

is faith in God. Faith must be based on knowledge,

but at the same time faith atust go beyond the limita¬

tions of human knowledge. In other words—on the one

hand, faith includes an encounter with the mysterious

depths of reality; while on the other hand, faith is

always based on empirical evidence. Because of this

modified empirical approach, faith based on intellec¬

tual assent to or blind acceptance of, fixed proposi¬

tions is rejected. The possibility of one's religious

Ufa being based on one's distorted, psychological needs

is limited by the inclusion of empirical criteria for

evaluating the God-man encounter. (4) Faith is made

potentially possible by God's encountering man in the

religious experience. Although it is by the grace of

God that faith is potential for man, it is necessary

for man to be morally responsible to God--in the pro¬

cess of gaining knowledge and understanding--b^fort
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man can truly saake the faith-commitment. This position

affirms the need for man to make a total response to

God, in order that faith should occur. Man's religious

life cannot develop independently of other areas of

human interest. In an age when specialization is be¬

coming increasingly dominant, Process theology affirms

that man's religious life must be in tune with the

total realities of human existence. (5) Claims are

made by many today that the traditional understandings

of faith are unintelligible for modern man. Process

theology, in line with its modified form of empiricism,

contends that faith must b® made intelligible to man

in each age. The demand for intelligibility means

that the witness to faith must employ the use of images

and myths which are relevant to contemporary man's ex¬

periences. A primary issue in the theological world

has been the battle over the validity of demythologir-

ing. The emphasis by Process theology on Intelligi¬

bility would re-direct this theological discussion to

Include the question of re-mythologiring. (6) History
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infoxata us that too often man makes the commitment of

faith and does not live by the demands of God explicit

in the commitment. Process theology extends its empiri¬

cal approach to include the need for man to test his

actions to see if they conform to his knowledge about

the God-man relationship. It is not enough for man

to gain religious knowledge and to make the faith-

commitment . Process theology affirms the contention

of the writer of jt John--that man's actions must

demonstrate that he is in the light. (7) Process

theology, in its eapirical approach, places definite

eaphasia upon man's being totally responsible to God.

In an age when humanism is flourishing, this position

is careful to indicate that its views are anti-human¬

istic. On the one hand, man is to be responsible for

his own humanity, but man's primary responsibility is

to God. On the other hand, man's role is kept in

perspective by the clear contention that it is by the

specific grace of God that man gains religious know¬

ledge, makes the faith-commitment, and attempts to
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fulfill this commitment. In summary, it can be said

that Process theology stands within the broad tradi¬

tion of Covenant theology. It is because of the gr :e

of God that man is able to participate in the God-man

relationship. Yet, man must be morally responsible

to God in the use of his human resources, if man is to

participate fully in the God-man relationship. In our

man-centred-age, Process theology affirms that man can¬

not save himself. At the same time, man must be re¬

sponsible to God on the basis of a total response, if

salvation is to occur. Process theology contends that

God does not offer to man a "cheap grace"; the grace

of God demands that raan be morally responsible in his

full humanity.
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